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FOREWORD

The Seventh Annual Conference of the National Association for Environmental Edu-

cation' (NAZE) was held in Chicago, Illinois on April 30 and May :fold 2, 1978.

,
Attendance at the Chicago conference was 362 persons from 36 states, the District

of Columbia and three Canadian provinces.

The Current Issues series is designed to provide a permanent record of the best

papers* presented at each NAEE conference. current Issues IT! includes of the

73 papers-presented at the 1918 conference. The variety of topics covered by

these selected papers reflects both the breadth of the environmental education

field and the diversity of interests and talents of the NAEE membership.

For the convenience of the reader, we have organized this volume into seven,

sections. The first section consists of a single paper by T.L. Harper and

S.M. Stein, a thought-provoking look at environmental ethics. the other six

/sections are: International Environmental Education, fnEay, salLm, Environs

mental Studies, 10y1fOnmental Ed:station Reearch, and Environmental Education

rrograms. Assignment of papers to thee sections was done somewhat arbitrarily.

Readers will note that considerable oveelap exists among papers assigned to dif-

erent sections. This, of course, is simply a function of (the interrelationehips

of) the subject matter with which our authors deal.

We express our appreciation to orkr reviewers for their candid appraisals of sub-

mitted manuscripts, tb the authors for their patieoce.and cooperation throughout

the review process, and especially to John Disinger for shepherding us through

our initial year as editors of Current Issues.

The. Association expresses its appreciation to the ERIC. Clearinghouse for Science,

Mathematics and Environmental Education for sponsoring the p lication of Current

lasues.IV.

*Refereed Papers: Each paper submitted to Current Issues IV was refereed by

two independent reviewers. Final decisions en acceptance were made by the

editors.

Craig B. Davis
Arthur Sacks
Editors
November 1978
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THE NEW ENVIRONMENTAL ETHIC: A CRITICAL EVALUATION''

T. I.. Harper and S. M. Steinl

IntoduntiOn
fi

This paper wasiwritten in response to the observation that many people who are
Concerned about the State of the natural environment ceem corfUsed regarding the
appropriate criteria for decision-Making. It is crucial to establish such cri-
teria.befere undertaking analytical, political or edimational activities, in this
area.

Many.environMental scientists and "environmentalists" accept the.imminence of an
"environmental crisis." By this they mean that what the environment is (or will
be) diverges significantly from what (in their opinion) it ought to be. The
solution proposed is the adoption of a new "environmental" ethic,which conside
elements of the environment to be (intrinsically) objects of ethical concern.. A
Apical argument is that advanced by E. 006:

As'human population growth, technology, pollution, and demands on finite
-"resources begin to tax the earth's capacity, the theory that man and the
environment are a whole must be put into practice if man is to avoid
self-destruction. "Holism" fin terms of planning and ranageient requires.
a fundamental change in man's attitude towards his environment and most
important'of all, an ethical basis for the,necessery legal and economic
incentives.

.'in 1933 Leopold wrote:

"When god-like Odysseus returned from the wars in Troy, he hanged,
all on one rope, some dozen slave girls whom he suspected of misbehav-
ior during his absence. This hanging involved no question of proprie-
ty, much less justice. The disposal of'property was then, as now, a
matter of expediency, not of right and wrong. Criteria of right and
wrong were not lacking from Odysseus' Greece, The ethical structure of
that day covered wives, but had not been extended to human chattels."

"During the three thousand years. which have since elapsed, ethical
criteria have been extended to many fields of conduct, with correspond-
.ing shrinkages in those judged by expediency only. This extension of
ethics is actually a process of ecological evolution . .

"The first ethic dealt with the relationship between individuals.
Later accretions dealt with the relationship between individuals and
society. ,Christianity tries to integrate the individual to society,,
democracy to integrate social organization to the'ingividual. There
is yet no ethic dealing with man's relationship to land and to the
nonhuman animals and plants which grow upon it. Land, like Odysseus'
slave-girls, is still strictly economic, entailing privileges, but ,

not obligations. The extension of ethics to :his third element in
human environment is, if we read evolution correctly, an ecological
possibility. It is the third step in a sequence. The first two
have already been taken."

Thus Leopold eloquently stated the case of a natural evolution
of ethics, and he correctly predicted that' the early "conservation
Movement" signaled'the beginning of societal. acceptance of an envi- .

ronmental ethic .We can confidently expect that the decade of
1970 to 1980 will bring greater acceptance of the third ethic be-
cause:it must. In fact, we could argue with considerable logic that
the progrese man has made'injormalizing the first two ethics will came
to naught unless the third and final component is accepted and put
into legal and economic4Iractice.2

1
-T. L. Harperand S. M. Stein, members of the Fatulty of Environmental Design,
University of Calgary,- Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
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At least th ee distinct pp
''evaluation. With implicit a

be:

Pee ion A: Given. that

1. in the past: all persona were not considered to be objects of ethical
'concern (1)r example. slaves)

are being advanced,3 Each requires separate
umptiona Made ecplicit, the three positions seem

2. today all persona are considered to be objects of ical concern

today e4ement of the environment are not considered to
of ethical concern

it follows that'

4. we ought to consider elements'of the environment
concern (i.e., it would be elogicar.eictension of

Position B: Given that .

1 2, 3 as in Position A,

It follows that

4. in the future, we will consider elements of the
of ethical concern

which implies that

be objects of

objects of ethical
he notion of morality);

environment as objects

5. we ought to consider elements of the environment as objects
concern.

Position C: Given that

1. as a consequence of our
in the future will suffer
own goal's

it is wrong for people-to
to fulfil their own goals

esent use of
perhaps die

needlessly su

of ethical

the environment, people now or
, or be unable to fulfil their

if environmental elements, were considered
concern, we wogld alter our present use.of

(Mows that: ,

or be deprived -of the right

o be objects of ethical
the environment

4. we ought to consider elements of the environment as objects of ethical
concern.4

0

Each of the three posilons fails to provide a justification for a "new environ-
mental 'ethic." peal-tic -.A and .0 reflect confusions mith regard to the nature of

ethical principles. Poe _on B reflects confusion with regard_to the distinction
between normative and des riptive statements. The next two sections of the paper
will examinetheae two con usi ns and relate them to positions A and B. The
third section vill examine on C and propose modifications to it which will
provide a proper ethical basis for environmental preservation.

Ethical Ptiici le' and Their A lication

Ethical principles are action-guiding rules with universal applicability (i.e.,
they apply to all instances of a particular type subject to specifiable.exeer-,
tibns). Moral evaluation deals with the critical eve-nation of human acts

o

acT,

cording t a certain conceptual framework. That is, when we think of an action
as a moral action we evaluate it by reference to a setof standards. These

andards define the moral realm. Thus, for example, if'we say a person's act
was morally praise-worthy since it was done in order to decrease the suffer-
ing of other individuals, we have critically evaluated that act as morally



pralee-worthy by appealing to the standard, i.e., the alleviation of human-

suffering, as a criterion'for proper moral behavior. As such it defines

hat moral action ia.

Some feature* of moral behavior are:

The possibility of moral evaluation presupposes that individuals have
the ability to choose between alternate courses of action. That is,

the possibility of engaging in moral behavior and consequently the

possibility of moral evaluation presupposes the existence of free action,
A person who decides to do an act must be able, in view of this, to
freely and consciously choose to do the act in question, person who

cannot make Much free choices, that is a person who is either compelled

to do something or accidentally does something, will not be the object of

moral criticism one way or the other. Thus, for example, if an individ-
ual falls out of a window accidentally and in the course of hitting the

ground falls on someone and injures him, he cannot be morally criticized
for committing an immoral act.

There is a corollary of this feature of moral behavior. Moral behavior
requires that all people be, able, if they so choose, to engage in actions

Which are unselfish. If all human actions were selfish then, of course,
man'sould not have the choice of either doing an act selfishly or not
doing it selfishly. Consequently, the possibility of unselfish action is

a necessary condition for moral behavior.- ,

An important feature of moral behavior and moral evaluation is the uni-

versality or impartialityof moral prescriptions. Thus, when one pre-
scribes a moral course of action, that prescription must be made without
reference to a partial)consideration of en individual or individuals
(unless there is a morally relevant reason to do so).

Very roughly we can say that there are two standards or criteria which we

use to define and evaluate moral behavior, which liest the basis of moral

prescriOtion and moral obligation. The first moral criterion is positive

and may be described as utilitarian.5 Again,, very roughly, the
utilitarian criteria of moral evaluation relate to the consequences of

huMan action, Thus, if an act is engaged in which is intended to bring
about an increase in happiness (or a reduction la-suffering) among human
beings, then from the utilitarian perspective that act is the right act.
If, as a matter of fact, an action leads to consequences which increase
the happiness of-individuals or reduce the suffering of individuals then
the consequences of that act are good. The utilitarian looks to the ends

or Consequences of actions. There are great, difficulties with this account

of morality as a criterion.6 However,' one mutt agree ,that such considers..
tions, however refined or limited, ahould play ma-important role in
evaluating moral behavior.

The second moral criterion is essentially negative. That is, it does n
`tell one what should be done, but what should not be done. It puts reartic'
tioaa on what one can do from a moral point of view. This negative
criterionlasically deals with human rights.7 it prescribes that all,
action whfch leads to'the violation of individual rights is morally wrong.
if one is to be a moral person, one must abstain from such violations.
Thuds for example, if I am to engage in moral behavior, I cannot steal,
rob, or physically violate another individual._ ©f course these are primi

facie obligatiOns and may be overridden by special considerations. For

mxample, if one perpon has phytically violated another, the other hoe the
right to take action against ttie first on the Bounds of self-defensea
But,,allthings being equal, one should not take action which violates the
rights of.sther individuals.

These:principle Ake different forms, but occur in or underlie the

'recommendations of most ethical thinkers. Some have tried to combine them

in one'principle:



Whatsoever we are alwayi ta'act in such a way

ni involved treating each man as a person

o ct-in hid own right - as much as possible of
"48-that,the person wants that is compatible with

eating his fellow men as persons.B

dis4reaMents between ethical thinkers concern, not the validity

of bu; what to do when the two principles conflict, resulting

Lo4..ioreX_dilemma. For example, in order to relieve one person's suffering

Assr:miy, im-to violatknother's:rights.

to realize that While principles are universal, objective ana'

application will be quite different in different dircum-
lute to appreciate the distinction bitween universal

ad their situational application often leads to ethical

It is also important to recognize that these principles can be regarded as..

er4erialfor the a4eluation of moral behavior. Even if it could be shown

chat- these principles are ultimately derived from others, aeworst, they are

ussful'as a practical test for moral behavior.

1 princi,les discussed' above refer to "persons", "man", or "human

b_ age"This is not an arbitrary application, but rather relates to cottaia

properties which are necessary in order that any being be considered as an

object of ethical concern.',

There are three necessary conditions that must be satisfied. For a being to

lb* considered an object of ethical concern, it must posses the abilltyAo:

1.' have positive and negative experiences and to be conscious of ahem

(146, VA ability to experience pleasure and pain, to enjoy or to

suffer);

T., conceive of 'state of affairs different from present eality:(i.e.,

to have preferences and values, to set goals);

freely rhooie betWeen different courses of action.

The crucial question is "what beings have these' properties ?" Clearly, people

are the paradigm of beings which do possess these properties. Inanimate

objects are the'paradigm of beings which do not postmen rhese properties.

Some have argued that animals might possess these properties to'aome degree.9

A few might argue that plants also do. A rather amusing example 1.0 the scion-

tist (Cleve Backeter) lobo found apparent.evidence.that plants have feelings.

However, another scientist (Eldon Boyd) managed To get the dame "reaction"

from a gees of styrofoam. Ho'concluded that the effects were nroduced by

fields associated with the investigator rather than-,the object undeeinves

Illation. When asked why he ruled out the possibility of styrofoam having a

low grade consciousness, he replied "because that's ridiculous."10

For the balance of this discussion, we will define all beings with the

reqUisite properties given above as "people", and all beings without them as

"think". Moral principles are based on the recognition that all people ars

of intrinsic value and worth. With the exception of possible borderline

easel, our definition is the common intuitive one. Persons are defined by..'

these properties (having goals, intentions,,making choices, avoiding suffer-

1141).. Whether ecreature has these properties (i.e., is a petann) is not a

Matter of attaching or removing a label. A person is not created by attaching

the libel "person"va person is not destroyed by removing the label "person".

A person cannot be changed to a thing or a thing to a-person by fiat or .

decree. The tact that many whites in the U.S. south did not treat blacks as

parsons does not mean that they weren't. The fact that Odysseus did not treat

slaws as persons does not mean that they weren't.

6



The ethical,:principle "respect the rights of all persons equally unless
there is an ethically relevant reason" appiLed in Odysseus' day just as
it doeetoday.'.:Aa'Leopold.points out, Odysseus would have agreed with this
principleeburile Would,,have appliecIit only to his fellow Greeks. Our

disagreemenrvithOdyisedsvould concern not, the validity of the principle,
but whether:or not slaves were persons.

In fact, Odysseus (and other slave owners) can, be shown to have recognized
properties of persons in slaves, and is thereby self-condemned. Mae of
the term "misbehavior" recognizes the ability to choose betwee;. al....arnatives

after a eelf-constious evaluation of them.) What was required in Odysseus'
day was not.a new ethic but a proper application of the old ethic to all

persons. .

The question of further extension of the application of ethics depends on
whether the objects of concern are persons (i.e., whether they have thespec-

ified necessary properties). Element's of the environment do not, in general,

Possess the, properties of persons. They are'therekore not the proper objects
of ethical concern. To consider them to be go is not a logical extension of

the notion of morality, but a contradiction of that notion.
0

Position A thus fails to provide a justification for a "new environmental
ethic." We will'now look at the basis for Position B, and consider whether
empirical knowledge provides us with any such justification.

B. Normative and Descriptive Statements

Argument 13 takes an objective, non-human viewpoint, separate from the goals
and desires of persons. The purpose of such an empirical, systematic,

_scientific viewpoint is-to describe, to explain, to predict, to understand the
properties of phenomena and their relationships. It provides no' grounds for
evaluating one phenomenon or state as better than any other. The problem of

_attaching teleological significance ro biological explanations is that pur-
pose can be defined in any set of natural phenomena. For example, the
poSe of cancer cells may' be to grow. "Better" relates to human valu4a.
Distinctions such'es clean/dirty, diversity /uniformity, beautiful/ugly relate
to human needs and goals. All systems, urvive in some' form. One state of

the system is not better than another, just different.

Many purported scientific descriptions are, in fact, normative recommendations.
From a scientific viewpoint, whether a certain type, of pollutant produces al

gae is true or false, not good or bad. It is from a moral viewpoint,that it
is good or bad. is from the viewpoint of human values that it is
desirable or undesirable.

Many environmentalists fail 'to appreciate this distinction. This results,in
the use of ambiguous terms like Ileopold's "ecological possibility" which makes
It difficult to determine-whether-a-prediction or a normative recommendation
is intended. Odum's statement that "wmcan confidently expect that the decade
of 1970 to 1980 will bring greater acceptance because it musell could.
be interpreted as claiming either that acceptance is inevitable (a prediction)
orrhat it is morally necessary (a normative recommendation). Odum's predic..

tion of the elrolution'of a new ethic may be correct, but rhis provides no
basis for his normative recommendation. When a statement is normative, we

are entitled ask "what are the reasons why we Woad behave in the manner
recommended ?" The,reasona we get will be related to the same old traditional'

ethical principles.

Somimay object that here, and in our third condition for objects of ethical
concern, that we have assumed the distinction we are arguing for, i.e., some
concept of free will. This is true. We have assumed that all hUman actions

Are not describable in causal terms:

Onemlass of laws in psychology gives causal explanations which
seem sufficient to account for what happens to a man, hut not

what he does. There is another set of.laws, however, which

14



,,--
,,concerrisnot,What happens to men, but-what they do -:.their
'ictpne;performances, and achievementi. But such,lawp
itate;nicessarTrarher than sufficient conditions'.... As

et:agerisiatight, nature knows,:, ,no norms. Itmaymell be
:tillOtiSte,Mideennot remember- without part of his brain
being,altimulatei, or that ipa function, in part, of ante-
;cedentk!!iWision": 'But the,very meaning of "remembering"
'aidsrleirning" precludes a sufficient explanation in
'these;sOrti,of naturalistic terms,12

'if our assumption were not true, if this distinction were false,
than hereWould-be nothing to argue about. There would be,no gooder bad,
no beiter or-worse. There would be only prediction. CancereeIls, air
ollution, suffering, death of the species, death of all life would JUst
OpenThis is not 'the viewpoint of _advocates oUthe new ethic.' They

Oliarly.ValUi:eertain states of affairs as opposed to others.

Tosition'B, based on scientific or empirical knowledge,-thus provide
Arjustification for a "new environmental ethic". A, valid justification for

:valuing the environment will have to be related'to the goals and desires, to
__thi_willnbeing:_ef individual persons.

Th

PositiOn-C shows some promise in that it relates to-the well-being individ-

ual Persone: Statement C2 lit is wrong for people to needlessly suffer or be
deprived OUthe right to fulfil their own goals) is ethicallyeomiendable.
If Our present Use-of the environment is harmful to. people, "then ii is- wrong

,

"1,things,co-equal. In some situations, this would involve violating_therights__
Of Persons,13 or inflicting suffering upon them, in order to save the,environ

BoWeirer, it-would elevate a means to'an and,in-that it would iake people and

Ment. :It would involve using these persons as means for the sake of things. ,

ie. to consider elements of the environment as objects of ethical concern:
an hou d be changed. Statement C3 proposes a means to achieve this end,

'whiciidirectly violates the original intent (as expressed in C2).

chat some environmentalists (who would advocate this) are deing is advancing
r '

.

their own values and preferences at the expense ofether people.--They are ,

attempting to dictate the goals, objectives, and 1iestyles of other_people.
SuCh an endeavor is not morality but immorality. An environmental ethic
which makes the environment an end in itself is not an ethic at all!

A proper ethical basis for preserving the environment must relate to the
-goals,and to the well- being environment-being of persons. The environmenshould be preserved

'
I

,

or protected whenever it relieves or prevents the suffering of. persons or
'whenever' it preserves the rights of -persons,- This' criterion recogniies that
the'preservation of the environment is a means to human happiness; and not an

.'end in itself. If an individual's activity (for example, driving his car to
work) interferes with other people's ability to achieve their own goals (for
ekample, to live peacefully in their own bomes)_or causes them to suffer,
then these are moral grounds for government intervention. The nature of
intervention which is appropriate is an ideological question. Ithe.indi-;
vidual's.rights to a clean environment are'held to be absolute, thdn the
activity should be-prohibited. If utilitarian-criteria are applied, then the
polluter should be made to bear the (externality) cost of his activity.

Ethical Basis or Environmental Preservation

fhat is needed is a new Position 'D':

Given that

as a consequence of our'present use of the environment, people now or in
the future will suffer (perhaps die) or be unable to fulfill their own .

goals

it is wrong for people to needlessly suffer or be deprived of the
to fulfil their own, goals



that

ought, te:hwOoncerned with he impact of our present.use of the
and modify that use so that-it does not inflict:suffering

:0;4/0* violate the rights of individual persons (present or futuro).

AnOtherlOrds,.weareadvocating .np _ition often referred to as "steward-
shiprre that the natural resources we Are blessed with don't fully belong
ia,us bui:are held in trust for present and future-onerations.

Conclusion

,We have seen that there is no justification for a "new environmental ethic"
,Jvhich,vieie therenvironment (or elements thereof) as having intrinsic Worth
apart from the needs and desires of persons. Such an ethic is not a logical

i extension of'past ethical conceptions; it is a direct contradiction of them.
Such an'ethic cannot be recommended on the basis of empirical knowledge or pre-
diction, however accurate.

What is required is a proper application of the old traditional ethical princi-
Oles which take into account new knowledge and new circumstances. This is
implicitly recognized, by most of those who argue fof a "new ethic". When they

.warn'us of the dangers or detrimental effects of a particular intervention, they
mean that-it is dangerous to persons, or to things_valued and appreciated by

Persons.. Only an ethic which is properly person-centered can hope to command
the. necessary allegiance of all persons.

.Our-role:as:educators is not to inculcate stUdents with our personal values,

biales or prejudices. It is not.to teach an ethic which is not an ethic be-
cause it fails -to respect the individual person. Our responsibility as educe-

'tori(is twofold:

to explicate the basic moral principles which we all hold, and teach
students how to applythem, and

:to communicate knowledge concetning the environmental effects of all

pea of human-intervention.

Atudentslo-educated will be equipped -to make 'their own responsible ethical
clecisions of a professional, a political, or a personal nature.
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ERNAtIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Three of the papers in this section focus on a need to interne-.
':*Onaliakenvironmental education. Noel Brown traces the con-
Aideration of environmental problems at a aeries of 'interne-
tioneli;:confereuces beginning with the Stockholm conference
in 1972 and Aescribes the goals of two conferences planned-
feri,1078 and 1979 He describes UNEP's role as a catalyst
international environmental education and outlines a timetable

_-expanding EE efforts-daring the next four years. B. Ray '`Horn
.iescribese world-wide needs assessment sponsored by UNESCO7UNEP,
ejutlinee, the results of the asses t and discUsses the implica-
tions of these results. He also 6 ffer7SN# set of "World EE
Gu1delines for North America." Kevin Vinchattle et al:. suggest
that the internationalization of environmental studies courses
should include "some exploration of the environmental perspec
tiVes held by the people in ,cultures other than our own:" They

that foreign students represent a largely untapped re-
ervoir of expertise on this subject. They describe the format

and'results of an undetgraduate environmental studies course
that used foreignstudents as the sources of information ort

environmental perspectives held by citizens of their native
countries.

The fourth paper by John Towler describes a normal day at an
Urban Studies Centre in Great.Britain and asks why such centres
have not been developed in Noith AmerIca.



ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION. FROM STOCKHOLM TO TBILIS AND BEYOND

Noel J. Brown

Approximately one year ago, representatives from over 70 countries met at. Tbilisi

in Soviet Georgia to review the implications and the possibilities of application
of the Stockholm recommendations regarding environmental education, as well as to

study the specific ways in which education could help solve the, problems of pro-'

tectingthe human environment: This was perhaps the first.such intergovernmental

conference ever= -held to address the question of environmental education directly

and, despite a serious lack of publicity, the conference did succeed in creating

the-necessary fraMework for broad programmes of international cooperation and
formulated-zLzet of criteria and guidelines to facilitate national, regional,

and international- action in this regard.

Tbilisi may have laced environmental education on the world's agenda -- but we

cannot leave it tare. What is needed now are mechanisms and instruments to-trans-
late the recommendations of Tbilisi into workable programmes of action, Programmes,

that will.not only find their way into classrooras-and curricula, but will also help

to create environmental awareness at the highest policy levels; and that will in-

duce decision-makers everywhere to include environmental dimensions= -in the con-
sideration of their policies, programmes, and:projects. Above all, whatwe need

_

now, in the words of one of its recommendations,,is the necessary,knowledge for -- _

interpretation of the complex phenomena that shape the environment, and the skills
required in devising and applying. effective solutions to environmental problem!.

Tbilisi would thus'seem to challenge educators everywhere to design systems of
learning that will provide individUals and communities with the means of inter-
preting-the interdependence and interaction between various environmental elements
in space and time, so as to 'deepen our awareness,of our changing relationship with
the biosphere... The immediacy and urgency of this challenge shoulcEbe all the
more:apparent as we review the efforts of the world community to come to terms with
the,ehangingrequirements of global viability and-the need to more effectively
'manage the world's fi.rs4 truly technological civilization. This effort, perhaps-
unique to the decade '70's, is expressed through a series of global conferences,
whereby a set of- global priorities have been identified and on which a measure
of consensus for cooperative action has been reached. The result is'what.may

roughly be termed an emerging global agenda. I would like to place that agenda
within the perspective of our concern with environmental education, because it
is here that I believe that certain, critical inter-relationships need to be more
clearly articulated. It is here also that believe-that the integrated perspec-
-tive so fundaMental to environmental education will reveal serious gaps in our
efforts -- gaps which must be' bridged if the reorientation of our attitudes,'
values, and behavior is to becOme the basis of a new environmental literacy.

(1) Stockholm, 1972: Environment The- Chang RelatiOns Batwe n Man and The
Biosphere .

-Perhaps, prophetically, the first in the series of international conferences which
began, in 1972, at Stockholm, placed environment on the global agenda and in doing
so alerted the world to man's changing relationship with the biosphere, and to the
need to shape our actions throughout the world with a mote prudent care for their
environmental consequences. It has now been six years since the Stockholm Con-
ference, and while the world has yet to turn the environment corner, the world
community seems to have started in earnest theong march toward environmental
'protection and planetary security. For. one thing: The world community now for
the first time has a working environmental system, with machinery for planning,
coordination,, and mobilization of human and financial resources and'with unpre-
cedented levels of cooperation among its operatiohal sectors. Central to that
system is the UnitedNatiOns Environment Programme serving as both catalyst and

1
Noel Brown, Director, United NatiOns Envirohmental Programme New York

Liaisan Office, New York, New York.
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environmental conscience of thy, world. Secondly, it can.now be reported that

in the cix years since the Stockholm Conference, more=than one half of the United

Nations members have established mechanisms of one sort or another to coordinate

the-environmental activities of the various sectorsmithin national societies,

,environmentaUimpact standards are becoming an increasingly familiar part

of the development landscape. Moreover, 1 believe governments are becoming in-

creasingly convinced that the environment cannot be nationalized and that broad

programmes of cooperations are necessary for our collective survival. But per-

haps the most significant achievement is the emerging consensus on the meaning

of environment itself. Environment is "no longer a point'of confrontation be- -

tween the Third World and Developed World as it was at the. time of the Stockholm

Conference; Nor is it any longer conceived as a problem of,pollution to be

-settled by eechnological arrangements or merely another luxury of the affluent

who may now indulge in gratuitous contemplation of the quality of life

Today environment is recognized as. an all - encompassing concept -- the sum total

ofa aeries of organic and complementary relationships between the natural order

and the growth of population, the patterns and nature of resource and space use,
and such factors as societal goals, socio-economic structures and institutions
and life styles. And while it may be true that industrial and agricultural develop-

ment have, through mismanagement by man of natural ecosystems., created many
environmental problems, including the pollution of water, soil And air with Aig

Tnificant costs to human health and well4eing -- it is also true that envirenmen-
pcoblems Are likewise caused by the lack of development and that poverty

breeds its own environmental costs. The relentless pressures that arise where

basic human needs are not met can diminish or eliminate the resource base from
which. man must inevitably gain his sustenance, The liestruction of forests, the,

loss of arable land, the loss of human productivity through disease and mai.-

nutrition, and the increasing pressure on fragile ecosystems, all of which result

from poverty,-are typically 'problems of developing countries most acutely am-
.pli.fied in the pocirest sectors. These areas signiicant environmentally as the

.-pollution of air and soil-by industry and ygriculture,jand'over-consumption and

. waste by the Affluent. Whethat,Intended or not, the poor possess arienvironmen-
tally damaging capability, whose consequences will not remain below the poverty
line.

Environment thus remains everybody's business,-posing to humanity at-large the

same fundamental problem, namely: whether the natural order can long sustain-,
the human enterprise, and whether the accumulated power at our command and our ir-
repressible drive for progress will somehow impel us to transgress those outer
limits on which the continued,. viability on the biosphere depends. In other words,

Stockholm, by plaCing environment on the global agenda: was, at the same time, to
warn us that the continuation of life On this planet, not to mention the quality

of life, could very well be elevated or reduced to a human choice -- and herein

Ales the central management challenge: How to ensure that ,those human activities -

and choices which significantly affect,ormodify the environment are properly

assessed. This will require a' new approach, to societal decision--
making, where long-term considerations must become a premise of all:decisions

and a standard operating procedure. It will require,also better methods for ev ua-

ting the full consequences of decisions which affect both the physical and social

environments before such decisions are made. Coupled with this is the develop

Ment of better techniques for,allocating real,costo for activities. to those who'

benefit from them and assigning real values.to such traditionally free goods as

water and Air.

Environmental Education Has a Role Here

(2) Bucharest '74 and -The Chanelmakag111-AjllitailFertillty

The second in the series of Conferences was population, which broUght into focus

the changing dimensions of human fertility. By placing the question of- population

on the global agenda,,this conference gave,governmetta an opportunity to review
and assess:the issue of human fertility in all its complexity. Forene thingit
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AtneOldat that the population ,problem does not lendltself'to'a hardware solu7
on -7 we_heVe the-hardware to effectively control populationLhowever, whether

_hese,eanfid,broadly applied'withoUt coercion or without assaulting values still
_eldliportant:by, a large number of the world's people is Another matter, Ceet7
iYeTpopiulitioncontrol-10 not a demographic problemnt even an environmental

problem;' bUt-a political Otoblem.
,

p tepf these reservations and many difficulties still to be overcome, the
enconayyet-ba of monumental significance- At Bucharest, the right of

amchqutiontordetermine its own optimum population level was recognized. Equally
nt,-,however,,,:Was the acceptance by each nation of responsibility for re-

olVing-thinqUatien-Of population, reeourcest and environment' throegh.A'develoP7'
oceps,that)rovides for- its people an acceptable condition of

therejwas agreement that the population gtowth cannot Continue in-
olyrat'its,ptepent rate, and that perhaps for the first time in our history
fertility'poiesnerious risks for human well-being and our colleCtive-futUre.
ately, the acceleration seems to be slowing down, although the pressure is

be for some time. But even as we'press the search for solution,
-e ,WOmust guard against counterfeit ethics and other short-sighted ,00-,-

*ral y:riintansitive:philosophies-stich as triage, which would simply be "let them
-die"'z_-17bUt-what if thdy I believe Bucharest_was_correct in reminding Us'

v---that7ft7inheitbetTdesitable nor possible to apply a life -boat ethic to our Spece7
ship Eitth..

Environmental Education Has a Role Here

3) Rome '74: The Changing Man to Resodce Ratios

In Rame that same year, the world community examined the changing man to resource
ratioev!dratitically exemplified by the world food crisis. At issue was a conyer7
geneenfmisfortunei poor harvest, unfavorable weather conditions, and thd
almosttoMplete depletion of,traditionnl reserves, coupled with the thangin&die-

hihiteofa rapidly expanding world population. At issue also wasthonear
Psibility:Of any rapid build-up of new surpluses without-fundamentalehinges
he iii4COltural policies and:practices of most` taten and, the upgieding'oU
-rural sector in_their economic calc6Iations. To an extent, the conferenee,:

deeded nlunderacoring the fact that, despite our best teehnologiet,-.?agrieulture
still remains. a "weather controlled":activity and that man las.much to:learn'.ebout
-natural climate changes, although certain human activities could very well have

.,negativejnfluences-on the world climate systems. In this regard, it. is signifi-Or,
cantto note'that the matters of climate and agriculture have begun,ta receive
priority attention in a number of very important quarters.

Recently a group of scientista warned that the world'has entered a period of ad-
verse weather expected to last at least 40 years ,-,that will reduce crop produc-
tiOn and cause widespread famine and starvation. That study has projected cycles
of famine that-could.affect hundreds of millions of people, even with reserve
tocki- of 30 to 50 million metric tons of grain available each year.

4.le the UREP's own "outer limits" study of,weather and climate has yet to'produce
ancti*definitive statement, there is no reaspn to doubt the urgency and serious-
-die ilehOconclesion 7- rendered all the more ominous by the uncertainty fac
tor. But hat- concerns us equally, however, is that efforts to increase yields
on a regular d sustained basis through-the production and use of nitrogen fer.
tilizereould'Yev well pose possibledangers to the ozone shield, thereby com-
pounding the three. already established by the increasing use of the fluorocarbons,
not to mention the

Eny onmental Education Has a Role Here



(4) Geneva '76: changing Status of the Unemployed Man

Here the tripartite world conference on Employment, InEome, Distribution, and
Social Progress and International Division of Labour was to draw attentionto
aTcomparatively new issue: namely, whether the world will be able to. -find work

for its growing labouraforces. This issue was thrown into bold relief by the
world recession when the chronically labour-short Europe found itself with its
18 million unemployed. As if to-underscore this fact, it was reported in Europe
during the last week of April that at least 31 unions representing 40.million
workers took part in a strike To broadcast rising unemployment in Europe: This

strike:was aimed ap a warning to governments that there would be more walk-outs
unless people: were put back td work. At the opposite extreme are the more than
700 million marginal inhabitants of. the fourth world whofremaim permanently locked
in a vicious cycle of poverty and for whom the work to survive has become the=
measure` f their existence. Moreover, the prospect is hardly more reassuring when

we are informed On the other hand that approximately 20 percent ofthe world
population is responsible for 75 percent of its production and that the human
factor is dedlining.

These data are but symptoms Of theafact that demographic evolution and tethnologi-
cal-progress-have-oonioined to exCluda an increasingly large number f people
froM the world of work and could very well introduce unemployment as a new social

condition; Had the conference been disposed to exploring the moral andphiloso-
phical implication of this trend, it might very well have concluded with Pietre
Gascar, that work provides a bond between human beings and.is welosely bound
up with the idea of progress as to make it a significant feature of the human

destiny.

,The conference might also have noted that apart from the dynamics of its productive

-
activity, work provides a community with its moral dynamics -- and kaeps the col-
lective consciousness on the alert. Moreover, -in most societies, work offers the
only existence to a person -- "to be is to work" -- not only because people par-
ticipate in production, but because they are always trying to improve their condi-
tiormor to escape from them by one means or another., The decline of work, there7
fore, sooner or later will face society with the question that will be the basis
for the organization and Tore particularly the moral order of society where work
ia no longer the most important element in the .human condition. (from "Living
With Less Work", DeVeldaMent Forum, May 1976).

Environmental Education Has a'Role

(5) Vancouver 1976: Human Settlement and the n-Made Environment

Human settlements after all represent those primary and secondary environments
where life may be enhanced or polluted at-its source. This conference brought into
focus the dilemmas and challenges of the man-made environment and the limits of
the human capacity to adapt to a man -made order. The conference further brought
into focus the fact that it is within the ambit of human settlements that we are

- best able to observe and assess-the effect of the collision between the man-made
and-the natural environment and from which we will face the challenge of the man-
made future,; And here one need hardly emphasize the fact that the future; if there
is'a future,is likely to be largely man-made and. that humanity will facel new
and unique challenge in'cOping with a man-made environment. This,. is a challenge

_

that.has begun to pose new tests to the human adaptive capacities.

Scientists have assured us that the human-species has shown a remarkable oapacity
to adapt to the natural environment and has over a million 'Peeps of experience

behind it. Whether,Jtowever, we,will be as successful in adapting to the man-made
°environment is at this stage problematic; we have no Precedents, only symptoms.



PerhAps our most vivid expression of-our adaptivedilemmas is to be found in the

cities -- AS yet_ the most.comprehensive statement of the man-made environment,

.The cities, once the highest expressions of our civilization and a celebration of

the human geiius, have now begun to raise very serious questions about the future
of'the:man-made environment and about our capacity to adapt to them much less "to
manage them". 'At'issueis not simply the question of size or the ability to'de-

'liver accuatomed, services. There are many more subtle issues whose main dimensions

are only now beceming apparent, which will increasinglydemandour priority atten-,

tion. _

Threughout the world an urban revolution is fully under way and urban populations
are growing much faster than.overall demographic increases -- in many instances

three or four, times as fast. The poliey implications of these developments are,

at least, statistically clear. Within a generation urban Populations will increase
by about two billion -- 1.5 of,whom will live in devdloping countries.,, Within the

same period the number of cities of more than one million peoplevill increase from.
fewer tharl one hundred, twenty-five,years ago, to almost three hundred, twenty-five

years from now. Sixteen, of these will bemegacities of mete than 10 million people,
and thedeveloping countries will have ten of the.aixteen.

Cdupled with this is the fact that shanty towns are multiplying three times as
fast as socially acceptable suburbs. These towns are without essential serViees,or
health, education or employment, towns which deprive the inhabitants of even the-
essentials of a basic standard of life, so much so that many can never experience
the happiness of simply being alive. Moreover, with this prcaliferatisoyill come
perhaps an increase in squalor and misery, crime and social despair unequalled in

the history of mankind. Increases in these ordera of magnitude will undoubtedly
Wave vast national and global repercussions and will require major policy de-
cisiona and mamsive Investment programmes merely to maintain the present unaccept-

able level of life let alone improve them..

Environmental Education Has a sole Here

(6) Mai Del Plata '77: Concerning The Impending foster Crisis

In 1977, two additional items were inscribed on the global agenda. ,These dealt

with.the critical world water situation and the dramatic loss of soil capital
through the process known as desertill4tion. .Rather ironically,' these two items
received. considerable support from natureAtself, with A series of droughts of
almost catastrophic proportions in the Sahel in Africa, Europe, 'and even the
United States -- thereby conveying to national aovernments a sense,of urgency and
'immediacy and underscoring the fact that no - programme -of human or economic deVelop-
mont could even hope to succeed witho6ta readily available supply of water and
land capable of sustaining some level of production.

The World W er Conference, held in Mar del Plata lastMarch, was to bring home

the reality water is a unique and vital resource,. but with`a,fixed total
stock.,_Next to ait. , it has few rivals and no substitutes, and the hummn genius

has so far not succeeded in inventing more water. Cdvering seven tenths of the
earth's surfada, with a VolUme of 1.4 billion cubic kilometers, or 326 million

.cuble miles, it is distributed according to nature's own design, not ours. Had

the United Natioas been called upon to construct the hydrological cycle, orap-
portion the water stock, our efforts would havebeen.based on the principle of
equitable,geographic distribution. salot so with nature: 97.2. percent'of the pla-

net's water iS in the seas and oceans, two percent in the polar caps and-glaciers
and less than one percent representing the total amount of fresh water available
for all living things outside the oceans. Yet this amount, according'to the best
scientific evidence, is enough to meet all foreseeable human needs. Even with a
doubled world population with its four-fold increase of.Water requirements, the
hydrological cycle would provide more than three times as much water as each

person in the developed world now uses. Now,-if these basic quantitive and per
caOtta statistics were definitive, then the sorcalled water problems would be.
More than:pessimistic speculations of the Doomp Day variety, .

-
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are problems, or- most certainly there will be unless some fundamental

cur,in our'planning: manageMent and use of watero'and unlessi greater

reisaCindlir interference and manipulation of the hydrological cYcle.

r.mosturgent being availability and quality. Reasonably, safe supplies

kinglWaterseriunavailablelor at leastone,fifth of the world's city

_lereand thteirqUarters of its rural people,' In many countries, less than one

of the urban,Poinlition andiless
than one-tenth of the rural population are

d with an.adequate and'safe,water supply. Put another way, some -70 percent

o e-world'epOpalation today is without safe dependable water and the douse-,

queOc6sare staggering. Water.borne diseases-kill more than twenty-five thousand

tpeoPleTevery_day:,;Schistoeomiasis_ afflicts some 200 Million people in 71 nations.

Pilariaeia 'the wdrleebiggest cause of ,blindneas, affecte,250 million.' Malaria

still, strikes at,100million people a year and kills one million of them. 7112122a,

oleteAVentry and hepatitiecontinue to take a heavy toll-on,human.Life and

j&ITEWTAll ofHthese'diseases are helped on their diastrous Way byunsafe and

ontaminated water.

'A recent surveyof eight developing countries has shown that 90 percent,of all

child.deaths could be,avoided by safe water supplies and hygienic sanitation and

Asewegedisposal. In Sri Lanka, it. is reported that 30 percent of all the

patienta:and;40percent of the outpatients are being treated for water -borne'

diseases. ,Rather sigiiificantly,the problems are confined almost exclusively to

the developing. world. Six hundred million people'in Southeast Asia lack easy

access to safe water. In Africa, the figure is 140 million; in Latin America

and the Caribbean, 90 million; in the eastern Mediterranean countries, 140 million

di in the Western Pacific, 60"million. And it is the rural arrears that a=re hard

at hit. The Worldlieelth Organization-reports
that:90 percent of the peoplejn

the rural areas of the Third World are using unsafe water all of the time and that

the sewage and household wastes of 1000 millien rural. people remain in or near

their hotetiand spread disease by contaminating food, soil, and water. .According

to 'theWorld Bank, it will take at least'60 billion dollars to supply safeWa-

--teriedeveloping countries and'some,200
billion-dollars more to dispose of it

properly,' And, as if to underscore the magnitude and, isparities of this issue,

the,World Bank in 1977 invested some 300 million dollars in water supply and:.
,,
Sewagedisposal programmes.'

Over and above these, dramatic statistics is the rapidly expanding'Volume of.

Alollutants,thatincreasingly affect water quality. Asa matterof fact, ithas

been reported that we are polluting_ water at a faster. rate than we are conserving

it;;and pollution, after all,, is the most important factor that limits water SUP-,

ply. 'T Now at low population densities, pollution of water bodies can beliminated

by dilution, sedimentation and self - purification, by micro- organisms. This permits

:the repeated use of the same water without any serious hazards to health. Prob-

lems,atiae, however,, when man-made
chemicaLsare:discharged that are not easily

-;,digradet4 or wheh concentrations of human settlements, live-etock ot=induratty,:,

leadaio,p&ilution 'Of such intensity that the assimilative capacity:of-the re-

ceiving wa_ar becomes insufficient and it quickly becomes degraded andlm turn

loies many of its4otentialities for human use, The threat inherant!inetich

124lution concentrations is often not localized,since-freshwater:contamitents

are generally carried to the sea by, rivers, and contribute aCcumulativelpto the

"global l-preklems OfMarine pollution in somewhat irreversible ways. .

A g *sing source of contamination which is beginning to receive attention is that

posedto.atmospherie water, or what In the cid"scientific vernacular Is termed a

Vain": posing threats to both ground and surface water. 'Increasing contamination

of the emosiphereby such pollutants as sulphur oxide and nitrogen oxide which,_

in turn: result in concentrations of sulphuric acid and nitric adid, has begun to

affectthm hydrologic cycle in the form of acid rains. This development is

beginning, to produce a number of adverse results which are likely to';intinsify,

particularly if thehurningf fosailjuels, especially coal, is increased as

'predieted:;- Electric power-plants, smelters and steel'mills that burn coal and oil

are thelleadingeotirees of nitrogen oxides (Boyce Reasberger: New York Times,:

23'May, 1977).
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\,
id-rain is,aphenomen nwhich knows no boundaries, as any European state would'

attest and its iipacton our water resources is beginning to assume very

dangerous proporiot*Abiong'the most well - documented examples of such impacts

are the folloWingi

'Atict\WEits impact marine life, particularly fish; it- impairs the

maturatitinof ish larvae and impedes, reproduction aswell as causing

largeadaleJilh kills.,

(1)

Acid water's ability to ve Metals in he soil (aluminum mercury,

end -lead. -a. ,including t lead pipes -- which in turn ente, tom-

muniiy water supply y-s roes

Acid.water's poisoning of insects which in turn are e birds and

,_fish, daubing a new-chain of destruction.

Acid water's stunting of plant growth -- the gradual acidi

soils mal cause changes in the types of vegetation growing

areas. .,

Acid water's corrosion of monuments of such'celebr Statures

,Tij Mahal and the Cultural Heritage of Greece.',

.COntrol of_such contamination of the world water supply-would seem to be a matter

_that shouldbe given even higher-priorities-on the human agenda.---It was issues-

suchee:theee,.together,with the 'problems. of waste, that toVed the United Nations'

Water Confereneeto recommend measures for the better planning and management of
2

th4vorld'a water resources and to urge governments to design appropriate frame-

works"within which different. positions', interests, and epProaches -could be har-

monized. ' a

Sure1 Environmental Education etas a Role Here

Nairobi 1977: The ed Nations Conference o esertification

Similar strategies for cooperation. were also advanced in connectiorrwith the prob-
lems-of desertification;and here the, rationales can be seen in the magnitude of

tWchallenge. According to scientists, between one -third and ,ane-half of the

world's land surface is and and some 628 million peoPle, or 14 percent-of the

world's population, live in vulnerable drylands. Of these, between 50 and 78 mil-

lion are immediately affected by decreased productivity brought about through

desertification. ,

,

During' the last fifty years, for example, on the southern edge of the Sahara_alone,

630,000 Square kilometers (65 million hectares) of once productive land have become'

desert. Throughout the world, about 60,000:square kilometers (6 million hedtares)
,

-4r030iOg lost annually to desertification. Areas of greater size are partly

damaged.,-The losses wrought by the procesi are manifested in various ways, the,

moat 'serious being the loss of degradation of human like. It has been estimated,-,

for'ekampleithat during the drought in the Sahel, over 200,000 people died.and

millions Were victims of severe hUnger and malnuttition. Moreover, in lands.which,

are'affeated,in degrees by this forM of environmental degradation, the gap between

actual and potential production (if the lands were notdesettified) amounts to

ly 16'million dollars annually. As should become clear, desertification is

us not only a major environmental hazard, but also a major obatacle to develo0

bent, And it is caused mainly by man, wrestling to secure a livelihood under

acutely hostile,conditions. In Africa, where the problem is most severe, whole

countries-are located entirely in arid or semi-arid areae,and will continue to

suffer substantial loss of productive land to desertification. Others could have.

their economic base destroyed, as happened to various ancient civilizations. SiX-'

teen of the thirty "least developed" of the developing countries are suffering from,

dedertifieation.
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its the itude of the proble's. there was, before.the United Nations Cen-
time WDesertification, no focus within the international community on deser-
cationand no international programmes designed specifically to combat it.

members of the UnitidNations (amity and ather intergovernmental bodies
aed multilateral programmes, however, have dealt.and continued to

-dtal-vith'eapeets of development of arid lands, elemepts of whichare'concerned
,yith copiloting desertification. Now, however," thanksIto the Conference, a global.

Action Plan,tas,been formulated and all elements of the United Nations' 'system
have been Mobilited to leunch a world programme to halt the-march of the deserts.
And actiou has dowbeen started on a broad frent ranging from a gree belt across
North Africa to the:initiation of special desert patrols in California.

Theglobalcost of corrective measures to prevent continuing net losses of land'
through.desertification is estimated at ,400 million dollars annually exclusive

of national and; regional costs of infrastructure and 'administrative and other'
Programme-support machinery. This is the order of magnitude of the minimum amount
of fupda required to achieve and maintain "zero desert growth". The benefits
whIcgeould accrue would be in the region of 1;300 million dollars annually,
presehring a Yenefit/cosk ratio of about 3.3:1. Tye, however. , weld only be

"etandieretin". To turn the tide of desertification through reclaSetion would
tequire.considerably greater expenditures and produce even greater benefits.' A
target of reducing the area 'of desertified land by six million-hectarea'annua14,
through reclamation would involve annual tests of 800 million dollars and benefits ,

close_eg_2.6 billion dollars. kprogramme for recovering land lost over the last
25,Yearsawould thus cost in the region of 20 billion dollars, spread over a period
f 25-yeare, lath recovery of the damage achieved in 40 to 50 years.

In Order to,finance this programme, an ingenious series of measures have been
advoCated,ranging from loans from national governments and world capital marke
and .private investments.". to tare's on desert-products, including petroleum, and

essments fromarmamenes,e4enditurea. This litter was among a number presen
o the tiN Special Session on Disarma ent.

,

e 'York 1975. S ecial Session on Disarmament

a-the issue of disarmament was examined from the perspective relation-

shipo the development process. With an annual arms emenditure of over 300"
billlondollers, tha question arises whether a significantpercentage.of the
resources.so allocated might not be directed to accelerating the development pro
cess. This session comes at a time when the'Third Wforld -has intensified its call
for a new international- economic order and & greater antmmaticity in the flow of
resources between the North tad South.

The session represented a long-delayed response to the clamoUr of the Third Worl
that 7thirty years have passed-since the United Nations launched the effort to

establish a new international order. Today that order has reached a critical

'turaingplaint. The hopes that it offered for a better life for the whole human
family: have :been _largely frustrated. It has proven impossible to meet the /Inner

- .limits''_ of satisfying fundamental human needs. On the contrary, more people are

hungry sick, shelterless and illiterate today than when the United Nations-was
firit'ef W.": And this.at a time when the world's producti6 Capacity has never
been-greeier Oita the Cocoyoc Declaration, Cocoyoc, Nexice, 1976),

, 0

.Doopite Material limit's to growt4, the tenure orworldaociety to provide a'Sere
and happylifefor all is not caused by any present lack of physicsl,Kesourcsa,
inee'it la physically and technically possible to do ad. The problem today Ii'

t ease-lute physical shortages butificonomic and social maldistribution
drehaworld-aratiliicture provided perhaps the'anost draMatic examplei Whether

10vtrilmentewillbe..inclined to reallocate reedUrceS, as'the eonferenca is likelY
to adVocativis problematic. What is less problemitic, however, is the fece.that
in a avildwhere'sOme-.800 million people, live-in a state of dire depriv4tton-
Inveetmetittrin:equityliay prove in the end to be a better guaremter of our

f

securityand-sUrvival,,thanadditional investments in emanate. leCutitY,
through equity meyyetlorove to be a viable option.



Education Her

(9) ____Lolotalc2LlyvA2051t1W1gton4eandtect

It Would *gain 'seem far more prophetic then accidental that a decade which began

with concern fOr.the environment should close with a Conference on Science and

Technology .. hecenee herein we find the two dimaneliona of the man-made and natural

orders in juxtaposition if not on a collision course, And herein the melange

of Stockholm becomes even more clear, "Nan is both the creature and moulder of

its environment, which gives him physical sustenance and affords him the opportu-

nity for intellectual, moral, social, and spiritual growth, Arld that in the long

end tortuous evolution of the human race on this planet a stage has been reached

when, through the rapid acceleration Of science and technology, man had acquired

the power to transform his environment In countleaa ways and on an unprecedented

eeals 0%."

Not only have we transformed the enviroent, however, but we have Bigot rattly

;modified many elements in the biosphere v ral to thehaintenance of life. Hord.-

aVor, in the prnreael WO have created a world so new and so intrinsically dif.

Went that We ere to longer able to grasp the whole intuitively or teturelly,

beehow learning had not orientated ,ue towatd en overall perspective on the nary

dOehlet dleeneione of our evolution, nor have we been able to discern thevenduring

continuity which links the actions of today's with the consequences of tototrow,

This la probably because education had not boon made a functional part of our

productiv adtivity, or kept pace with the dynamite of human progress,

Ve ere, however, encouraged to believe that a start has at hest been made.
Olohal conference procees has succeeded LA identifying a set of global War

which all humanity shares. We have also succeeded io achieving the mmetesity

40404v4us to chart desired courses of action, Whet is needed. wow 40 a

%ore Integrated perception of these developments which will enable us Mee owledie

that the natural end men-made environments are profoundly interdependent anato act

toward our life support system in a way which is truly rational,

Needed also art the commitments
to ournaw understanding of enviro
reflected so clearly_ in the United
nosily that;

nurses and- efforts Weise
AL education es defined A
0 Environmental Education pct of

Mental IdOcet_on is an integrated pr c se which deals with
neer-relationship with his natural and men -made surteidndinj

awing the relation of population growth, pollution, resoma

allocation d depletion, conservation, technology and(vbili76dd,

rural planning to the total eaviroAmeot.

for its pert, USEII is determined to continue its catalytic work in envirommi tal

education; as are also committed to encouraging and ftspporting all aerious,efferte

to ensure that the Whet made at Tbilisi are properly consolidated and the re...44

Ormandations i0Plevorted* We are aware, of course, of certain major 14.4d4qUoeles

*ICA have impeded progress so far; these include'

(a) tukOfficient incorporation of environmental concerns in ads al

eurricula;

(b) too little support or stimulus for the preparation o
inktruetional materials, ineludimg teaching guides,

autlio.-viawkl aids;

londavata attention to rite education and training of teethe e

catcher educators;

here formal environmental.
-oulations;



(a Almost total absence of legiolatLon related to the introduction of

environmental education in the formal and non =formal education

systems;

Absence of any organizational framework in most countries for en-

vironmental education, in which representatives of educational,and

environmental protection authorities, practicing teachers at

different levels,' organizations concerned with environmental
education and the mass media could come together and formulate

policies;

Inadequate provision for the orientation (education and training)

of policy-makers, planners and professionals whose work, actions

or decisions have an impact on the environment;

(h) terce resources including financial prol,;sions;

(i) Lack of coordination of United Nations' progrsmAes and activities

at the regional and international levels;

(J) Certain impo tept shortcomings in the conceptual appreciation of

the issues.

ing these inadequacies is a key item .in our strategy and planning in the

environmental education. An essential component of that strategy is the

_necessity of Mobilizing the entire United Nations' system through a process of

thematic joint programming on environmental education. Of equal importance in

-this regard are the attempts by'UNEP to ensure that the Miomentym generated at

011161 is- not lost. To this end we lisve Act 'the following tilmetable:
1.2

(a) By mid --1978:

1) To have undertaken thematic joint progrommimg
on environmental education

To have developed a coordinated United Netiefts
.environmental education programme

(b) BY the end- of 1979:

(i) Full functioning of the programme activity cants
for,environmental education and training (Africa)

)t TO shave begun to coordinate implementation of the
United Nations environmental education programme

To have held a'workshop on the impact of environmen-

tal education at graduate level

Byythe=end of 1980:

(O: promotion of a ,,series of experimento, emirs,

idueation teachingi2training, and rig:Match -1;,!_,

Istibliehment of the Orogramme ectivityceni
enmironmental,education,end graining .(Eircpa

iMenritionOrthe:Unit d;
'vie

ro Mti
Ange: experience ea a

0h pfogivrt0'



(ii) Comparative studies of environmental education in
developing and developed countries

(;iii) Further research and development on environmental

education

(e) i3y the end of l98 e

(i) Advanced application of new ideas, the results

experiments and experiences

(ii) Establishment of the global programme activity
centre for environmental education and training

and of an international panel of experts as an
Odvisory'body to it

( ii) Advanced implementation of the United Nations
environmental education programme

Major evaluation of achievements, problems, trends,
And issues, including evaluation of the pro :ammo
activity centres

In the finei. analysis, however, the central issue is not whether the timetable

is real. stic or accurate, or even whether we achieve the goals outlined,.- whet

is more important is the extent to which each government will be encouraged to

conceive environmental quality as a personal responsibility. In Onto regard,

the cluilleoge'to educators in helping to broaden the world's environmental educa

tion bale is nothing short of revolutionary. But that is noreesen teJle defeated

in advance, as this May yet be one of the most innovativeand exeat:ive periods

in edjueting dUr relationship to the natural order.. As one wise commentator was

recently to encourage us, "in our life time a new phase has opened in the Story

of our species, our new understanding forces us to concede that tbs planet was

not designed with us in mind, yet we have it in our power today to wake the

world,at least our home" (Gerard Piel).



WORLD ENVI ONNIENTAL COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION NEEDS:

HOW THEY VARY, vtIAT 11' MEANS

IL gay Horn
2

Dr. Fritz. Schumacher, author of one of the most relevant books of our time, Small

is Beautiful (1973), died an untimely death last September in Switzerland.

'Shortly' before his death, 4,000 University of Michigan students welcomed him as

hero and patron saint of the world Environmental Movement, Ralph Nader reported-

ly carries a worn copy of Small is Beautiful in his raincoat for reading on

airplanes. And at a press conference, the Governor of California waved a copy

in front of reporters, declaring that "If you want to understand my philosophy,

read thin" (Woodward, Barnes, and Bishop, 1976, p. 50).

Dr. Schumacher's message was as simple as it is powerful. People can best meet

their wants by ,first sealing them down to what they really need and by, second,

developing socially and environmentally appropriate technologies to help satis-

fy those needs. Such ideas, to be sure, are having a profound influence, es-I

pecially in the international arena. The U.S. Congress, for example, has autho-

rized 20 million dollars to the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAIP)

to help, the less-developed countries invent appropriate technologies (Woodward,

Barnes, and Bishop, 1976).

Although derived independently, my central thesis and thepraotical guidelines I

Will present parallel and support Schumacher's message. The cornerstone of my

paper, however, will be the hard data recently collected through a study of en-

vironmental communication, education, and information resource-needs in 136

ntries, This foundation study was conducted by this author and two other

principal investigators, Dr. William B. .Stapp and Dr. Louis Albala-Bertrand, under

the aegis of the new United Nations (UNESCO -UNEP) International - Environmental

EduCatioe Programme (Horn, 1975b; Stapp,.Albala-Bertrand, and Horn, 1975).

The overall structure and process of the new UNESCO-UNEP Program, however, have

already been well described by Stapp and others in a number,of recent articles,

so they will not be eutlined here (see Stapp, 1975, 19176a, 1976b, -1978; McGregor,

1977; and Ingram, 1977).

In this paper, I will first describe the nature and intent of the worldwide

needs - assessment. Second, ,I will present some of its key findings. Third, I

will compare the findings from North America with worldwide trends. Fourth_,

I will identify some themes that reflect recent thinking about world - development

problems. Fifth, within the context of these themes, I will discuss what the

findings of the worldwide study mean and some of their implications. Sixth, I

Will offer a few concrete guidelines for future- environmental education (EE) pro-
gram development in North America.

The vriEsSionduride Study

The 136-country study gives us worldwide data about environmental communication,
education, and information resource-needa and priorities. The study. helps pro-

vide a sound knowledge-base,to which national, regional, and worldwide EE policy

decisions can be affixed. The study will be replicated every 3-5 years, giving.
U8 the needed information to help measure, evaluate, and recommend change over

time. Any attempt at planning EE strategies without such a knowledge-base would
be like driving blindfolded: you would:. have no idea-where to steer.

The data were gathered principally through 0,177-item questionnaire which yielded--

the remarkably high response rate of,83 perfect, the usual response rate for this

Find of study being about 20-30 percent. This rate can be accounted for, in part,

by the very high interest expressed by UNESCO member states concerning EE and, in

-The views expressed in this paper as well as the
facts are the responsibility of the author and do

Views of UNESCO nor UNEP.

election and interpretation .of
of necessarily reflect the

-Environmental Communication Program, School of Natural Resources, Un versity of

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109.
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particular, the UNESCO=UNEF Program. Another likely influence on the high

response rate was the personal visits,by to consu1tants to 83 countries in the

less - developed world' (for example, ace Horn, 1975e).

.Coordinate&through the Ministry of Education of each UNESCO member state,

multidisciplinary teams from all major social sectors and interests were in

strueted to meet jointly and complete the questionnaire. The teams were to

comprise net only environmental experts and officials but also representatives

of citizen groups and policy-makers.

The questionnaire sought quantitative and qualitative information for each of 7

major categories'of resource-needs. The conceptual framework delineating and

interrelating' the .

categories is shown in Figure 1. The unmeasured or assumed

influences are Mown with totted lines.

The two most basic inputs« EE let latskan (measured with 8 questions) and

funds for EE (measured with 10 questions). As shown in the accompanying Figure,

a politicalwillingnese was assumed. The four operational factors were:

EE organizations and associati
trained EE personnel (measured
EE . instructional materials and
physical facilities for EE (ma u

ensured with 5 questions),
8 questions),
(measured with 12.questione ), and
Frith 5 questions)..,

'OiVen the needed planning and coordination, and the proper timing, phasing and

mixing oCthe important elements, various kinds of EE programs for different

target groups, in or out of school; can be put together. Also included would

baseless media programs for,. the general public or Specialized audiences. Thus,

the questionnaire assessed the need for a wide range of alternative program

typeslmeasured With 10 questions).

Besides the 58. questions covering the 7 categories, other items were also included.

For example, there were queries about the relationships between and within each

category, and there were many open-ended items as will. Our aim, though, wes-net,

to chop the world into separate pieces like chunks of ice, but rather to melt the,'

now fragmented.EE world into a single ocean, and then study its life currents,

crosscurrents, and the contours of its waves. In all, we were able to capture_

over 24,000 coded pieces of useful information through the mailed questionnaire

alone,

Beyond the questionnaire, other kinds of complementary information were also

gathered. For euample,'a great deal. -of quantitative and qualitative information

was gleaned from official United Nations statistical documents, special public'
and in-house reports, and from the EE consultant missions to 83 countries (for

example, see:Horn, 1975c). Thus, the extensiveness of this first worldwide
study was indeed large, creating a whole sea ofjnformation through which to

navigate.

Since a.boOlgrlength document would be needed to relate all- findings,. only some. of

the key aspects will be deacribcd'and interpreted below. Further, all compari-

sons will ba Mede relative. to the world average (mean) score for a-perticillar

item or-cluster of items. In 'other words, instead of comparing one region with

another, or singling out certain nations, the more neutral practice .of comparing

and contrasting miens against a worldwide baseline has been chosee,

On the other hand, it may be necessary to break regions down Into subregions

Oveven-smeller units for operational purposes. Many aspects of Some regions,

for example.:a4Y-be too diverse to make useful generalizations. ',Ineuch'eases;

averaging may:eeneesX more than it reveals. At this time, however, onlYlindings,

at the regiOnal level will be given, North America, for example,-wiWbe'treated-1,,

as e eie.114 regional unit.

'ate
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Woridwide EE Resource Needs and How They Vary,

Our major finding, on the worldwide level was that 71 percent of the countries

surveyed had "very high" levels if need. for FE resources. "Very high", means

equal to or greater than 4.0 Ion a 5-point scale). Among the very high needs,

those perceived as being the most intense at the world'level were:

(1) the training of nersonnel for environmental education and
, communication activities (81 percent of the countries)
...-the lack of trained EE manpower therefore being peeaps
the most serious constraint,

the preparation of instructional materials and media (73

percent), and

the, development of integrative environmentally -oriented

'programs (68 percent).

Reflecting some of the imbalances among nations, we found that almost all (84

'percent) of the countries with a "high" (Above 3.5) level of need for environ-

mental education and communication programs were from the less-developed,regions

of Africa, Asia, Latin America,. and the Arab States. But some sighificant

pockets of program needs were also found in the more-developed regions.

Other conclusions indicate the necessity of a better integration of activities

concerning the environment with other national programs, especially with those

in the formal education sector. Formal education programs are often conducted

in isolation from mass media programs and other very influential community

activities.

A great deal of stress was also placed on the need to structure the content and

orientation of EE programs around:

(1) conerete"problems (for a good programmatic example in North
America, see Watkins, 1975),

(2) the acquisition of problem-solving skills (examples of the

range ands`.of such skills are given by Plnnon, 1972; Havelock anc
Havelock, 1973; Koberg and Bagnall, 1974; Horn, i975a; Adams..
1976; Aishuler and others, '1977; and Soud r and Zeigler, 1977),

and

interdisciplinary approaches (num
examples may be found in the back
of Environmental Education).

ous North American
ssues of The Journal

Sixty,-eight percent of the countries responding felt the need to strengthen
organizations in regard to participation in EE activities. In this regard, the
less-developed countries expressed a greater need than the more-developed
countriea. While EE organizations are just now beginning to emerge in many
countries and regions, there is perhaps an oversufficiency of such national
organizations in North America--again reflecting the great asymmetries worldwide.
In the future, we are likely to see not only the r' ?id growth of EE. organizations-
in the less-developed regions, but also a reduction in the number of national-
level North American EE organizations. At the same time, the North American
organizations will strengthen as they merge irn, order to lessen their inefficiencies

and, redundancies. Moreover, we are likely to see theM become more international

to better reflect a Spaceship Earth philosophy.

Within the next decada,.we will likely experience the emergence of an interne-.
tional EE association, patterned somewhat after the now existing International

Communication Association (ICA). An issue-oriented, multilingual, scholarly
international journal of EE will likely emerge too. Such a journal would,he
deeigned around concepts of global unity as well as diversity.



According to out wo d survey, some regions of our globe varied dramatically as

to their needs for Et resources. Some regions of the world, for example, consis-

tently reported needs for EE resources which_ were' higher than the world averages.

Africa, for example; Was Consistently higher than the world averages across all

categories of E$ reeaarces. Along.with Latin America, Africa had the highest

,levels of needs VorlOWide'for ont,of-echool adults. -Africa also reported needs

equal trvor greeter than 4,0 (on a 5-point scale) for EE centers, organizations

and associations, and trained EE personnel.

As one might predict, the Arab_ States reported a level of need for EE funds that

'lower than the world average. They did, however, report a need level equal

_ or greater than 40 for both EE organizations and associations and trained EE

personnel.

.Asia reported a level of need equal to or greater than 4..0 for the development

. of EE programs. Kara specifically, its greatest needs were for programs on

the lakkyl22maropt-liecondar- levels. On the post - secondary

the training pf teachers and other professionals received the highest ratings.

Generally, the findings for the Asian region reflected high levels of needs,

but not as high as Africa or Latin America. Also bear in mind the population

differences between Asia and other regions. - The country of India alone for

example, has a larger population than all of Africa and all of Latin America

combined

Latin-America consistently had levels of EE needs that were higher than world

averages for all educational Hectors and across all EE resource categories, except

for primary school programs. As mentioned, and a point worth stressing, the

African and Latin American regions showed the highest level of need (compared

with all other regions) for estpf7achool adult programs. Consistent with world-

wide-seores,we also found that Latin America had given a rating equal,to or

greater than 4.0 for funds for the development, and testing of EE innovations'and

for trained EE personnel to develop instructional materials and programs for all

educational sectors.

Northern Europe repor ed_a_need level equal to or greater than 4.0 forluede to

develop EE programs On the imer . gecondar- -ost-secondar levels (especially'

to train teachers and other professionals) and for out -of- school programs

This region seems to have the necessary trained personnel and know-how, but it

'appears to lack the resources to meat its programmatic needs.

Western Europe wan consistently lower than the world averages acrosp.all EB re-

source categories. In fact, this region reported no needs with an intensity

equal to or greater than 4.0. If the 4.0 criterion were lowered to'.3.5, however,

a need structure similar to (but less intense than) Northern Europe would emerge,

but with a greater stress on out- of=- school adults than on out -of- school youth.

Eastern Europe, on the other hand, was consistently higher th4u the world avers

in its need for EE funds, across all'seciers except for out-of-school adult pro-

grams. The resource needs with a level equal to or greater than 4.0 were for
(a) funds for the development and testing of EE innovations for all educational

sectors except out-O-school adult programs, (b) EE leadership training for.all
educational sectors, and. (c) EE programs at the secondary and post-secondary

levels. On-the.post.-secondary level, the needs were not only for-teachers and
otherprofessiOnale int also for students in general.

Sowthern_Europe reported a need for funds that was sequel to or greater than 4 0,

but this-region differed I.cm all other'regions in one important way.: Souther'

Europe was thp only region to report an intense need for EE legislation;. This

unique need was parted in relation to funds for EE program development on all

-levels of-forma veation, especially for teacher training on'ehe post-secoodary

level. Thus, Southern Europe's primary needs for EE lagislatiol, funds,and

programs were conalatently higher than the world averages.

35
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then, we can

over 70 percent of
levels of need for

rally say that, among other things,

countries studied had "very high"

resources,

over 80 percent of those countries with "high" levels of

need were in the world's less-developed regione,

most countries appeared too poor to establish E4

grams without outside financial aid,'and

(4 ) most countries Lacked sufficieet trained EE pare
Assume EE leadership roles and to ensure quality programs..

hell, then, one could say that although funds are 4 necessary ingredient

evelopment of EE programs, such economic assistance is not sufficient-to

programs. Technical and managerial skills are also a precondition. Like

such EE skills sse also in shortest Supply in the lees-developed coun-
This may not surprisk anyone; but the point is thet We' do not have to

nymore. More importantly, we know something about the complex structure-

need category, what some,of the key interrelationships -are, and-we can
level as concrete as specifying who it is within the general category

,,auniversity that needs EE the most. We can, for e*atple, tell you
is 00' pre-service teachers, (b) other pre-service professionals,

or (c) other students.'

pro-

to

ts.America-Com ares

PLu'te 2 compares and contrasts each of the 7 major EE resource categories
North America with the worl&averages. As one might expect, North America
1.(40 'severally lower than the worldwide need-levels across Most categories. In

feet, ea need for EE legislation was reported in the North American region.

*14 shown, the need for EE organizations and associations Fh cal.facili-

=t,e pnd_instructional materials- was relatively low..

.

also
I shows that the need for EE funds in North Merits right -up

h the world average. This finding surprised many people from other.

o see North America as a super-rich region. What they dd not seem

Vie, however, is that the great financial wealth within.the region is

the hands of environment el educators. ThUs, within the region, there is

needfor additional 14E funds to adequately reach 88 goals, One could-

the situation by saying,that where most nations constder themselves'
tunate to get pennies allocated to /E, North America perhaps allocates

the task--a task that is going to take dollars to accomplish, It-is

f funds per se, then, it is a matter of how they, are allocated, a

ority. And prioritiesmirror valuee.

ce we all have to eat occasionally, the quantity aed quality of EE yes-

related to available EE funds. In North America, the need for trained

etched across all educational sectors. Aeds ae shown, by Figure,

vder to meet the need for EE programs, then, you mist have competently
8 people who have the requireA funds,to capitalise no the existing

:ilities and instructional materials and.Medie. And as mentioned,
physical facilities and instructional materials, as well as for

ons and associations, was relatively Jew'

f the input and operational factors listed`' to the left of the "program"

n Figure 2 are blended in order to produce an'88 program,sit makes

n unmet need in any of the input-or operational teeters would affect

need in the program category. Please keep in mind that all of the
awn, and some,not shown, interrelate irr some very complex ways and

ant here is only to draw Attention to some of thessost_important EE

needs As reportedby UNESCO member,states.
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Again referring to Figure 2, note that it statistically eomhirien the scarce f
pre-school, primary, secondary, and postsecondary education. It also includes
out-of-school youth end out-of-school adult scores in the seme columns. At

this point it would flat be very useful to.breek down figure 2 into its six nor
combined sectors beoeuse the need structures for each of tboO were very similar,

with one exception,

In Figure.3, we have split the viating seetor from the oast. As shown, the

need for EE programs for ou chool adult oopulatIona reached an unusually

high level. This Makes sense, course, in light of the apparent high level of

general public "awareness" of environmental concerns 10 NorAmerica--
of being defined as just a general consciousness of 4 Mitulation, but without any
direct attention to it or definite knowledge of its nature., After the smoldering
public concern about environmental abuses caught fire in the curly 1970's, public
awareness climbed rapidly and. now seems to have leveled off, especially in North.

America and Europe. to many other regions, however,. eueh aWarenees-is just now

beginning to spread widely (cf. Roth, 1974).

But, as all good EE educators know, awareness is only one stop (although critical)

in the long problem-solving process of be sing knOwledgesbIa ab'o'ut problems,

developing attitudes about them, and engaging in the prOceine of learning how-to

actually change the 'Situation, Sooner or, later we moat draw 000 of these aspects
into our net.. Awarenessi then, precedes the other steps aS $ -necessary but not

sufficient condition to effective environmental probleresSoleine, Our research

shows a rather strung need in north America for out-Of*41.010014Adult programs that
encompass all phasing of environmental problem-solving, a need that is not being

adequately met in North America.

What the Findings Meer

The term "meaning" Can encompass at least live aspect
terms of (1) the intent or purpose of reporting such reaeat
kinds of realities they designate or refer to, (3) what they
late into, (4) what Caused them, or (5) what their effeers PA
be.

Rather than attempt)
Jog" in a serial wa)iN$

more subetantive Jong
mean, however, it wil
aspects of the world.
taken.

, we can talk in
Lndings, (2) what

ne or trans-.
future might.

deal with each of these five aspects of the term ean-
y will be lumped together mOVe lbosely and some of the

ill be pinpointed. To help do44pW what the findings
be necessary to identify some of the Xerpr problematic
ystem that contribute to the pattarne the findings have

In a.paper presented earlier this year (Horn, 1976), slater
that reflect recent thinkineabout world-development p

ing strands of the world's socio-political fabric. And it is
that, provide the context for conducting a worldwide BE 'moods 4
adequate elaboration of ,a problem context, it would he aculy
accurately-decode the meaning of the data gathered,

Therefore, not only Are there some important variances in
resources among various regions, but there is also a moae
themes or crosscurrents superimposed over'any internetteeal 0
evaluate, and satisfy those needs.

The first theme_eonO4rned a recent shift in the
development"--especially in the less-developed countr,
sent to national deVelopment has been worldwide,; Use n
beyond the materialisfm and aggregate growth objectivne
outmoded models of socio-economic development. The new modele

tiple objectives as sestained improvements in the quaWy ltife, More equitable'..

participative in the benefits of development, the 011440100 Of acute poverty,
and higher, employment rates.

ive major
and the changes

se problem themes
ent. Without
ible to

ids for EE
mplate of
to measure,.

"national .

the commio...'

en Shifting
d the now

sach_MU1,-;_,
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'iii01Y-materiallet and environmentallydamagin odel

t has been,shownto be generally inappropriate for wo

*Vhin Aeating.EleballYi to be sure, we meet begin' to
gdals_ of'Cepeoleidrend political development that the

Veetiosento,benefit their peoples" (Lake, 1977, p.
ht0'02perhaps have Universal Application, such as "the

ciehavi a more equitable share of our planet's natural

the hi away from en over - emphasis o

eationandeducation technologies--aga
eltheeghlhighlavel technologies

reconditions are met, other middlee4en
ineetingthe,prime objectives of a more

eloel,development:strateey.

a iheme.reflected the growing concern iu some regions about the

pandanceiot some nations on others. Such concerns have brought °a our.
'diri466f'the production and distribution of'seime-eommunication-end',,

and media. Pushed to its extreme,%ceiturel dependency Is

71telike,having to brush your teetholice;ivdeywhen you haye;noehl

-extremes aside, -at its base, this coneern'reflecte the-emargente-,
,

o -e onial patterns of socio-cultural development4,4orldwidea:' Thes&n

,-igherlvalueMon,nitional self-relinneeend self6dtvereination..

ih theneel'aborated the idea that much of:the imported cotomuniCat4:en

edUcelon-mateiials and media used in some countries have bean increasing the.

sCiiieaonaniC,gaea among the various social `strata within ague rations,and)i

n,the urban and rural popelations, especially in lessdevelopercountries
"partsif the original assumption was that the imported media would narrov-,r

'the gape through what.has been called a "trickledown7'theory of deValopment,'

splereeenrredearch indicates that the inPorteCmedia may be contributing -to

ifieWidenitiof gaps (cf. Rogers 1976; Schramm and Lerner, 1976),

high-level, pi-
mainly in.
early haWtheir

chneleSieei.seci

quiteble-nitional s

,The fifth;theme-I elaborated in my easier paper drew attentioi to the now.:globa

%concern about the relatively low degree of local participation -in 0000 national,-

endinternational development efforts The old "top down" apprbethes,,,in which:

loCal.citieens (or-entire nations) were in effect told whAt'their problems were_

and then persuaded to Iiillpw.eertait specific linee'of action to solve them.

are now obeeilete. Consequently, national and transnational comeunication4Arabe

gies heve4aenahlfting.toward less directive roles to. "eaglet" it what aheUld

-become admaocratic self-development process.

.Each of t. the above five themes and ..their elements, to be sure, ically

interConn Odwith one another as well as with many of_ the assomptiona under-'

lying:alterative EE strategies between and within nations, The ratejior point is

tat:the'international development experiences-of the lait few decadisMarti-
cUlarly in Leis-developed 'countries) have taught, or should. have taughtOlitiCi-,

and international environmental and EE problem-solvers and pOltcycleveinpara

ManY lessons: The central_lessons are (1) thatthere are apparently waty alter.

native.yet pathways to national, regional, and `global development; and X2) ;

*hat:tfiere axe, therefore, many alternative yet valid forms of 10s1hich eXp

likely to onerge.

Mind National-Development-

,
,

Some2of the,AgeAtipnw the less-developed countries will be a

concern the relationship between EE end, overall national-4v
in North AmerlOaheYatiess (at least in the formal edudatibn_co ani,t r)t +1

41.71*
OW whet EE.e4n)do.:,toNppgrade formal,education, the cluestion'thOesraevel.40'

countries Will:Pe*baps-be asking more often la what can EE do foo-py44 CPT,

Ocaric!r4,,c100e1,Opirpt:



In some ways, there are - significant differences in the most popular North Ameritan,

brands-Of EE and the kinds needed to best meet, the indigenously determined goals

of many less-developed countries. Only a few of differences, however, will

be identified below.

.Since most people in less-developed regions spend their time and energy attempting

to meet their most basic physiological needs (cfe Maslow, 1970; Watt and others,

. 1977, pp. 101ff), EE programs in those areas are going to have to help meet

those needs (cf., for example, Faure and others, 1972; and OISE and UNESCO, 1975).

We know that an entire organism is involved inthe gratification of a strong need,

so l'hungreeperson is. very unlikely to find the kinds of EE activities usually-

listed in North American curricular guides relevant. There are some exceptions,

of course. The very snail. privileged groups who live in sections of urban ,

areas in many of the less-developed countries, for example, attend schools very

'much like those widespread in North America. Sp the content and approach would be

much more meaningful to them. But they are the small minority.

Many EE programs in North America are very highly urban-oriented, and rightly so,,

because that is where the greatest needs have been, and that is where Most North

Americans live. Most less-developed regions, on the other hand, are,predominently

rural in-character. And they are working very hard to prevent the migration of
people from the agricultural lands to the already overcrowded urban centers.-

To help narrow the urban-rural gaps, then, and to improve the rural areas so

people Will want to stay there; EE programs in most-less-developed countries are

going to have to be rural-oriented. About 77,percent of South Asia, for example,

is rural. It is almost the reverse situation in North America.

In order to benefit the vast majority ,of humankind, EE'programs in less - developed-

countries are going to have to put a very heavy 'stress on increasing rural food

production,- better nutrition, preventive health,- and a more practical education

(World Bank, 1975, p. v). EE programs will have to be much more closely related

to employment and to the work-place environment (rural or urban) of a labgr-inten-

sive job market.

'Poor farming practices, which may significantly contribute to the nroblem of
excessive particulate matter in the atmosphere, might be a place to start a prob-.

lenr.apecific EE program in, say, South Asia (cf. Russell and Landsberg, 1972,

"p. SO). ER program strategies have,, to be localized, then, becuse educational,

objectives arise'feon a country's norms - and cultural values which are quite

diverse worldwide (cf., for example, Horn, 1965). For instance, in North America-

formal education is very decentralized and religion is non-governmental. 14 many

other countries, on the other hand, education is nationalized and in some cases

there'is a strong national Ministry o f Religion. These different arrangements

reflect different cultural values just as the'tontent and orientation of EE

programs inMorth America reflect North America's norms and'cultural values =,

' (La Belle, 1973; Beziati-Traverso 1977),

What X have chosen to call the "EE effects Rae is also an increasing concern in

less-developed countries. Will the effects or theAmpact of a giVen EE program-

serve to widen or narrow the socio-economic gaps within a country or region?
Will the benefits go entirely into the urban centers, making them better off but

leaving the rural poor the same, and therefore further widening the socioecohomic

gaps within e nation? To be consistent with international trends, then, the
potential "EE effects gap" of each multinational project must be reviewed, And,

Just as environmental educators advocate the use-of environmental impactAitate-

ments for evaluating the consequences of, say, a new housing develtipment, it

will not be long before. environmental educators will have to submit environmental

impact statements Along with EE program proposals., InCluded in those impact
statements, of course, will be the social consequences of a program too, Thu

.learning how to write EE impact statements is a top priority.



ES Technology Trans_

The problem* of n n ional transfer of EE technologies .will be a major

concern to the international EE community for many years to come. "EE technology,"

be SLITS; is,defined here broadly to Mean the collection of EE strategies,

concepts, tactics, techniques, materials, guidelines, and so forth, which,has had

some demaonstrated usefulness somewhere in achieving EE goals. Technology means

,
much more than just ,tractors and computers', and we are slowly learning that

varions'intellectual conceptualizations are also powerful technologies which can

have devastating impacts on people as'welI as their environments. Thus, when

one thinks ,in terms of "appropriate technologies" (as in Schumacher's writings),

we Must also'include Appropriate EE technologies. Indeed, it was not by accident

tbat'the new UNESCO-UNEP International ES Programme is housed within the ScienCe

and Technology Education Division -of- UNESCO,

int* strong need for a particular EE resource sensed in a less - developed

countrY, for example, at least two key messages go out. The first message asks

whet innovations already exist which can meet the need. The second massage asks

whist kind of development or experimentation should be done to meet the need.

The first is usually called "knowledge scanning" and the second is called "know-.

ledge production" (Havelock and others, 1974), In the case of,North America,

there,is little doubt that there is a large chunk of North American EE technolo=

which is truly auperior, for those who need them. And onelany to help 'les

enthe imbalancea among nations is to spill over EE technologies from-North ='

America'where appro?riate, thus helping to balance the scales among nations.

But, to give people technologies where their needs are not, is likescratehing

whine theyldo not itch. ,

one simply cannot transfer EE as i.t is commonly,packaged _in, say, North

America to the less-developed world. Within North America, an EE,innovation_can

often', be. transferred. from one state or province to another by. "dropping" it,4416

some current social'organization, which evaluates it, and then'decides.whethero

notlo adopt it., That is, the context is.such than only the innovations to''

less-developed-regions commonly require different strategies because; before the`

innovation can be adopted (or adapted) an entire organizational 'infreatructure'

must bebrought into existence as a context for receiving, reviewing, adapting,,;

diffusing, etc., the innovation. The system of organization is often not'thereY

or if' it is, a suprasttucture for implementing the innovation not.
,

mobilizationThe for-EE on the local village level in most less-developed'coun-

triesi'then will likely require some new ER models. The dominantAzodels in Nor

America,s too complicated and (b) .tonprofessionalired for widespread ,1

_implementation throughout many regions of'the world. Mereover,:the.dominantIlort

-American models are (c) too materialresource intensive. A,tUralvillage in a

:leserdeveloped country would more likely heed an BE program design that can bee ; -.;0

plemented.by village volunteers without large. quantities of paper, instruetielnet_

ids, end the like. Moreover, the impact of the program mnst,be,made Vielble.anC!

immediate to have village-level acceptance. The-benefits of mostlgerth:Amerieen
modelOseemld)&141ohaintteLfor village acceptance. The dominant North AmeriCan

deli also (e) predicati-d n hi h lev of individual.and eve nmental in=

:come and.therefore, unlikely to work where those preconditions are-nonexlstent.

erefore, in no case should there be an nnc local transfer of one region's.

'conceptual f a eworks and methodologies to another . There arethOse at

IMMO who4re very. concerned about this and whn am working on the development

of guidelines for the appropriate transfer of EE-type'technolOgies... In sum,:

"While ouvpolicj.ea must be global in their concept, their implementation must,

be. specific each situation. Policies -must be tailored. to take into account,

the great divor that exist among the developing countries" (Like, 1977,',

p. 2).

There I
between

Owev -4-definite.place and
eglone emphasis should be
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dsptations and pc program generation lior example, see'Norn, 1971):

ideas will ins tably-travel back and forth from one region to another

odified_onsach _trip, This is desirable. The rule -and guidelines, then,

ae4i'country should invent or adapt, not adopt I another region's EE models,

or media. Such A guideline can even apply` within North America, but

consequences of not applying it from region to region are just magnified'

fold. Cross-culturally there are many morei:Jits to fall into (cf. Samovar

and Porter, 1972; Sitarem and.Cogdell, 1976).

Thus, At is likely that many Of the North American br _of EE would haveto
:thange,gearskiworder to meet the needs of people living beyondthe richer urban
tenterain less developed regions. A nagging question-that needs to be asked,

ben,:iwto what extent, and in what aspects, iss the current range of EE models
''North,Ametica crossculturelly valid? Although we have had some Masters

degree Students interested in this concern (for example, Kempermen, 1973,),
I would like to get some of our doctoral students to really dig into the ques-
tion.

conclusion, then, 1
aible meanings and implies

136 countries. I will, lee

program development vithil
htfully become awarldoide
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anew goal of EE in North America could perh40 be to develop a less par,
:ITItbial view of humankind. this way, North Ameritan'Eas an agent of-chang
nest-also become the °N et hange. UnfortunatelYo .the,current trend seems- -

to bathatAmstead,of Et paeple increasing their interebt'id global affeirs,*._
Weeingen increaPing'interest on the part of global affairs -experts, EE.

. ..

?Af coArse is desirable, but it. -must become a mo,vay street (cf, Hansen;i
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W-develo-ed countries of the world:byjtelping
ru EE.models materials and-media. A major prob-

will be finding the finality and quantity of EE
7y aspect of their EE program planning, develop-.

-" has-told us for centuries, "Help.thy brother's boat across, and

Wri,has reached the Ahore.", This Means that you could make yeitrself

Peac0Corpe Volunteer, a United. National Volunteer,, or as an in-

EE consultant to Cr/Welt° and work in one of the many Curriddlua

enterearound theWerld The idea is to help people help them-

0 who have partieiPated in Such a way claim it to have been the most
-educationalexperlence of their lifetime.' At UNESCOi.we.have a

lin$1Allah does not subtraCt from ones life, those days spent doing

L * enta1 edudation."
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N STUDENTS AS AN EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE IN AN UNDERGRADUATE
ENVIRONMENTAL. STUDIES COURSE: AN EXPERIMENT

chattle, Kevin Baxter, Douglas Alien, Vicki Allen, and Craig Davisl

No eneirenMenta 'studies program complete if it does not in iude ,some analysis
Of the international scope of environmental problems. This analysis can and does

take marry different forms depending on the orientation of the the resour-

ces,of the college or university and the abilities and imagination the instruc-

tors. The focus, however, is almost always on the delivery "factual" content;

peretatien dynamics, economics, resource base and utiltaatinn, ood problems,

etc. SOMO of the more innovative courses attempt tO explore topic such as tech

nology transfer; appropriate technology,,and, if anthropologists are available,

cultural diversity and cultural adaptation to the environment. Instructors are

usually americans or are at least from what-we might call "first-world" countries.
Therefore,,,even in the best coersesi the content is, delivered with a "first-world"

peropeetve.

Our eat- Wideration of the late
elude oope exploration of the
cultures Other than our own.
eNlertitnCed they might be,
perspectIvea on environments
with fore* nationals -'per
been 00Cialized by these cul

nal scope of environmental b should d-in

environmental perspectives held by .people in,

American instructors, no matter how Well trained or-
provide this perspective. In order to get foreign
lems we must bring our students into contact

who have been raised in other cultures and have

This wiper describes an attempt ze foreign students emth

- of information in an experimental course on Pers. ectives on
The pur'p'ose of_this experimental course was to explore a
vironM0qtal problems by the people living in Oise countri
foreign students as informatien sources was to demonstrate the vs
dons retlervoir of human experience, which is present on mos

ciaapu$0*-A.

principal soirees
ental Problims.
rds.the en-

purpose in using
of this tremen-

and university .

Our aim IOIS not to attempt to solve world differences nor give the student a false
sense of pining the total picture of even the representatiVe even ies. Rather,

our goal was to begin to facilitate a new sensitivity to different cultural perspec-
tives White fostering .a direct dialogue communication network between U.S. and for-

eign St4dents.

PRWECTOROANIZATION

The expetimental course project was organized and coordinated by a student committee

appointed by the Environmental Studies. Office at Iowa state.Vlivere All members

,pf the *ti dent coordinating upperclassmen in envitoomentel and

native Midwestern Americans, The coordinator of the ISU Environmental Studies
Program Wowed as official sponsor for the project and as the "Orefesaor-in-charge"

of-the e0Wae. This latter role purposefully low profile and advisory. The

coOrd0404n$ team was given consi able freedom to develop their course content

and fora t'- The project was organized into .deVelopmental Stapti, 1) Early Planning;
2) Ceoteat Development; 3) Implementation, 4) Results, and $) Evaluation.

PRAPLANBING

Sincea Aejor goal of the project was to involve foreign students as he principal
sources Of information for the. course, our initial step was to unlici,t the coopers-.

tion and assistance of the UniVer tty Office of international educational Services

(0/E01 tnftial meetings between the student coordinating team, the course sponsor,

and taentatives from the OIES were held to develop goals, requirements, and
educatiora,l. philosophies for the course.

From tai
with fore

DIES support for our efforts to bring American Students into, contact
students was enthusiastic. Two reasons for thin support were cited;

1 N.
All autoOrs:. Environmental Iowa State University, a 50011.
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students are fee
.U.S. university. Since
fromMithintheirnationti
the*Ainatreai of Americans colleee'l
eccUra etween American groups 444 Oeee national groupie*
would `provide pn opportunity fog tWo type of interaction,

. ..

e isolation when they nter
means of identifieetion comes
students tend to remain outside
Relatively little interaction

Our

'2) MostAASN students are
Apg'valuelsystems and b
do is *ital,to the Unite
thipendaot;'weare on other countrieav
''tudestOwards our relationships with
eirtoz,dirirelop biased, overaimpUfled

-lands Anti:Coltures.

0 he

a spite,of numareus-httempts to br
Ats'exprerienced difficulty in attract:
saoni.they beAiviedthet;aeourse auth,s0

,O.thei,wW0gramobjeCtives., They 4100 ti

ieaunication 'ea, en educational 001* not4o
,just waiting to be:tapPed, but no department ha
opportunity." They also believed that 114, stud

be very'inte:Msting.

course

importanice of undera ending differ -
embers of other nations think and.
American students Undaratand how
have developed complacerit atti-

ther countries beramae w0ave tend-
erceptions of people from'Other

'foreign students together, OIES

n student involvement,: -F0r
oposed to organiaeVnuld-contrit
d the importance Of erdesrcultural
"there is a mn10404e!o1 knowledge
ally taken advantage of the
would -find the.foxe students,

The-foreign-stWent participants
lectien develaped by the studen

interest,in participating in-sueb
ettacatiima/.background were

,,obtain a diveratty of backgrounds and 40terea

Y the DIES u
team. The mai
Geographical local
mattered because fit

,,,The sinar wee prepared -during-winter loerter and presented
of 197' I:luring the winter quarter, A WreekiY discuseion sessi

ern o( this point was the role that the tOrdinating team
en .students (approsimately.20) And the coordirm

iratiquarterSeesions. After conaelt4n$ the Course-spensot,
role of theeteetq would be .to organize the-diacOosion sessions,

aprin
bald be-,

m., 'Ainemaj8r
play in the
deOided that the
Utete free,

diecussiona uriug the sessions, -and proVida 04 American perspective On environ-

mental probl The idea was to a110A the fOreign students to d01,i01,0p fteelY.-

their material Vithin the guidelines set fo the course. 'We later !nand that the

foreign students were very willing, even an44o4e, to develop their presentations
to follovi theycOntse guidelines developed by the coordinating tea,

The_goals established for the four diseesai40 Cessions were:

. \ .

1. To givethe foreign students insight AA to how the ISU envirroadieatal studies

program was organized, what educational Philosophies were involved, 4 Oat
American- atodents had been discussing tit previous environmental studies classe

. To explore the similarities and ditfe NW in vit,
environmental problems:

the euwlranment

To determ 00' which problems would 'he a'geTi, ned in the - ull

'Spring quarter.

and

ring the

To discuss the fOrmat and st>;uctur ki) "spring pair ter coutA*y D .cOss

'teetered 00 the foreign students' rcepor si,bl.lities in The seminar And how th

would pressat.their material.

At the conclusi0 of these sessi
student presentations/would be g
Africans,.Middle+,Eaaterpers,-Lit

y

a, the coord ng team decided "thAt the foreign

uped an the Kass of geographical, r one;.
Ame0oena, end' Asians.
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ATION

pringquarter course was run as a aei
enweeki,and each session lasted 1.
i e4course.: Grading was on a pasa/fal

__rMined bythe-course tiponsor after conaultetien
Grades_ were based on class participation end 'colt
described-below.

one evening, 4 week-
eceived one etiedit
nal,grade being'de-

eoerdinating team.
bution to the group mars.

The first five sessions of the seminar devoted to tore ga student presetta-
tions,includedapproximately 30 minutes given to mini-lectures that dealt litth
thefereignvstudents' views of the major problems fCin$ their societies, 'For

these mi14-leetures, the-class was divided :tete smell groups, the number Of groups
being - determined by the number of foreign StOdeat4 prseetiog material Ow; par-,
ticuldreVening: At the end of the 30-mitute 00411Y-stoup Session, the cleae re-
convened to discuss the problems presented JO the,Mini-lettOrsi. The foreign
students led these discussions.

ter.the,fifth week the class was divided
four or fiVe'American students and one or eio torei
responsible for preparing group papers that oddrasse
perspectives with respect to world problems,

To,allow ample time for the preparation
in 'the sixth and seventh weeks. The final
a-discussion ofthe roles that 'people from
must play in solving world problems and on
of foreign students as'resource people.

RESULTS

Environmental

. Each group included
The groups were

raised U.S. foreign

pope the class did'
to of th0,.courad-vere,

sped SOtr7developinE c
n of the course an

0 .A consistent

n students during =this course, while concern for-
mental quality certainly existed in each countries, pieservet
environmental quality was assigned a Very lover px^iority, In rating the major

problems facing their societies and govarnmee,t01,the foreign student0 placed
political independence and stability firet, $0.1.10wed In order by edueet1on,
food, health,40eulation problems, and Otte transfer Of technology frqm the m re
developed nations. The improvement of edueation end the supply and diStribu
efcfood, the provision of adequate health oera and the acquisition qf appro-
lpriate techndloglis were cited as "direet" peohleme 40o0ciated with smile). and

epohomic Political problOA$ and population distributiokWere cited
as "indirect multiplier" problems which eXaeerhate the "dirct" probl500 And
,hinder efforts to find' solutions.

Political stability and at least the iltUeien free re. condi

prerequisites for the, development of 4 attend natiai. ayetemi. Politic
lity breeds economic insecurity, scares 4Way foreign investment, and'
a disproportionstekamount of the atien'a " "Wealth" into non-productiVe

such as; arms purchases. Autocratic rule May provide some degree of po3,iti qal
stability but corrupt autocratic rule may 4leart scares national reePer400-end.
fundsAnto private goals for the powerful feu. ',Until-the-political prohlems,ef
a developing .nation are resolved, advaneaWant coward solutions for other
cial.problems will'be halting at best, 10 each situations, concern tor the
environment dOes indeed take a back seat,

Imbalances of pulation distribution g'ree'ted by enxltiguing massive Aigtatioe --
to the cities, altar the production-conommatlen eyetem i,ri developing aonetries,
Growing urban centers become consumption SIAS§ incree gly drinin p kysiosl
agricultural and human resources from the al;e00'or prodeotion - the rcxiraa.

countryside. Long-standing, adaptive eoelal ,entt eulturel patterns boa k down
and are replaced by new patterns dictated 4 the new Conditions" ily new
economic conditional. ,Crowding in the citiqe lends to unemployment. d,tureased
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sense of personal north, malnutrition, disease,

loss .of f-human potential. It is easy to see how
tions as a multipl1er factor for other societal

A close look at elbiMples of- the major problem a

lens are not only 1ndividually complex and diffie
Interrelated, For example, in the area of food sopOy,
distribution of trod Is affected by urbanization,,the oro4t
the'devalopment og a cash economy. Growing urban eeuter$,cX

for food. This "demand" is net by purchasing food from rure
a cash economy 1$ Often installed in place of traditional be

-One of-the African students described the problem:

es11_

Before,thls emphasis on cash crops, peop
villages where the crops were grown wotilti test
supply on hand in the village to last mitt'. the n
harvest, 'Me rest would be bartered for,neede441 items,

such as "clothing and housewares. Only eNeesa fo d

was bartered and this went for tools, elotlitn td

essential items. .
Since the initiation of Gash uotlaemY,

however4 much of the harvest is sold for cash, The
desire to maximize profits motivates the fermee to
sell as much of his crap as possible. Thel crra ere
shipped away. most of them to the major urban Areas
where the demand is greatest (a result of masive
migration to the cities). As a result,- inodeqUete
food supplies remain in the villages.

The cash received by the.farmer is oftee sent on
such luxury items as candies for children, vegant

clothing and liquor. When supplies of food_r
in the vIllage run out, quite pften Ica sea 'the a
and tie people are left with the prop .em Or acr.
together enough food to make it to the next hsrest.
Even if the fOod returns (after processing), it, does
so at a price often too high for the fame tO eCterd.
The increasing demand for 'food for the urban m4aatee
will ultimately place a severe strain dm Om aPtia41-
tural ecosystem and on the health of the rural eitt,zenry.

Failure to satisfy the food requirements gar 004- laties
will likewise,be reflected in lowered heeltkeOnditions
and a further degradation of the urban envir'onmen't,,

and a tragic,
n process funce

these prob-.
also highly
ned that the
of "demand" and

ate a "demand"
farmers. Thus,

ter -type economies.

Of course, we recognize each of the problems -.politica/A population, food,

economic, cultural, health, etc. - as componentwin any ayinelasview of envi-

Vonmenterproblqm4, In the U.S. and other first-V004 countries we have the
luxury, made possible by political and economic atahility and by an ample
resource and food Oupply, of concerning ourselves VAth aMe1 Aks4ract concepts

as environmental quality. Even in our own society, bowever, we see that when-

even the "necessities" seem threatened, concern or enVIrendenral quality
suffers. -Thus, it is easy to see how concern about the quality of the environ-
ment would be assigned a low priority in sectors of the wettd where basic social
institutions' are stressed and where even.surVival may be a day - today .affair.

II. American Studen
nar that the

world problems,
'wasplaced.on a
was perhaps the m
a great deal of 4
This redefinition
in particular the
This new role was,

leexamine Their_ Roles: We had bopod Altat the beginning-of the
_pants would gain a new peespeetive :from which to view

the majority of the group papers a reat deal of emphasis
'first - world' (U.S.) view of 'thlord-lor4d" countries. Th10
intriguing development during the 40elliner and it spawned
ussion eoncerninge "new" role and whet IX might involve.
Dived d belief that the role o the first -world nations,
ted St4Ges, should be that of a 'holpta" and NOT a "giver,"

ummarized in one of the group pePere: "lf the smaller (third
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d) nations are going to 04 lmt

help themselves, not he

o listed some chg
this new firif,

Olwe world problems., they must hive

,they thought we y in orde

) There should be no interference internal structure* Of the develop-

ing countries,' cultures.

yeti m
aid.

become aware df ne040 and attitudes hefort

We should provide technotogies iIro iate to the needs of t
ins nations instead of rrylrk$ 'to develop new markets for our
vanced iachinery and hardWere.

Our economic ties with devar
This would include giving' them n
goods.

must be mutually
e for their raaoure

.ng

develop-
t ad-

.eficial.

And,.

idea of a new-role was a recurxiu, .hems during the cue , A plea for
redesigned approach to foreign petleyr.rei the part of the Vv$,. and Other,

t-world nations was eloquO fly d by a student from Africa:

"Only when two penplo tam aft down face to face

as two people faith Wine eau 'Mutual respect for
another, rather, haO 0*,/rePt40Anteeives from
opposing sidest wit it tie PO*sible to begin
settling internatipAS1 dtkile$reements
Hilton Bailer (Sierra 11,060o)

,

TION

ion of the course was dbtaira d by ow Ling . critics

ative) from the group paper4 end by ud tiniatering en eval
conclusion of the' spring quarter', In the questionnaire th*

their overall,view-of tho approfth taken in the seminar,
ey had learned and'about tb4 004 or the foreign participan'te

Urce. Some of the co* nts /Nom Merican students werel

(both positive :
questionnaire
d ntaiierei
comments.on,
an inform-

"Having the forelp atudonts $ive class presentati044
of their countries. 444 a Oar batter teaching end horn-
ing experience for tb clOSO, as opposed to 1is,teMi0$ to
an Instructor lecture. on 00 material."

"I expected to see mere omphasia on pollution, ot;A 1: was

glad to see this MO; an*OfgOn of.comparing world environ-
mental problems pr440=04.m

"Much of the news p'rtotqd Abou the third world la
not important or in *o0-$4d00. The true, needs of

the third world arg UAIrAMW1 tX, most Americans,"-

i'Problems are not. nlVar4Otly consistent. We nerd tti

change our' own att4u0A tINtards developing countr
by changing our own w4.1 0.0t IRYOtams."

I learned that rheas: 1* a On-ch4more I have *0

I am only starting to UP4Orgkgsrai the' complexiti.oh Inve
in_trying to underataA0 nnothsr country's problemei'



the comments from foreign students were

Addiarahanan Zerti (Libya), "Keep doing this. It

is A-good idea to build understanding and trust and
love between Americans and Foreigners."

Hilton Bailor (Sierra Leone), "The entire seminar
was vary valuable and should be made available to

many people as possible,"

CeWdeRosa (Brazil), told us that he is actively
getting other Brazilian Students interested in be--
coming involved with such a program.

The participants Seal to have accepted the fundamental purpose of the seminar with
enthusiasm. This enthuelasm wan also seen in support of the use of the foreign
students as an educational resource.

."I thought the seminar was a good one. I think the contact with foreign
a must in environmental education."

"The seminar would have been wo-thless without the views of the foreign studen

CONCLUSIONS

rr

dThis approach has a great potential for expanding the impact of environmental educa
tion. The students that participated repeatedly expressed the desire to see the
program continued. Through their comments we have been able Co develop some general:
conclusiens about this type of approach:

1. Crosscultural experience n dealing with global problems can and should
be incorporated into environmental programs.

2. Foreign resource people provide new insights and thoughts. This offers
the U.S. atudent a better understanding of other cultures.

3. The foreign students also gained a great deal Trom these. interactions..

4. temmunication is the most important factor in generating cooperation.
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URBAN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION IN GREAT BRITAIN

John 0, Towlerl

The British approach to Environmental Education allows a high degree of individual

involvement in, environmental activities and an enviable freedom for teachers to

initiate and develop new programs, courses, and approaches. One of these new

approaches is the development of Urban Studies Centres. These grew out of the

realization that while the rural outdoor education centres were extremely popular

and heavily used, students were receiving a biased view of the environment, one

which emphasized only the rural aspects even though some 80% of the population

was living in urban areas. One of the earliest mentions of urban studies centres

was contained in a 192 report on the human habitat. This report entitled "How

Do You Want to Live ?" was based on a study of public opinion undertaken in con-

nection with the United Nations Conference on the liuman Environment. The authors

recommended that "Consideration should be given to the establishment of urban

studies centres, for environmental study, along the lines already familiar in

countryside study."3 This idea was quickly followed by several articles on the

topic and a text en the methodology for transferring expertise in rural field

work to urban "streetwork." At the same time, the Town and Country Planning

Association (TCPA) created a Council for Urban Studies Centres. This Council

was instrumental in helping to further the idea of urban study centres and in

assisting groups wishing to start them.

The centres were patterned after the existing residential field studies centres

which provided a full-time warden or teacher/adininistrator, a number of teaching

assistants and a variety of facilities, and equipment which allowed students either

to take courses prepared by the staff or to do independent work. There was not,

howeVtri-an exact parallel between what, existed in these rural centres and -what

was reqdired for the urban areas. It was.felt that since the urban centres would

be located in areas of high population, they should also be used to provide commu-

nity_services in addition to their more traditional! forMal'education functions.

Residential facilities were not considered to be a high priority'since these
would not be in as high demand as they would be in rural-centres which are usually

situated in areas not easily reached by the users. In addition, the cost of ac-

quiring residential facilities in an urban location would probably be prohibitive.

In creating the study centres, the Council identified seven rsjor purposes or goals.

These were:

1. As a learning, base for secondary schodl and older students visiting
the town or city. With an increasing amount of time being spent on
urban studies in the schools, it was felt that students from rural
and urban areas needed a facility with room for class ut,0.ings, work
areas and resource materials to support the work already in progress.

2. As a centre serving visitors to the area, both young people and adults
who were not part of the formal educational process. In this case,
the function of the centre would );le,,to provide interpretation of the
"built environment" to tourists and othe- visitors through, exhibitions,
slide-tape shows, book and-map sale Op nts', etc.

As a teaching resource centre concen rig materials and aids to help

visiting teachers and providing experts = concerning the local environ--
meat through the staff on the centre. Such a collection of resource
materials and knowledge would be larger than that- gathered by any local

school or public interest group.

1John 0. Towler, Renison College, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontar

How Do You Wane to Live?, London: Her Majesty's Stationey Office, 1972.,

3
Ibid., p. 181.



4. As a learning base for local secondary schools, supplying the resource
materials for a study of the local urban area and at the same time pro.
viding an institution and location alternative to the conventional
school. It'was expected that the centre would act, in a specialized
subject area,, along the lines of already existing Teachers' Centres
which are cooperative ventures for teachers in a region who wish to
work on some aspect of in-service professional development.

/

1

AA a 'ic entre through which local authorities, particularly the local
planning authorities, could disseminate information about the local
environment to the school and adult populations,' It was also intended
that the centre:would function as part of the public consultation pro-
eons concerning the urban area, This two-way communication between the
public and planners and architects is mandated by British law. It was

felt that the urban studies' centre might provide a neutral,ground for
etch.discussions.: Centres could also be used by interest groups for
the objective education of the parties involved in the planning protess.

6. As a venue for community foru .1 and as a place where local amenity
groups and unofficial bodies might hold meetings andobtain some
minimal secretarial assistance,

7. As a specialist institution which could meet the need for certain in-.'
troductory and extension courses for environmental professionals and

local counselors.

As of 1974 there were no urban studies. centres in Britain. However, within two

years there were 26 centres either in full operation or in the final planning'

stages. Since then, even more centres have opened and. there is no,doubt
that the urban studies centre concept has taken hold and increased In popularity
with'teachers, students, the general public; and local authorities. A closer:_
examination of a typical tentre, its facilities and program may serve to.explain
why this concept has been so successful and what makes it such an exciting

EfiblilitToiTirr-t-vironmentaladucation.

It Must be said at the outset,. that there is no such thing as a "typical" urban

,studies centre. The location, physical facilities,, programs, and leadership vary
greitly.' Most, centres contain some form of aoditoridm capable of holding class-
size groups for the purpose of lectures'or audio-visual projection.: 'There are

normally one or two classrooms, a workroom for'the preparation of materials,' an
exhibition area, an archive or. library to store reference materials, and a canteen
where light=refreshments can be bought or where lunches may be eaten., Washrooms
are always available and some centres have included darkrooms, overnight facili-
ties, and parking areas.

A "normal day" at an urban studies centre might include the following. Two classes

of secondary school students from-different schbols are in the auditorium being ,

introduced to.the local urban environment that they will be studying: 'TheY'are:
viewing a side-tape program developed by the centre's staff. Later, the classes
will split up, going off as Town Trackers on one of the town trails. The maps ,e0d'

descriptive brochures for the.trails will be supplied free as they are to any
tourist or visitor. There are-four trails available dealing with the hintoriCald-
development of the town, its newly-planned areas, its commercial development, and'
the ardhitectural features of the new and old buildings. Later inthe-day,
classes will return for lunch and an examination of the exhibit on-currant:plenning,
issues, involving the-town. After this, they will work on their-reports, relying.;
on the reference material at the centre and on the help of the,staff. A highlight.

of the afternoon session will be a short talk given.by.a senior citizen WWbcia:'"
lived in the town for many, many years. His views on the developmeet'ef,pli0
11 be very interesting, and the students will have an opportunity to questiPn,

-him at length. After a visit' to the centre's bookstall, the classes will depiri

for their home schools.



During this "normal day ", the centre will have been open to visitors and a number

of tourists will have dropped in to see the exhibits which are changed every few

months. The one on display deals with a very controversial planning application
which proposes the tearing down of a block of inadequate housing and the construe-,
tion of a shopping mall and car park. All sides of the issue are presented and
notices are posted advising of a public meeting in=the centre this evening in

which the development firm. the local planning authority, members of the downtown

businessmen's association and a local ratepayers group will be on hand for a panel

discussion on the proposal. While the centre is officially neutral on such issues,
the warden of the centre is especially interested in this public meeting since the

businessmen's association will be presenting the results of a public opinion
survey that was done by one of the school classes visiting the centre,

While the students were out on the town trails, the classroom and workshop areas
were being used by a group of teachers who had elected'to spend this time. at the

centre as part of a professional development day. They will be working on
materials and methods for a course they are developing on sensing the urban

environment. Thevare interested in having their students use the centre as a base

from which they will do streetwork in the local environment, concentrating on be-

coming more aware of urban features. They will have their classes use all their

senses to investigate the area. The teachers are building reporting skills into
the course and their students will be required to do some investigative reporting
involving tape-recorded interviews and photographic records of certain manland
relationships.

While this is a hypothetical day at an urban studies centre, all of these activi-,

ties, and more, regularly take place. The different loeations,,emphases,,and

facilitiei otthe centres help to make them unusual and stimulating. The one

in Bristol, for example, is loe:ited in the OldiCorn Exchange on Corn Street. The
one in Canterbury occupies par.. of the Canterbury College of Art. The Chester
Heritage Centre is'the county's first centre for Architectual heritage inter-'
pretation and is located in a former church in the heart of half-timbered houses
and stores which date back 500 years and More, The Faversham Centre has been sit
up in cooperation with the local heritage society and is situated in a building
that was a public house for 275 years before becoming an urban studies centre and
museum offering (among other services) guided tours, books'on the history of the

area and a souvenir shop selling local crafts. Other centres are associated with
Youth Hostels, public interest groups, Teacher's Centres, senior citizens'
leisure centres and local planning departments. The facilities range from space
in modern buildings to old Victorian houses, churches, And downtown shops. .

,There is no doubt that the British are doing A great deal of innovative: work
the area of urban studies'and that the creation of the urban studies centres con-
cept has been instrumental in carrying this form of ,enVironmental education to
both the echools and-the general public. In addition,,the TCPA has beetbotkra',
driving force in stimulating_ the development of the centres and a continnal'enP7
pert in providing,assistance for the work,that.takes place at.theM=.:,:Sincet :his'

approach to urban environmental educati(1 is proven, popular and needed, we
should be asking, ourselves why it has not been adopted in North Amerita.,;WO:
often ntend tube somewhat egodentric in our thinking, but this Jaya case where
we can learn A great deal from our colleagues -in Britain.
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ENERGY

The four papers included in this section address our energy
problems from four different vantage points. Each author,
however, calls for a broadening of our approach to solving these
,problems.: Robert Lewis describes the research program.of the U.S.
Department of Energy, describes the major factors that set the
direction this research takes, and offers several recommendations
for improving DOE's research effort. His final recommendation
calls for, an "increasing focus on total environmental systems
and the total process of energy development and use." Kevin
Gottlieb discusses the tole thit coal could play in,eatisfying
our future-energy needs and, suggests that "it is a national
responsibility to measure the true costs of each policy which
restrains coal or, which compromise environmental quality. k
cavalier approach to the variables on either.side of the teal- .

environment equation, serves the mation'bedly." Judith schpitz
reminds us that our energy problems are intimately related to
population problems. She notes that "components and implications
of population change must remain a critical facet of energy, ,

planning." 'Rich4id Perrine, at al., focus our attention on the
practical difficulties encountered in siting energy facilities.
"They offer a model representing a systems- pproach to facility
eitieg'and present a case history describing how their systeM
could be used in the siting-of a coal,gasification plant.



ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH PLANS AND PRIORITIES OF

THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

Robert A. Levi

Introduction

Being here-today is indeed a pleasure. I very much appreciate the opportunity
to reach a potentially wide audience through you and thereby to increase public
awareness of the problems and opportunities of Federal research on energy and
the environment.

As educators you. undoubtedly recognize the importance of your role in bringing
issues to the public. It is especially important that you present an unbiased
picture of the contributions of energy technology (both positive and negative) to
the Nation.- The Department ,of Energy provides only one vehicle for addressing
the energy "crisis." An aware and informed public must ultimately set the values
to which the programs of the Federalgovernment and the energy industries must
respond.

Departmental Organization and Coals

Less than one year ago, the Department of Energy (DOE) came into existence.
Until then, Federal energy programs were distributed among numerous agenCies
having varying charters and legislative mandates. The Consolidation of energy
functions within a single major department will enable us to develop a coordin-
ated national energy policy that will more effectively and efficiently meet the
Nation'e. needs.,

The basic atructure,2 key responsibilities and tasks of most organizational units
of the Department are already well defined. Nevertheless, we may expect to see
a continuing refinement and redefinition of priorities and approaches in dealing'
with the. Nation's energy issues. These issues are complex and often so rapidly,
changing, that, no one person can hope to adeqnately, comprehend the issues and
forces that, in reality, shape the policies, structure and operations of the
Departtent.

The major function of the Department is .to enable the Federal government to
coordinate its energy research, development, and commercialization activities
within a single policy- planning framework that lully recognizes the importance
of conservation and near-term resource development. ,The Department was formed as
the,most effective means of ensuring that the National Energy Pla is effectively
implemented and supported by research, development, and commercialization actvi-

,

ties.

Under the National-Energy Plan (which I will soon discues), the Department's
principal gOal through 1985 is to reduce the Nation's dependence upon, imported
oil by increasing the:direct utilization of-coal by a factor of two, and by
stimulating energy conservation. Beyond 1985, the department is to
-develop and'promote the use of alternative energy systems.

The relationships between.. national energy goals and other national goals (e.g.,
environmental, economic, social) are complex. Al]. are inextricably interwoven
and not entirely compatible. Thus, DOE is only one part of a complex
institutionalization of national policy- and decision-making.. The role of energy
in relation to other national priorities must also be reasonably assessed. Thus,
while environmental policy objectives (or economic, or transportation, ete.),

1Robert A. Lewis, Office of the Assistant Secretary for Environment, Department
of Energy, Mail Stop E -201, Washington', D. C.

2
See the accompanying organization chart, p. 54.

Go
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may n :always be fully consistent with energy policy objectives, they must be
identified and communicated to all levels of decision so that priorities can be
set on the basis of the beat available information and h balanced approach to the
attainment of energy goals can be taken. In this process, we should note that
energy technologies provide environmental benefits as well as costs.

These goals must be attained with due regard for the Nation's health, safety and
edvironmaptel well being. In my view, the overall goal is to improve the quality
of life in America through the development of envf.ronmentelly amenable tech-
nologies.

The National Energy Plan

DOE's environmental-research plans and policies are rooted in the National Energy
Plan (NEP). While promoting greater use of coal the President has assured the

'public that he will,also seek to achieve improved errifironmentel, quali.1.- Indeed,
four of the ten principles upon which the NEP is built relate strongly-to main-
,tedence of environmental quality and environmental research. One principle ls:

'National policies for thepote- ion of the envir %merit
must be maintained.

In other words, National energy policy should sustain and improve 'the quality
life.

In the long run, there is no insurmountable conflict between the twin objectives -
of meeting national energy reeds and protecting the quality of the environment.
The.' energy crisis aAd environmental poll,:tion,bott arose from wasteful use of
resources and from economic andaocial policies-clat were based upon-the assump-
tion'of essentially unlimited and cheap resourcen. Solutions to many energy and
environmental problems follow a parallel course of improving,efficiency and
harnessing waste for, productive purposed.

.

Another princfple is:

Thegrowth of !Limy demand must be restrained through conservation and
Improved energy efficiency.

Energy conservation and improved energy efficiency is considered to be the most
effective course of action for our nation and for the world. .

Although co servation measures are inexpensive and clears- ...compared with energy,
production,.they do involve sacrifice and are sometimes difficult-to implement.
Furthermore, is not possible to establish a prj,orty that any given conser-
vation method id environmentally benign. Therefote the varied, And numerous con-
servation alternatiVes must be investigated with respect to health and environ-
mental rinks and benefits.

Sacrifices resulting from conservation measures need not -result in major changes
f-

in the American way of life or in a reduced standard of living. For examples
'automobile fuel efficiency can be improved through better design of cars, thereby
reducing gasoline consumption without altering our ability to travel. Also with
improved energy efficiency, the impact of rising energy prices can be significantly
moderated. And energy conservation, properly implemented, is fully compatible,
with economic growth.

A third principle of consequence to the development of environmental research
in DOE is:.

Resources in plentiful supply must be used more widely, and the
Nation must begin the process of moderating its use of those in
short supply.
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In order to preserve its scarce reserved of oil and gas and still reduce the

nrowth of imports', the Nation's policies must be geared Co reduce coaeumption of

oil and Oa, especially by automobiles, industry, and electric etilities. As

industry reduces its use of oil and gas, it will have to turn to coal and other

fuels. The choicei for electric utilities for the foreseeable future will be coal

And nuclear power. Expanding future use of coal will depend in large part on the

introduction of new technologies that permit it to be burned in an environmentally

acceptable manner.' We must attempt to perfect processes for the production of

synthetic liquid and gaseous fuels from coal.

To the extent that electricity from.coal is substituted for oil and gas, the total

amounts of energy used in the country will be somewhat larger due to the inherent

inefficiency of electricity generation and distribution. 5ut conserving scarce

oil and natural gas is.more important that saving coal.

The fourth:principle is:

The use of nonconventional sources of energy must he vigorously

expanded.

Relatively clean and inexhaustible sources of energy may be used as supplements

to conventional energy resources in this century, and as major sources of energy

in the next. Many of these sources provide inviting alternatives to large,

central production systems. Traditional forecasts of energy mso assume that`
nonconventional resources such as solar and geothermal energy vill play only a

minor -role in our energy future. Unless positive and creative actions are taken,

by government and the private sector, these forecasts will become selffulfilling

prophecies.

In point of fact,. nonconventional technologies are not mere curiosities. Steady

technological progress is likely, breakthroughs are possible,' and the estimated

potential of nonconventional energy sources. will.undoubtedly improve. Because

nonconventional energy sources have great promise, the Department of Energy is

taking steps to foster and develop them.

Environmental Research iinentofEnerz

'A number of DOE offices ;eve environmental research responsibilities. 9 wever,

the principal responsibilities are assigned to the Office of the Assistant

Secretary,for-Environment (ASEV).

The Assistant Secretary for Environment is responsible for assuring that'all

Departmental programs are consistent with environmental and safety laws, regula-

tions, and policies. The Assistant Secretary will provide policy guidance for

the Secretary to assure compliance with environmental protection laws, and will

be responsible for reviewing and approving all environmental impict statements

preparedwithin the Department. In addition, the Assistant Secretary will moni-
tor DOE programs with,respect to the health and safety of both workers and the

general public.

The Assistant Secretary also conducts environmental and health-related research

and development programs, such as studies of energy-related pollutants and their

effectd on biological systems..

This office41so:

-Provides National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) technical ass
policy guidance to DOE program and regulatory offices
*Prepares policy and legislative Environmental Impact Statements (EIS

'Develops-DOE NEPA policies and internal directives
tReviews:and comments upon EIS's from other agencies

_teviews:And assesses environmental, analytical and-technical prodec
prepared by other DOE offices

stance and



Reviews and_ageeeses DOE policies and strategies. for environmental impacts
- Assures implementation of, practical substantive environmental mitigating
measures into DOE programs subject to NEPA review
- Acts as link to environmental agencies and environmental community
Assures adequate'health-and safety measures in DOE programs
Provides policy guidance on DOE/,Contractor employee health safety measures
Assures implementation of health and safety measures by DOE contractors

Environmental Research Overview

Energy technology holds one of the keys to our future. It has the power to,alter
the future today--the power to alter, to preserve, or to dissipate our inheri-

tance. The power to improve or to degrade the world in which our children will
live and in which.we will grow old and die.

The fundamental aim of technology development goes far beyond purely economic
benefits; it is to improve the quality of life; To do so it must not produce
health-, safety or environmental impacts that negate intended benefits. Similarly,
the fundamental,aim of environmental science is to improve the quality of life.
To do so it must not produce economid% social or political impacts that negate
intended benefits.

It is true that certain "technologists" and certain "environmentalists" perceive
that their mission of providing the-public with somethint valuable is hampered by
the attitudes 6nd activities of the "other side." Such functional polarization
is common between people of differing interests and training. In truth, however,
thelublicis best served ky optimization of Any tiln technology or Oet of tech -_
nologies with respect to the totality of effects on human life and resources.

Al,rimary function of environmental research within DOE is to assure that the
emerging technologies are environmentally sound, and to aid in the selection
of commerciallrviable technology options that fit thin criterion. The choices
are hard and our research, though sometimes lengthy, must be of such quality that;.
ourefforts will aid the decision-making process to the benefit of the Nation.
Wemilet also,. seek and use results and advice from a diversity of people and inati-
tuiions,'including colleges and universities, energy producers, and consumers.

Environmental DevelopmentPlans

Environmental Deyelopment Plans (EDP) are digests of technology-oriented DOE
research that identify environmental concerns associated with specific energy
technologies. They are intended to provide guidance for the environmental program,
planning and budgeting process. These documents are used 'primarily, to determine
environmental and health research information needs with respect to each tech
nology program, and thereby to provide guidance for the development of energy
programs that are fully responsive to technologyspecific environmental and health
research needs.

Table 1,briefly describes general environmental research concerns, -These are
further elaborated in each technology-specific EDP.

Current and Near-Term Research

There are ten primary mission areas within DOE. These are:

-Energy Supply - Research and Technology Development (R &TD)
*Energy Supply - Production, Demonstration, and Distribution (P D
Conservation
Regulation
'Emergency Preparedness
'Energy Information
'Enviretiment.
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TABLE 1

Environmental, Health, and" Safety Issues and

for Energy Technologies

ISSUE CATEGORIES

Air Quality Issues:

What constraints should be imposed
,on the release of effluents into the
atmosphere and on the generation of
atmospheric physical disturbances to
assure that any de6radation of'air

qUality from energy operations be

held to acceptable levels?

Water Quality sues::

What constraints should be imposed
on the release and disposition of

effluents from energy operations that
may degrade the quality of ground
and surface waters?

Land Disturbance Issues:
What constraints should be placed
on the development and exploitation
of energy to assure that structural
changes to the land,do ndt result
in unacceptable consequences?

Soeial and Economic Issues.:
What controls should be imposed on
energy development to minimize any
deleterious effects on communities
involved and to maximize beneficial

effects?

System Safety endOesspstional Bealth
Issues:
What measures should be taken to ensure
that the operation of energy facilities
adequately provides, for the medical and
health surveillance and safety of

workers?

B.

C.
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equirements

REQUIREMENTS

Baseline Characterization
A.1 Conduct regional preplanning

surveys.
A.2 Develop operational baseline

characterization plans in ac-
cordance with regional prior-
ities established by DOE plans

for technology operations.
A.3 Conduct baselineoharacter-

ization as jointly recommended by,
and with the concurrenceof,
the cognizant program Division
and Offices.

Operational Site Measurements and

Monitorin
E.1 Conduct analyses of process

,streams and other operational
site.sources to assess potentials
effluents and EHAS Impacts.,

B.2 Monitor the operational Perfor-
mance of environmental control
apparatus and procedures.
Assess safety andtgeliability of
potentially'hazardpus DOE opera

tions.
B.4 Assess-the adequacy of occupa-

tional medical and health survel-
liance procedures.

Transformation, Traspporttand_Fatts
C.1 Characterize chemical and micror

biological transformations of
effluents from energy technoloSY
operations.

C.2 Determine the environmental
transport mechanisms and,fate of
effluents from energy tech-
nology operations.

Effects Studies:
Determine the effects of ffluents

and other operational aspects of
energy technology operations on
D.1 Ecological systems.
D.2 Plants and animals.
D.3 The health of the general

population.
Analyze plans for the development
of energy resources and determine
the probably effects and consequences

on:
D.4 Water resources and water use

allocations.



TABLE 1 CONTINUED

Environmental, Health, and Safety Issues and Requirements.

for Energy Technologies

ISSUE CATEGORIES REQUIREMENTS
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D.5 Land use allocations.
D.6 Social services and cm un y

s'-ructure.

Integrated Assessment
E.1 Develop environmental deeision

criteria.
E.2,Develop consensus standards'where

official standards do not exist.
E.3 Develop continuing appraisals

of our knowledge concerning
the environmental issues and
their resolution.

Meaauretent_and vcontrol Technology
F.1 Develop control technologies

as needed t'o meet regulatory
standards and env onmental
design criteria-

E.2 Conduct research, ,d element,-
and assessment as necessary
to ensure availability And
application of adequate envir-
onmental control 641asures.

F Develop improved procedures,
model's, and systems needed fbr
environmental teastmements and
monitoring and the simulation of-

(environmental phenotena.



'Basic Sciences
'Atomic Energy Defense Activities
-*Policy and Management

At the Department level, current and nearterm emphasis will be placed on the
application of resources to:

- provide significaeL increases in conservation, including grants,

incentives and technology development;
- continue the purchase and storage of 500 million barrels of oil by the end

of 1980 for strategic petroleum reserve and initiate design and conntrue-
tion of'storage facilities leading to the President'a goal Of one billion
barrels by 1985;

.

- recognize the Department's regulatory role in enhancing energy conservation

and supply, while providing for a reduction in the administrative burden
borne by public and industry;

- continue technology development and commercialization in fossil, solar,
geothermal end fusiort energy;

- maintain a etrong capability for the oducticin and delivery of new and

future atomic weapons systems.

Clearly, environmental research and development will be guided by the potential
health, safety and environmental risks expected from these activities

Indeed, current and near-term activities within the environmental miSsion will .

focus primarily upon.the identification and evaluation of!envirdhmental impacts
associated with the development of energy supply and conservation technologies.
Environmental research activities fall into one of two parallel thrusts, namely:

overview and assessment to AdentUy and analyze environmental hialtir and,
safety concerns related to DOE programs and activities:,
biomedical and environmental reseerch to investigate uncertainties and
conflicts.

The Department is also involved in the'develoi;ment of environmental control
technology. These programs must provide criteria for process development and
engineering design selection. However, the developwntof efficiently designed
and engineered control technology options recui...ef, Leng lead times and appror
priate information from the environmental research and development programs.

There are four biomedical and environmental research program areas: human health,
health studies, environmental studies, and physical and technological studies.
Integrated studies the characterization, measurement and monitering-of.energy-
related effluents and their effects on health and environment are included.

`Human health studies are concerned specifically with the evaluation of the
potential,deleterious effects on human health of exposure to chemical, phyelcal

'and biological agents associated with" energy production. Because many human
heaIth impacts of energy are common to alternative technologies, methods of early
diagnosis and treatment of human health,effects related to the various tech-
noloeies are being developed.

Health effects research is primarily concerned with extrapolation to man of
- results ofostudies of the. effects of pollutants on experimental animals.

_

Molecular and cellular studies provide the basic understanding that is necessary
to perfect our-ability to predict human health risks. This work is aimed at
the prevention of humeri illness through early definition of risk.

Environmental studies provide information needed: (1) for-environmental policy
analysis and decisionsrelated to future energy-environmental conflicts and
Choices; (2) to assess the effects of energy technologies' on the environment;
including the transport and the effects of pollutants and physical disruptions



liehergy extractions nversion, and end use; (3) for positive environmental
OMNauch as-the mitigation of adverse effects, and the use of environmental

u _eritanding-ie increase; the availability of enerkY; (4) to develop biological
aystems:foewse as energy,resotrces4 and (5).. to describe-anvironmental infer

actioria of pollutants.

Ph*lical and technological programs characterize the full range of potentially
Adverse'elementalinorganic, organic and radioactive species present liquid

_-_and,geseous effluents, products, solid wastes and fugitive emissions. Research

into advanced Measurement concepts and. systems, including development of improved
asureaent and monitoring instrumentation is also conducted by this..program.
leo lneludedare studies of the physical and chemical interactions of pollutants

'in -the environment as well as radiation interaction with biological systems.

,%Life,$cienees Research .

and Biomedical Applications which form part of the Basic
-'SaineepllissionAnClOde several activities:

,Retiearch in 'general life sciences for better understanding of the risk'
to'bumaw.health from energy-telated pollutants.
oFeclltating:the transfer of nuclear technoiogy.to medicine.
,Development of advanced diagnostic and therapeutic methodologies for
the medical community.

Research in the general life aciences.is aimed' at the mechanistic and conceptual-A
bisesjor..understanding the interaction of energy - related pollutants with bidlog7-

7-,1': teal systems. These studies develop Ce knowledge needed ,to design ,rapitl'arid,
ionsitive tests for biological damage, determine how the gene expraseion of. cells.
iu altered to provide, mechanistic explanations of pollutant carcinogenesia and

p '
7MUtagenesis,:determine through biophysical and biochemical approaches'ehe eel- ,
lular

N-y

mechanisms for pathologies related to pollutant exposure,Aand:davelep-i
:lundamentaluuderstanding of comparative cellular and molecular procespes to
:,reduCe ihe'uncertainty in extrapolating risk estimates from studies in animals

tOvhuman populations.

Aruas of new research emphasis include conservation, alternative fuels and other_
supply initiatives, the characterization of impacts of industrial coal usaj_
enhanced oil recovery, water pollutant impacts of oil shale develop_ t, coal
mining geopressured methane, and industrial and municipal waste feels.

Near -term major emphasis in the nuclear area will be placed on health effects
of,low-level radiation and on light water reactor safety, since from the envir-
onmental standpoint an improved understanding of both "items" is crucial to
decisions regardihg the future of, the nuclear industry. /

There are a number of research areas (such as the health and environmental effects
of SO2) that are of joint concern to DOE, EPA and other agencies. In such.artas

improved interagency cooperation is desirable. DOE is working to that end and a

number of cooperative research programs are being conducted. . .

The U.S. Climate Program Is an example of comprehensive interagency planning
and cooperation. This program is intended to help the Nation to respond more
effectively to climate-induced problems. Research will be conducted to improve
methods to predict climatic fluctuations and their domestic, national security,
and international impacts and to identifY man's impact and potential influence on
regional and global climate.

Another interagency program of potentially major consequence is a
launched to study the global consequences of increasing concentrat
Pheric carbon'dioxide. DOE is the lead agency.

Research will initially be organized primarily about

o be
of *Irmo

o major questions:

I) What will be the future atmospheric concentrations of CO2?



2)- What will be the, climatic effect of these concentrations?

:Clearly, long range research is implied by 'the complexities reflected in these /

:broad questions. Neverthelebs three additional concerns will also be addressed

he effect on the biological and physical environment o
changes coupled with increased CO2?

What, any, will bethe effects of these changes on human, societi b?

If these Changes are undesirable, what actions can be taken to prevent

them?

',..DAtimately, investigation of practicable ways.of reducing the CO2 content he.

eir,--eitheriby direct removal from thwair or by "scrubbing" tt® effluent o_

power plsnts, should be 'investigated.

Future Research

ederalresearch is being reshaped in ways, and by. forces, thut nP one ivielvidual

eanjullyunderstand'or predict. Thus, what I say here it spec."..ativl, resting
mainly upon historical analysis and the projection of percoivA-' :rends a.Ld the
currentIhinkingef colleagues and National leaders.

The predictionef future research orientation and priorities %,:hd Department of

Energy is nevertheless aided by the inertia that is provided by the present

organization, activities, and policies of the Department as wall as the various.

'legislative acts andthe regulations to which the Department must respond.

The National Energy Plan and the pending National tnergy Act will Strongly
influence future research within the Department. By 1985, national goals as now

: perceived are to develop and promote the market penetration of alternative energy

spite= such,as dispersed solar systems, geothermal systems and combustible waste

systems. A combination of nuclear, fossil fuel systems, solar electric and geo-

,thermal central stations are to be developed.

5 , .
.

Substantial health and environment research will be required toaupport these

goals. We will become increasingly concerned with the health and environmental
effects of chronic exposure to a large array of manmade chemicals, only some of

-Which will originate from energy systems.

In response to the President's Energy Message, earlier this year, a panel.of_,

experts environmental science and human health was assembled to' evaluate the
Unmet of increased coal combustion by analysing abet of speCially prepared

VePorte. Thia review was followed by public hearingto assure that a wide range

ofAnowledge, opinion and interests were considered. The panel concluded that the
pationa nergy Plan would probably not produce adverse health and environmental
impacts. However, several areas of uncertainty were identified. The major areas

requiringfurther research included:

air pollution health effects;
..Coal mine-worker health and safety;
global effects of CO2;

fallout;
.trace elements;_

reclamation.

With respdct to Dog actions, major environmental research; will continue to center-:
about fossil fuel 'combustion for several decades.
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pr. James L. Live snj DOE's Acting Assistant Secretary for Envireament,concluded

-the following in a recent' ddreas:

Based upon -DOE asa ents,"Thsenvironmental impact of the additional

'use, of the National Energy Plan in terms of residuals is
seen:irOill,processes of the coal fuel cycle -from extraction, to com-

bustion, to waste~ management. ... there are air pollution increases due

terSombuarionjeyels but other farms of residuals and use of scarce
sourceeare:elsoup.-- dissolved solids in water,'industrial sludges,

ing'weeteA, ashes, water use, and land for mining. ..."

e found that while there _are new technologies for burning or con -

verting Seal such as gasification, liquefaction and fluidized bed boilers,

eyen-in the year 2000 these will not have made major commercial pene-

tration,a101. national basis as compared to conventional coal-burning

boilers.. Therefore, in most regions,. the primary air pollution impacts

are due to growth-in coal boilers, especially industrial boilers..

Predictably, two Areas-of the-country fall' out with potentially. serious

sulphur oxide problems: the industrial northeastsnd the crescent of

states surrounding this northeast area.

In the northeast, there are-presently eight states that emit at least

one million tons of sulphur oxides each year: Increasing coal use

in an area that already uses-a lot of coal, with the addition of in-

creasingly stringent environmental control devices-, keep sulphur oxide

residuals at essentially the same levels that now exist. *However,

sulphur emissions in this multistate area are presently believed to

cause unacceptable environmental damage, both in their local area and

in'the states downwind. Thud, present problems may continue on a

long term basis unless new controls are found."'

Technology development end-commercialization activities will continue to shape

research within DOE. Indeed, it is recognized at all levels of government, that

the environmental impacts of energy-producing technologies represent significant

costs to society. And environmental, health and safety concerns must be incor-

porated into energy planning, technology development and policy analysis.

TO be effective, the technology - specific environmental research must be coordin-

ated with the engineering deign and development process. Such research should

be more sharply focused in the future and should shape d bp shaped byl) the

features and priorities of the technology and.'2) energy-environmental policy

analysis. --

The importance of
straints on come
'increase during t

environmental research in predicting and in mitigating con-
cialization of ne and advanced technologies will rapidly
e coming decade.

The-general objective of Federal commercialization actions is to achieve the

maximum rate of market penetration of the best technologies while_ minimizing'

the potential soeie-politidel impacts of the systems.

Government actionin the fu tin of accelerated commercialization policy and plan-,

ning are about to begin. It is absolutely essential that 'the appropriate envir-
onmental research planning and implementation proceed concurrently.

In terms of the present discussion, we should note that Federal involvement in

the commercialization of new energy technologies is aimed at achieving two

major policy objectives. These are the provisions of renewable and other re,'

sources to meet U. S. energy needs in the next century and reduction of reliance

on scarce and non-renewable resources. These commercialization activities must

support a healthy and growing economy and nrotect and enhance environmental

quality.,



:t is easier to identify major factors that will drive or, condition energy
-related environmental research during the coming decades than it is to predict

the actual research trends.,

jor forces that guide research include the following:

Federal legislation

National Ehergy Act (pending)
b.' National EnVironmental Policy Act

Energy Reorganization Act .

4. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

e. Clean Air Act
f. Federal Water Pollution Control Act
g. Endangeted Spegies Act

Regulations and standard4 pt ) 1.gated by various agencies in response. to

`these acts. ,

3. State and local policies, .t..ds and regulations.

4. Public awareness and response to actions arising from DOE programs.

5. Thespedifictechnologies that are selected for early commercialization.
--These will almost undoubtedly include one or more synthetic fuel technologies

and one or more conservation technologies.

I recommend for the future:

1. Increased emphasis on basic and generic (or process-related) research.

2. More research in support of egional analysis.

3. Use of operations resonrch methods (i.e.,:decision analysis)
optimize total energy systems on regional, national and global scales.

Recruitment of effective social sciences =research, especially research
dealing with social perceptions of energy-environmental strategies and
developments and studies of demographic and aecondary impacts of energy

(systems.

5.: Recruitment by DOE of the widest possible range of talent and expertise.
More basic research should be sponsored and a research climate that
promotes innovation should be sought.

6. Increased research upon effects of chronic exposure
complex arrays of pollutants.

Increasing fccus on total environmental systems and the total proce
energy development and use.

f living systems to

5

I will gladly answer your questions or provide you with appropriate references or

contacts.''



THE NATIONAL ENERGY POLICY: AN EXAMINATION
OF COAL CONVERSION LEGISLATION

Kevin C, Gottlieb
1

Thmworld's oil and gas reserves will et consumers' needs for approximately

thirty more years, given the present rate of consumption. Alternate sources

Will not be available, in large quantities, for many years. Consequently,

time is required to explore alternative energy paths. With the appro-

priate use of coal, the nation can purchase the required time.

C041.repreeentd-90 percent of the Nation's total fossil fuel reserves. Yet,

-4(Outrentlysupplies only 18 percent of the country's energy needs. The'

Carter Administration's National Energy -Plan was designed to increase the

coal as the 'principal alternative for meeting. the Nation's energy

needaiWthe short term. In the National Energy Plan, the'Administration

expects annual. coal_ production to reach 1.2 billion tons by 1985. This

represents ,an increase from the 665'million tons produced in 1976. Several

of the proposals in the energy plan require the substitution of coal for oil

and natural gas in industrial and public utility use. In fact, More_than

half of the President's anticipated savings in imported oil by 1985 would

result from coal conversion; that is, the conversion of electric power

plapis and Major fuel burning installations from oil and gas to coal.

, To further increase the use of coal, environmental groups, industry and gov-

ciament, working tugether, must develop new methods of gasifying and lique-

Iying coal into efficient energy, with a minimum of environmental side effects.

Coal has not been as attractive as oil and gas for a number of reasons, par-

ticularly the uncertainty of Federal environmental standards. In order to

rencler coal more useful to the society and less harmful to the environment,

the Carter Administrat;.on proposed a four -dimensions' approach to the

problem:

1. a regulatory program to require coal use by utilities and

large industries;

an oil and gas users tax and rebate/investment tax credit

system to provide economic incentivgs to convert to coal;

en environmental policy for using coal to minimize risks

to public health and environmental damage; and

4. a research program for coal conversion, mining and

pollution control technology.

Notwithstanding President Carter's good intentions, the National Energy Plan,

currently emerging from Congress, is more a national tragedy than the moral

equivalent to war it was intended to be The newly created Department of

Energy is desperately trying to determine the functional differences between

the many ggencies it inherited at the time of its creation. 'The Congreps,

already overburdened with an abundance of tasks and'a shortage of skills,

staggers under the added weight of the energy proposals coming forth from

the Executive Branch. Confusion, frustration and fatigue reign supreme.

Outside -the confines of Washington, the gen,:...41 public has long since disa-

bused themselves-of interest in the Washington energy deliberations.

Senators and Congressmen, returning to their home states, find interest in

energy questions diminished, if not altogether absent. This public disengage-

ment is perhaps a testimony to a curious blend of national success and

failure. While the Nation has increased the amount of imported energy, it

1Dr.'Kevin C. Gottlieb, Energy Adviser, Office of Senator Wendell H. Ford,

United States' Senate, Washington, D. C.
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has.also succeeded in delivering-large amounts of Alaskan oil, fasting

severely the; of anyone who contends there is an American energy

problem But at the same time, the Nation has failed-to produce more than

a-modest'energy price squeeze while energy availability is 'seldom doubt,J

even after a three-month coal strike. during one of the Nation's coldyct

winters.

-Some will be inclined to say that the aforementioned'muddling is

proof that tha aAmerican system works. 'Somwill.be inclined to ay that re-'

Agardless of the defects in the private and- public sectors, those. sectors

Slway0 prevail, however imperfectly, in the end. I can not be one of those

who says the system works, unless of course I were to add thWthe system

works in spite of itself.

The most frustrating example,of imperfect n the current energy debate

is perhaps the handling of the issue of c conversion. The debate over

coal conversion covered an issue'which is a linchpin of the entire national

energy policy. That is, the conversion of industrial and utility fuels from

oil and natural gas to coal. Without this conversion, the remainder of the

national energy deliberations are meaningless. Without, this conversion and

the concomitant savings of oil and natural gas, the conventional American

standard of living might soon be impossible. A brief look at this issue

serves to illuminate the larger problems facing the nation, in developing a

cohesive national energy policy.

. On Friday, November 11, 1977,-Senate and Houst;conferees completed action

on legislation to foster greater utilization of coal and other fuels to

replace natural gas and petroleum. The original Senate measure, -entitled

"The Natural Gas and Petroleum Conservation and Coal Utilization olicy Act

of 1977," was repcirted on July 25, 1977, by the Committee on Energy and

Natural Resources. That bill passed the Senate on September 8, 1977, by a

vote of 74 to 8. The comparable House provision was Part F of the National

Energy Act, which passed the. House on August 5, 1977.

The objective. of this legislation is to encourage greater national energy.

Oelf-aufficiency by mandating that specific categories of new and existing

electric power plant's and major fuel burning installations, includingjeddral

facilities, must use indigenous coal and 'other fuel resources in place of

natural gas or petroleum. The Intention of the act is that this substitution

of coal for oil7and natural gas must be achieved in a manner consistent with

applicable environmental requirements. To supervise this substitution pro7

cess, the authorities for substitution are vested in the Secretary of Energy_,

James Schlesinger, withivery lew exceptions.

At the-outeet of this discussion, it is important to keep in mind that there

are two major categories in the coal conversion legislation.. Category number

one is electric power plants. Category two, is major fuel burning installa-,

rions. Each of these categories is separated into two parts: new plants and

existing plants. For the purpose of definition, a new electric power plant

is a boiler, gas turbine or combined cycle unit, that produces electricity

for sale or,exchange. It must be a unit that, by design, is efpable of a

fuel heat'input rate of 100 million ESTU'aper hour, or be an aggregate of,units

which together are capable of S fuel'heat input rate of 250 million BTU's per

hour. 'A new electric power plant is defined as one for which, as of April ,20,

19770, substantial on-site construction or replacement'had not commenced.

Within this category of new electric power plants, the principle'of coal

conversion is simple. If the plant is in this category, then.it must be
constructed only for coal; it.must burn only coal asits energy source for

the future. While that principle may seem quite direct and simple,: it
mitigated-by a substantial number of exemptions, and in these exemptions None

can fi00 the major weakness af the national energy poliey Exemptions' rom

the order*te con.rert to coal may be sought and granted by the Secretary'of,

Energy, prior to the effective date for new electric power plants. While



exemptions as a category are totally proper, the extent of the exemptions

provided under this bill, And the number of exemptions provided, serve to

reduce, fundamentally, the possibility of achieving the stated goal of the

bill. That is, the savings of oil and natural gas will not occur without

the conversions. Without the conversions, our reliance upon foreign energy

sources will continue.

Under the statutory prohibitions section of the bill; new electric- power

plants are prohibited from being constructed with the capability to use

natural gas or petroleum as their primary energy source. aUt, the exclu-

sions from these prohibitions are so substantial as-to render the coal con-

version policy considerably leis effective. For example, cluded from the

definition are:

1. commercially unmarketable quantities of petroleum and

natural gas;

2.. natural gas from ells producing less than 250 million
BTU's per day;

certain mixtures of natural gas and synthetic gai'where

owned by a user; and

synthetic gas from coal, which is not mixed with natural

gas.

At first examination, these exemptions seem reasonable, but when one considers

the inevitable move toward synthetic natural gas (from coal) in the future,

the necessity for that gas will be aska substitute for petroleum and natural

gas presently in use in temperature .-Sensitive processes. If that gas is per-

mitted for use in new electric power plants, it removes synthetic gas from

availability as a potential-substitute in more sophidticated. industrial pro-

cesses.

there is another category in the bill which provides for temporary exemptions.

All temporary exemptions for new power plants,-except where noted, are con-
ditioned on a "reliability test." That reliability test-must indicate that

no adequate alternative supply of electric power is available on a short'or

long term basis at a reasonable priCe and distance without impairing the power

systems'_ reliability. The problem with temporary exemptions-of this variety

is that these kinds of tests are susceptible to extensive maneuverine.by
special interests This manipulation serves provincial interests while it

disadvantages-the-Nation's:interests.

General temporary exemptions are to be granted where:"

1. there is an inability to comply with applicable Federal

and state environmental requirements;

there exists site limitations such as inadeq-ute coal
transportation or storage facilities; and

the exemption would further the purposes of the act
and be in the public interest.

While these dispensations alone might t seem prohibitive, when they are

viewed in conjunction with the other e,_mptions they comprise a fundamental

weakening of tbe,coal conversion act. For example,:temporary exemptions to

permit the use of natural gas and petroleum may be granted if Synthetic fuels
derived from coal or some other fuel will be employed by the new electric

power plant.. This exemption would permit the plants to use these synthetic
fuels for an additional five years. ,MoreoVer, this exemption would not be

subject to the reliability test. Consequently, it would be possible for

valuable synthetic fuels to be used for electric power plants rather than
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natural gas in other dimensiona.throughout the

A6,one-examines.the coal conversion act, it
,aceledeveted to the exemptions from the ac
verii0A itself may be simple and direct; th

Iplex and extensive. The explanation for. thi

firms lobby for their. Interests. ,

s ironic that's° much of the

The principle of coal con-
exemptions are extremely Comr

quite obvious: individual

AnaddLtional category is devoted to permanent exemptions. General perma7

nent exemptions are to be granted for the same reasons which general

temporary exemptions:

1. where there is an inability to comply with applicable
Federal acid state environmental requirements;

where there are sitelim:.:ations; and

where the exemption would further thepurposes of
the act and be in the public interest.

While these are justifiable reasons for providing exemptions, one might

contend that these.exemptions ought not be-permanert and that under changed

circumstances, the exemptions might be lifted, for example, if newtechno-
logyenabled the plant to meet Federal and state environmental requirements

While using coal.

Another interesting aspect of the bill provides permanent exemptions to new

electric power plants, where necessary, to prevent impairment of reliability

of service. The problem here again is that the test for determining impair-

ment of reliability of service is sufficiently subjective as to permit indi-

vidual plants a convenient opportunity to avoid converting:to coal.

The preceding statements which have been made about new electric power

plants also apply to new major fuel burning installations. In almost every

case, the same exam Lions apply and the same conditions apply. Consdquently,

similar limits on t e amount of coal conversion and,. therefore, energy say--

ings, are present w enAiscussing major fuel burning installations.

One interesting exam le affecting the case of a new major fuel burning

instillation deals w =h installations between 100 and 300 million BTU's per

Tri thes'e cases the Se.lretary may grant a'temporary exemption for
these installations,to use petroleum whenthere are contractual agreementa

or other evidence of the firms' plans to utilize coal or other fuels follnw-

ing the exemption. With a provision of this nature, most units may try to
obtain temporary exemptions to buy timeand to avoldthe-cost of conversion.."

More harmful than this exemption, however, is the exemption which provides

a perman'ent grant to use natural gas or petroleum where satisfactory control
of product quality or process requirements cannot be met with the use of coal

or other fuels. In some industrial cases, this is justified. There are some

production prodesses which are so temperature sensitive, theycannot use coal

However, in other cases, this exemption would be used as a method to avoid

compliance or.to avoiOhe-development of new industrial techniques suscepti

ble to using coal.

Up to this point in the discussion, the examination of coal conversion has

centered on new facilities. An area of.at least similar if not greater

importance deals with existing electric power plants and existing major fuel

burning installations. Under previous prohibition orders issued by the
Federal government, a numbe' of electric power plants and major fuel,burning
installations have refused to convert, choosing instead to fight the Federal

government's action in the courts. Another unfortunate aspect of the-currint
coal conversiah bill is that it. permits existing electric power plants, which
have been issued previous prohibition orders, to continue to be subject to
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ase orders rather than'to be subject to. the new legislation. These

evious orders are still being fought in the courts because the firms

considerit more cost effective to take legal action than to expend the

capital for conversion.

With regard to existing electric priver plants, these plants are prohibited

from using natural gas after July 1, 1990. However, twelve years of natural

gas consumption at the current growth rate will exhaust a great deal of the

natural gas,supnly., .To permit a date as flexible as thin one is to encour-

age substantialconeemption of natural gas at a time when we are trying to

Miake more efficient use of that gas. -Moreover, postponements of the prehi-

'bition may be obtained following 1990. These extensions promise to deplete

our naturalegas reserves even further.

A. Very important dimension of the coal conversion program is the requiremept

which limits conversion to plants which are already "coal capable." Each

emilating electric power plant identified in the rule under this act must be

found to be technically and financially capable to consume coal or other

fuels without substantial,physical modification or downgrading in rated ca-

, pecity. !Again, while this exemption is understandable on the surface, when

examined further it reveals a systematic problem with the Nation's attic

,tude toward coal conversion. :Technical and financial sacrifices are the

kinds of sacrifices which 'nest be made if the Nation is to alter its present

energy direction. If the Nation intends to designfra coal conversion process

which is painless, it is doothed to fail. The only valid question at this

juncture is how severe the sacrifice should be and how it should be passed

Along to industry and the consumer. IC the Nation attempts to minimize the

sacrifice, it compromises the achlevemonrs of the legislation. For example,

a temporary exemption from the order to convert to coal As to be granted for

those power plants,that are retiring their existing electric capability.

But how long will the retirement equire? We cannot pursue a course as a

Nation which allows a protracted use of oil and natural gas in order to

reduce the amount'of sacrifice indiVidual firms will have .to absorb. Another

exemption is available if the existing electric power plants would incur

Substantial financial penalties because they cannot terminate an existing

contract. The apparent reasonability of this exemption pales when one con-

siders that it is far more judicious to legislate the reduction of the finan-

cial penalties than to permit exemptions from the order to convert to. coal.

The unequivocal fact here, is that fossil fuel resources. are depletable.

Financial payments have considerably more flexibility than do finite fossil

fuel resources. Therefore, coal conversion should take priority over finan-

cial penalties which could be mitigated by Federal action.

e.

One of the major veas of concern at the Federal level has been how to

convert existing ecrric power plants to coal while maintaining reasonable

environmental standards. Under this act, loans are authorized for,existing
electric power plants to. finance up to 75 percent of the coat of air pollu-

tion control equipment certified by the Environmental Protection Agency as

necessary in-order to use coal. With a provision of this sort, financing of

the appropriate environmental safeguards should not be a major problem.

One of the more= perplexing aspects of this particular coal eenversion policy

is that the burden of proof for determiningaplantia-tbal capability is

placed on the Secretary of Energye.--This-is a very important and potentially

harmful 'provision An-the legislation. The Department of Energy must, assume

the cost in-terms of money and time, if they are Co require an existing

power plant or major fuel burning installation to convert. Almost certainly,

this - provision will mean substantial court action by individual plants and

substantial delay in order to follow the court actions throughto,their con-,

elusion. These kinds of delays have been prohibitive in the past and have

been pursued by individual plants and companies as a means of postponing

the eventual conversion.

One of the most disappointing aspects of the policy is that it is insuf-

ficiently coercive. The mandatory,:coercive dimensions are generally
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inadequate throughout; our entire national energy policy but in the coal

convetsiodtbill this weakness is particularly evident. The obvious expla-
:nation,for:this is that under a democratic, free-enterprise system, every
possible effort is expended to encourage voluntary compliance with regula-

tions. Unfortunately, this procedure has been seriously deficient in re-

cent years. Moreover/ the time available for reducing the national consump-

tion'bf oil and natural gas is fast disappearing. Even the penalties under

thli act-are of a questionable severity. Before criminal, penalties may be

assessed against corporate officers, She Secretary of Energy must establish

khowledge of receipt Of notice, of noncompliance. Civil penalties are up to .

$25,000f6r eaeh'day of violation. Criminal penalties are up to $50,000

for.each day of violation or imprisonment for not more than one year for

willful violations.- As stringent as these penalties may sound, one wonders

whether.or not they are vigorous enough to deter .:.:.-'nued use of,oil and

natural gas. It may be that individual firms may- ot willing,to incur
penalties, as long as their profits are substantially high enough to warrant
absorbing tfiepenalty tor a fixed period'of-time.

-7

The primary objective of the Carter Administration's coal conversion program
was to save an estimated 3.3 million barrels df oil per day by 1985. That A

estimate was reduced to 2.3 million barrels in the Senate coal conversion ,
bill. I. The final bill with all its compromises described here has emerged
from the-House-Senate conference and promises-to conserve an even smallei

amount of oil and natural gas. Clearly, these compromises have seriously
reducedshe effectiveness of the legislation and the President's plan.

Some may be tempted to suggestthat by reducing the Nation's coal usage; one

is increasing the quality of the country's environment. Such simplistic
reasoning,fails to consider the sophistication of current pollution control

equpment. Moreover, it fails to account for the coal cleaning prosesses.

'already in existence. It is safe tel predict that, in the future, technOlogi-

cal -development will include improved equipment and methods-for qining,

transporting, processing, and burning coal.

The recent National Coal Policy Project, under the sponsorship of the

Georgetown University'Center for Strategic and International Studiess heraldi

a new era for coal usage in the United States. This projeCt .Asembred lead-

ing individuals from industry and from environmental organizations in an
effokt to 'reach a consensus regarding the use of coal in an environmentally-

acceptable manner. While the Project did not achieve'total.agreement on all
major environmental policy issues, general-agreement was reached on five

topics with-substantial significance for environmentalists'. The Project

concluded:

1. that mining should be discouraged in areas where solutions to
the environmental problems have not been demonstrated, with
the result that the 'Nation would look primarily to the illintdis

Basin and Southern Appalachia for,coal, along with emphasis on

deep mining;

that major coal-burning facilities should,be located in the
:general area ofShe ultimate energy consumers;,

n more e'

thatarkemission charge and rebate plan should: be instituted
toprovde a strong economic incentive to invest

. 'efficient pollution abatement technology;

thata sonsolidated early hearing should be held on approval
procedureaat the state level for siting energy facilities
in order to expedite issuance of necessary permits; and there
should be public funding for citizen groups in such
proceedings; and



that increased effortyare needed to protect archaeological

-value's from destrUctioa by surface Mining, to reduce the

ren4itenmental impacts of underground, mining, and to restore
all'farilands in the midwest to prior levels:of productivity;
that mining permits.should be issued on a watershed basis

to control watershed impacts.

The growing urgency of our national energy-idilemma is changing the ideo-,,

logical boundaries of the Nation's energy-and-environmental faCtions. As

t4e.NatiOnal Coal Policy Project illustrates,. environmental groups and ,

Industry representatives are beginning to realize that the goals-of. energy

sUpplyandenergy conservation are not mutually exclusive. Nor are :these.

IgoaI0leparitc:-from the concern for maintaining a satisfying environment.

41*:94e:PteMineathe first National Energy Plan, it is clear that the Plan

'Wilinor:sticceed in adequately reducing the demand for energy. ,''As_the

discusaion,af coal conversion presented here indicates, the National Energy

Plan'ieriddled-with compromises which simply are too:generous.

The first installment of President Carter's-Phase Two Energy Plan .expect-

ed:t6 reach Congress this yeek.. Unlike the original plan which emphasized

conservation, Phase Two is oriented tow4ed boosting supply. Throughout the

past year, while the Phase One conservation measures were being discussed in

Congress, representatives from the energy produetic and distribution

4roups worked to dis6ourage.aggrassive conservation policies. Now,'with

Phase Two energy, supply initiatives coming to the Hill, environmental groups

are 'gearing up to lobby against increased supply policies. Working at

crnas7puiposes'in this manner can only harm the national interest. .Constrain-

ingeoal to maintain environmental quality is appropriate. But the con-

straints must be calculated with a careful coat-benefit analysis. It is ,a

national responsibility to measure the true costs of each policy which re-

trainscoal:or which compromises environmental coality. A cavalier approach:

to the variables on either side of the-coal-environment equation serves the

nation badly.

The key inthe,months and years ahead will be'restraint.. if the Carter

Administration will propose feasible coal development policies, after.seeking,

the advice of industrial and environmental groups, and if the Congress will

support these, policies with reasonable control's for environmental side-effec

then the United States may resolve its energy'dilemma. Failure to exercise

appropriate restraint will encourage further excesses by the Various fac-

tions. One respected research effort has even noted the poqMibility of these

excesses leading'to a civil war throughout the Nation.2 if the, resident's

exhortation to the "moral equivalent of war" degenerates into a civil war,

it will be a war about which nothing moral will be said.

2iGerald Decker, -Willem Vedder, Richard H. Demmy, Forest Beckett, e.Bard

Truth About Coal, Conservation, and Our Energy Problem,'! Open

Congress, April 18,- 1977.
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THE ENERGY MISSING LINK

Judith H. rehulttl

single'environme a-problem recentlYhas captured more active discussion and

:Albate than the energy crisis. Most importantly, a credibility gap.concernig

the reality and severity of the long-range crisis has arisen among' the_ citizenry

result of the conditions surrounding theArab Oil Embargo of,1973. However,,

n current discussions of the long-range crisi' and proposed solutions by

:parts have often neglected h critical component as a major link in energy plan-.

ling. Demographic considerations and implications of population change have not

been consistently used in energy planning. -These components are vital-to any

viable long-range approach dealinglih the energy crisis._ A systems approach,
which includes these component-,, among many others, must bn used if reasonable

Solutions are to be designed.

It 1962,-geologist King Hubbert provided a report to the Committee on Natural
Reeources of the National Academy of ,Sciences documenting the end of the fossil

fuel era based upon"inventoriea prepared as early as the.1940's and 1§60's by

the American-Gas Association and the American Petroleui Council; as well as by

the'Natibnal Petroleum Council and the.U.S. Geological Survey.. Estimates made by

the U.S. Geologic Survey in 1973 did include for the first time an isolated -

demographic consideration which shifted the percentages_of remaining fuel dowaward
based upon changes in Percapita consumption. However, projections of energy
consumption based upon per capita change typically have not included a thorough
,examination of demographic trends, nor the, potential alternatives for per capita

v.
energy conservation. A

her, the industrial world has utilized pvojections'of increased energy consupp-
,tion bauied upon simple extrapolation of recent usage in order to promote increased
exploration and subsequent extraction of energy resources. This fact remains true
even though there is growing c--nnens among international experts that the' most
ignificant fossil' fuel energ. -es are tniw known and have been quantified.

No major ;"hidden ene :gy v be expected to be discovered beneath the ,

sea dr id home remote niche ex: one sirth. Since resources are finite, it then
follows that as population increases, regardless pf per capita consumption
rends, tbe_ratio of resources to individuals must eventually fall to an.unac.-.

ceptable level. This axiom brings tq mind the so-called "Malthusian ailemma."
'While Malthus originally considered food the limiting-factor of subsistence,
energy availability can be envisioned in A similar.Way, as foci is ultimately a

.form of stored energy.

,

Malthus' approach was that of a eynthesizerof thoughts received from predeces
-At the heart\ of Malthus' synthesis are two propositions applicable to our present

energy'planning: 1) Population is necessarily limited

er
by th 'means of subsis

i
teneand 2) Population invariably increases,where the mean of subsistence
increases unless prevented br,some powerful and obvious check . Though a shrewd
analyst, Maltbus was unable tz, foresee the effects of recent change since bin,
lifetime'spanned the-pre-industrial era. The technological era -which followed'
his death ushered in important changes such as birth control and iMproved farming
methods which, at least for a time being, tended to undercut the pessimiatic con-
clusions which,logically extend from Malthus' analysis. However, Malthusian
heory-has been revived in recent years and appears to have application to the
current energy crisis.

Population growth accelerates extraction and resource use and.intensifies
scarcity. Scarcity of fossil fuel is caused,,_in -addition, by economic realit

political ideologies, and social and psychological forces. Energy problems`

associated with human population growth result from exponential increase (bir

rdth M, Schulti, Re
Cin innati, Ohio. 45236

nd Walters Co University of Cinc
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the)--and immigra and from Problebs of population distribution (i.e., con-

'P°''. trap.du of pupulat ons in specific geographic locatiots incurring energy losses
eansperting fuels distances from the source of extraction and procerping).

t and piesent trends population-growth complicate resource planning. In

While one aspedt of the energy crisis is the difficulty in securing the
technically accurate geological information on proven, probable,. and pos-

sibl, reserves of fossil fuels and isolated small new discoveries, it turns out
that this data may be the Single most reliable kind of information. currently

availableforlong-range energy. planning. Disparate short,term trends in popu-
lation growth.Complicate'usage of demographic components in energy planning..

o
Navertheless,-this component musti,e given due emphasis. Examples of such-trends

Include the lowering of the firtility'rate during the depression ye is of'the
thiriles.' At that time,, any individuals were proposing that T.S.hopulation would-

by:1940, followed by a severe decreasg'in population growth. Theie

ape indivifGlautged AMericans to, have larger families (Charles, 1935;

Spengler 1930).!= Yet, this brief trend and associated forecasts were followed by
the PoatNorld WAr-II.baby boom of the ,late forties through-the early Sixties.;

Once, therpost war =families were established, a"birth dearth" of the early seventies
wao:publicized by the prase. The prospect of an "echo boom" commencing ih the late
seventies May beCome a reality, as the post World War II "baby boom" generation' -
that temporarily poStponed having children' longer. than any other similar age
nohort:hieterically.in the United Statea,beginsestablishing'its owe families
Eiphef,these trends-has occurred and - resulted in population shifts within an
approximately twenty-year:reproductive generation which would hava prOided useful
input into resource planning. -A stabill4d population, or zero population. growth',
which now, occurs in several European nations, would, of course, produce the most
useful demographic data for such planning.

To date, none of the aforementioned popblaelon trends have been, incorporated-in
resource planeing by policymakers. Obviously, planned demographic trends

the broad spectrum of positive, negative, or zero growth, would place the
planner and policy-maker "ahead of the game',' so to speak, rather than in'a pogi-
.

tion of following up on trends which had already commenced.. Given tee absence of
such "designed trends," or influences upon the population, even the short-term
trends an be better predicted if an understanding of animal population dynamies

were mor-. widely understood. Only then could demographic components be more high-

ly util zed in energy. planning.

One debate which continues wherever human implications are involved is whether or

='nOt animal renearch.data can be extrapolated to humans. No matter on which side

of the debati researchers find themaelvee, the best available r arch data must
fbe.utilized in lieu of human research, or we reverse ourseIve- to the Dark Ages. -of

the pre-scientific era. Thus,' there are a number of veluabl- concepts which may
be gleened,from animal population data which might then.be utilized fordepiographic
projections for resource planning.

Ton

The majority of plant and animal species the world ha -e been_found to have pop-,

Ulation regulatory=mechanisms which uPon,investigat _ epponclto:environmental
stresol..Thus, one might extrapolate such mechanisms to out owoospecies: liougheY:
.(1973) notes that it is sometimes maintained that our species is too recent:to

have evolved evolutionary mechanisms-for regulating pepulation. Apparently, it

is at least as'old as the-Pleistocene Age (lertin, 1967),and-contemporatY with
the majority of plants and animals.

, -

In the past, starvation and didease were densityedependent, extrinefic and intrin-
sicjaetors contributing to the regulatory mechanisms in humana:and other animals.-
rich axtriesicand,intrinsic jectore similarly effect other animal- `populations

aUch aChave been shown in classical studies-of the snowshoehareandlynx-*
Meaulichi.-1937L end Tasmanian.sheep (Davidson,; 1938). ,PApUlation'growth',

rends iteTaSminianfsheep illustrate a-type of anipalpopulationgiowth.known-ai
istic4towth. Theophrases "a goo&year'forirabbits" or "a bad,year,f4
quite's" exemplifyothesebtle logistic popul=ation cyel lntaining hill* and



valleys Which occur in certain animalJpopulations. Logistic growth s'compri'sed

of a lag phase or Blow initial. growth (due, to the reaching of sexuaL moturlty,
.

ilnding.ofmatea0-and,gestation periods),, followed by an exponential growth

Ohabe, and a gradual tapering Off of grdwtht The Norway lemmings of-Scandinavia,.

'as wares the'collnxed lemmings ofjlort% Are,ica, and the seventeervIear locust

exhibit irruptive, growth trends in eontrar.. Irruptive growth is interrupted by

sudden, usually catastrophic crashes of m, ..elity as depletionA3frepources and

food and environmental contamination occur. This latter approach has also been

called "the population crash curso," or "letting nature take its own course."
Ouring,deVastating:kill-offs of animals,speeies nndergoingthid type of growth,

the carrying capacity is "overshot." Tidal - waves, epidemics, andmaasive crop

failures could be conceivediof as parallel experiences by the human species..

Oneprqblem does exist with using components of population dynamics for energy

planniqg. Pepulation studies both in non-human and in human species have thus.
ler.involved discrete geographic areas of animal preserves islanda,' nations, or

isolated subpopulations and ecosystems. In reality,.the.human population projec-
tions which arenew needed for energy planning require interactions of populatidn

with an entire planet,, rather than with a discrete geographic area. .

extensions of animal: growth patterns can be made to the global scale of the

popnlation/energyinterface, irruptive, or logistic growth'patteraa still May be..

conceivable. In a.. scenario of irruptive growth, humans could be.-envisioned in the

midst of an exponential growth phase of the curve (lag phase having occurred fort

all-ofhuman history prior to 1650, which is'considered the beginning of the pop-

ulation explosion). The human brain and opposable thumb may have provided t!'.1
rechnology for the manipulation of environment so as to delay the.appearance of '

"the crash." As vopulation continues its doublings, it could "overshoot " -'carrying,

capacity at any time. Crisis upon crisis (such as the c7-ergy erisii):would sud-

denly become unsolvable in this scenario of a complicated technological/World, and-

cdpld soon lead to.rapid population decline, associated with simultaneous increase
in rate of extinction of other species of plants and.animals cohabiting the planet,

with humans. 'Removal of species from levels within food webs wouldfurther in-

crease instability of ecosystems. Such precipitous declines would unddubtedly

lead into a new."dark age" of the twenty-first century

in contrast to the pessimistic irruptive human growth scenario, the logistic
Approach could be a gradual approach to world zero population growth or stabi
cation, by conscious intervention to reduce world fertility to replaiement level.
(It should he.clarified that reaching replacement level -- anaverage of 2.1
children per family -- does not equate to stabilization, but can prOduceatabili7,
nation over a long period of time. For example, in recent years thoiUnited'Stetea
reached replacement level and is now far below it at 1.8 tetal-fertilityrati,,yet
the nation-continues to have a natural increase (birthardeiths) of 1.2 million 1

individualS;annnally.) Boughey,(1973) suggeeta that the possibility exists that
our increasingly crowded species couldinduce nself-regulating "social:94mm_
syndrome" found in other mammalian species such as recognized by Calhoun (1962)-

_ and- Christian and Davis (1964). Hoagland (1964) suggestethats4ChAphancm
may haVe long existed in the form of au emigration urge -responsible:faid.jdniz
"tion efforts.: During the depression years, economic streeses,-converted,
psychological stresses, caused faiily size to drop to replacement lavilA
-result of the 1840 "s potato famine in Ireland-,,the original populationAr
bylia..Since_then, conscious 'change in marriage patterns emphasizing non-
marriage,Ute marriage, and small families has occurred. In other caillw
if-socially intrinsic stress mechanisms existi they have, been apparentlY_Inep
Lent to regulate population growth. Certainly, this has been true Qn,t
scale.' ;It is conceivahle, however, that energy considerations may, intr,
aystamatiefeedbeck loop impacting opulatinn growth, which has 0 date
eXperienced:by'contemporary soeietias.

Components and-implications of population change must remain ecritios
enorgy4lanningin-turn,the growing 74varity of the energy/resourcie
mayjimpact upon peOuletion. In either case, a syetemd approach including,

considerations must tighten the, links toward developing wellthought-ent,a:
cdaaerningthe energy crisis.

4
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ENERGY FACIIITY SITING: DINE; LOP.N IENT OF AN ASSESSAIENT"

METHODOLOGY' THROUGH A CASE STUDY OF COAL GASIFICATION COMBINED

CYCLE ON TIIE CALIFOUNIA COAST

Richard L. Per n_
1
Leona H. Libby, and Ro6,2rt C. LAbetg

I

PREFACE -- BACKGROUND FOR TIIE STUDY

The Envirolimental Science and Engineering Interdeparrmentnl Graduate Program at

UCLA has ae its goal the preparation of professionals with a broad' understanding

of the environment and toe toqhnical and organizational Skills essential to

problem-solving. A key vehicle in their preparation is performance as members of

a responsible team of professionals developing case studios involving real

problems. The study reported'in this paper rerresents one such activity. For

hose interested In the detailed assessment and the concept of technology summarizei
briefly here, copies of the original report volume can be made available (reference 1),

INTRODUCTION

California needs electric power implying sites compatible with technology,

environment, ria current institutional constraints.- At present, developers must__

identify sites ad defend these through Environmental Impact Report: (EIR). -No

doubt the burden of proof should be un the developer, but the system promotes an

adversary relationship, prolongs discussion, and, with disapproval, creates a

liosa paid by the consumer. The bicering, inefficient use of talent, and delays

of the present process need to be eliminated. This study addresses that need.

The first, objective was to formulate an alternative siting methodology which

focused both on technology and site suitability characteristics. The intent was

to identify limiting factors before preparation of the EIR. The second was to

demonstrate the methodology using siting of a hypothetical combined cycle coal

gealficati,. plant.

A Power Plant tin& Assessment System(PPSA is derived from the Southern

Califoln 7dc n "Energy Technology Envirt zal Assessment System" (ETEAS).

Ttrc PPSAS more attention to tnstitutic _ traints and expands environ-

mental considerations. It is intended to bu a coh,..:ehensive siting methodology

which identifies- critical factors plIkEE to preparation c Ile EIR. This permits
_

early mediation of constraints. The s.eoud objective re.:,,sired specifying,tc.-h-

,nOlogy for a gasification combined cycie (GCC) plant. Since such a plant do,,

not exist we derived characteristics from available literature of component

technologies and pilot plants. For our purpose characteristics need not exactly

describe any real plant, and they do not. Characteristic discharges and reqaire-

ments,still are representative enough to demonstrate the methodology. Licensing

and regulatory requirements are discussed including distinctions between national,

state, and local jurisdictions. Methods to mitigate both environmental and
Institutional constraints to siting the defined energy technology are suggested.

OVerviewoUiting ocedure_

In California, several agencies handle energy matters. The California Energy

Resources Conservation and Development Commission (CERCDC)o created in !975, has

primary responsibility and certifies new generation facilities. The California

Public Utilities Commission (PUC) regulates utility rates. The Coastal Zone

Conservation Commission shares siting responsibility in coastal regions.

The siting procedure has two stages: the Notice of intention (NOI).and the

Application for Certification (AFC). Any plant of 100 megawatts or more

Moires an NOI, s'eaquence of hearings and analyses (Table 1) that lasts 18

months. The Not muat_consider at least three sites and determine if energy is

nseded'and if- development at the sites would endanger health and safety or .

adversely affect environmental quality. After review a decision is made to

disapprove thelTOI or td approve one or more sites. The utility may submit an

1 Richard L.'Perrine41,eona M. Libbyand Robert ,G. Lindberg, Environment

- and Ongineering,:liniversity.of-Californis, Los Angeles,, California.



Table 1

Notice of Intention (NOI) Process

1. Applicant Prepares NOI
2. Commission Receives NOI 1

3. Data Adequacy Decision 30

If inadequate return to applicant

.b. If adequate proceed to Step 4
4. Summarize NOT
5. Publish, Circulate and Request Comments

6. Conduct Initial Hearings 60-90

7. Assess Site and Facility, Suitability

8; Prepare and Publish Preliminary Peport 240-270
9. Compile Preliminary Findings and Comments

10. Optional Hearings if Necessary

11. Assess Site and Facility Accep ability
V. Prepare and Publish Final Report 360 -390

13. Conduct Hearings 390-420

14. Decision 480 -540

Table 2

Application Certification (AFC) Process

Applicant Prepares AFC
Commission Receives AFC
Data Adequacy Decision
a. If not adequate return to applicant

If adequate proceed to Step 4

4. Summarize AFC
5. Publish, Circulate and Request Comments

6. Prepare Frivironmental Study

7. londuct Initial Hearings
a. Assess Compliance with all laws and

standards
b. Assess conformance with forecast

8. Draft EIR
9. Circulate Draft EIR Solicit Comments

10. Conduct Hearing:

11. Final EIR
12. Decision
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AFC for an accepted site starting a second 'eighteen-month sequeee (Table 2).

Emphasis in the AFC analysis is site-specific design, including preparation of an
EIR with the CERCDC as the lead agency.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

Southern California Edison.Env onmental Assessment stem

The Southern California Edison "Energy Technology Environmental Assessment System"

(ETEAS) is illustrated in Figure I. It provides a logical assessment methodology

for ecological implications of atmospheric and liquid discherges. The adequacy of

the ETEAS is limited, however, because iL explores only biological and ecological
Implications of siting, because confidence and reliability are not specifically

addressed and because it contains no weighting factors or criteria that define

relative importance. These inadequacies limit usefulness to the interprctatioa

and bias of those reviewing output.

Modification of the SCE Environmental Assessment System

In an attempt to extend the ETEAF into s comprehensive methodology, a Power Plant

Siting Assessment Fstem (PPSAS) was developed (Figure 2). The PPSAS is

analagous in many respects to the ETEAS system and incorporates it at a proper
point. Litltations of the PPSAS are similar to those for the ETEAS. However, it

does address-el environmental constraints (socio-economic and institutional).

PRELIMIN__Y SITING

PPSAS first establishes availability of resources required. If all are available,

sS1 analysis will continue; however, if even one i3 not, either a site :met be

tejected or other changes made. The steps numbered below refer to Figure 2.

Step 1.0 Raw Energy Technology: The Power Plant Siting Assessment System begins

by defining a raw energy technology. In this example mesy smaller technologies
are integrated into a system, but the methodology should function for any energy

technollgy.

Step 1.1 Requirements of the Technology: The requirements of the energy

technology refer to resources absolutely neces :y for its operatior as defined

in Step 1.0 and include Steps 1.1.1 to 1.1.4 (see reference 1 for de :411s).

Step 2.0 Adequacy of the Needed Resources at the Potential Site: This is the

first decision-making step. Availability of requirements at the site must be

judged adequate or inadequate.

Step 2.1 Adequate Resources: resources are adequate the analysis is

continued at Step 3.0.

Step '2.2 Inadequate Resources: If resources are inadequate the site is

unsuitable as originally defined. Analysis can either stop or continue to Step

.10.0 where changes may be made and analysis started again at Step 1.0.

,ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Broadly defined, environmental considerations are significant impacts which follow,`.

siting the plant, and c,an be physical, biological, socio- economic, or institu-

tional.

Step 3.0 Postoperative Resource Monitoring: The decis is that resources are

Initially available; however, changes in future resource availability May occur.

Thus, continued availability should be monitored.

Step 4.0 Technlogs Applied to the Sits Environmental implications eeUa''t ch-
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nology fit in two ma i>r ea egories:
power plant discharges and realduals
site (Step 4.2). The categories are

biological nd ecological rimtfications
(Step 4.1); environmental cenetraints at the
not completely autonomous.

Step 4., Wastes, Emissions end Effluents from the Energy Technology:
charges are identified as solid waster, atmospheric emissions, and liquid

effluents. Potantia.iy harmfulidischarges should be quantified and models of

transport, conversion, and dispersal developed. The portion of the ETEAS (Figure

1) not specifically represented Ir he PPSAS fits into the assessment here.

Step 5.0 Impacts to Air, Water, and Earth--Health and Welfare Implications:
Potentially adverse health effects or property damage must be estimated and

identified.

Step 6.0 Bititie Populations and Commune, : Similar to Step 5.0, information

flow from the energy technology's discharges plus laboratory and field data (Step

6.0.1) should define potentially adverse impacts. Predictive models should be

used 4s eecessary. Feedback from this step may produce changes in Steps 5.0 and

6.0.

Dis-

Step 6.2 Rehabili
estimate measures neede'
insult with,ut'rehabilita
and 6.1.

Requirements: At this point it is pee ib
tore impacted areas, or the extent of ecological
Feedback may affect changes in Steps 5.0,.6.0,

Step 4.2 Constraints the Energy Technology Imposed by the Power Plant

Site and Vicinity: All technologies are likely to impose some adverse environ

mental effects on potential sites. By categorically addressing generic consider-

ations (Steps 4.2.1 to 4.2.11) "critical environmental factors" should become

apparent. Similarly, on a site - specific basis, an investigatioe of generic
environmental constraints ehould define site suitability for tF energy technology.

This path of the PPSAS joins the information path of the other assessment category

(Step 4.1) to lead to the decision-making portion of the assesement methodology

(Step 7.0).

This portion of the P
development options.
available information inc
ogy. Citizen particepation m
decision process.

DECISION MAKING

esizes information processed aboee to identi
-aklne is the use of expert'judgmeet based

e environmental implications .of the ene4y tezhnel-
y subsequently be ieeetee;'ute4 into the final

Step 7.0 _velcpment Options, The decision as to environmental suitability of

the potential site results integrated assessment of informations fix from

Step 4.1 and 4.2. Decioion options regerding the siting of rhe energy t dlnoleigy

are addressed in Steps 7.1 to 7.3.

Step 7.1 Technology Compariele with 'Environment: This opt

response to the question of suitability. Long -berm monitoring (Step 8.0) a

impacts is: the only requirement for developmeet and submission as a candiele

in eh NOI-procedure.

Seep 7.2 Need to
since the development optee
uously managed (Step MI).

the Impact Zone: Th
is compatible only if

option is "conditional yes ",

he impacted zone is,coetine

Step 7.3 Need to 11; the Environmental Conti el Sy :tern: This dovelopme

option requires a "no" res r, ire acceetance. then dependine on research and

development of technology' and ontrel seer-ms (Step 10.U).

Step 10,0 Researeso eeeeneeele nt of the leehnology and Systems: If the .



cite has been

..

r jected.fo environmental impacts, choosing an alternative site may

be most prudent. HoWeVerc%either technology or pollution control might be

improved to circumvent sdverse impaCts. Also, some combination of measures could

be taken. Only;Wherfeverp'alfernatiVe is exhausted or economics prohibits con-
tinuing, can the energy technOlogy be "considered firmly rejected based on its
AdVerse.'environmental, impacts.at.-the site.

Step 11.0 Secondary Assessment: If adverse impacts become evident after initial
acceptance, a'- secondary 'assessment would be necessary.

COAL GA IFICATION /COMBINED CLE TECHNOLOGY AND CNVTRONME ASSESMENT: A CA:,

STUDY

Synthe.ic.fuel processes increase the hydrogen- -car'
tion,produces a clean, low - sulfur gas which can bt

content. Here.Ne consider combined cycle power ge
a higher overall efficiency than a conventional pl
cooling water reqUirements, smaller physical size,
cost.. Potential advantages of a GCC system led to
Methodology developed by this study. The present section'briefly describes a
hypothetical GCC system tailored to our study. Much more detailed information

is presented in reference 1. No GCC system in operation at the present time has
the combination of components seleciod for this case study. Thus, we made reason-

able technical assumptions. We acknowledge that this leaves xeselts subject to

various uncertainties. GCC plant characteristics tlerive from the literature,

using elements of established technologies. We have made no effort to cost the

system, though costs were implicit in our evaluation of literature, and should be

reasonable.

Eio of coal. Gasifica-
medium, or high Btu
using low Btu gas, at
also seek lower

ssibly lower capital
...3e with the assessment

Gasification- Combined C ele Plant Overview

Th,1 major process steps in the GCC system are as follows:
Coalyreparationthe coal is crushed, water is added and a coal-
water slurry is prepared. and otherwise pretreated.
Gasification- -the coal, de-watered for combustion in an entrained
bed gasifier, is mixed with air or oxygen, pressuri7ed or unpres-

su,Azed. Some Coal provides energy to drive gasification, forming
gaseotw fuel at up-to 90 percent efficiency. Sulfur impurities

become hydrogen sulfide.
Imshing2Ed2articulsteyemoval-gas is cooled, heat is
recovered, and particulates are removed by wet scrubbing.
Gas purificationhydrogen sulfide is,removed with recovery of

sulfur.
yemergeneration And heat exchan-qclean gas burns in the gas
turbine of the combined cyclennit,'generating electricity. Heat

from the turbine is recovered and generates steam; driving a steam
turbine and generating more electricity.

advantages of the CCC power generation system when compared with conventional
-fired powpr plans include: '

. Sulfur dioxide emisr;i-ns may be controlled. using regenerable
absorbents for removaL of hydrogen sulfide 0m the gas stream.

This eliminates flue gas desulfurization an associated
disposal, and offers potential for mor-complete control.
Nitrogen oxide (N0x) emissions will Era lower because 'fuel--litrogen
is converted to ammonia in the gasiber, and removdd with waste-
water. Also low-modereto Btu gas should burn with low kx
formation.
Overall efficiency of a GCC plant is -expected..te be equivalent to
or greater than conventional coal -fired plan:;s'(overall 38 percent
or more efficiency with an annual capacity factor of 65.percent).

. Less cooling water is required for a CCC system.
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Disadvantages include:
',The lack of, experience in the power industry with the gasification

processes and sulfur removal systems Ivpothesized.
The economic competitiveness of the GCC system by comparison with

conventional coal-fired power plants remains to be proven.

The very low emissions targets for a GCC system might well be considered infeesi-

ble by all past experience,,due to economic constraints. However, our goal is to

first establish what is technically possible and then permit environmental/

economic tradeoffs to be made, leading to definition of a "feasible" process.

,Four sets of site-specific technology assumptions must be made to quantify total

environmental impacts from the GCC plant at the chosen coastal site in Oxnard,

California., These relate to coal source and tranSpoetation, coal handling and

storage, heat rejection from the combined cycle unit, and solid waste dispotial

and storage.

Transportation cost _mita coal sources to Alaskan and Western fields. The Beluga

field in Alaska is assumed to be the sole source of coal supply (2),, though there

are several Western states fields (3).

Once a coal carrying ship arrives, a relaying system must carry coal ashore.

Based on review of the options, a single point mooring system much as used for

adopted,'coupled with slurry transport. It avoids port congestion, mini-

mizes disturbance to sand dunes and littoral sand transport, and can provide

rapidf.direct transport of coal to,storage and to shore. Figure 3 shows Oe

proposed location of this system as it would appear in operation and offshore'

seabed profiles. Since a shipment may be late, a storage facility is required.

For this study we assume storage in subsea concrete silos with grinding taking

place on a platform dnd crushed coal dropped into subsea tanks. Coal would be

retrieved and carried to the GCC plant via a slurry line.

CoaStal siting permits using once-through ocean cooling. If there is an 8°C net

temperature increase in cooling water, 2.21 x 106 m3/day of ocean water would be

required. The intake and outfall conduits. extend about 2.2 and 2.0 kilometers

offshore, respectively, well below the thermocline. Temperatures at the intake

and outfall are about 10-120C, while ocean surface temperature varies from 15-

200C,,

Solid waste quantities depend on ash content of coal. Total dissolved solids

from scrubbing water contribute some waste.- Potential toxic substances, such as

heavy metals and certain polycyclic aromatics, may be present. Thus, we must

consider this as Group I solid, waste, slated for a Class 1 site. Currently used

sites in southern California will not have capacity to handle the waste from the

CCC plant. Thus, other potential sites nearby must be developed. Solid waste is

to be carried from interim storage every ten days by rail to a Mojave desert site

.for permanent disposal.

Figure 4 presents an outline of the CCC power generation systems tailored to our

study. Alaskan cosl will be brought by ship to be handled using a single point

mooring system and associated off-loading facilities. Coal will be stored in

subsea concrete storage silos. It will then be slurried to shore and dewatered

to the right water-to-coal ratio for gasification. Solid waste will be stored up

to two. weeks before shipment' o disposal sites. Once-through cooling,. will take

up heat ultimately rejected from the combined cycle unit. Soma energy from heat

exchange will partially deselinate ocean water to about 3,500 ppm TDS for use in

gasifier, slurry and wet scrubber systems.

Tables 3 through 5 summarize the land, water, arid fuel requirements for the sits-

.specific GCC syslr.em, and Table 6 presents the types of discharges from this

system and their Magnitude.



Environmental c4 r

Natural EnvironEnviron

The site is 001 0 Vii. ers rust (up the coast) of has Angeles, on the Oxnard

Plain near Ormond l.. c b-oad, flat a'lluvial plain contains several small

fans washed down r. r. tow foothills. The coastal plain contains alluvial

sands and gravels, 1 gut, t.tlts and clays, and sand dunes. It has minimal ero-

sion and landslide eotenti4,1, ;qtt poor drainage. The saturated surface is subject

to potential liquefic I.10 upper 4 to 6 meters during earthquake-generated

groupd shaking. Altheugt n ,;ti ally active faults exist both onshore and in the

Santa Barbara Chann,.1 t' --tatd Plain experiences fewer intensive seismic acti-

vities than surroundi ,
ae most recent movements occurred offshore, pro-

ducing the Port Hueneme ,lithonatti of 1957 (Richter magnitu'de'4.7) and the Point

Mugu earthqUage of 1973 ( =c!, or mago_tude 6.0). No known active or potentially

active faults-are at the site, but seismic hazards such as tsunamis and liquefac-

tion are considered the Ereatest poteutial risk to public safety.

Because Ormond Beach has rapid sand movelont by longshore currents, sand must

sometimes bypass the Port Ht. tame lattice, which block littoral' transport, to

repienish,etosional fosse- dow%coast. Appreaimately 4 kilometers downcoast is

Mugu estuary and lagoon, also one of the ]let undisturbed salt marshes in

southern California. The wid (approximately 7.2 kilometers), gently sloping

shelf offshore is bordered by two deep submari,e canyons at Port Hueneme and

Point Mugu. Surface circulation in the Santa Barbara Channel is a large eddy with

a clockwise gyre. Surface current nearby is southeasterly, parallel to the coast-

line, all year.' Annual-ocean temperarere patterni include cool isothermal winter,

water warming in spring, which by late ,amer-develops into a deep thermocline

with maximum surface temperatures and diminis5cs during fall. Surface tempera-

tures usually range from 150.to 20°C.

During spring and summer, daytime wasterly sea b cezes floW across the Oxnard .

Plain and through the Santa Clara Valley. At night, the windrayeses direction

and flows down :the valley and out to the Ocean. Northeasterly drainage-land

breezes are dominant during fall and winter, with occasional dry and gusty Santa

Ana winds. Generally climate is mild, with warm, dry summers and cool, wet

winters. Temperature varies little and relative humidity is usually moderate to

high. Winter migratory storms contribute most rainfall (37 centimeters per year).

Subsidence atmospheric inversionsiare caused by the semi-permanent Pacific high-

pressure system offcoast, and intrusion of cold-marine air beneath warmer land air

is common. Thermal inversions decrease vertical mixing in the lower troposphere,

reducing dispersion A air pollutants. Generally, sea breezes carry pollutants

inland, giving the coast best am4ent air quality.

There are no natural fresh water; bodies near the site. Southeast are private,

,man-made duck ponds, and northeaSt a drainage system that deposits industrial and

agricultural waste below the Hueryeme Fishing Pier. In addition, two sewage out-.

falls and cooling water discharge along Ormond Beach.

The coastal strand, salt marsh, and coastal marine flora and fauna are typical for

southern California. Three rare and endangered species could be affected: the

three-spined unarmored stickleblek (Casterosteus aculeatus williamJpni) is

abundant and reproducing in the'Oxnard industrial Drain; the California least tern

(Sterna albifrons brownii) is amigratery bird found nesting on Ormond Beach; and

the Belding's savannah sparrow (Passerculee sandwichensis). is a residential bird

'known to inhabit the marshes at the Santa Clara River mouth and on Ormond Beach.

Human Environment

The fertile Oxnard Plain supports a productive agricultural industry and elso is

one of California's fastest-groWins urban areas; the January 1975 special census

gave a total population in Ventura CoUnty of 43,2,407. Major urban centers are

Oxnard, Camarillo, and d-Port Hueneme. ,The project area receives full public'



services from the County, cities, nd distrietn. Utilities serving the area

include'electricity.and gas by Southern California Edison Company, water from

aOxnard-owned wells and the Southern California Metroralitan Water District, and

telephone from General Telephone Company of California. Solid waste is managed

by the Ventura County Sanitation District. The proposed site is currently zoned

for industrial use though leased for agriculture.

In August 1975, unemployment iv Ventura County was 9.3 percent, Average 4

personal family,income fpr Oxn: 6 ($10,373) was comparable to Ventura County.

1975-76 assessed value in Vent' County wax about $1.6 billion, $289 million of

which was for` the City of Oxnat4 /up 13 percent from 197j-74).

The Ormond Beach landscape could inidered to retain some acetic quality

because of the open agricultural p...sn and strand beach. However, heavy indus-

tries near the site include a chemical plait, forging mill, stamping mill, and a

1500-Megawattoil-fired electric power plant. Also many human artifacts litter

the beach. No important historical sites are in the project area ada no known

archaeological sites within 6.4 kilometers.

Institutional Arrangements

The Warren -Alquist Act, AB 1575, grants thd Energy Resources Conservation and
Development Commission (ERCDC) exclusive poWer to certify ail sites and related

facilities in California. A certificate by ERCDC is in lieu of any document
required by any state, local or regional agency, or federal agency to the extent

permitted by federal law. However, permits issued by the local Air Pollution
Control District and the Regional Water Quality Control Board cannot be preempted

by ERCDC.

The site lied on the boundary between thd, City of Oxnard and unincorporated

Ventura County. To get a conditional use permit, the unincorporated area must

first be annexed. Permit authority for the County lies in the Ventura County Air
Pollution Control District, Flood Control and Drainage. Department, and possibly

the Public Works Department. All other local permits will be from Oxnard. The

site currently is zoned for industrial use, and is not under the County's Land

Conservation Program (Williamson Act).

Under the current'statute, the ERCDC must transmit a copy of the NOI to the
Attorney General and to all federal, state, regional, and local agencies with an-

interest. The ERCDC also must request comments and recommendations. The list of

agencies is, lengthy, and the public may present its position during hearings.

important local regulatory constraints which differ from state, or federal regula-
tions are imposed by the Ventura County Air. Pollution Control. District. Ventura

haesome of the most stringent limitations in the state, reflecting a policy,of

controlled development.

APPLICATION OF THE ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY

From the description of the proposed facility and assumptions presented, environ-
mental constraints on the technology were identified and the PPSAS applied.

IdentificatiofCritieal Environmental. Factors

Step 1.0 With technology defined (see Figure 2), resources_ required were esti-

, mated. These are identified in Tables 4 to 6. Several unanswered questions are

apparent.

'Step 1.1.1 Fuel Resources: adequate.

Step 1.1.2 Water Resources: available.

Step .1.3 Lana Resources: Thelargent on -site requirement for evapora-

tion ponds to remove waste from slurry and boiler wash. On -site land is available.
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A remoteaarea is needed for solid waste, meeting state criteria unlimited

ClaW1 d -PosallatesSeerciti_ of such areas identified this a significant

problem for siting_a CCC facility at Ormond Beach.

' Step 1.1.4 Hiscollaneees_Resources: assumed available.

'Step_ 2.0 Ade.wav-.eftedTteseurcesat the Site: Nearly all resources required

are available. The preliminary si.ing portion of the PPSAS suggests that siting

for,aelid wiste disposal be satisfactorily resolved before proceeding further.
Several potential close I disposal arta are available and located' within,200

kiloMetera.. Transporting wastes introduces other co-straints, but satisfying the
land resource requirement allows esseesment to contii,uc.

6

Step 4.0 TechnologY_APplieLS0 the Site

Step 4.1 Wastest_Emissione, and Effluents_ from the Energy Technology:
Atmospheric emissions, liquid effluents, and solid wastes associated with our GCC

facility are described in Table 6. A model of transport, conversion, and disper-
sal of all wastes corresponding to Step.4.1.1.3 and analogous Steps in,the ETEAS

(Figure 1) for atmospheric emissions and liquid effluents was not available. The

brevity.ofanalysis here does not allow development of such modals, but to do so

is recommenad in an actual case study.

Step 4.1.1 Solid Waste4:-1Slag from toal gasifiers consists. abundant

elements -(aluminum, iron, calcium, and silicon) and many minor and t e elements.

Sludge accumulates from evaporation of wastewater. Both are considered Group I

waseee,and, in the absence of better information, require Class I disposal sites.

Sulfur removed,es hydrogen sulfide is subsequently oxidized and r..moved'es ele-

mental sulfur. The sulfur produced could be sold, and exemplifiee S4en 4.1.1.2,

valuable waste,retovery'

Step 4.1.2 Atmospheric Emissions: Primary air pollutants released are

identified and quantified in Table 6. Only for oxides of nitrogen ate emission
standards of theiVentura.Conety Air Pollution Contr61 District likely to be

exceeded. The design uses best available technology for sulfur and particulates.
Constraints on licensing new sources make ie unlikely that permit° for a facility

which exceeds standards can be obtained.. Thus, emission of oxides of nitrogen is

tical environmental factor which may constrain siting the GCC at Ormand Beach.

Step 4.1.3 Liquid Effluents-: Table 6 gives liquid effluents from the

proposed GCC facility Ocean water for once-through cooling is the first. It

expected to have only a slightly higher salt concentrationthan incoming c_water

and to be slightly wanner. It meets standards ,(4) and is not expected to.affect

ecological Communities adversely. The second liquid effluent is wastewater from

boilers and/Scrubbers. This will be diverted to iwpermeably-lined evaporation

ponds. On; evaporation, sludge will be removed as solid waste (seeStep 4.1;1).

Step0;5.0/to 6.2 'Biorogisel_mALkerleglesAImeeetLfsom Discharge!: Without

models in:extensive analysis of biological and ecologieal impacts of discharges

cannot,be made. Superficially, solid wastes are expected to impact only. surface
ecologyj,fClass I disposal sites, while liquid wastes and thermal effluent arc not

thoughtitoihave adverse impacts. Emission of oxides of nitrogen is the only sig-
nificant air pollution and has been identified as a critiral environmental factor

deser4ing further scrutiny.

-tep.4.2 Constraints on the Energy __Technology Imposed en- Power Plant
Virtually every potential power plant site probably has char-

acteristies4thich would be adversely:affected by any energy technology there.

Similarly, many site's may have characteristics which preclude siting. Prior to

aelactin* site ,as a:candidate for final approval (e.g., the NOI proceas),- envir-
onientalconatraints imposed by the site on energy technology should be= identified.

Mitiga,tion then may be 'Sought to make'the technology acceptable and improve chances

'for siting.



Step 4.2.1 EconomicOociaI, and Cultural Constraints: e acility

`components may have greater capital costa than a conventional unit for similar

capacity. Similarly, increased operating costs may.come from storage and disposal

of voluminous solid wastes.

Social stigmas associated with the utilization of coal. It is dirty technol-

ogy with significant air pollution problems. Several aspects of the facility may

becriticized by environmental groups including: 1) close proximity to Mugu

estuary; 2) possible adverse impacts on endangered species; 3) ecological changes

associated with undersea coal storage; and 4) generation and disposal of volumi-

nowt Group I wastes.

Step 4.2.2 Institutional- Le al and Political Restrictions: Obtaining

requisite permits, certifications, and approvals is a frustrating and arduous

endeavor. The institutional, legal, and political obstacles which'impede con-

struction of a large power facility are so complex that together they are identi-

fied as a critical factor which may ultimately affect successful siting.
-

Step 4.2.3 native Land Uses: Land designated as the site for the pro-

-posed facility is currently zoned for heavy industrial use, with ownership shared

by
area

Lighting Corporation and Southern California.Edison Company. A large

area iS needed At the site for evaporation ponds, and at some site for solid waste

storage and disposal. Conflict for relatively scarce Class I disposal sites may

arise with far-sighted industrial groups.

Step,4..4, Meteorological_ end Hydrological Constraints: Since air pollegkore

has been identified as a critical environmental factor (Step 4.1.2), it follows

that meteorology_ is important, especially wind speed and direction, and frequency

and persistence of temperature inversions. Meteorological conditions,are typical

of coastal areas in southern California with seasonal and diurnal'changes in wind

speed and direction. Temperature inversions forming barriers to vertical mixing

are 'common. Tracer studies have indicated areas affected by air pollution from

the existing plant'at Ormond Beach (5). No significant hydrological problems were
identified.

Step 4.2.5 Biol ca and Eeoli ical_Constraints__at the'Site Ne critical,

biological habitats or a e ecological communities ha 'been identified within

the site. A small salt water marsh and grassland are adjacent and, while,dis-
turbad'and debris-laden, could potentially be managed as a significant biological

habitat. TWO endangered bird species, the Beldingia savannah sparrow and the

California least tern, are known to nest in the area; however, the California

least tern has not been observed-nesting in the area since 1974. -Mugu Lagoon,
the single remaining natural estuary in southern California, is located about

three kilometers to the south. It is of critical biological and ecological impor-

tance. Routine construction and operation should not significantly affect it,

however.

Step'4.2.6,1azardsand Constraints: No significant geological
hazards are associated with the proposed GCC facility site, though some capacity

for soil liquefaction exists. Proper reinforcement. of structures should be pro-

vided.

Step 4.2.7 Occupational Health and_ Public Safety: Occupational health and

safety of employees should be comparable to other coal - burning plants. However,

.coal transportation' risks and those from operation storage have not been deter-

mined.

Step 4.2.8 Undesirable Aesthetic and Visual Impacts: Because a large,gener-

ation facility is already located at Ormond Beach, visual impact of,another plant

should be minimal. Existing transmission lin2s are adequate to carry power.,

Transports unloading coal will be visible from much of the coastline;, however,

distance mlnimize.visual impact.

tepA.2.9 Malodor and Noise Con -a n manageable..
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Step 4.2.10 Scientific end Rdue nal _Interest Constraints: none.

Step 4.2.11 Historic, Peleont0101EL-Pnd Archaeologic Constraints. none.

step 7.0 Development Options The OPUS has identified several critical environ-
mental factors for siting a GCC facility at Ormond Beach. These, include possibly

exceisive Oxides of.nitrogen; transportation and disposal of solid wa:ites;.and
complex institutional, legal, and political constraints.. In- addition, se*eral

factors associatedgeh'undersea coal storage include economic, social, eco)ogical

and safety aspect, 01 the structure'and system. With th e four eritieal factors,

a negative decision could result (Step 7A). That is, the Ormond Beach location

probably is not environmentally au,!.table for sitipLtheCCC energytechnoloey as
presentlydefined in Step 1.0.

Step 10.0 Research and Development of the Teehnolog, and Control Sjstemn: We now

consider mitigating alternatives to make the energy technology more environmen-
tally acceptable at the propesed site. A more discerning analysis of the critical

environmental factors with their possible mitigating options follows.

4,1

CRITICAL ENVIRONMENTAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS

Oxides of Nitroeen

The integrated GCC plant must comply with stringent lecal.NOx emissions;'

140 lb/hr. This is about 20 ppm baaed on volume discharged from tht.proposed

plant. Emissions are envisionedto lie between 10 and 40 ppm (31 to 125 kg/hr),

substantially lower than'conventional gas-fired power plant NOx emissions, about,

200 ppm .(6). Yet at the upper limit they would ex,-eed the standard. Meteorologi-

cal conditions aggravate the NOx problem. Pollutantsare frequently carried into

Los Angeles County. Tracer experiments indicate transport to Lennox in the Los

Angeles Basln, as well as inland into the San Fernando Valley as far east as

Burbank (5). The assessment thus has Identified NOx control as a potential major

problem. In addition to technical controls, a further mitigating option is the
tradeoff provisien.under the New Source Review rules.

Identification of Miti atin- 0 tfons

TVo fundamentally different control approaches are combustion modification and

-flue gat treatment. Combustion modification is the nearterm technology of
choice, but flue gas treatment has potential for high NOx removal efficiency.
Their effects are:additive, so combinations of methods can result in substantial

reduction (7-10. The Exxon thermal 7 :010,: process seems relatively promising and

has been proven,in-scommertial furnace. The present trend in control suggests,

that levels of 20 ppm and less will beiroutinely attainable by 1985.

Solid Waste Storege and Disposal '

Preliminary studies of gasification solid waste indicate eventual use of slag as

a secondary resource material. Characteristics of the GCC slag and sludge make
it potentially hazardous, thus special disposal and storage are necessary. A
1000 Mw(e) plant at 100 percent capacity factor produces about 625 cubic meters
of waste,,weighing about 1,300 tons daily. This equals about I8-freight car

loadC Slagem.:,the gasifier (75 percent) consists mostly of devolatilized char
that Wvitrified.:Sludge from evaporated scrubber water (25 percent) contains

fine Particulates, ocean salts, organic compounds, volatile trace metals:, ammonia,

and sulfur compounds. Because of the potential leachability of brine salts and
-toxic materials, this waste also is a Group I material.

Identifitation of Mitigating' Options

Added diaposal sites are essential, and the most promising are in closed, bedrock

desert basins. While dry desert lakes are underlain by permeable sand, grave
and coarseeediments, the central playab ':re underlain with imperviouselays.
Groundwater reservoirs' exist below the basins. However, hIgh4diasolved soliU
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levels make water quality poor and of limited use.. Occasional flash floods reach

depths of feet, but Solid waste could be laolated from flooding. Trolls-

porting waste o a Class 1 site in 'California appears to be the best solution

availablel,rechnically, politically, and socially acceptable.

Coal. Storage

As part of an innovative supply /handling- system, coal shipped .from Alaska would,

be transferred at a single point mooring platform to be ground, stored in subsea

,silos, then retrieved via a slurry line and fedinto the gasifier. This is con-

aideredenvironmentelly advantageous because dust emissions and noise pollution,

would.be reduced onshore; health would be improved, and land for storage could be

used for other .pdrposes There is no known experience with a coal handling and
_

storage systereas proposed. However, earlier and recent communication with
builders of North Sea offshore concrete structures indicates that the.system
should be commercially feadible (12, 13). Costs are uncertain and constitute the

major disadvantage.

Identification of- Mitigating options

Due to cost uncertainties, use of on-land silos is the preferred alternative. It

coal dust and occupies less land than some options. Costs should be

mhderate'and technology,is established.

The Permitting and Licensing Process

Prior to passage of A.B. 1575 in 1975, several state and local agencies altered

permit authority for construction and operation of a California power plant.

With A.B. 1575 the legislature sought-to place responsibility for approverin the

newly, created California Energy Resources Conservation and Development CoMmission

(14). Application ofthe PowerPlant Siting Assessment System (PPSAS),has *dew-
tilled precise interpretation of the Act as it affects jurisdiction4l relation -

ships as a critical factor in the siting of a OCC-plant.

A major issue tOTbe decided respect to the jurisdictional relationship is to
What extent local, agencies are permitted to regulate or prohibit construction and

operation of power plants within their borders -(15). A.B. 1575 states that the

CERCDC has "exclusive power to certify all sites and related facilities in the

state ". A state law which so completely occupies the field is held to preempt

local ordinances, regulations and standards. A provision of A.B. 1575. prohibits

any power plant'that does.not conform with-local standards or-laws, bdt local

agencies have no power to force compliance through permit, processes. The law

also provides authority-to supersede any applicable,local, state, regional, and

federal law orjegulation to the extent permitted by federal law if the commission

finds that the proposed plant is "necessary for public convenience and necessity

and that there. are not more prudent and feasible means of achieving such public

convenience and necessity".

With respect -to permits issued by local air pollution control districts (APCDs)

and regional Water Quality Control Boards (WQCBs), the CERCDC has no authority to

preempt federal standards promulgated under the CleanAir Act and 'Federal Water

Pollution Control Act. Local APCDs and regional WQCBs set air and water quality

standards,-by means such as New Source Review Rules (NSR) and New Source Perfor7
mance.Standards (gsPs) as required by the Federal Clean Air,Act (CAA) (16). In

our ease, these regulations-apply through Rule 26 and Rules 59 and 60, respec-

tively. NSR and NSPS are incorearated into the State Implementationylan (SIP),

and when approved by. EPA become federal regulations under the. Clean Air Act (CAA).

Similarly, under the Federal Water PollutitarControl Act.(FWPCA), EPA has promul-

ageted,regulations binding on regional Water Quality Control Boards and-incorpor-
ated into the standards set for power plant discharge (17, 18). Thus local APCD

permits and-regional WQCB permits will be required prior to issuance of the encom-

passing permit by%he CERCDC.

TheTreel significance -of A.B. 1575. is in its recognition that electrical energy
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generation is essential' to the health, safety, and welfare of thelleople,and to

the economy, and'that state government must ensure a reliable supply at a level

Consistent with energy need, protLetion of health and safety, and environmental

quality. Consistent with democratic principles, CERCDC must give great weight to

Concerns of cities and cOantien. Open public hearings are held before'a decision

is made.'-

One criticism of this approach is that the prior permit system enabled local

agencies to ask. questions and through permits to shape standards to contours of

the specific project. The prior process also gave governments an important

enforcement teal. Now the local agency may have to seek judicial relief when

standards arL violated. This encourages resolution of complex,'technical prob-

lems by the courts rather then by administrative agencies set up to handle the

problem in a simpler way, .

SUNNARY-','

Significant environmental problems associated with the defined GCC facility at

the proposed Ormond Beach site were identified. The "critical environmental

factors" which could become obstacles to successfully siting the power plant

were discussed together with possible mitigating alternatives. As a result an

environmentally preferred technology can be proposed to lessen.impacts.

yasetlEtimof Coal Gasification Combined C 'Plant Sitin- in California

The technology selected for the case study in not iMpletented at present irgZ=N
integrated form and is therefore subject to various uncertainties. While these

may raise questions concerning accuracy of the assessment, they do not compromise

the primary purpose df this study, which was to demonstrate how the Power Plant

Situ.,; Assessment System (PPSAS) may facilitate identification of sites which are

environmentally suitable for a given energy technology. They also do not reduce

the educational value of the study. However, for the purposes of completeness,

it is appropriate to point out these uncertainties.
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One of the major themes of the conference WAS "Systems Approaches
to Ehvironmental Problems." An intensive workshop on this topic
was held. by the Ewvironmentej. Stud*ies Section at George. William
College at Lake Ceneya, Wlscan{if during the two days_ preceding.
the conference. Jerry Berbeee'S paper is &report on that
vorkshop. He outlines the philosophy and content, describes
the goals. and the format, and discusses the results and evaluation
of the workshop.

,

ghssystema theme was carried into the conference by A symposium
on Systems Approaches to Urban Environmental Problems and by the

.,presentations of a major paper by Lynton'Caldwell. Dr. Caldwell's
paper also focused on the urban system. He calls for an "experi-
mental" approach to improving the quality,of urban life and
states that "general systems thinking offers the most' promising
approach to experiments with'cities." He cautions that any systems
approach to. our cities' environmental problems must include- a
realistic assessment of difficult social and behavioral factors.

Panel members for the Symposium were= Judith.St ckdale,Director
of the Chicago Open Lands Project; Allan Schnaiberg, Chairman of
the Department of Sociology at Northwestern University; H. Wallace
Poston., Commissioner, Chicago Department of EnvironmentalControl;
and Daniel Swartzman from.the Univexsity of Illinois School of
Public Health. three papers included here reflect the home
mentanmde by Mr. Poston, Mr. Swartzman and Dr. Schnaiberg during
the symposium. Wallace Poston's paper outlines steps taken by
Old City of Chicago to improve environmental quality, especially
air quality. Daniel Swartzman describes the eTergence of the
"Professional environmentalists" and how these advodates have be --
come part of the "system." He offers a model deoigned to clarify
the complexity of environmental Ilroblems and the roles that pro-
fensionmlenvironmentalists will play in seeking solutions to':
these problems. Allan Schnaiberg cautions us that a "concern for
iocial welfare" met accompany our concern for environmental
protection:

1 r 5
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S 'STEMS APPROACHES IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES: A REPORT ON THE

LAKE GENEVA PRE. CONFERENCE WORKSHOP

Jerry Berber

cipants ihtheeNAEE pre-Conference workshop on the campus of George Williams

ege.at Laki Geneva, Wisconsin, April 28-30, 1978, learned fundamental prin-

ciples andemett,ode of systems model building, and gained insights about applica-

tioni `the modeling process for claseroom and real world -situations. Entitled

"Syateme Approaches in Environmental Studies," the workshop was designed to build

upon the 1977 NAEE pre-Gonference workshop,te.,Eates Park which explored experien-

tial learnirg possibilities for environmental education programs.

True to the heterogeneous character of NAEE itself, the workshop attracted a

diverse cast of participants from every major regiorrof the United States. They

included college and university faculty members. from a:variety qf disciplines,-

university administrators at several levels, environmental professionals from

BOVernment agencies, and graduate and undergraduate students. In response to the

enthusiesm_generated at EsteePark and Lake Geneva, the Environmental Studies. '

Section of NAEE plans toicontinuato sponsor a workshop each year just prier to

the annual conference.

,Environmental educators have long emb aced the notion of holistio or systemic

-:thinking as a guiding concept. Many educators have developedJairly effective

methods to demon---ace ecological principlek of the natural world to their stu-

dents. Yet, short-of highly complex, quantitative models which usually must be

programmed on a computer, limited progress has been made in evolving methods to __--

illeatrate concrethly interdependent relationships among the physical, biological

and human components of the Earth system. Even lies progress has been made in

sing systems analysis el express alternatives in the substance and process of

environmental decisionmaking which policymakers, educators, and the general public ,

can understand and apply.

The goal of the Lake ,Geneva workshop:was to gain a familiarity with the rudiments

of systems modeling which could be applied to actual environmental problems area.;
lyzed for decisionmsking in the classroom' or public policy arena. The aim was to

identify relationships linking analysis and policymaking, while defining a role
for educeticeboth within,the classroom and outside i>d involving the public -at

-larger' If successful, the workshop would begin to deVelop a real world systems
model for environmental decision-making which would extend holistiethinking.
beyond its usual role as a descriptive view of the Earth. In short, the workshop
attempted t4 analyze problems,systemically as a basis to develop models, for problen-

solving.

Calvin DeWitt, Professor of Environmentar.Studies at the University of Wisconsin-
MA4isea,.and Robert Friedman, a Wisconsin doctoral candidate, provided both infor-
mation and direction in their rolesas,workshop facilitators.' They'emphasieed

that systems approaches repognize explicitly that all conceptualization involves

au, association of relationships. Systeme:thinking, therefore, becomes A useful

tool to order-the analytical process. As a tool, it, enables the analyst to ton7
sider variables and interrelationships, while transcending the piecemeal confines.

of traditional academic disciplines.

DeWitt and Friedman stress that (in the real world) policymakers constantly make
decisions based upen-whateVer.data they have at hand. ,The fact that data are often

fragmented and incomplete,may have little bearing on the timing of these decisions.
Yet, *cause they are accustomed to responding tp a diversity of influedres;
polieymakers frequently are keenly sensitive to dynamics of the real world system.
An important benefit of modeling is the oppLortudity to simulate thaeffecte of
alternative decisions upon the real systemat miniMalisocial cost, and with the

Dein, College of Liberal Arts:, Willamette Univ _y
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freedom to make mistake's with minimal connequence. Syntems models which e be

expressed clearly and concisely, therefore, hold promise nu a means of imp
the quality of environmental decisionmaking. .

The potential value of systems analysis as a policymaking tool has been diecredit-
ed somewhat by the tendency of systems analysts to build grandlomngeneral purpose
models. The controversy which the Club of Rome's Limits to Growth model generated
is just such an example. According to DeWitt and Friedman, general purpose models
have proven to be of limited value in solving specific problems. Moreover, the
attempt to replicate the real system entirely in a computer'model is a process
which makes the model so highly complex and quantitative that becomes incom-
prehensible to most policymakers and the general public. Finsi y, model builders
too often urie jargon and technical language unfamiliar to most persona.

'DeWitt and Friedman contend that useful models focus upon specific problems of
manageable scope, usually problems which can be stated in the form of a question,
e.g., How many additional lakeshore residential sewer systems can be permitted
without jeopardizing the water qualit, of Lake Geneva? Useful models. represent
attempts to isolate kuy variables or indicators which explain a system's behavior
(analagous to limiting factors in ecology). Such models serve as valuable guides
in data collection and employ plain language, simple equations, and noncomputer
techniques as much as possible, in order that they may be widely understood and
interpreted'. When directed at specific problems, models also have the advantage
of limiting distortions due to faulty assumptions and data which inevitably creep
into there.

The workshop format (see schedule, Appendix I) included sessions in which the thirty-
five'participents reviewed basic elements of systems theory and model development,
undertook small group model building exercises around the environmental problems
each group identified, presented and critiqued models the small groups constructed,
and discussed policy and educational applications of the models. The workshop was
structured to enhance interdisciplinary team building and evaluation.

Model building includes a number of distinct steps (see diagram, Appendix,
II). A specific and accurate statement of the problem in the form of a question
is the critical initial step. This is followed by identification of system
components of the problem, development of a matrix to identify relationships of
the components, construction of a flowchart to plot the activity of the system
over time, and composition of equations to'express relationships of the components
in precise terms. The foregoing analytical procedures are followed by calcula-
tions, including use of a computer if necessary. The model is then tested and

:validated against the real world system it replicates. Assumptions about the
problem solution are then specified. Revisions are made as appropriate through
repetition of the steps in the model building process.

The workshop small groups chose a variety of problems for the model - building exer-
cise:

le What would be the effects on the nuclear family in "Fuelsville, Wiscuns
of replacing all fuels with wood?

'2. How do we mi,eimize eocio/economic/environmental costs per kilowatt hour in a
public utilities service area?

What basic factors will affect future world food productivity?

4. .How can traditional patterns of personal residential energy use be lowered

Should productive farmlands in the greater Chicago area be converted to kr-ban
development sites?

The small groups discovered that precise, narrowly_ defined problem statements are
central to the construction of purposeful models. The two groups which developed

u,
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tirns4 #1 and #3-aboye ha4 great difficulty building models which
am& ,-IirewcOnelUeions because the questions are too open-ended and

et:11 fr4,egiution. The other three groups found that their models both
teethe-conceptualization of solutions and 'Suggested implications for policy-

_saking-and education'.

The,ehort'length of the workshop prohibited detailed incorporation of educational
aid*olicy aspictCinto the model building' process. Yet, the model development
emirdiseAind-subsiOent aiscuseion raised several educational and policy impli-
catiens:-

_ -
1. Development 9_ matrices, flowcharts and feedback loop diagrams not only

queltis identify key components in systems and define policy alternatives,' but
they.also,copresent effective method-a of communicating information to the

public. .

Medel'huildieg holds great promise as an instructional method to demonstrate_
environmental problem solving in tin classroom. Models enable the instructor
to portray real environmental problems vividly and to present systems
hedryin concrete terms.

=

Coupling systems thinking with model-building in the learning process has a
dynamic effect, upon students.-- clarifying relationships which make learning
purposeful, -revealing perspectivea which allow students to esume more active
direction 9f theft academic' programs, and developing analytical and,toMaidnice-
tion skills applicable to many:fields.

Model building is a methodology which has numerous field study applications
outsidethe classroom which can lead to data useful for policymakin. As
lack of data in usable form iaone of the,most serious obstacles to sound
environmental decisionmaking, faculty and students have opportunities to
make-beneficial contributions through' studies of actual environmental problems.

Systems models which are comprehensible and validated through real, world
verification measures almost always provide alternatives'for decision-
making superior to decisions, based primarily upon intuition.

Systems analysts and educators should more assertive in communicating the
Jim:left:to of modeling to policy-makers, including the,positive and negative
astiects of .the methodology, even though systems analysis.differa from
traditional decision-making processes.

,Evsluitive comments by participantareveal the verietyof needs the workshopMet.
The workshop did not-ft:Mil all of itsnbjedtives, but the majority of partici
pantelelt it'served four basic purposee well: (1).: Oeluable learning`experience,
(2) an excellent demonstration of useful teaching methods, (3) an effective
eiwercisetirt group dynamics and problem solving, and (4) a highly eatiefyiogjori_
of profeisional fellowship. Two evaluative commente'help to describe the general'
resction'to the workshop, "A highly successful, well-organized'exarcioe
one,ofthe beat educational experiences I have had ... ItAntroduced me to model-,
buildingand the importance of group dynamics'and formulation of 0:roblem:stete
Ments;": The other, from a participant who had driven 1,500 miles o attend,
emphasized, that the most meaningful purpose the workshop had served for him had
been "getting back'together with a congenial group of well-motivated, dedicated,
sensitive educator-environmentalists."

The responses of partleipants are important-testimony to the shortcomings of-all
too many professional meetings. The standard program fare of sessions featurin
papers which are read, follOwed by queation,andl.answer periods, is often both
intellectually unstimulating and professionally unsatisfying.' The NAEE pre7-!'
conference workshops at'Estes Pork and-Lake Geneva haye responded to a thirst for
subject matter learning, for exposure to new and effective teaching methods, and._
for meaningful,professional collegiality. Perhaps most of all,-the workshops have
created an active rather-than passive mooting environment. Thus, they have,

1 0
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APPENDIX I

Environmental Studies 1978 NAEE Pre-Conference Workshop
"Systems Approaches in Environmental. Studies"

George Williams College
Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
April 28-30., 1978

WorYshop Goal: To review principles of systims thinking and systems model-
tWalding, to apply these principles to specific interests of workshdp partici-

.A:lantskend to formulate some systems objective in environmental education and

thvironmental-policy-miking. The workshop will join scientists, humanists,
.educators, and policy analysts in seeking to deal with environmental problems in
`comprehensive,systems terms,

Friday, April 28

3:00-6:00 P.M.

6:30-7:15 P.M.

Session.. 7:30-9:30 P.M.

I

Arrival and arrangements at Lake Geneva (Pay-
ment for registeation, lodging,. and meals;
receive information packet,

Dinner

Opening Workshop Session

A. Introductions and orientation
- B. Workshop format and objectives

C. Orientation lecture on Methods of*Systems Model - Building

D. Organization of workgroups

Each participant will join a specific workgroup of approximately
six persons which will develop a,systems model during subsequent
sessions dealing with a specific environmental pr6blem. Each
workgroup will be composed Of an interdisciplinary team consisting,

_as much as possible,, of scientists, huManists, educators,and policy
analysts.

-9 :30 P.M.

SaturdayApril_ Z9

7:45-8:15 A.M.

Session 8:30-10:00 A.M.

II-

Refreshments

Breakfast

Workgroups and Systems dels,

A. Orientation of workgroups
B. Presentation and discussion of an illustrative systems model.

10:00-10:15 A.M.

Session 10:15 -12:15 P.M.

III

Break

Systems Approaches: Problem Definition and
Model Development

Workgroups defin_ problem, select methods, identify role '.and
relationships

B. Workgroups begin model development
G. Each workgroup'designates a reporter on:

1. Model-building process '

2. Educational aspects and implementation
3. Policy aspects and implementation

12:15-12:45 P.M. Lunch
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1:30-'3:00 P.M. Systemv Apprhaches:

,Workgroup,sessions, on refinement of models
B. Workgroups evaluate:educational and policy aspects and implemen-

tation.of models;

del Refinement

:00 P.M.

Session 3:15-6:30 P.M.
V

Break = Refreahments

Report Prepariltion and Open Time

,Wo.r.kgroups complete any unfinished activity, including format of

Ocideling report
Workgroup educational and policy reporters meet to preparevo kshop

reports
. Informal activities'and free time

I

7:15 F.M.

7 :30 -9 :30 F.M.

Dinner

Workgroup Reports on Systems Models

What elements, and relationships have been idettified'which must be

included'in-the.development of models describing optiMum cooperation
among scientists, humanists, educators, and Policymakers in assessing

and implementing solutions for an-environmental probleM?

IILIJLI2J1J2

7:4578:15 A.M.

Session 900=10:30 A.M.
-VII

'Breakfast

Reports on Educational and Policy Asp

Implementation

How shotild systems approaches and the elements and relationships

identified in Session VI affect environmental education and environ-

ment policy-making? How can systems modeli be made more comprehensive.
through, incorporation of education and policy concerns?

10:30 A.M. Break

Session 10:45=12:15 P.M. Closing Session

VIII
A. Evaluation of workshop

B. Discussion of publication options

C. Plans for workshop. report in Ch sago

D. Discussion of 1979 pre-Conference'-wqrksho

E. ApproVal of NAEE Environmental Studids,,Seetion

12:15-12:45. P.M. Lunch

1:30 F.M. Bus departs or Chicago and NAEE Con erence.

l
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P3

AN SYSTEM-AS'A OCIO-ECOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT

it-

n K Caldwell

_.addressed the Urban Law IUetitute2on "The Urban Environment as

'W,:1". System." concluded mxtobservations by saying that:-
4

yTFie

,

chellenge,of the second urban revolution is to the capacity`

,!huissainste1iigence to control the forces that human ingenuity

ThUs,-the-focus of the ailing city must be"en-
larged.to'permit the urban cm-Win-to be seen as an acute phase

'of,thnlarger effort of cur society to cope with the changes

'induced by twentieth century science and technology -Unless

_urbno,problems are attacked within this brooder context of the

total ecological system, they are not likely to be:successfully

resolved.2

`,,

Ittedeaade that has passed since then-has brought no change in my conviction, ox.-!

'cept to-reinforce it. Nor am I more hopeful that American society, as we present-

1y,kneivit, an cope with the continuing deterioration of the quality of urhan-:.

life:- Theie aro, of course, exceptions to the downward trend, and they,are gen-

eralIY well publicized. But local successes do not necessarily cumulate fosen-

leralvictory. These successes, moreover, differ! .markedly in cause and kind,

Some'may be more genuine and lasting than others, and comparative study of their

bases and prospects might prove instructive. But the general picture is not '

byight. 'The nations' greatest city hai had a near brush with bankruptcy and.may

ottlylle living on borrowed time as well as borrowed Money.. The degraded condition

of,large.areas of New York -4_abandoned buildings,-filthy, unsafe\ltreets and-re=

'earring outbreaks of collective violence -- contrast surrealistically with new

Alining towers of glass, steel,and corporate wealth. If there is an ecological

logy to the strange juxtaposition I have not discovered it, but it suggeats

some ecologists describe as a disclimax state.3

orical perspective may lend some equanimity to the disturbing prospect. One

may conjecture that the marble palaces of Imperial Rome rose above squalor, and

that degraded and unsafe quarters have been ''found in cities, small. as\well:as

_great,- throughout historic time. Yet I find little comfortin this view for

three reasons. The fitst is knowledge that these dangerous.cities were often

stabilized by brute and summary force; the second la that some cities have.-

achieved, periods of socio-ecological health and cultural vitality; and third,

that nohistorical 'city was ba complex, .,as vulnerable,- and as hypertropic as the

.megalepolin of today, For example these late twentieth century, cities depend for

'their survival upon life-support systemnthat are easily disrupted. Their food,

;fuel, water, and electrical energy come from distances over which they have only

the most meager control. Their internal social divisions are moreover less

stable and less predictable than those of'traditional societies-in which class'

caste and were assumed and accepted is in the nature of things -- however

much,theyhave been resented. Not until comparatively recent times has the ides

of ,a just society gained acceptance as a feasible goal of political action.:,

The Au.sileilni4n De'Civitate Dei (AD 426) was truly not of this world.

TLynton K., Caldwell, School of l'iblic:and Environmental. Affair

:.Bniveraity,Blbomington, IN 47401.
-

Indiana

Indiinnle al Forum 1,(Bpring 1969) 308-309. I owe the expression "Urban

Revollefien" to Gordon V. Childe,,Man Makes Himself, New York; Mentor Books,

M1951. ,,The at urban revolution domprises the socioecological changes that

accOmpanieOhe-risa of great cities to the ancient world. The second urban -

revolution refers,to the even greater changes associated with the industrial,

city"Of the 19th, and 20th centuries.

Peter VI, 0, Newman- "An Ecological Noel for City Structir,- 'ad Development,".
.

EkiStics 401.,(October 1975), 262.
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Not Learned

After 5,000 years of experience people seem not to have learned how to build or
maintsin'neologically "good" cities.,'"Good" is of course a normative and sub-

jective term,:yetI believe that objective criteria can be found to justify the

designation of some cities as "good" relative to others. The quality of urban

life is a larger theme than my topic can accommodate and so I must somewhat

arbittarilyaemmariie the essentials of a good city without defending in depth

the reason:for my choice.

I-vegstd as good a city that pOaseases the-fol owing qualities:

SECURITY

Its people are'eecure in their persons and_ possessions from endemic or systemized

threat of viol

VITALITY

Conditions of health, physical and psychological, are as good .as_ the tecinology

and situation of the city permit.

SOCIABILITY

,Itenocial atmosphere- one of tolerance, compatibility and accommodation

respectful of diversity and private choice.

CREATIVITY

Its cultural character is distinetive, reflecting apride thenccomplishments

and traditions of its people, exemplified in the:commercial, civic and aesthetic

art

PRODUCTIVITY

it is ecOnomically and intellectually productive and se Tenewing, with' a

satisfying balance between numbers and skills of its people and opportuni

it offers for constructive'w k. ,

PROPRIETY

y

e built structures and life-support systems are safe and durable, adequate to

- culture and climate,-harmonious and efficient in theiviinterrelationehip and in

relation to their natural environment.

These qualities are obviously normative and subjective. I introduce them merely

,
to point out that although large numbersf people might agree that.they'were

generally desirables, there'would.be great differences, of opinion as. to how, if

at alli'they might be implemented. And cities might,be very different in charac--:

ter, yet technically conform to these criteria:-

For quality in cities as in people is more easily recognized -than defined

lity, like health, is most easily defined by its absence, although this test

falls short of adequacy. A good.city -is not merely free'from serious social,

economic, or ecological disorder. It has an elan that can be sensedeven:

though it may elude-measurement, Yet the positive qualities of urban life are

beyond analysis. -A functioning city is living system and its components do ,!

not function in isolation. A city massively deficient in any of our six'qua-

Jitiss of goodness is almost certain to be deficient in some or all of the

others, 4
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If the qualit;$es of good cities are widely recognized, why are not more cities

"gooaT"-_Societies-haVe seldom built ;or kept good cities through forethought .

.

of,deeign.'- Aesthetic-success has not ensured against social--failure, and econo-

OluCcess has often been accompanied by ecological failure.' The bettercities'

-em Mote the=; result of fortuitous accident than of rational intent. The suc-

eessref planned;- cities has often been short-lived. Much that has been learned

about urbanllife4eemsito have, or.to have received, little practical applica7

tior- In effect,' nimanity has carried on experiments in urban living without'

criteria, centrals, or agreed evaluative methods. We have therefore-been unable

to benefit from what might have been learned about a very common human expe--Ito

I believe that there are two principal reasons for our failure to learn from

experience. The more readily apparent' and relatively leas important, reason

lack of knowledge or technique that is basic to coping with a range of'Urban

problems.

Ecology and the behavioral sciences are the sources of this information and-they=

are among the youngest and least developed fields of knowledge, A more 'serious

deterrent, hoWever, is the obstruction of learning by beliefs inconsistent with

reality. The shaping and goVerning of cities has been commonly based upon

-,premises and methods that conceal rather than clarify problems, Popular beliefs

abbut how people do or should behave have often proved contrary to-behavior in

reality., Jay Forrester has analyzed this phenomenon, identifying it as "the

coenter4imtuitive behavior of social'systems."5

These two aspects of informational deficiency are closely linked, the second '

reetricting, the first. The way in which we study a problem is influenced by

_tie way in which the problem is perceived or,defined. Accepted beliefs about

human behavior and human relations largely structure our study of urban systems

and tend-04 filter the acceptability of findings of urban research. Our beliefs

have theohsracter of psychic investments in our relationship to realit)

OVer?beliefs tend to -be clustered and interrelAted so,that:to change one

significant belief may affect many others.

Underlying_ these obstacles to learning ftem-experience is .a third'which is. .

:Ltasic: urban systems arehuman systems and are thus'oulture-dependent and cul-

tutergoverned:6 The complexity and. irreversibility of cultUral-proceiges makes

their behavior difficult to understand, to model, or to-predict'', The-learningtheir
ptoblem may thus be. pictured as a triangle, one side of whichis verified but
insufficient knowledge, the other' side being unverified belief, and tbe base of

which s:historical and evolving culture. It has not been demonstrated that the:

triangle precludes our ability to leara,from urbah.experience, but it may help

-to explain why we have seldom done so.

yeguisites for an Experimental Approach

Theloregoing analysts suggests that we are not likelyto solve our urban prob

lams readily. It also shouldnuggest' that a "solution" would be tempbral and

culture-relative and'that no soletion is likely tnbe attained without costa --

psyehe!!secial, political, and ecolbgical. It fbllows that a purely analytical 1

;approach to urban systems is net feasible. Abstract models may be developed for

4
' For example, the'effects of:crowding and overload -in inter-personal contact.

Cf. Stanley Milgrim: "The Experience of Living in Cities," Science, 167, (13

March. 3.97q),-,14611468.

5
Jay Fo "Counterintuitive Behavior,of Social Systems," Technological

Forecasting and Social Change 3 (1971).

-Geoffrey, Vickers, "Practice and'ileSsarch in Managing Human, Systems -- Four

problems of Relationship," Policy Sciences 9 (1978 1-8.
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atieeific,aspiets of urban .experience, and they may have an instructive although
limiteeValUe.' But the dynamic complexities of urban life will be most effec7

-tivelY'apProach0 by teomplex intermixture of methods, designed, so far as

,tossitle, to,cross.check one another, to more accurately define areas of igno-,

ranee, and 'to 'deal as realistically as possible with normative issues.

Productive'inquiry into the viability of cities is thusiproblem-focused and mul-

, ti- disciplinary. Academic. urban studies programs have to date had little

.practical,impact TVeir products have largely been descriptions of selective

. urban phenomena, and they.have seldom effectively related normative values to

culfuralbehaviorel, or ecological. realities. The current fashion' of "advocacy

',-scholarship"-haatended to-rationalize these weaknesses-and to delay the develop-

, merit mortObjective, realistic approaches to urban- problems. More compre-
,

benSiveccautioua,and controlled approaches to urban behavior are required if

:the present of urbatO3ystems is to, e better understood and possibly,
,

liy-aome validated criteria, improVed.
,

. .

:;_Any effort to change the character of an urban system and to improVe the quality:-.

of urban-life Must necessarily. be experimental. There is really no other way

that can be easily esdhyed. Planned change is certainly feasible within limits,

r but recognition of the limits is essential to the safety and succe:aof. the plan-

lag. Considered and directed control, within the limits of the f asible, appear` -.

urbanneressary'to shape the future of any ban system. The history` f the'rise and

decline of cities illustrates the difficulty of their becothing self-directive
.

under any but very exceptional circumstances.. Sir Geoffrey Vickers identifies
the-difficulty when he writes that: ,

`A system-'made up of sub- systems capable of representing to.

tbemselves (whether rightly or wrongly) their own position

a:systemi'their own power to change it, and their own
norms of what it should be will Surely behave differently
'from-rine not so composed. It will, I 'think becomtlogically
impossible for it to predict its own behavior or its own '

future etate.7

To test thevalidity of the observation one need only attempt to show how he

could predict with rough accuracy the state of the cities of Chicago, New York

Or Los-Angeles in the year 2000. What odds would a knowledgeable gambler give

that the talance and the behavior of the ethnic, economic, technolpgical ,=

and-political subsystems of these cities can be-predicted through the.nekt.ti

decadesT To some extent their tehaviors could be projected fres: past perfor-

mande; but would the extrapolations be trustworthy? Experience tuggests caution.

The possibility of quantum leaps orhierarchical:restructuring,of relationships
must be Considered, even though it can not with essurance'be predicted.8

General 'systems thinking offers the most promising approach to experiments vier

Cities, This i because it provides the best available means for linking'ana7

,lypis to eynthesisin a multi-disciplinary problem solving context. The basic

discipline in an experimental study of nrban systems would be, ecology,' broadly.

defined. This is because, witball its shortcomings', ecology comprises the-moat

reliable body of present knowledge concerning the behavior of living systems.
Yet it is insufficient as a basis for understanding human systems because of its

`limited applicability to cultural phenomena.

7"So __e mplications of Systems Thinking", A Presidential, Address given at the

Annual Ce al Meeting of the Society for'General Systeme Research inXebruary,

(1970'

aThe hierarchial reatructuring concept has been developed by John R. Platt,

,And is also suggested bya hypothesis called "castrastrophe theory". See E.G,
$

Zeeman, Scientific_Amerion 234, (April 1976), 65-63.



greatly n solving'technical problemenf urban

'lisPecta,of urban life.4ere propitious, consistent and
,

Ilmeen_proPitioue for the logic of the systemsrapproach,
ee.,tto popular values, and controllable in relation_to the

Oee,values. Unfortunetely the systems approach has seldom

lb that overcome thedifficulties of Cultural contradiction

utions for coneen06-building. Professor. Jay Forrester's.`

Cesiniedele[offer one example Of the way in which systems mettiOde can

-elieriment-._with cities without,interferente with peopli,and property.:
-,yhelpt.,terexplaWihelfailure of many of our,,urban policies, butthey also

duee,heated'prOtest among persons who'dielike Forrester's interpretation of his

perimentislity is another systems approach to urbanism.
1

.

0 Based largely

at e-UniversitY:OfAinnesota but with industrial collaborators, an effort has

n made, to apply systems thinking-to the building of an actual city.

onevere to-build a city today using the available scientific and technical
owledgeo;Fhatwsuld it bp? Unfortunately such a city has not yet been built,

although a' site:Wed aeleeted.in northwest Minnesota. 'A major investment of public

funds in thisaxperiment. might help us obtain some practical answers about the

'...4designnUCOntemporary urban systems, But an experimental city must ultimately,

cenfrent the people problem. We can experiment-with computerized models and
tondUCtlimited:experiments With real urban systems but our opportunities for

dailingexPerimentally with people are severely limited,

ThInteracticable Problem of Culture

I accept the possibility, tut with little confidence, that human beinge:Can deal

objectivelywith cultural phenomena. -I am,less confident thae..they will" The costs

td.objectivity, assuming that At is attainable, may be greater than human society

can support 'These costs ara'nOt fully predictable, but they include psychological

ethical, economic, and political concessions that individual scholars might be

Willing to mike, but that human institutions and collectivities (e.g. consumers,

prOperty-owners, production workers) ordinarily could neither make nr2r, beyond

limits, tolerate.

is today widely assumed that cultural differences are or can be Made infini

compatible.. : -

Particularly in the United-States, efforts to break down ethnic,-

racial, ecenomic, and sexual exclusiveness have been carried beyond historical
precedent and have been institutionalized in Public IaW, administrative policy,

end,iven'commercial advertising. Inter-group segregation, whether voluntary or
inlibiuntary, is widely reviewed as socially undesirable and unhealthful. Yet

peradoxically,& group consciousness and solidarity is simultaneously emphasized

with,seeming disregard for the friction which these countervailing tendencies

.introduce intothe urban System.

Jay Forrester /Urban Dynamics, Cambridge, Massachusetts 4(1969). For a critical, _ ,

review of the/strengthe and weaknesses of Forrester's approach see Preston

et al, "System Dynamics Approach to Urban Planning," Journal of the'UrbAn
-,,PlanAiiri5aDevelopment Division, Proceedings of the AmeticarrSociety-of Civil

4Ingineerei0Yol. 100 (March 1974), 43-56. Theauthors conclude: "As an-accurate-

el of a(nrban system, the UDM is itself &failure. Butthe UDM-and the:
OtmOinteryithasangendered have suggested the direction'in which iMpraved.phdele

maYs,ba,fOuiiiiL:To travel in-this direction, we believe. will require an interdisei.='

plinaryeffortaiong.experts-froma wide variety of acadeMic fields. It will re-

quire-the Mediating offices. of, generalists, trained in diverse 'disciplines: -It.

Will require .seeking the cooperation of'public officials and community represent

lessoniMplieit in the controversy' surrounding the UDM is the need for -coopera.

la smong&11 concerned with social problems. The promise extended is one of io r

,nriasedunderetandIng-of .those problems .through the-integration of all our

Sources.

10Athelatan Spilhau xperimental City," Deed us XCVI (Fell 1967), 1129
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teisive'bumanexperience with compartmentalized systems of settlement, in whidh

-pulations,haVe been segregated on the basis. of culture and largely mutual
onsent4(his been rejected or ignored. ';:-Ond- need not generalize from historical:

11-e4euce':_toc,nivertheless obserVe that fur long perioda of time and inaignyparts.
Athe*orictmnitiiihnic-citidelaVafunctioned with relativelylittleintergroup

-Conflie-or-epi,reSpionthnic:segregetinn:in the great cities of the MiddleEaet.
SppeariTicija40;064:well until the riseef.pationaism.4 Democragy.swprac-
*leed,eltboughAbk-Ainessarilyin principle, has often exacerbated:intergreup
ntoletenciTiedktionaimultirethnic cities' such as Cairo, Constantinople-,
ABagbdid*ra"gOVrned under.the:authority of dynasties that'exacted little

-.their,.populationsOeyond paymeht of taxes and acceptance of thadominant

tinn,61,:theidynests, The ethnic sub-systems of these dynaitic cities often
i relativelxhigh degree of autonomy and selfrdetermination short of

ballets stin prerogatives.

)

rdied, -ethnic cities in America suggest an analogy. ka,alilddle',
_

sterivpotentateithe -late Richard J. Daley, Mayor. of Chicago, mediated over a
,multiplexAsrbawaystemn which hisCook-Countypemocraticorganisation was the
loniteffective Common denominator.1; Is it more than coincidence that-the
'44egrationof.rrhe political machines that governed Americaricities for several
-_-11eneraions,doincided_with .the beginning of the social and physical'disintegration

HiOhese cities? if either, was cause and which effect? Or were-both
fiends'thearmsaquenee of changes in-technology made possible by enormous inputs

-Wches0 inargy4nthe forms of, electricity -and petroleum which permitted the
:mechanization of.Agriculture,,the decentralization of, industrYand housing and
'rhe'eXpenentialArscrease in personal mobility through the automobile? Whatever
bi 'eXplanetion, portentoua changes were introduced into 20th'. Century American,,,

_CiiieeWitb 'almost no regard to their consequences and implicatiehs. Similarly _

';the introduction' of Western-technology, medicine, and investment in Third World,
countries has led to cancerous growth in their greater urban*centers which have
become sinks forpaverty, unemployment, dependency,'and political unrest.

Urbanization hag:become a World-wide phenomendn and urban problems have been
,ProSinent on thesgendas of international erganizetionsandconferenCes. Bu
,benefits have 'not been impressive, to date. The most ambitious-effort- has been

the 'United Nations Conference on Human Settlements (Habitat),

Unlike the-I972 United Nations Conference on the Human Enlironment, the 1976
U.N. Habitat Conference produced little tangibleesult.4' The reasons are

several, but highamong them may be that the Environnental conference was pri-
.

manly concernectvith man's relationship fo nature and thus could rely to some
extent upon a verifiable information base in the naturalaciendes,whereas
Habitat dealt primarily with people-to-people relationships in whiChverified
data were weak but idealogical.and cultural biases were -strong.

Thus, while experts confer the cities decline, The propect of urban revitali-
shistion is not bright. Symbolic gestures and pseudorenewal are essentially et's-

metie andtimporizing. The holding power of Peachtree and Renaissance centers

is uncertain. Whet does seem certain is that the .treat urban'systeware
beconing'increaeingly hypertrophic, unstable, vulnerable to disruption, and
metastasizing throughout the ational economy. The socio-ecological collapse of
one of-More great centers such as New York or Chicago could conceivably carry-a
large.part.ofthe rest of the country Into ruin.

11
-Carelton COen, Caravan. The Story of thelMiddle East, New York 1951

12Cf, kvans & Novek."Mayor Daley is' being missed in Chicago," Field Newspaper
Syndicate, (24 March 1978).-

Pgs itsts United Nations Conference on Human Settlements Vancouver,

31 May 11 June 1976 (A' /CONF 70/1 "The Role of he United Nations and the

_ Specialized Agencies in 'Human Settlements," HumanzSettlemenEs: Vol. VI (No. X,
Special Habitat-absue, Nay.1976) and Vol. VII (Nos.c 1 & 2, January/April 1977):'
"Nabitet," -UNESCO tourier 29th' year. (whole issue, June 4976), Also see Mohammad

A. Qadeer, "ThaFutility of World Conferences," International Development Review
19 (No, 1, I977)i 13-15..
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The: qualities of a good city that I have enumerated may have emerged in particular
tiaras and places without apparent design or plan. But it seems improbable that
'they -WO ddheveemerged wholly unwanted or unvalued. In this world there are more

)
wrong arlikwerst4nright 'answers to any Problem. A will to survive and a sense of
latent dInger Would appear to have been attribute's necessary for urban communities
to'peraist through'the vicissitudes of time, But, the circumstances of historic
man mey'have`kePtjlita in oloder touch with ecological realities than his present-

day successotir: The Roman citizen or medieval burgher probably understood'the
workings of his life support eystems'ami their vulnerabilities better than do
the air-conditionedmasses of the modern electronic age. Thus thecOltureOf
contemporary man nay disarm him against the greatest threat to,his survival
which ia'bds vulnerability to unforeseen errors of his own making.

The Technological Basis_ _
4

technology dynamically links physical and cultural systems, Reciprocal inter-

actions among these systems, their subsets, and the natural environMent,.if
manageable, can only be safely managed through a holistic overview. This over-

view or perspective should not be confused with comprehensive social or environ-
mental planning or management. It is much leas, although possibly more extensive
in. its scope than most so-called comprehensive planning that occurs today. The

,need for holistic overview rests upon the assumption that we can see more than
we can act upon, but through scanning and surveying the field of action the more
promising routes to our objectives may be discerned and the more probable hazards

identified, The Urban Observatory program initiated in 1969 by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development and the National League of Cities has been an
attempt to provide timalyand relevant data on urban trends and conditions.14 It

has brought universities and pUblic officials into cooperative institutionalized.
study of urban problems. The number of cities involved is small but the experi-
ment may point the way to a, wider use of. investigative techniques in monitoring
the condition of cities.

flbrOughout historic time human society has, in effect, expdamented with techno-
logy but without the benefit of forecasts, monitors or controls. :Technological
ingenuity aided by science has vastly -and swiftly extended the scope of human
action without' significantly increasing: those aspects of culture by means of
which this action could be contained and controlled for the lasting benefit Of
mankind. .Only now are means being sought to foresee the ramifications of applied
technolpgy-and to forestall unwanted consequences., Twp familiar ,examples -.are,
environmental impact analysis and technology assessment. Yet timely and appro-

priate'actiodoes not necesaarilylollow'foresight. The appreciative and evalua-
tive aspeet of culture will inevitably influence the uses man, maked: of knowledge.-

Without degree of value consensus and concern sufficient to enable a critical
mass of population te agree' upon the general direction of its preferred future,
the technology of our times assumes more and more the character of- a "free
force," with the ominous implications described by Jacque Ellul and conjectured
'in science fiction.15

Technology doee not'yet direct itself and its manipulaton ie still human. Fatal .
misuse of technology would be self-destruction, and eventuality of increasing-
probability as the growing power of technologY continues to exceed social wisdom
and fails to address the growing vulnerability of human society.

14 UrbanLaWTence A. Williams, The Urban Observatory Program: A.HUD-Funded-City-:
University Experiment that Works," Nation's Cities 12 (December 1974), 25-40,

15TheTechnological Sociott, Translated by J. Wilkinson, New York (190)



_Rkperiments with nuclear energy, exotic chemicals,%and recombinant DNA, entailing

risks real -or . imagined, are now subjdet to controls to minimize, thi likelihood of

Unwanted consequences. Yet sociery proceeds with gross socio-dcological experi-

ments with minimal consideration of risk. Techniques of automation, Communica-
=tien,,tranSOortation, housing, education and medical care have beeeinttoduced,'

promised;,-nd promoted with.na-real knowledge of where 'they might lead and. how

they mighl.intaraet.,:0ur urban systems, and-indeed whole societies, have become

4shoratorie4 for eipertnentation without testing, safeguards, monitors or controls.

To extend-ehesbenefits off science and technology tolour urban sy!stems we must ex-

'perimenti;for we have no Way of arriving at,aptiori judgment that can be relied

upon tnpredicthaw innovations will perform in the real world. .What our safety

andnurVivalrequire is systematic control over this experimentation, and to

obtain that-will. in turn, require changes in our attitudes; laws and institutions

thatqWhave net yet,shown our capacity to make. Is this_the Toynbeasque chal-

Adnie to which our, civilization must respond in order, 'to survive?

are not-without guidance, toward what we need to learn and how we might ex-

,periment in advancing our ability to create and maintain viable cities. Under

a grant,fratithe,National Science youndation,The Institute of Ecology undertook

-an extensive study of, urban ecosystems and reported a large number of recommenda-

tions-for research and actin.11.16 The Report attempts "to highlight and clarify,

the principlesunderlying the urbSn system function" and representsa comprehen-

sive interdisciplinary approach to urban studies.-

Whether theUrban Ecosystems study gives us a feasible blueprint or "Action.is,

howefer:, dubious. The social add behavioral aspects of the Report evidence the

same: assumptions and perceptions that I see as frustrating-and realistic Strategy

for -resolving urban disorders and conflicts. The Report does not dealrealiati-

cally with tFie inttactible.problems of culture and perceived self-interest,
"Nevertheless there is much.that.it recommends that might lead indirectly to

a more practical view of these problems.

Urbanism' therefore is a continuing experiment which there is some hope:that
. .

.

nowledge 'may be advanced to serve wisdom in action. But the roa&toveird this
.

goal is neither direct nor clearly marked; and if weunderstood how to create ,

ies that we would agree were truly good, we would have found many of,the

o the ills that have afflicted human societies. ,
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MENTAL CONTROL IN CITY GOVERN_ II NT

H. Wallace Poston
1

The City of Chicogo 1140 long been an advocate cif environmental control at the
local level ete eistory of legieIation Atteets to this fact. As for back as
1881, the City Council adopted one of the first anti -smoke ordinances in the
nation containing firms for violations And as early as 1907 a Department of

Smoke Abatement WO established.

By 1962 open burning had been banned in the city and an historical record of the
levolo of sulfur dioeide and suspended particulates dates hack to 1964. Vaer'ime

provemente can he voted by examining these data. To further refine monitoring
the city pioneered one of the first telemetry monitoring systeme in the nation,
setting up AM eight - station network which reported pollution data continuously.

To preserve the quality of Lake Michigan as a source of drinking water to keep
its aquatic life intact and to provide a continued recreational ape for swim-

Peres the city, in 1967e passed en ordinanee requiring retention clinks on recrea-

tional vessels with heads end galleys. It further required that divetaion valves

be sealed and that wastes be disposed of only at pump -out facilities located'

in harbors.

By 1970, enviroe
of Environmental
pollution, lndesc
solid waste disPoso

corns had peaked and the city established a Department
abate and regulate not only air pollution, but noise

waste water discharges, sanitary landfill operations and

At this time the burning of high sulfur coal and oil was limited o one percen

outmoded incinerators outlawed, and leaf burning banned, The effects of these
restrictiOnehrouget about a rapid improvement in air quality especially for ,

sulfur dioxidenned more gradually for suspended particulates Since the annci.e,

sent of these ordietnkes in 1970, levels of sulfur dioxide dropped 63 percent'

now meetiog,noth primary and secondary federal air quality standeedin .Suspends,

inarticulate levels also fell off steadily and now close to 60 nereent ot:the
city waste the federe1 standard for thispollutent vheresei in 1970 no area ,of

the city was Le compliance. The effects of,these regulations are etal prt.

dendecin improved air quality.

A Joint repert released by Argonne National Laboratory and" the: University of

Chicago in 1974 credited the low sulfur ban with an annual savings million

in personal and household cleaning costs and medical, bills.

$23 mai

in other areas Chicago was a leader. In 1971 phosphates, in detergents ware Lipie7

ed and ultimately banned. 'Alter a letgthY'court battle with Proctor-6 Gamble and
PMC Corporation, ,.Chicago's ,ordinance was upheld. The phosphate ban has

proved successful. Nowhere is this more evident thAnet thel.iettopoliten Sanitary

Diatricee west-southwest plant where since 1971 there hasbeen arCaverage
cent deelies in treated effluent. The effluent concentration
the Minces seartdordet one milligram per liter for the Lake Michigan hesie arid

and the Fox xiver 'Ago. Taneyere have also benefited because costly treatment
iplant-construction was not necessary as phosphates eerereecived,ae the gout-ca.',

In noise; control the,city has led the nation. Its 1971 ordinance, _
of earlier leAtelation, established decibel limits on major urban

particularly I
V vehicles ,the dominant noise source. 17,01101

quired-to meet dif erer,t`notse levels at speeds under and over 35

Traffic, is eonttc red by a noise teamnuaing noise metetonand' Polite

apprehend trioile

,

1
IR. Wallace Poston, Conmiissiorierr, Department of Environmental Co

Clark Street, Poe 4i1, Chicdgo, Illinois .60610.



to 1971 there were 243 public schools in the City which were jor local snurct

llutioo from coal burning. The Board of Education eetirnsited at that time

unless funds were available to convert to gas the projech would take 20

Within the same year, Illinois Rouse Bill 2466 was passed approving

0 million for eschool rehabilitation and modernization program. Equipment

had to be 20 years old to qualify. Eighty -one percent of'che boiler heating

plants in the schools were 34 to 37 years old. Seventy-one percent. were still

being hand fired.
0.9,7

the end of 1976 all of the schools had converted to gas, e_ 4 ing nearly

_5,000 tons of fly ash and ocher pollutants associated with coal. burning.

compliance timetable established by the department's Appeal Board kept tab of

the prOgreas made by the eche

, In other procedures to eliminate pollution the department began in -lace L976

to inspect service stations and other facilities that store and dispenae petro

leum ,products. The potential vapor loss when gasoline is transferred from the

,tank truck to the service station storage tank had been estimated by department

engineers at some 6,500 tons of hydrocarbons per year. Some 3,000 facilities

are inspected yearly.

In conservation matters, al industries in Chicago- have installed pollution

control recovery systems which have served a dual purpose; reducing. emissions

to the atmosphere and at the same time recycling wastes into reusable by-products.

Generally these systems have,paid for themselves and at the same time tonserved fuel

used in the process.

The city's own supplemental
CoobustiblehY-products whic

project picks metals out of refuse and Shreds

used by Commonwealth Edison to generate

-In general it has been he policy o_ the city to take preventative measures,

to conserve energy, and to encourage industry to sake capital investments fOr

processes which eliminate pollution and recapture by- products.



THE ROLE OF URBAN ENVIRONMENT_ 1 A MODEL

Daniel Swartzman
1

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, I wish tc present a model (sec Figure 1) which represents the ur-
`ban environmental systeM. I will discuss some of the components of this system
(substantive environmental problems and sociopolitical processes), their interacs
tions and the context in which they occur. My thesis is that to understand the
role of the environmental public interest advocate, we must understand the arena
in which he or she operates.

BACKGROUND

The role of the public interest advocate in the emergence of this country's en-
Vironmental consciousness has been:long and bright. It was the patient work of
the-turn-of-the-century naturalists and conservationists which laid'the founds-
tido for all of today's:environmental protection laws. Throughout the first
sixty years of this century these groups studied and enjoyed our natural environ-
ment. As our industrial society greW and as our unplanned use of the earth's
natural resources increased exponentially, they were the first to sense a danger.
This feeling mounted into the sense of extreme urgency which gave rise to the
massive environmental public interest movement of the late sixties and early

seventies.

On Earth Day in 1970, the environmental movement became an American institution.
The National Environmental Policy Act had made the:environment a subject for ex-
Auination in all major federal decisions. By Executive Order, the Environmental

protection Agency was given life. The passage of the Federal Clean-Air Amend..
Ments in 1970 asWthe FederalWater CuelityControl Act in 1972 gave this new
Agency a,clear mandate and the strength to carry it out. Built into this goVerrr-

ment action was citizen access and review. ,

Increasingly, more of the decisive action taken by public interest groups was
executed by. professional environmental advocates, occupying Jobe in a field. that.

did not even exist a decade earlier. While the concerned private citizen played
a paremount rolsin providing grassr=oots muscle.to affect government decisions,
the exceedingly complex laws and regulations were more easily the tools of the

full-time professional.
ti

And these professional environmentalists have recognized significant gains under
these new acts. However,this young profession which was Once almost a.reigion
has become a political, bureaucratic institution. The highly motivated and con-
cerned private crusader has been supplemented and, unfortunately, to aome extent
replaced by the trained and skilled professional, often a. specialist in one area of
environmental protection. While the current need for the concerned individual
Welt not be underestimated, we should acknowledge the creation of this new ocenw
patios% and its role in7America's pluralistic system.

New that those of us who make their living as environmental advocates have beatime:
part of "the system," it behooves us to examine who we are and what roles we play.
We can best do that by understanding the systemjn which we work and the place
that system. occupies in U.S. society.

COMPONENTS OF THE MODEL

The model of the urban environmental management that I offer in this presentation
is an attempt to. specify the components of the system and'to represent their in- .
teractions.with each other and with other:elements of urban life. Throughout,this
discussion twill try to use examples drawn from Chicago's experiences,-Although'
I believe the model could be generalized to any urban environment,

1
Daniel Swartsman, J.D., M.P.H., ivereity of Illinois School of Public
Health, Chicago. Illinois.
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A. Environmental Problems

The most well-defined componenteof this system are environmental problems. These_
are the substantiile issues which make the newspapers and are the major topics of
coursed in environmental protection. They are most well understood because they
are the most tangible, most thoroughly studied elements. They are the problems
which impact our daily lives and make living in a city the negative experience
it sometimes is.

For this presentatios,I have identified eleven such problems which face Chicago.
This list is meant to be illustrative, not exhaustive: 1) transportation,
2) energy use and cooservation,l) air pollution, 4) hazardous materials and
solid'waste, 5) noise, 6) sewer. and flood control, 7) parks and open Space.
8) Waterpollution, 9) coastal zone management, 10) drinking water supply and
contamination, and 11) lead pollution.

1) Trans portation - Chicago's streets and highways are clogged;
Chicago's commuter railroads are going broke; Chicago's masp
transit system iseightyyears old. The creation of express-
way and commuter train corridors have channeled the middle class
and much commerce out of the city, eroding the city's tax base
and making government's job tougher by lowering available funds.

2) IsulluAL.A24 conservation - The heavy reliance on the
automobile creates an energy use problem. Efforts at
conservation have been minimal. The city relies on an
4sergy system that either creates air pollution and
Scarred land (coal-fired boilers), or gobbles up scarce
and costly resources (oil), or creates an environmental
management nightmare (nuclear):

A4r pollution p_Illution from automobiles is exacerbated
by contamination of ':lectrical energy production and by the
many industrial processes located in the area.

Hazardous materials and solid waste- These pkocesees, and
the 'increasingly important production of nuclear wastes, create
a significant environmental risk. from the transportation and
disposal of hazardous materials, much of which is transported
over heavily traveled thoroughfares in or near highly
populated areas. Much of the industrial waste is disposed
of without benefit of government sanction. This is compounded
by difficulty in developing adequate methods for disposal of

solid wastes.

Noise - The central .business district produces noise at levels
above those considered safe in industry. Residents near O'Hare
International Airport know very well the problems of noise
pollution. The problem may become more acute should supersonic
transports be given access to O'Hare as has been suggested.

6 Sewer and flood control- The Metropolitan Sanitary District
has spent- hundreds of millions of dollars on the first few
steps of a massive sewage and flood control program known
ai.the Tunnel- and Reservoir Project, often referred to as the
Deep Tunnel.' The project has been opposed by some enviren-
mentalists'who consider it to be too disruptive and overly
centralized. Others have supported it for its promised
ability to forestall pollution of Lake Michigan from stormweter
run-off. All agree the multi-billion dollar project, is
expensive. Funding for the program is now highly in doubt.



7) Parks and open neace - Chicago, City in a Carden, is proud
of its parks and forest preserve system. However, improve-
slant is possible and attempts to "develop" Much of the city's
open space are made regularly.

8) Water pollution - The Lake is in the midst g come-

back,:thanks to pollution controls and the vigilance of
environmentalists and government. But the job far from

complete, and even if possible, the city's rivers are
decades away from being fishable or swimmable.

Coastal zone managment - 'The city also prides itself on the

management of its lakefront, but no regulatory protection
currently exists to prevent a change in the city fathers'

treatment of the coastal zone, nor is thete a coherent, coordi-
nated strategy for improving our use of this resource.

10) Drinking water The supply of drinking water for Chicago's
suburbs is thre ned by a lowering water table. Talk of

diverting more Lake Michigan water to overcome this problem
raises fears of environmentalists and of our neighbors with

whom we share the lake. , Although there is no evidence of
contamination of the area's water'supply, some fear that
asbestos levels are already dangerously high, and continued
reliance on-nitrogen-based artificial fertilizers increase's
the risks of nitrate and nitrite pollution. Radiat

problems may also exist.

11) lead nollntion - Lead pollution threatens-the city's children,
particularly those of the inner-cityMinority'populatitin who
live in close proximity to the sources of this problem; the
automobile and industrial processes.

It is important to note how difficult it is to talk about one problem without,

overlapping ethers. These issues are interrelated to 4 ,high degree and in 4

.complex fashion.. Transportation, the automobile; the,use of water resources,
energy production and.use are all intertwined in the urban environmental mix-.

Tothe extent that the graphic depiction of the model to unable to show thisA

it is-inadeqUate.

Sociopolitical Processes
.

The' second component of this model is a group o
processes or forces are not easily defined, nor is
process is acting upon any particular situation unde

process is observed as affecting the situation, it is

the scope.or Magnitude of its impact.

1 cal processes:'
vious when any apecif
mination.- Even.whne-

n' difficult to define.

NeVerthelese, these interactions between people, interest's_ and.institut*O0

:49laya,crucial role in urban environmental' management To:illUdtrawthis *0.00
eiarof the neat important forces are presented in the achematiC modeL- Thefl
Idides*are4" 1YDecision-making,-2) ,Politics, °3) Planning, 4) Competitionv '

TransformationOind 6) Education.

De-nialon.4-ak101 The decision-making process* is evide
Many,areee,pf,the urban environmental wisp:PIO; system.
Individuili-Moke*eisions on whether to live in-an nrban
areii-Where-tOjive within.the area, how much their automobile,,
will haieto be used, what environmental c4u00.4 should be'
aupportidand khost of other issues. CerpopatiOns.make



siting decisions and decisions on how (or_whether), to
meet environmental regulations. The formation,of public-
opinion is a complex decision - making process. Government
must make decisions in the courts, in the executive agencies
and in the legislature. All of these Aacisions will affect
perceptions of the substantive problem, the weight given to
the need to act, the choice of the method of solving the
problem and the success of the solution.

Politics_- A pervasive force in urban environmental manage-
ment is politics. The organized politics of Chicago's Regu
Democratic Organization, the Independent Voters of Illinois,
the Independent Precinct Organization and the Republican Party
will often dictate which problems will be addressed end bot4
Politics at the neighborhood level, through community organize-
-tions The Woodlawn Organization and the Christian Action,
Ministry), and through political organizing groups (like Citizens
for a Setter Environment, the Illinois Environmental Council,
and the Illinois Public Action Council) will determine which
problems have active support, and how effective these constituencies
will be.

Planning - Chicago is a city with many planners.' Northeastern
Illinois Planning Commission is the official body, but the
business community, Northwestern University, University of
Illinois - Circle Campus and University of Chicago faculties,
and a number of public interest groups like thelletropolitan
HOusing and Planning Council are engaged in planning activitied.
Their. recommendations, and the all-too-Infrequent implementation
of their ideas, are a force which acts upon Chicago's environment.

4) Competition - In .ur pluralistic, free enterprise society,
competition is an ever-present-force. Competition among in--
dustries affects corporate decisions on pollution control; govern-
merit agencies compete for shares of the executive budget:,
and environmental groups compete for limited access to media -and
for public, support.

Transformation - Chicage,has been analyzed as a city undergoing
a process of transformation; it has been argued,that to fully
understand the city's culture, geography and economics, one
must understand this proceas. Population size and demographics
ebb and flow. Transportation patterns evolve and residents
shift. The affluent areas decay,and the blighted areas are
reborn. The-transformation of the city can be identified in
retrospect and even predicted to some degree.' As the city
changes, forces are exerted upon the urban environment and
its management which are sometimes subtle, sometimes grotesque.

0) Education Public schools instill political values and the.
social value of competition and politics. Higher education
trains the planners. Community education affects. public
:opinion and_ other decision-making proCesses. As city - dwellers
learn, Improve, and become more environmentally aware, they are
.better able to:interact with their city and participate in its
transformatio.

/

Again, it is:reedilyapparent that the schematic.representation of the model doe
not do justice to thecomplex interaction of these forces. They play upon each
other-ad4'ln 0114Y5:Changing Combinations', upori the'problem areas-disicusead,

,
earlier.
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C. Contexts

Finally, to analyze adequately the urban environment system, one has to

stand the contexts in which we find the substantive issues and the 0 cio
enders

processes., For illustrative purposes, three contexts have been selected for

consideration: 1) Competing needs and scarcity of resources, 2) Popular belief

Structure, and 3) Other systems.

1) Competing needs and scarcity of resources The urban

environment must be viewed in the context of urban life.
One characteristic of urban life is the interplay between

competing needs and a scarcity of resources. The environ-

mental management system is affected by both of these and
can sometimes get caught in the middle. Urban needs in-,

elude a strong economic base, jobs for the city's citizens,
sufficient and adequate housing, recreational opportunities,.
and many others. The people and their leaders try to acco-
modate these needs in the face of limited capital, overused land

area and other scarce resources.

Pdpular belief structure - To understand how the processes
n,t e ur an system act upon' environmental problems, the

popular belief structure of the city must be recognized.
Familiarity with the religious beliefs of the-citizenry,
the cultural life of the city and the social attitudes of
the inhabitants is crucial to this understanding. An
otherwise inexplicable problem could become clear if viewed
in the context of racial attitudes, or prevailing religious
r ethnic doctrine.

Other systems- It is-also important to keep in wind that
other urban systems are operating within the same time and

,space as environmental protection. These Might include
the criminal justice system, the delivery of health care,
promotion of commerce and industry, and many others.

All of these contexts form the fabric of the urban setting in which t#ur environ-

mental management system operates. They provide a backdrop of many Interlocking

and coexistent attributes. The accompanying figure simplistically represents

them as outside the system which does not truly represent the intimate

relationships-that actually exist.

DISCUSSION

What then is the import of this model in understanding the role of the public

interest environmental advocate? _Success in public interest advocacy can be

enhanced by analyzing specific problems, tasks or projects in light Of thcir

place within this system.- Of course, environmentalists will never,he able to

Identify all of the pertinent,components of the system or their interectioni.

But to the extent that this can be done, the advocate increases his Or her

'Asbility to effect change.

This change will result from manipulation of the system. For instance, by under

standing the, interrelationship between air pollution, energy use and txensporta 7

tion,.environmentalists can direct their energy to,reducear pellUttowbybreak
ingthis linkage or by promoting less polluting tmisportation'and energy usage;-'

By identifying the fact that politics and competition aggravate our#ir pollution

problem while education is relatively ineffectively. used, enviroomeOtalists
can direct their efforts to create a political ctruhterbalanct, building into
regulations .competitive incentives and increasing publid education.

The obviousness of such an approach shows that common sense leads t ,edvocate

to some implicit underatanding of these interactiona. But as the tretetiOnships

grar in complexity, common sense becomes inadequate and a more rigOroOs analysis



is warranted. A good example of a highly complex issue not yielding to a cursory

analysis is photochemical oxidant pollution. It is both an automobile-and an

industry-generated problem. We know only a little about its formation, but
solution of the problem is tangled in a confounding'web of politics, personal,

corporate and governmental deCision-making, the transformation-of Chicago, and

4 lack of good education. It has been argued that auto controls cost too much,

CALMS unemployment and result in less energy efficiency. The advocate runs'di-

rectly into the competing needs of the citizens and also has to handle this

interaction with another substantive problem, Solving this putzle can not rely

on common sense, and environmentalists who push for a particular resolution

without a thorough analysis do themselves and the public a disservice. As the

role of the public interest environmentalist becomes more institutionalized, it

becomes more important for the advocate to understand the spots on the cards and

the rules of the game. Art analysis of urban environmental protection consistent

with the model presented will allow the environmentalist to describe, understand,

Predict and control the system.

Describing the system involves identifying the relevant components and contexts.

Understanding gill come-from delineating the interactions in scope and in mag-

nitude. This will also help develop possible remedial programs. The advocate

can then make a sophisticated prediction as to the efficacy.of alternative,

proposed actions. Finally, the urban environmentalist will be in a position to

control the management and protection of the city's environment by changing

the Interactions,- breaking linkages, encouraging helpful processes, by Making

the systei work for, not against, the public interest.
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URBAN ENVIRONMENTALISM: SHIFTING GOALS AND ANS

Allan Schnaiberg

remarks are perhaps most appropriately delivered on May let -- May Day

y set aside for recognition of the role of labor as a core element of

socialist society. While this might have been an incidental observation during

Earth Day some eight years ago it'is an important element of the movement

hat will be producing Sun Day later this month.

Fut most bluntly, the "environmental movement" has changed since the l960'.;

it has not lost its concern for the ecological structure in which the society

is imbedded, but it has, rather, gained some new concerns for the nature of the

illotiety,itself. These new concerns, and the problems and challenges they offer.

nowhere more evident than in the urban sector of American societ for

no that will be ,detailed shortly.

jar shift from Earth Day and the 1960's social movement around env

is a concern for social welfare,es well as for that diffuse concept,,

"environmental protection." While the 1960's might well be characterized as 0

period in which the movement focussed on the costs of environmental degradation,

the 1970's have seen a renewed concern for the costs of environmentalteforme or

protection. Most uncomfortably, this also implies a concern for the beoefits

of environmental degradation for.industrial society, and the potential loss Of

many of these benefits through programs of environmental control. However, the

more Optimistic side. of this shift is that it entails a rising concern for tho,

actual and potential victims of unjust and socially pernicious environmental,

reform legislation and enforcement. Among the-most advanced groups in the

movement, then, there has been an integration of concerns, a duality_of soeiev,

omic and ecological welfare.

an emphasis on, the costs of environmental reform are particularly evid

in the urban stratum of this society, and especially in the older, larger

of the northeast and midweet. .These agglomerations are typically plagued

high unemployment, high levels of poverty, grows deterioration of man-made

environments, and severely strained Municipal budgets. Typically, this makes

for maximal resistance to any program of environmental protection which entail*

4acraaaed employment, increased costs of living for consumers, reduction of

batwing stock or slowing of its growth, or increased municipal expenditures er

Images of tax revenue. As such, this provides maximal resistance for many en,.

vironmental protection programs -- air and water pollution abatement, for exam-

pie -.. and provides nightmares for environmental activists and enforcement

0840Cies alike.

Yet there is another'side of this "anti- environmentalism" of the cities. This

complex of social problems of the older cities represepts an opp ortunity as

wall as an obstaae. For the social needs of these areas may perhaps bebettsr
satisfied by creative applications of "old" technologies --'what has become

known as "intermediate technology" or "alternative technology" the post-

Schumacher period. As Gunnar Myrdal (in his Asian_Drame) noted for the capit

poor but labor-rich underdeveloped countries- in the 1960's, what large American

cities need moat is a higher-labor and lower- capital technology.: Under the pro.

psi sets of incentives and disincentiveS, moreover, such forms of production

may be fat more environmentally benign than is the "high-technology" path, Of t

Sunbelt cities of contemporary America. Vey offer the potential for substen..

lever levels of:energy usage per unit of social welfare (whether meesered

injobs'or'income),. as wellas the potential ler lower-risk air and water 4000

sions,in the urban area. Note that I stress, thesIlertsi of such outcomes, and

net the assurance that these outcomes will occur.` Neither the market nor the'

'current mixture of governmental controls are likely-,,to,channel investment all4

tax dollars along these lines, though we have examples of such policies attend

in urban roof gardening/ mass transit aid, solar heat for tenement structurea,

and neighborhood conservation subsidies.

Allan Schnaiberg,'Depar ment of Sociology, Northwestern University, Evanston,

Illinois ,60201.
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Forsueh ahlfts.in the nature of structural supports o a dual, ioeconomio
and ecological welfare policy to occur, a variety of shifts in the environmental
movement is necessary-. Groups will need to incorporate new skills, forge new
sociopolitical alliances, and takeoystermatic account of both soois,l and environ-
mental implications of- nvirorental protection and energy policics, This is
a goal that mill not be easily_ arrived at in the somewhatruelitiat ,environmental
movement,. The suspicions and hostilities of the urban poOr and Organized labor
towards environmentalists, which have become exacerbated during recent years in
the confrontation between "jobs" and "the environment", groundless,
after all. r-Or in their zeal to "save the environment", the movement has often
forgotten to ask two fundamental questions: (1) save it for wham and (2) who
,is,t6 pay the- costs of such salvation? indeed, at times ti se that environ-,
mentalists feAt into the class of people who "love humanity in general, but hate
people in particular," at least-industrial workers and the marginal and, impo-
verishedjaboe force. Industrialists have seized this opportunity provide a
mixture-of pioMises and threats to entice the supportiof,such groups,
have beenr .suecessful. The sooner energy-envirenmental p-

and they'

begin to,ad
groups

these constituencies, the greater the potential for reorganize-
,

tion of production 1n the cities along socially progressive and ecologically
saner greunds- Amery LoVins' "soft path" of energy use will, homever,:only
transpire aftAt a rather "hard path" of social-and political conflict occurs,
if at all. Small-scale local capitalists, unskilled and semi-skilled workers,
and, in the fat distant future, organized labor mny and must be mobilized
along this harder. path. When this becomes an unshakable part of theenvirionmen-
talist-energy agenda, we will have begun the social tranaformatICn of urban
production.
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VIRONMENTAL STUDIES

-The Environmental Studies section consists of six essays which
offer conceptions of the "ideal" undergraduate program in envi-
.ronmental studies, describe existing undergraduate and graduate
programs in the field, and define the love-hate relationship that
characterizes the' interconnection of interdisciplinary instruc-
=tion and interdisciplinary research.

The first four '`essays by C. Davis, R. Frey, A. Sacks; and
.J. Schultz represent the views articulated by the participants
at a symposium conducted at the 1978 NAEE Conference.at Chicago.
The symposium', moderated by P. Mehne whose remarks introduce
these essays, attempted to treat abroad range of questions
concerning appropriate structures and content orientations for
environmental studies programs. Although similarities thread
their way through the essays, a unanimity of opinion is lacking.
The following essay'by C. Schoenfeld and J. Disinger shifts from
what could or should be to what is the stateof-the-art in,en7
Vironmental education-programs on college and university campuses
across the country. Finally, J, Jondrow and J. Clapp detail the
complex educational problems involving the coordination oUlarge
interdisciplinary research projects and graduate instruction:
The; explain five types of "mismatches" that often occur as gra-,
duato students attempt to complete degree programs while partici-
pating on large interdisciplinary research projects fundedlly
outside agencies.
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COORDINATION OF UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE
ENVIRONMENTAL. STUDIES PROGRAMS

Paul R. Mehne
1

The t ing four papers were presented as part of a symposium on undergraduate

Ana g adunte environmental studies prOgrams:- This symposium investigated student

1W1AtOgrai.charactetietics that may enhance undergraduate and graduate enviran.-'

at0,tudies education. Participants were asked to present a brief position

tOMent that addressed the following questions from the perspectives of their

prograesi

What should be the program content and evaluation standards of vi

mental studies programs?

What characteristics should graduates of such programs possess? Whet

shouldgraduates know and be able-to do?

What is the most effective undergraduate preparation graduate

environmental studies programs?

. Do undergraduate mn. ors in environmental studies make dense?

What opportunities exist for undergraduate - graduate cooperation?

6, What are the realistic placement opportunities for environmental
studies graduates?

sion among panelists and audience members emphasized the neei'for disci pa-

epth and interdisciplinary breadth' in undergraduate programs (both for pro-

function and articulation with graduate programs).

nts agreed that environmental studies programs should train students

affective problem solvers. Students should., be provided with the opportunity

Vilkobic determining what strategies should be employed to solve

.epee is environmental problems. Some participants and audience members stressed

the itportance of a disciplinary baCkground from which students could contribute

ibie solutions to complex problems addressed ,by interdisciplinary teams,

laciplinary strength, broadly conceived, was also cited as an important

through which students could market their professionalkskills to potential

Davis addressed these points quite succinctly: "A firm disciplinary ba4k..

d serves as a 'conceptual tree' upon which new knowledge may be hung,

ace point to which concepts from other disciplines may be related, and 4

base from which more abstract, interdisciplinary ideas may be investigated."

Mehne, School of Medicine, East Carolina University.
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CIPLINARY, PROBLEM-FOCUSED ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Craig B. Davisi

purpose o his paper-is to Address the question of substantive programmatic

Wdelinea for undergraduate environmental studies. Before I can effectively

pteemint my Ideas on this subject, however, I would like to further define the

tepi4 and offer some general comments on the field of environmental studies.

The title. "Environmental" is currently being applied freely to

rent types of academic programs. Prominent examples are environ-

eg environmental engineering, environmental design, environmental

.environmental studies. As a:general rule, the emphasis that a

m provides is at least somewhat indicated by the second word in

Antal Science largely is a disciplinary or multi-
iplinary approach to the scientific and technical aspects

manipulating, modifying, or preserving our natural environ7

ment. Emphasis is generally placed on the physical selences,
the ecologically-oriented biological sciences, on engineer-
and on statistical and computer modeling.

Vironmental engineering is a title that is usually used to
ibe programs emphasizing the use of engineering concepts

and methodologies in the design of structures, equipment, and
:systems that interface with oroattempt to describe our environ-

Environmental engineering is also used as a title for

,sanitary engineering programs.

lInvironmental design generally is used to describe programs
emphasizing the use of concepts and methodologies from arch-
istecture, landscape architecture, applied art, and certain
social sciences in the design of environmentally-sound
structures, furnishing, and living systems. Occasionally,
however, environmental design is used to describe programs
of broader, less-obvious environmental import, such as the

fine arts,, dance, music, ana-literature.

4, V o- ental education is a broad/designation used to describe
dealing with ,the dissemination of knowledge about our

ment and our impact upon it. Environtental education

rimarily "delivery oriented". Content is, for the most
taken as a "given" and - emphasis is placed on developing
ivemethods and vehicles for presenting_this content
ool students an'd the general public.

our

-entbl studies_ in an interdisciplinary, largely prob-
fecusediapproach to studying the nature and dynamics of
interaction with our natural/social.environment. Environ-

mental studies'isstrongly content oriented. Emphasis is on

$41A quest for knowledge about and_understandingof environ-
mental systems and of the interactions between theqe systems
and mankind's social and cultural systems.

that overlap between these approache=s deem exist. and tends to.ob-

tinctione noted'here. These distinctions, however, are real and
gnised whenever the nature of OH4 or another approach is considered.
Mments, therefOre, 'relate. to programs that fall broadly under the
vironmental studies as described above.

Davis, Coordinator of Environmental,.Studies 141. Bessey Hill,-

* University, Ames, Iowa 50011.
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EMSAMIS8aJWIt' pile* of py definition of ouviromOnca.

that 'an VetUdios, is more than a series of inOtructiona

Ogres ,,for training :*4 g _ d and graduate students. It also a field

400larl,pursuO inherehers engeged in'&10.tonmentaIAttidies arcs` for--

mm4i4farr, lee0;Y4Atereated in,-e*smining.theloodrnf knowledge, sifting it,'

rtinig it; anti slisaining it again With-the hope and expectation thAt their
13ilwill shed 0000Jight-on the interrelationship of ,Man, culture, society
tienvironMent.H4tis this pursuit of-,knowledge that is the true raison

d'etreloirthe field of environmental studies. It provides :the substantive
-ioh instructional programa can be developed..conceptual. base`

'I oretheref _ the basictuidelises.for any environmental

'tudiea "Waft
that faculty members should be actively involved-in

research 0 C :,arly ettvity on topics of enviroMental import, and that
theia.aeti4itais ahonld be encouraged and support.ed by college and university'-

'sdministrstiOne.

-GuIDELues raft INVIAMMINTAL STUDIES INS? TIODIA1 PROGRAM

'Wen setting guidelines for instructional programs in environmental studies,. the
seat iMPOrtant consideration is, of course, the nature of the.proOct wehopeto

-Prodack.1-W!et should OUT students be when they leave our programs? 'What skills

should they, have? What insights should they have gained?

'mu my opinion., our principal goal in our instructional programs should be-the,

'production of effective environmentarproblem solvers. Theltagnitudeo complexity
amctimmediscy of tie environmental problems-facing is today 'are obvious the

'problems are Coming et as at a faster rate eaell'year. We despefately need cow

tent4professionela to expand efforts te soiVe these Problem. Our instructional
programs should;, by ell means, containP"awareness",coapoosnta desigoad to increase
the students' appreciation for the beauty and integrity of tbe:environmentibut
our-principal objective must be.to provide our students with the ineighta, con-
cepts, and skills necessary for effective environmental problem solving.

,

Content.- Whet should the content of our mental studies programs be?

FArat and foremost, environmental ntudoa programs should be intardisei-

plimary. students must be exposed to as many persPeCtives as poafithie;
Environmental problems are too complex to.be solved or even understood'

from singledisciplite perspectives. Incomplete perspective Uncle 'Wet
to incomplete understanding of the problems 'and ultimately'to incomplete
solutions to these problems. As we have seen all too often, incoOplete
'answers can be worse than no answers stall

The basic disciplinary threads of any,environmental
should include-the relevant facts and concepts about ecosys
economic systems; politieal'aystens and environmental law; social and
cultural systems; the production and cpnsumption of energy and materials;
pollution of lend, air, and water; and, wherrpossitle, technological
systems (engineering). More general topics Should include concepts-of
time, information, entropy, general systems thinking, and-a consideration
of moral and ethical issues. -

Care moat be..teken to provide adequate Integration of these disciplinary

concePts. We must not be satisfied with providing our students with,e'

myriad df facts and concepts. ge.must be willing and able to help: them
teat thieJnieraation,spart, snit it, and put it back together in new,

ways, ,
It is through this proopoi of analySis'and integration that'new

ideas and approaches wilEl, eMerga.

One objective of the integration process should be the develo
finement of a,theoretical and philosophical bags for anvirnst .11

studies, Such a base will facilitate our attempts to understsnd the very

Compiec problems-vitt which we Care must be, taken, however,

constantly to reassess our theoretical and philoeophical ideas as new

knowledge is generated.



1 kt, thet06 faced with serious environmental problems._ islre

'ihingjpseible to increase .our understandinfl:::Of these probe.
letideeveryehing Oessibie .t,OedUcate arid profes--

-ter-Otoblem'solvers. "EnviromMenteledUcition"can'...
of- focusing on the long -term objeCtiviiefchan4ing-
Mtyles.- We must look for aolucion000v.:,

d be primarily problen focuecd. The field a

conceived in and 'ha veloped out of out

tudies programs_ should require students to become active-.
the problem solving.precesseouideworkilvenvironmental4.

is'should be a core raquiement.: Indapindent:atudy,
and nternstipe ere other Venieleo.for pro -.

experience with environmental problems. Bugh expert-

:bethe most valuable of our students' cellege careefs.,,

11 tt'Vncleacluate-1------orsMakeSen5e1.

-onOditalproblems are too complex and difficult to be slved-I individuals,

,thaY;ite specialists working from one disciplinary p.rapeCtiVeor general.;

is r Wfrom an.unspOcialPed, holistic Perspective. Effect/ire environmental

roble0olvais mist hsve both types of expertise.' In -depth trataingln a disoi--'_-

0Iirli'lireViden students with a body of concepts and teohniques-thet'Can be used to
delvedeeply'into environmental problems from the perspective of-that ,diacipline.
nterdisciplinnryproblem-focused environmental studies proVidesitUdents with

holistic overview necessary to aee,andapproach environmental problems to their

entirety. 'Undergraduate majors make sense only when both of these types of skills

le provided. This could be accomplished in two ways:

By an undergraduate major designed to provide bo Ktypes'of
In this approach, the depth component should_be-compaTable in size

sad rigor to whet would be required in a disciplinary aajCr--

By, an undergraduate majo that is only token as esecond",majOr,

In. this 'approach, the environmental 'studies major would provide
thal.nterdisciplinary breadth while the depth component would be

Provided in the student's PrAmarY major, which would be in a'

diseiP1P10.

ye P e a

:The best preParation study in environmental include

three comiponents. I list these in order of their imports

epth - -a thorough grounding in the basics of, at
pline.: Students should. have depth in some area
They: should be biologists, chemists, economists

.

21.11nce7-4ome indication that the student 'is.serio us about

his/her involvement and is capable of.produding resulte, This

is the' ractical component; It gives the student theOpportunity:
t ats(he)` can step out of the, ivory -towet'of-Scademie

and apply knowledge, skills, and talents -to solving'-

real'iProblems.

disci-

rmere,-sce.

,n Breadth a.:bbankground in interdisciplinary, environmental etudies.
'.',Students*Oild'havepri understanding of the breadth and..cOMplek--

Wof enVirenment01 problems 'and of the-differing _

- petspective0 sind Spproactes that may be brought tO beat On ',these

ptclIblemel., '

,
,

'lle'Piimliitisii4ibbi'i have 04 ned to these threwo0
followi -ng opinions-An4 observations

Disciplinazy,lconoepc's are fundomental.to the env rcAnd
.90a047.1heyAi4424olbaeic to the whole process of in
atiOsi -,_ffdieiginary.badkground serves as a

,

rki
t ,
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tip, 4wint to which concepts .from other

apd.a base from which more abetraCtiinterdieCi-
beSnretigeted. The devalppment of this disciplinary depth

4'-iequiring.an,extended-jeriod oetime.to:coMplete. It can- ,

)gradiiiti:invironmental studieb program (nor should it be).
d.'.iv.-the7undargradnate level.

lance and "breadth". components Both can be
environmental studies programs. I.pl.ace a greater

e :component than I do on the breadth component because
undergraduate level. is a good indicator of demmitnett'tb'enVi

aljOreblee-eniVing and because students with suck-exPeriende,:bring to a
rogr- 4btoader perspective aide more.mature.senseOtedniidence
en hose undergraduate backgrounds are purely academid.'

the Outlook .for Employzent?

fficult problem. The jobs' are there ,but-they sredi teat to
loyers,Auch,,ae governmental agendies,..zonsultinvfirms,,andpri,i-

r_hinre-positiOns on their staffs that:eh-641d befilledbyr qualified
.1/4 -. , .

9stbdles-graduatea, 'Unfortunately, most emplOyersareunaware of-
t.his.new poOl of expertise. Our graduatee:WWWant.imildyment::

Elir are able to find jobs; but they Oust take the initiative and get
_ , themselves to prospective amployers. I believe theObie is, going

,..-

coOtiou --be the pattern for some time to come. We MustActall that we'e-
'iduCatetpotential employers about the qualifications and abilities of our
dUates.' We-hsWe a sellin- ob 'to do.

vironmental etudies,is an int rdisci largelY problem - focused approach_

O;etudying the' nature and dynamics of our interactions. with ouroaturaltiocial
nironment. *heals here should be placed.on the word "studying," far:the
pursuit of_ knOWledge is, the true raison_de'etre 'for the field-of environmental
"studies Ourlinstructional programs are outgrowths of the conceptual base

, developed through research and scholarly activity.

The goal'of our instructional programs should be the production of effective .
environmental problem solvers. Content of these programs should include the
_following emphases:

It should be interdi iplin

b) Ii should include relevant material. about ecoystema; spcial,
politicil and cultural systems;' energy, materials, and pollu-
tion; economic systems;.and technolctgical systems.

Integration of concepts must be emphaaired.

) A theoretical'or philosophical base rust be developed.

It should have a problem focus.

-.It should include opportunities fox "hinds -on" experience.

Undergraduate majors make sense most often as second majors. Our graduates must
have disciplinary depth as well oh interdisciplinary breadth. UndergradUkte
preparation for graduate work in environmental studies should emphasize in7depth
discipline _irking; practical, hands -on experience, and interdisciplinary
environmental udies in that order.

-Enploymen opportunities are available but are usually difficul
or effort le needed.to inform potential employers about the

and, abilities of `environmental studies graduates.
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ARTICIVIIAMOSI BETWEEN UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE
HpROPRAMS IN ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

Robe 4. Trey"'

;'The ,thrust of this paper is oriented toward' he articulation of under
graduate and graduate:, prpgrams in environmental science. Although I will

notalpend considerable titte:On reviewingthe usual definitions whichAelineate
environmental science7from.environMental studies, it may be useful to at least

astablish'a line di demarcation4

The prevalent ergument suggests that environmental science is Mey y a subset of

environmental studies. This premise is founded on the observation that "the
problems environmental studies should ultimately address are those that involve

11V0an Valtiesj'attitudes, andpolicy.-." The argament usually spins on to say
hat.uncontrolled-technology, which among other by-products creates environmental,
an&health:haiiirds, is not the probjem per se, but rather.is the.symptbm of man's
perverted'values. Some argue that environmental studies deal with these Underlying
valuesWhile environmental science treats only'the symptoms of man's dysfunction

W.his physical environment. Conceptually, I agree with this position, but
hiatory,documents the difficulty society has in Changing its ealues,.attitudes,-and

'even its policies. In the meantime, air and water.become even more deadly and the
land is decimated by the multiple demands which are,placed upon it by industry,
recreation, residence and transportation. .

itapPlaud and-support the long-term objectives of environmental studies and,
indeed, we have faculty, students, and research conducted on our campus which
addreea these social issues. The fact remains that the immediate by-products of.an
uncontrolled technology-and the life styles of many Americans create problems such
as, water and air pollution, solid waste accumulation, wasted energy and multiple

pressures on the land. These are precisely the kinds of problems which can bestbe
solved through the application- of the principles found in.tHe biologicai,:physical
a50 engineering-aciences;- i.e., programs in environmental science.

-Rather than to dwell on the differences between the Conarns of environmental Btu-
,

dies.and environmental science, and perhaps unnecessarily develop internecine wart
fare, let me simply say we need both approaches.. The campus I represent,-the State
University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry (ESF), empha-
Ares the use of applied and basic science to solve the probleme of our physical

environment. However, we also have a strong commit to Address, as well, the

'underlying social milieu.

It might be useful at this point for to briefly describe the undergraduate and
.graduate programs at ESF'to provide a basis Trom.which later to make some gener-'''

`alined comments.-

Ihe_Collegaoffers seven baccalaureate ptograms2 resource management, environ-
Mental and forest biology; chemistry; landscape architecture; paper science and
,engineering; wood products engineering; and forest engineering.

At the graduate:level, ESF offers the Master of Landscape Architecture and .

the master's and doctoral degrees in resource management and policy; silviculture
and forest influences; environmental and forest biology; chamistry; environmental
and resouree'engineering; and 'an interdisciplinary program in environmental
science.

The articulation concerns at the College are directed both betWeen lover divis

and upper-divikon'undergradeate-study and between upper-division,and graduate

study. The College is moving towards An upper -division /graduate mode ofnpera

Robert H. Frey, Assistant Vice President, State University of New York

College of Environmental Science wind Forestry, Syracuse, New Yor
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ch freshman and .sophomore lower- division instruction in the basic sciences,
humanities, and social and behavioral sciences will be taught at a two-year col-
legm, or a four-year college, and students 'will then transfer into ESF's
apecialized curriculum at the junior leyel.

At the graduate level, the College attracts students from a variety of under-
graduateloackgrounds, but still, the majority of graduate students have a firm
foundation in the basic sciences. Relatively few, however, have an undergraduate'
major in areas Precisely like-our own undergraduate majors. In fact, fewer than

ten percent of our total applicants for graduate study have an undergraduate de-
gree 'from ESF. Thete is &somewhat greater varlet.), of undergraduate backgrounds
for-lhose who. apply to our graduate programs in landscape architecture and our
program in environmental science which offers areas of study-in water resources;
environmental edecation/communicatiOn; environmental assessment and impact
analysis; and environmental land use planning. We have rather few applicants
'mith-in=environmental studiesimajor-as defined previoesly,- and, on the whole,
these applicants have-not been very successful in gaining admission. Although
the reasons vary for their lack of success, many of the environmental studies
majors-seemingly do not have. a good grasp on why they'wish to attend graduate
school and normally do not have the requisite background for-our programs.

The graduate programs at the College are tailored to meet the individual objec-
tives and research interests of each student. As part of the degree moire-
vents, each student must complete and successfully defend a thesis. The form
of the thesis varies widely from the traditional bound volume reporting "bench"
research to a local bestseller which describes the natural history of Our county.
Credit for the thesis varies, but it usually represents about 20 percentof the
master's program and approximately 30-40 percent of the doctoral program.

The thread which connects the journey through lower-division, upper - division,.,,
and graduate study at ESF is the emphasis on the biological, physical and-
engineering sciences, and their direct application to solving 'environmental
problems., There are, however, considerable opportunitles for_students to broaden
their program through courses offered by the College which integrate social and
moral issues with the scientific ones. In addition, our students are able to take
virtually any course offered by neighboring Syracuse University. This provides--
an incredibly wide opportunity for students to take courses from the fine artsi
to public administration, to the social and behavioral sciences. '

From the perspective of the programs I have just described for you, sug-

gest,sevgral generalizations:

First, there must be a central theme fbr each student majoring in-env nmental

'studies. This -"stake" in the-ground may be either integrated within the
,progrim such as science is at ESF, or there may be another major taken along
with environmental studies such as geography, political science, or English.

Second, there should continue to be a wide variety of approaches. to environmental
studies. There is no, and probably will never be, onbest way to form a
curriculum or define universal competencies for environmental studies programs.
The issues involved are so broad as to defy packaging into any one program or
approach.

Third, undergraduates in environmental studies programs who complete specialized
programs, such as those at ESF, generally would do well to seek graduate program

which are somewhat broad. ,Conversely, students who complete broad undergraduate
programs should seek more specialized graduate progtams.

14 j
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nv onmental studies progrstaahoUld beat the vanguard of Ainerican

ikiiiah:iti,integ nkinetruction (including classrbom, laboratory',

4and,,internshi activities), reaearch, and public aervica.,-'1 don't

so- athin eii,iianSr'hatter reason: colleges and universities to operable and
_.

paergiia7"thsir-crefteidetahle-resourehanitha environmental crisis', in its
-,tinanYphyaieal and aocial,faces, which new threatens our world. ,



uATE ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES CURRICULUM:
LoPhIENTS WITHIN THE LIBERAL STUDIES TRADITION

A thur B. Sacksl

Interdisciplinary Environmental Studies 'Programs

undergraduate or graduate level, an interdiaei-
tudies curriculum .a only as good as the facUlty:ighich
raditfonal institutions of higher education, thiaoften

4_ anvironmeptalatudias programs offer the best the institution' has to
kiiniiiinIF:bitaUsalthe senior faculty of such programs tend iota the most
nAti4e-the::Mo4,eatablished, and the most powerful members of the
Rigi::The-=ritason_for this is clear:, only tlte most secure faculty.,;:those,
roOtivtiCtiOnsrite set-,.'those who need' not be overly cOncarned.ebouttenera;

--,rit;iaCraase decisions; can afford to articulate their_indapendencetanC:1
oWthe-eonstraints of traditional departmentalatructnraeAttradi

tiO nai instiiutiens, it is the powerful members of the facultY:WbO'cianAeal most
-eti4li-WithAhe pressures placed upon them as indiVidual'fecultymembere'ind

u

on-theT4ntirdisciplinary programs which they sponsor.--.This,has.alwayabeen
f interdisciplinary programs, regardless of their focus, because inatrisc

ianalatidresearch dollars have traditionally beenchanneled throUghtbe-'414C1--
Or^ =

pIlnes has. also beeatrue that when the prime faculty movers who initiate
isciplinatlpregramstetire or die off, their programs haVe tended o4tre=

'd disappear.-

.Notwithstandingthe quality of the faculty and their-dedication to environmental
atudies"instruction, research, and application to "real' world" problemsolVing,
-the'concern exOressed about interdisciplinary Programs is not.altogetherYUn
oundaii In times of budgetary retrenchment,-close scrutiny ofrintardiaciplinaty:

_5orbgrams is not only justified but mandatory. Those prostates that cannot,:
adequately,explain their usefulness and their uniqueness probablydeserVitebe:
discontinueC Indeed, those interdisciplinary environmental studies ptograms
thatliaVelloundered have done so because of an inability to define their this-'
sionsolearly, and to'differentIate themselves properly,from traditional' disci
gine* (e.g., botany, forestry, geology,' soils, wildlifi.ecology,' zoology). Such
a.4ack of definition has resulted at times -in an inability to ,create: a reasonable
curriculum which takes students down a Clear path to a desired end.

This problem,has been exacerbated by the complicated administrative structures and
the difficulties of campus politics which seem to plague interdisciplinary pro-
grams.' Often, for example, environmental studies prograMs do net pospess a full
cemplement of fadelty necessary to maintain a well-rounded curriculum. If a
majority of a given environmental studies faculty are political scientists,
sociologists; and planners, in all likelihood and with all reasonableness, the
curriculum will have a strong emphasis on policyand deciaioemeking.,
if a faculty is composed largely of engineersi chemidts, and biological and com-
puteracientists, it is to be expected that the curriculumwili tend-to sconcen-
trate on:the technical and scientific aspects of.environmental problems.' It is
.eftourse a truism that any program takes the shape of its faculty, but is there
an "ideal" structure for an environmental studies program? What should itteach
udents?

An ideal. undergraduate environmental studies program would be comprised of a
'faculty from a diverse, balanced array of disciplinary and interdisciplinary.
backgrounds, whose allegiancedis to the Progtam; and whose tenure and merit status:
are tied directly to their participation in environmental studies instruction and
research. Because environmental studies is by definition interdisciplinary, and
because it is founded on the principle that in order, to understand environmental
questions and find solutions to environmental problems it is necessary to srasp

110r. Arthur B. Sacks, Administrator of Academic Programs, Institute for.Environ
Mental Studies, ,70 SCience Hall, University of Wisconsin- Madison,' Madison,
Wisconsin 53706 .
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thscomplekitiesand interrelatiOnships of biological and physical phenomena

anathe impact of'human actions and institutions on ecosystems, envirOnmental

studiwprograme Should employ institutional and policy enperts, hhAanists

social scientists and human behaviorists,- as well as biological; phyOlcal,.and

eystems scientists.,

Environtentil Studies should be considered a development upon the liberal studies

tradition which emphasizes both broad background and depth within ,;,defined con-=

eentration. Although there, is a need for environmental technicians,' pollution-

controllers and the like, an Ideal undergraduate studieS program, as, defined

here, would'not be a professional program in the way Nursing and Engineering are.

Instead, environmental studies should seek to present and integrate a wide

variety ,of perspectives such that students so instructed will have the tools,

the awareness, and the hensitivityto comprehend the complexity of anVironmental

questions and problems. -But. how should a curriculum be or=ganized, .and what

should students'be expected to know?

II. Curricular Nitty-Gritty

Like most other liberal studies curricula, an' environmental studies program

should be-predicated on the necessity for-students to. acquire both breadth and

depth. However,- instead of requiring students to obtain exposure to 0, broad,

almost random smattering within the basic fields of knowledge, breadth require-

ments should be organized around environmental issues. The depth requirement,

on the other hand, should allow for students to elect either a specific problem

(e.g., energy; world food) or a bundle of issues under defined categories (e.g.,,

environmental policy; renewable and nonrenewable resources) upon which to concen-

trate.

A. Breadth

Ideally,,all environmental studies students should have a strong in

the basic sciences and in the toolsused to organize and quantify

Specifically, a-year each of biology, chemistry, physics, earth s and

mathematics (calculus level), as well as at-least-one semester each of statis-

tide and computer science, should be present in the curriculum. These courses

are necessary to provide the basic framework for understanding the scientific

issues and principles governing environmental questions.

All students within the program should -also be required to complete a

courses which focus.on specific aspects of ecosystems and how they affect the

total system. The goal of these should be to provide students with, certe_

minimal competencies and establish familiarity with the "languages" of differing

disciplinary perspectives. Thus, students should be made aware of fundamental

ecological principles affecting plant and animal communities, and they should be

able to see the interrelationship of evolution, genetics, and population

dynamics. Each student should be expected to have-some understanding of the

ecenomicssnd politics of environmental issues. They shOuld have exposure to
the ethical and regal considerations which are or which ought to be a part of

environmental policy formulation and decisionmaking. In addition, students

should be required to take work which would familiarize them with the issues

surrounding the origin, use, allocation, and preservation of reneWable and non=

renewable resources. Every student should have at least one course which

tackles a broad range of current environmental problems (e.g., world hunger,

energy, biological degradation, and pollution), so that they will have concrete
information about these problems and be aware of their scope and complexity.

Finally- as last step in the breadth sequence, every student should be requiredFinally, _ _
every

to take at least one course in environmental systems thinking and systems

analysis methodology

As part Of an ideal, breadth requirement, environmental studies ude should

= also be required to take two other courses in order to acquire necessary skills:
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a course which instructs them in the techniques of environmental impact'
analysis and assessment; sod

a course which introduces students a variety of environmental cosi-
munications, specifically, technical writing, environmental impact
statement writing, environmental journalism, and grant proposal writing.

h. pent!:

The depth requirement should allow a student to develop a_ concentration w th n-
his/her pribary interest area. The student should-be allowed -to focus upon
either*: environmental problem such as-the energy"crisis or world hunger, or
upon a more general area such as environmental policy studies or resource use.
Again, the basic technique should be, interdisciplinary, although a student should
be permitted,to elect several courses'in a single discipline if deemed appro-
priate by the student and a faculty advisor assigned to assist the student in
course selection. Minimally, fifteen credits ofactual courses are necessary to
'develop a focus if it to be of significant value. .

Students shodldbe encouraged` to-do independent study as part of the fifteei
credit depth requirement, And, ideally, students would be required to have some
kind of significant_flhands-on"experientiallearning component as well. A
faculty-coordinated internship with a local, state, regional, or federal agency,
or with industryer An environmental consulting fired, would be the best capstone
to the entire program. Internships would reqUire a contracted_ goal and-a finish-
-ed report.''However, because of the administrative difficulties involved with',
internship programs-, an extended field research experience, or a senior thesis
based upon independent research involving lab-Wark and/or field data collection
-could serve in lieu of the internship.

By. combining both the breadth and depth requirements, the environmental stUdi
Awdormould move towards eliminating the concern Often voiced about interdisc
plinary'programs that they tend to be far 'too broad, producing students who,
simply do not know enough. Clearly, the program outlined here goes far beyond the
traditional 30-60 credits for a major. It possesses an intensity and a rigor,
such that only committed students would elect it, and only very good ones would
_complete Nevertheless, there is legitimate reason to sdggest that Students
so prepared would meet.with difficulty in specifingreduate programs. This is

tainly true with disciplinary graduate programs which some students; might

want to pursue, but it.is alao true for much interdisciplinary graduats-instruc-
t.ion. It can be reasonably argued that somewhere in a student's education, he/
she shoad acquire the depth and maturity that only extensive' study within a
Single discipline can bring. claim is that, if nothing else, a traditional
disciplinary major enables a student going on to an interdisciplinary graduate
'program to appreciate the narrowness that even the best disciplinary training can
produce; More kracticallyi many graduate programs,.disciplinary as well as
interdisciplinary ones, require students xo have a disciplinary undergraduate
major in order to be considered for admission. 'Therefore, undergraduates'enrol-
led in the'type of environmental studies program described here would be beat
advised to take a traditional disciplinary Major aewell if they wish,to pursue,
graduate studies.

I. A Brief Apology
,

the concern that students going on to graduate school should have a disci-
Wnary background is legitimate, why then should-we have undergraduate majors
in environmental studies in the first place? The answer is evident: not
everyone goes on to graduate school, and there,are tasks for those who do not..
Although it is true that environmentally-related jobs often tend to be "high-
powered" ones requiring expertise which necessitates graduate training, those who
have been. involved with the placement of students are aware that environmental
studies graduates have been and continue to be placed with state departments of
natural resources, public service commissions, energy and environmental quality
offices, city and county offices and agencies, federal agencies (e.g., EPA, 131.M,
OEE), environmental conmunciations operations, consulting firms and industry.
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portantly, 7aeah undergraduate education becotes available toAore and ,
people,,,as a demand for information about the way environmental syStems
te becOmes:tore pressing, and as the need for an educated populace thata
VironMental problems and capable of making reasonable decisions incriaae$A
vtioecef,higher learning are increasingly obliged to organize instruc'

ffortisubien are responsive to these needs and to the Ilarsh environMer041

a which loom larger every day. The great universities o this nation,

.ai our smaller colleges, must resist the temptation, disguised as a joett,...

heed, to cutback on interdisciplinary environmental studies program,in
vat of traditional Ones. Simply put, we are staring at the world's future

t doer not look good. We cannot afford to set environmental studies satde
a more economically secure age for higher education appears as a dems ex:

na to resolve the current financial pressures facing our institutions. AA',

Bible educators and intellectuals; we must make the best use of availWe
nen and continue to nurture programs which have the potentialsof producing

Cadres of men and women capable of countering the ignorance, greed and careleaW,
Mesa which daily inch us forward toward environmental disaster.

. . .. .. ..... - .
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organizing workshops, conferences, etc.)
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institutional committees, task forces, etc.
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ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES PROGRAMS IN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITII S TODAY

Clay Schoenfeld and John Disinger

Thia report documents the impact of environmental concernsen higher education
in recent years as expressed in university courses, curricula, prograMs, and
centers that have'modifietconventional disciplines or led. to new multidisci-
plinary arrangements, schools, and colleges. Barring English composition and
math, few university subjects are being offered today in so many diverse ways
and places, by such a mixture of schools, departments_.. and 'professors, as that
complex of cognitivd content and affective process known, precisely or not, as
environmental studies. Today no self-respecting campus is withOut some gesture
toward environmentalism, and the more substantial enterprises represent a major
departure in university focus and format toward interdisciplinary, multi-
function, problem-oriented teaching, research, and outreach. The history of
higher education offers few such examples of so wide-spread, rapid, and deep

response to changing publieneeds and pressures, within an overall fraihework

of responsil.ility for academic standards, as -that' cfironicied'in this report.'

Ten years ago (Summer 1968) Educational Record carried an article called
quitironmental Education and

it

University." According to the computers that
keep track of such things, it Wes the first time the terms "environmental" and
-"education!! had been-linked in the-title of a paper in a scholarly journal.
(But since one author of this article was the author of that one, he ,knows he

- did not invent the alliance.)

The 1968 paper was essentially A call to arms: "The energies of the campus must
be so redirected that those involved in environmental Unligement can share in
skills and resources the university can contribute to the solution of public
problems through teaching, research, and extension."

What has fiappened in the decade hence? How have AmerivOcs colle_es.,nd Univer-

eities responded to the environmental era? Are their responses pads or fixtures?

The authors have recently completed a continent-wide reconnaissance of represen-:
tetive environmental studies programs in,place in four-year and podt-4raduate
institutions, public and private, large and small. The compendium of detailed -

case studies assembled has heen published by the Educational ResourceSInformation
Center of the - National Institute of Education et.TheMhio State Univerdity.
This-paper is e review of their analysis of the state of the art in environ-
mental education on the:Campus today.

4

Ihis6is.not LuqUantitative survey of environmental departures innniversity.enter-
prise;\eur case studies were not selected at,random.,:,But neither were -they
deliberstely dhosen to give the reconeaissepcea particular slant. ,We used as

our initial point,of entry to universities the slimmer session deans holding
membership in the Association of University Summer Sessions--50 major'institu-
tione of varying sire, location, structure, and mission. (Summer deans tend to

be knowledgeable about broad developments on their campuses.) We asked each
dean to "nominate those environmental programs or activities that you believe
to be somewhat special at your institution or unusually effective." We alto

asked ERIC computers, staff, and consultants to identify varied-environmental
studies type programs of recognized substance. After eliminating duplications

1-Clay Schoenfeld is Joint Professor-of Journalism and Wildlife Ecology, and
Chairman, Center for Environmental Communications and Education Studies, The
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Madison, Wisconsin. 53706. John Disinger is
Associite Professor of Environmental Education, School of Natural-Resources, The
Ohio State-University, and Associate Director, ERIC Clearinghouse for Science;-:
Mathematics, and Environmental Education, Columbus, Ohio 43212.
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'among types of programs and institutions, we invitectdme 60 selected moans,

directors, or chairmen to summarize "what your program is; what it dos, for,

whom; why, how, where it came from, where it's going, in what ways it is repre-

sentative ef developments in your field across thecbuntry, and in what ways it

is unique, sources of Onding, measures of performance, and so on." Some pro

grams responded; some did not. The net results of our reconnaissance are 45 case;

studies,.reasonably representative of types of university adaptations to the

upsurge in environmental interest: 1968-1978. We have given the broadest pos-

eible scope to environmental education, permitting it to encompass undergraduate

general studies, varied graduate and professional programs, basic and applied

research, and extension and continuing education. We did, however, limit our

view to four-year-or-more institutions, two-year colleges having been represent-

ed in our earlier Environmental Education in Action7T (ERIC-SMEAC 1977).
4

The Environme0_of Change

As custodians of our culture, universities understandably are loath to change

their configurations,witheny dispatch. There is still to be found on any eamp-

us, alive and well, the vestiges at least of the trivium and quadrivium that were,

all there was when the higher learning came to the New World. But universities

can and do change. ,As society's font of new knowledge and new knowledge - seekers,

they must. We see in environmental studies one of the most recent manifestations

of the dynamic nature of the university. Perceiving new, or at least renewed,

environmental problems not wholly amenable to attack by existing configurations

and curricula, the university has fabricated new, or at least remodeled,. ap-

proaches; and instrumentalities,lret without dismantling its basic order. In

turn, changing university enterprise has stimulated political if not social

change in the patron community. It is this vital entente between:public univers-
.ity and university publics that is the very essence of the higher education today.

.In the late 194 ©'s three prescient books.-appeared--end then disappeared with what

seemed at the time no trace of impact: Fairfield Osborne's Our plundered Planet,

William Voigt's Road to Survival, and Aldo.Leopold's Sand County-Almanac. Col-

Jectively_the authors viewed with alarm a rampant growth of heedless technology,

and called fore new "ecological conscience" if the world wereto be saved for

human grandchildren and "goose music." If anybody listened, the campuses.,

officially did not. At the time they themselves were apostles and examples of

growth and development. Besides, wouldn't Resources for'the Future, Inc.,
n announce that the only thing we had to fear was fear itself? .

Yet, just below the surface of ebullient university affairs there were emerging

individual faculty a:Ad students with a growing concern for a collapse of priviron-

mental.quality and resource quantity. they-thought they could project. Mtpending
On their "disciplines, their points of departure werecinvariablythe threats posed

by what would come to be .called the four P's: population, pollution, pesticides,

and people. By the late 1950's and early,1960'a, prototypeenvironmental:studles
.
professors and their acolytes were beginning to identify themselves in puhlica-

tione, public hearings, and informal seminars.

Distinctions frordEnvironmentaliSciences

Environmental studies can encompass, but are not synonymous with, the environ-

mental sciences. The latter are the biophysical. "hardware,'-' so to speak; of

-environmental studies, in contradistinction to the social science and humanities

"softwate." More explicitly, the environmental sciences include such diver:se

fields as"meteorology, climatology, plant and animal ecology, oceanography,

agriculture,:geochemistrY, soil engineering, civil, engineering, and Many mete".

The environmental sciences, of course, play a major role in any environmental

spades. Daniel,N. 1974. Enc el -ed Environmental Science Ed. New

YorkkOraw-Hill.
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Studies program, but only one role, To address any environmental problem at its
root is to deal with the fundamental cause --man and his ideas. Indeed, "the con-

clusion cannot be avoided: science, undiluted with ethical and humanitarian
influences can be humankind's greatest problem rather than its greatest blessing."3
Environmental studies seek to bring perspective to both the sciences and the arts.

R lationshipswith Ecology

if only because "eco" is a handy tool for newspaper headline writers, the term
"ecology" has often been bastardized into a synonym for environmental studios and

even for the ;hole of the environment. But ecology was not born on E-Day, 1970;

its history i long. The term itself was coined by a notedoCerman biologist,
Ernest Haeckal, in 1866 as a label for "the whole science of the relations of the'
organism to .the environment, including, in the broad sense, all the''conditions
of existence.'" if textbooks are any evidence, by the 1420'a four distinct eco-
logical Sciences had emerged in the United States: -oceanography, limnology,

plant ecology, and animal ecology. Social ecology was not to be recognized in
any formal sense until the 1960's.

near- revolutions overtook the ecological sciences in the 1960's. Big money
and big computers brought arswitch at least in part from what. as been called
qualitative "car-window" research to quantitative mathematical ecosystem modeling.
And the rise of the environmental movement projected -ecologists into the public
arena, or perhaps it was vice versa. Today, while all scienced contribute to the
factual describing of the universe in which man functions, it is'interdiscipli- .

Jiaryecology that integrates the information available into an understanding of
the ecosystems of which man is a part, which he in part creates, which. he can
readily destroy, and the rules of-which he must live by however he manipulates
them. Aldo Leopold5 expressed all this eloquently in his "land ethic," and

- there: have followedteological spinoffs into philosophy, public health, history,

art, literature, psychology, sociology, and other disciplines--the array of
environmental studies.

Links with Environmental Education

Some persona consider the terms "environmental studies" and "environmental
education" interchangeable. Others might say environmental' education is the pro-
cess of adquiring, and applying, the content of environmental studies.: While
there is by no means a consensus on a working definition of "environmental
education," the one that would probably get as many votes as any among profession-
al environmental educators' might be that evolved from a recent Belgrade conference
under UNESCO auspices:

Environmental education is a life-long, multidisciplinary approach to
teaching,:mass communication, community participation, or some other
strategy or combination of- strategies aimed at the development of a
world population that is aware of, and concernedtbout, the environment
and its associated problems, and which has the knowledge,skills, atti-- I

tudes, Motivations' and commitment to work individually and collectively
toward solutions of current problemtand the prevention of new ones.6

At many universities, environmental education is the province of-the school or
department of education, while environmental studies "belong" to all the other
schools or colleges. The distinction maybe handy, but it may be unfortunate,
too.

3
Nash, Roderick. 1976. "Logs, Universities, and the Environmental Education

Compromise." The Jenrnal_of Environmental Education, -4(3): 39-41.

ntosh, Robert P.. 1976. "Ecology Since 1900."In Issues and Ideas in
America, Taylor and White, eds., Norman, Oklahotha, University of Oklahoma'
Press.

5
Leopold, Aldo. 1949. Sand.CountyAlmanac. New York: Oxford.

6UNESCO-UNEP. 1976. "The Belgrade Conference." Connect. 1-(1): 1-4.
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The Emorgente of the_ Environmental Approa,h

It is difficult tonay 'exactly when the word "environmental" became associated
with the words "studies" or "qducation." The "environmental sciences" had been
around for some time in the 1950's, but the connotation was always of the bio-
physical sciences exclusively. "Conservation "" was the original-accepted term for
general universiey studies in resource management.

The specific term "environmental education" was probably first introduced by
Mathew J. Brennan. Director of the Finchot Institute for Conservation Studies,
speaking to the American Nature Study Association in 1964. By May, 1968, a
NationalConference on Environmental Education had been held in New Jersey. By

the fall of 1969 there. had appeared the first issue of The Journal of Environ-
mental Education. The federal Environmental Education Act shortly-followed.

In general, it was elementary and secondary school-people and resource agencies
that adopted the term "environmental education," usually as a substitute for "con-
servation education" (although in 1968 the national Conservation Education
Association refused to switch, leading to the birth of the National Environmental.
Education Association). While schools and collegeaof education developed courses
in environmental education pedagogy and research, universities themselves tended
to adopt as their umbrella term the rubric environmental 'studies. "" By.1966,
environmental studies had the first of what was to become a flood of textbooks-
-Future Environments of North America, by Frazier Darling and John Milton, growing
out-of a 1965 national conference on "harmonizing the works of nature and man."

While some may see 'a persistent logomachy between "studies"oand "education", the
distinctions would appear more apparent than real.

A ibUtes of Environmentalism

probably'worth emphasizing here, however, that there are important-distinc-
tions between the "old conservation'" and the "new environmentalism." In terms of''

its scope, environmentalism attempts to be multi-faceted. Whereas-yesterdayrwe
tended.to treat soil conservation, water conservation, wildlife-conservation, urban
,engineering, and so on, as separate pursuits, today we try'to understand, relate
to, and adapt to.the ecosystem unity of all hUmankind-environment relationships.
In terms Of itafocus, then, while environmentalism is humanity-centered, while
our primary concern has shifted from the survival of-remnant redwoods and raptors
to the survival of the human species itself, the- shift has been accompanied by a
new-found recognition that any concern for human welfare must encompass a concern
for the total environment-of which humankind .is apart, not apart. In terms of
its locus, while the old conservation conjured up images of open country, environ-.
mentalism incorporates the pressing problems of the city. In terms of its politi
cal alliances, conservation was linked to suckorthodox causes as depression pump-
priming, national defense, and outdoor recreation; the new environmentalism, on
the other hand, owes allegiance to neo-Malthusian population control. It is in
its basic, cultural orientation, however, that the new environmentalism differs mo
strikingly from itaantecedent, conservation. The latter stood clearly foritonom-
lc development, for the infinite goodness of "progress." Pinchot himself said 80.7-
Environmentalism, on the other hand; reflects. a growing-suspicion that bigness is
not necessarily better, slowet may be faster, and less can be more. While we are
concerned about .quantities of natural resources, we are also concerned about the
quality of the human experience.

All these attributes of environmentalism are reflected in environmental'education
or environmental studies, however defined. The two share%Certain common denomin-
ators. First, there is a hard core of ecological content. Second, a recognition
of worldwide problems of crisis proportions. Third, a component of conscience,
ofe value system. And'fourth, a conunitment to private and public action. The

7
Pinchot, Gifford. 1947. Bre.rking New Ground. New Yorkv Harcourt, Brace, and

World.
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whole is focused en a comprehensive rather than a compartmentalized approach to
change in people -land relations, be they.open-avitry or urban. Frequently,

there is added an element of career education.

A basic message of environmental education or environmental studies is inter-
dependence-- that everything is connected to everything else. That is ""th7-p, .t-

cipal intuition of the 20th century."8 The practical problem lies in how to

recognize and effect sound, fair trade-offs among energy, economy, and environ-
ment.

.The outlines of a constructive "North American environmental ethic" were postu-
lated at a recent prestigious national environmental education seminar. In sum,
the seminar participants agreed "we must redefine the pursuit of happiness" but
not abandon the pursuit.9

The Environment of Environmental 5tudie

.It is unsophisticated,'of course, to think that environmentalism "burst upon the
scene," so to speak, in the 1960's. The antecedents of environmentalism as a
concept were many, going back at least to George Perkins Marsh's Man and Nature
in 1864; as a political force, environmentalism inherited the infrastructure of
a number of strong conservation organizations, some of which had been operative
since-the early 1900's, Yet, just as there were qualitative differences between
-the old conservation and the new environmentalism,so did public awareness, inter-
est, and even support take a quantum leap at the turn of the decade, foreshadowed
by the passage of the National Environmental Policy Act in 1969.

What triggered the mass irruption of environmental studies on college campuses,
across the country? Even from:the persPective of history we are still not sure
what inspired the rise of the earlier conservation movement at the turn of the
century. Did it take its impulse largely from a technocratic gospel,of.efficien-
cyi or from a populist revolt against wasteful monopolies, or from an evangelical
concern for Nature's vast, pulsing harmony? Probably from all three. John'Gaus
has identified: the critical elements in the "ecology" of any institution or
movement as "people, place, physical technology, social technology, wishes and
ideas, catastrophe, And personality ."1° A brief examination of these factors at
work in and on the campus in and around 1970 may help explain the emergence of
environmental studies.

American people -- students and professors alike- -had been on a decade -long
emotional trip that had left them both frustrated and pent up: multiple asses -

pations,,civil rights confrontations, Vietnam, cost of living, crime in the
streets, campus sit -ins. F. Scott Fitzgerald once described a somewhat similar
era: "all gods were dead, all wars fought, all faiths in man shaken." We were
ready for a cause we could believe in. It was natural that the new conservation
would supply it. ,Ever since we first dropped anchor off Plymouth Rock, Americris
have turned periodically to Nature for inspiration and,challenge.

Yesterday's environmental degradation was.usually over the hill and far away- -
in somebody else's dust bowl, somebody else's canyon, somebody else's boundary
Water canoe area, somebody else's forest. But the place of environmental degrada-
tion in the 1960's was where most people live--in the foul air, fetid water, and
clogged arteries of the city. Millions could smell, taste, hear, and see the
problem now, often in college halls themselves.

8
Perlinski, Jerome. 1975. "Positives and Negatives," in Schafer and Diainger,

Eds., Environment a Education Pers ectives and Pros-ectives, 10-13. Columbus,
Ohio: ERIC/SMEAC.

9
-Aldrich, James I.., Anne M. Blackburn, and George A. Abel. 1977. A Report on

The North American Regional- Seminar on Environmental Education. Columbus,

Ohio: ERIC/SMEAC.

10
Oaus, John, 1947. Reflections on Public Administration, University, Ala.:

University of Alabama Press, 6.



The physical technology of the 60's had vaulted us to the moon, and thus had
given us renewedeonfidence in-our capacities, but from our new vantage point in
the cosmos we looked back and were struck as never before by the fragile, finite
character of Spaceship Earth. By invading one new frontier we rediacovered an-
other, :rotate of harmony between humankind. and Nattite.

Continuing along the Caus outline, developments in the 1.___ocialtechnolo- of the
60's played a signal' role in the rise OA environmentalism. The voice of the mass

media had become increasingly dominated by a relatively small coterierof paper
back Will-alters, magazine editors, and TV commentators. When these communication
gatekeepers almost simultaneously seized on the pesticide-population-pollution
syndrome as the big story, the message was inescapable. Beginning with Rachel
Carson's Silent Spring in 1962, on down through Arthur Godfrey's "Portable
Electric Medicine Show" in 1972, the mass media brought ecological awareness into
America's living rooms and classrooms. The 1969 National Environmental Policy
Act tended to increase press coverage of environmental impacts by "officializing"
environmental issues.

In their wisheeand ideas, all the great ecological philosophers had always said
that true conservation would require a profound change in American values. Few
people listened. But in the 60's the yputh of the country began to understand,
if only because it matched a wave of anti-materialism sweeping their ranks. Per-
haps nothing so accounts for the current popularity of environmental studies as
this marriage of orthodox ecological ethics and the innate iconoclasm of the
young, coupled with their commitment to the tactics-of confrontation.

There was no single, Pearl Harbor -type catastrophe responsible for the rise of
environmentalism, but there were multiple mini-catastrophes: death-dealing smog
in the east, oil spills in the west, water pollution in the north, fish kills in
the south--there was no place to hide any more. Once bucolic retreats, the camp7
uses themselves had become cement monotypes.

No single national personality - -no Dewey, Jordan, Butler, Eliot, or Harper--
:spearheaded the move to environmental studies, just AS the environmental movement
itself had no single leader in the Teddy-Roosevelt mold. On many a campus, how-
ever, a local leader or cadre of leaders came to the fore. What was striking was
the diversity of their backgrounds. There wan scarcely a discipline that did not
produce on some campus a chairman of an environmental studies committee. Such
diversity has lent a unique "personality" to the environmental studies "ecosys-
tem," and speaks well for its stability and longevity.

Out of the changing people, places, technology, aspirations, fears and person-
_ ages of America and its universities at the turn of the decade came new spirit

anditew curricula. The spirit was an embryo ecological conscience. The curricula
late an attempt to giVe that conscience substance and application.

The Scope of Change

It in striking the way. in which the environmental:studies programs we examined
have sprung from such a wide range of disciplines and professional schools; as at
teated.by the academic backgrounds of the leader°. Represented-are one-or more
ag extension educators, architects, artists, biologists, chemists, civil engineers,

--ecologists, economists, elementary teacher educators'entomologists, environmental
educators, foresters, geographers, geologists, historians, homd'ecohomists, Jour
nalists,:landseape arehitetta, lawYers, limnologiste, meteorologists, music educa-
tors, outdoor educators, philosophers, physicists, poets, political'scientists,
public administrators, sanitary engineers, science educators, social studies edu-
cators, sociologists, soils scientists, statisticians, systems engineers,,zoolo-
gists. No doubt, if the. leaders of all environmental studies programs could be
identified, scarcely no discipline or school would be unrepresented..'Perhaps
under nn other rubric does a specialist in general pedagogy from Murray State's,,
modest environmental education program in Kentucky commune with a research ecolo-
gist from the University of California-Berkeley's sprawling School of Natural
Resources-vr with an organizational theorist at SONY-College of Environmental

- Science' and Forestry at Syracuse.
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It is likewise striking the depth to which environmental studies cencepts have
penetrated the academic structure-- wholly new 'instructional curricula and organ-
izational 'arrangements at the undergraduate level, wholly new master's degree
programa, wholly new cross-discipline Ph.D. research arrangements, wholly new
extension configurations While in some cases the changes may prove to be more
cosmetic than'surgical, there is no doubt the impact of environmental studies will
long be in evidence on the broad physiognomy of the campus. In our case studies

alone we found programs based in the disciplines of the arts, botany, chemistry,
ecology, economics, 'geography, geology, history, limnology, meteorology, philoso-
phy, physics, political science, sociology, and zoology; in professional schools
ofagriculture, architecture, education, engineering, forestry, home economics,
journalism, law, public 'administration, urban planning, wildlife management; and
in custom-built specialized centers, liberal arts faculties, multidisciplinary
institutes,- and outreach instrumentalities.

Environmental studies know no geographic barriers. From Florida State's unique
work with community leaders, and the Cook College-Rutgers novel program in inter-
national environmental studies, through the grear heartland Schools of Natural
Resources at Ohio State and Nebraska, to the specialized ECO-Education program at
San Francisco State, environmental studies have made their imprint on colleges
and universities everywhere, public and private, large and small.

The Nature of Change

In keeping with the significant diversity among institutions of higher educa-
tion, the programs or instrumentalities of environmental studies that have emerged
at universities in the past 10 years are not carbon copies of each other. Each

tends to be indigenous to the traditions, missions, andethos of a particular

campus. Withal, our case studies-have revealed certain what might almost be
termed remarkable similarities among types of environmental studies enterprise

,continent7wide.

Etiology

Except where a few environmental studies' arograms sprang overnight to full
flower in new universities, environmental studies have had strikingly familiar

upbringings.

On a typical campus there em ged, -as we have said, a cadre of professors with

shared environmental concerns. Invariably they were relatively senior staff with
impeccable reputations in their respective disciplines, secure in the power
structure and free to pioneer. They organized as an ad hoc committee to propose
university departures. In due course they were institutionalized as a center,
group, program, or some other such rubric in, but not of, .the existing hierarchy

ofaiepartMents, schools,. and colleges. The funding was tenuous, the in-house

'reward system non-existent. Young assistant professors joining the configura-
tion lived hazardously in terms of merit raises and promotions. Gradually, the .

university formally recognized the instrumentality ,in one way or another, al-
though the adaptation may have been accompanied by some blood on the floor.

Taxonomy

The resulting genus environmental studies has three principal species. On the
one hand there is the program with an emphasis on undergraduate. teaching. AS

sub-species in turn presents environmental studies as the new core of a broad
liberal arts-and-sciences,education for responsible citizenship, typified by the
University of California-Santa Barbara's "generalist" 'curriculum, which took shape
in the shadow of the infamous 1969 oil spill. A second sub-,species offers envi-
ronmental studies as a technical preparation for certain careers in environmental
control, as at Kentucky's Moorehead State University; in environmental interpre-
tation, as at San Francisco State; or in environmental teaching, as at The
Ohio. State University-Newark. The two sub- species may inter-breed, as in

15 6.
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Stanford's Environmental Earth Sciences Program, whose graduates head for
advanced work in planning, engineering, geology, and law.

A second principal species o environmental studies focuses on multidisci-
plinary master's work in conventional or exotic fields associated with varied
aspects of environmental management. A sub-species tends to give products of
the environmental sciences a social viewpoint, as in the.Environmental Health
program at the University of Kansas, enrolling science majors and engineers.
Another sub- species expoaes students of the social studies to technical subject-
matter, as in the University of Georgia's work with majors in social studies
education. These sub-species also inter-breed, as in the University of
California-Berkeley's Energy and Resource Croup, the environmental communica-
tient; programs at The University of Wisconsin-Madiaon, and the University of
Pennsylvania's National Center for Energy Management and Power.

The third species of environmental studies takes its impetus from interdisci-
plinary research applied to societal needs, and develops custom Ph.D. programs
to hand-tool the new breeds of scientists called upon.to investigate new ap-
proaches ,to new knowledge. Some such programs ate romped in the biological and
physical sciences, as in the University of Virginia's Department of Environmental
Sciences; others in the social sciences, as in Indiana's distinguished School
of Public and Environmental Affairs ;' thers in the professions, as in
Missouri's School of Home Economics.

Virtually all elements of the genus environmentastudies are characterized by
a'concern for the affective or value dimensions of the field beyond its cogni-
tive demands, epitomized by Waterloo's Man-Environment Studies cUrricUlum or
Notre Dame's courses in philosophy. All elements are likewise conscious, to
greater. or lesser degree, of an outreach, adult education, or public service
mission, however defined, characterized by the University of California-Los
Angeles' work with inner-city schools, and the state of Alabama's unique
.Environment and Energy Education Consortium.

Anates

The viable environmental studies program today, whatever its taxonomy or
etiology, usually seems to exhibit certain common characteristics. First, it
is a budget line item, not a mendicant, although the level of funding may be
lesAthen ideal. The University of Vermont's new Environmental Program and New'
Jersey's veteran. School of Conservation are representative of discrete adminis-
trative units.' Second, the ES program is usually a degree-granting program in
its own/right, not merely A "concentration" in somebody eise's degree, although
the credibility of some of the new ES degrees may be suspect, and -note piggy-
back programs are thriving. Ball,State's Natural Reflources Program is typical
af.the degree status. Third, the instrumentality sponsoring the program offers
a secure, or at least semi-secure, tenure track for junior faculty, although
the heraldic trappings of the conventional diseiplines)aayAtill be embryo in
nature; for example, access to the more prestigious scholarly journals. Huxley
College within Western Washington State represents the self-contained taculty.
After'a decade of mild cold war with established deans and dons, the Eileader
is again on easy speaking terms with his campus colleagues, as at towaState,
where Craig Davis has a large."adjunct" faculty.. The ES leader is also-estab-
lishing effective communications With his.counterparts around, the country, led,
erhaps, by Michigan's William B. Stapp. Their collective penetration Of the
federal and foundation granting.agencies,is a mixed bag; Penn State's Center for
the Study of EfiVironmental Policy appears to have been particularly suceesiful
at tapping varied sources of Support.

Morphology

What in fact de environmental studies programs'-look like today?

At the leyel of undergraduate educgtion, one type is "Ecology U.'," The
University of Wisconain-Creen Bay, an entire institution custom-donstructe

1 5 7
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,around humankind-environment curricula, or EVergroen State in Washington,
fabricated somewhat along the same lines. An intermediate model is St. Lawrence,
where a discrete environmental studies unit has found a niche in an otherwise

conventional liberal-arts college. A third approach is that of Colorado State's
School of Forestry. and Natural Re-sources, which has assimilated environmental
studies without much structural change.

With respect to professional training, there aro, on the one hand, those programs
that represent adaptations of existing advanced degrees, such as the development
in economics at,Wyoming. On the other hand, there are multidisciplinary programs
put together out. of whole cloth, like the wate, resource management master's
administered by the ambidextrous Institute for 7nviroemental Studies at The
University of Wisconsin-Madison.

At the level of environmental research and Ph.D. production, one model -is the

problem-oriented approach like UU-Milwaukee's Great Lakes Studies Center. Another

model is the more discipline-based approach. .uch as Illinols' Department of
Ecology, Ethology, and Evolution.

Extension, outreach, public service, continuing educationas you will--has like-
wise several models: Maryland's retooling of ag extension; broad biological and
social science outreach, as effected by the University cf Washington's Institute
for EnVironmental Studies; professional school public service, as represented
by the University of Illinois College of Law's Office of Environmental and
Planning Studies; the University of Wisconsin System "merged" approach.

Again, the striking feature is symmetry with diversity, or the other way around,
depending on how you view the university aniell.

Ecology

What of the interrelationships today among environmental studies programs and

their colleges and universities?

Unquestionably, environmental studies have had a measurable impact on the campus..
For undergraduates they have offered an air of relevance to the higher learning.
For graduate and professional students, they have provided entres to new careers
in both the., public and private sectors. For faculty, environmental studies at

their best ave broken down the ivy curtains that had tended to shroud each
discipline and its approach to researchable issues. For administrators, envi _n-
mental studies have provided a nudge to rethink campus configyrations and to
explore new outreach activities.

As evidenced by the widespread emergence of discrete courses, programs, majors,
centers, and institutes under the rubric of environmental studies or related

terms, the environmental movement of the late 1960's and early 1970's has had a
measurable impact on college and university organization and offerings across
I-- country. But what is not clearly so evident is the more,subtle influence of
environmentalism on'the warp And woof of iradicinnal schools and colleges within
universities, and particularly the solid role of environmentalism in breaking
down barriers among conventional-disciplines to produce cross - discipline under-
graduate classes and graduate research seminars.

While some of that influence may have resulted only in semantic changes in
course descriptions and college catalogs, the evidence suggegtS a reasonably

profound and relatively rapid adjustment of substantive offerings to the impulses

of the environmental decade. To be specific, at one representative state
university, course titles with an environmental tilt have risen in number by
443 percent between 1965-66.and 1975-76, not counting the even more-subtle
changes in the contents of courses and changes in titles.
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In turn, the university environment has had a measurable,impact on environmental

'studies. The innate conservatism of the campus has begun to mute the emotionalism
of early environmental voices and substitute a more measured approach to public

issues. New "hard" data froM laboratory, library,. and field are replacing

yesterday's edUceted guesses. The growing austerity on the campus now operates to
depress the development of ES teaching and research strengths, and reward-system
constraints continue to make it problematic for some junior faculty members who
might choose to do so to forsake their conventional disciplines for ES enterprise.

The Essence of Change

In essence, environmental studies have brought to the campus the basic concept
that the development of an optimum human environment requires an understanding
and an application of the contributions which can be Aade individually and
collectively by all the arts, sciences, social studies, and professions. Quite

apart from the organizational adaptations developed to 'tender operational-this
basic concept, the higher environmental studies seem to have evolved six perva-
sive themes or "red threads" running through all envirtmmental instruction and
research, whatever their particular site,or strategy.

Unity

All components of any system are 'in varying degrees interconnected and inter,.
dependent. The integrity of the biosphere--and of humankind as a resident--is

dependent upon the intricate balance of many subsystems. S= pith the global so-
cial system.. Our concern must be for relationships, interact tons, and the effects
of various changes in conditions upon related subordinate, coordinate, and
superordinate systems--biophysical and socioeconomic. 'Muir said it "When we

try to pick out anything by itself we find it hitched to everything else in the
universe."

Fragility

No social system is immutable. All natural systems have a limited tolerance for

perturbation. This concept pertains to the rate and extent at which physical and
social degradation is introduced into the environment as well as to the rate and
extent at which energy is dissipated, and natural and human resources are ex- .

ploited or manipulated. Commoner said it "Theres no such'thing as a free

lunch."

Diversity

Long-term bielogical and sociological evolutionary processes invariably move
toward increased complexity and,higber levels of organization. ,IC is by virture

of their diversity that mature natural and built ecosystems are adaptive enough
to'withstand a variety of traumas without loss of identity. But cultural intru-
sion6vof modern man have reduced both local and global ecological variety. The

result--a threatened loss of stability to various ecosystems and ultimately to

the-total biosphere. Leopold said it "To keep all the parts is the sign of

intelligent tinkering."

Quality

'Once seemingly efficient technologies and cultures have proven counter-productive
in that'they fail to fuaction symbiotically with natural systems and human nature.
If an environment capable of fulfilling humankind's higher -order aesthetic and '

humanistic needs is to be restored and maintained, certain value reorientations,
some difficult tradeoffs, and some changes in life style are in order. Lincoln

said it: "We must disenthrall ourselves."

,5D
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Resource conservation historically has involved largely private, technological;
ad hoc, atop -gap solutions to limited problem's. Environmental protection calls

for mpublic decision-making process equipped for surveillance of,the total
environment and capable of imposing long-range economies social, or legal sanc-
tions against thosealements,presenting a threat to the public interest.

Caldwell said it: "A'positive public policy to protect the human environment

is a practical necessity."

Resonsibility

The interdisciplinary study of the people-resources-technology system
inescapable focus of any modern university. Bryson said it: "A univer
absOlutely musttlirn a portion of its' intellectual might towards the cr

problems of the environment."

an
ty

Joel

The Future of Change

Are higher environmental a udi --a fad or a fixture? If anything assures their.

tenure, it is because they are really indigenous to the American university.
The. university world does not husband imports very well. Enihronmental studies

are native to'the campus.

In the first place, the environmental problem lends itself in part to.technologi,cal

solutionsgross scientific and engineering approaches. American universities

are simply very good at big, massive engineering problems. Look what has
happened just in the lifetime of adult Americans. We lassoed the mountains and.

deserts of the West with sinews of concrete and steel. We inundated simulta-

neously the forces of Fascism on
and war planes. We have in turn
ments of technological know-how.
from hindsight, almost as easily
big technological,challenges and
respond in exactly this same way
for 'campus-know-how.

two continents with tons'of tanks and howitzprs
revitalized whole continents with massive ship-
And more recently, we hive zone to the moon,
as a Sunday drive. We are auperb at accepting

licking them. Universities are going to
to the environmental problem. It's-a natural

Second, there is an ethical, or moral, dimension to the environmental movement
which is also very American. This country was born as'a moral movement. We made

the conquest of Trans-Appalachia.a moral movement. Its real leader was not Daniel

Boone but John Wesley. Our great-grandfathers were taken up by an intense moral
movement in the 1830's and 40's--the abolition movement. We tend to forget the

great clout that movement had as we carried it through to a very::bloody reaplu-

tion. At the turn of the century the prohibition movement swept this country;

and again we carried it to a resolution; short-term, yea, but nonetheless, a moral
resolution., We didn't really start getting out of the Depreasionuntil we
changed it from an'economic problem to a moral movement. That was FDR's signal

contribution. When he got up on that dark day in Washington and said, "Wehave

°')

nothing to fearrt :ear itself," he changed the whole gestalt, if you please, of

the country. We made erld War II a moral movement diEr well. 'Mr. Eisenhower

.
didn't call hisafter=-ction report am in Europe, he called it Crusade in

Europe. More recently, we made the Marshall Plan not just an economic device but

a moral movement. So, in the,sense that environmentalism requires changes' in
standards, requires value judgements, requires, as "Leopold Said, the emergence of

an ecological conscience, it is a moral or ethical movement, with a high survival:

value on-the American campus which has always had anevangelicai tradition.

Three factors may operate to negate this prediction.

First, at the graduate level we could see a return to piecemeal research's and

regiments that are the antithesis of the environmental perspective. University

faculty.structures, policies, and practices are not necessarily benign for cross7
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discipline programs.
ll Junior faculty members particularly may find Insufficient

security in inter-college appointments with no tenure "home." It will take alert

administration to foster the cross - fertilization_ of scholarship that may well be

environmental educntion's greatest contribution to university enterprise.

Second, at the undergraduate level, where environmental studies are offered as

broad education for responsible citizenship, they merit student enrollment and

faculty support; but where they are billed as professional programs, they are a

fraud on students who will never find entry positions as environmental generalists;

consumer protectionism can and should catch up with the guilty colleges. Enviton-

mental studies "will be strong to the extent that they incorporate specialization,"

warns Roderick Nash: "They will be weak if they face the dragon of environmental

problem-solving with the blunted- lance" of only the "well rounded." The magnitUde

of the environmental problem "demands the speciallst."12

Third, environmental studies could die of malnutrition., It is one of the

anomalies of victory that environmentalism came to the campus virtually simulta-

neously with'. , progressive decline in university wherewitha:l. Rarely have they

enjoyed the fiscal support that could have been theirs if they had appeared even

five years earlier. Nor have federal' or foundation 'funds been forthcoming in

anything approaching the need. It has only been thre6gh frugality that environ-

mental studies have sustained themselves. A projected gabOal-4eliRejtesiniseer7asees

city enrollments or a freeze on government grants could,threaten the continued

development, if not the existence, of envircamental studies. So could a public.

backlash against the tough resource management options that are bound tp come

out of campus laboratories and seminars. Fortunately, according to a, reetait7 '

national poll, "environmental protection has been transformed into a popular

Institutionalized movement that shows little sip of abating, even during a

period of economic stress."

What is not beyond the realm of posSibility in the future is a greatenvironmen-

tal cataclysm, very real and very widely perceived, that will energize Americans

and all people in the manner of the Great'Depression and World War,II, and bring

society crying to the campuses for help. We need a strong base of environmental

studies in the universities in orderto be Of-Oared to.respond effectively

to any such calls.

There may be vociferous arguments over timing and degree, but there Is little

argument today that our world of tomorrowill demand, on the one hand, a less

destructive technolograpd on the ocher a less consumptive life style. ,(That there

is 'such little argument over kind earsbeattributede by the way, to effective

environmental education at all levels.) Given competent, dedicated personnel

and adequate funding, environmental Atudies programs in eollegesend ubiversitt s

can certainly contribute to the disdovery and,,applicatiors'of more benign , -

technology. 'Whether they tan contribute to a more, conservative American life style

is a real question.

It is not that environmental studies people do not talk asood conservation'

ethic; they do. It is simply that the typical university environment is the

antithesis of the resource- saving that may be called for. Highrise air-condi-

tioned residence halls with windows that ean'tj)e opened, 'acres of blacktopped

parking lots in the absence of mass transit, no light'and heat discipline in

classrooms or labs, students celebrating TGIF as if there were.no tomorrow,

professors jetting themselves around the globe to manifold learnedmeetingse

echelons of vice chancellors still pr6sching the gospel of growth, alumni demand-

ing it--at least on autumn Saturday afternoons: all this is hardly conducive to

the inculcation of a more frugal standard of living.

1.1Levensky, Mark. 1977. "Trying Hard: Interdisciplinary Programs at The.

Evergreen State College." Alternative_Hisher Education: 2(1): 41-46.

12N ash, 19, RenaissanceNash, Roderick. 77. "GoodbyeGoodbye Renaissance Road," The Journal

'mentale7gdueaione 8(4) 2-3.
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Perhaps what we need is an experimental second-generation environmental studies

program, a prototype of the spartan campus that tomorrow may require. The model

is easy to delineate,.

A dormitory open to the winds in summer, in winter heated by individual pet-:

bellied stoves in each' room, the fuel harvested fromcampuswoodlots. No private

vehicles. Lights out at taps, The weekend feature the Thespian Society play.

Faculty confined to train rides. Vice chancellors absent. Alumni leading prayer

meetings instead of pep rallies.

Weird? That is an accurate paraphrase of John Muir's account, freshman

year at the University of Wisconsin in the 1860!s. One would be h rd pressed to

say his Sustere environment-depressed young Muir's lilting spirit. Far from

rendering him'a,knight A search of afrioence, it made; him the first major custo-

dian Of our natural wonders. It would at least be interesting to see what a John
Muir Experimental College of Environmental Ethics might, accomplish in the 1980'e.

Yet it is unrealistic, of course, to 'contemplate a precipitous mass retreat to

the leanness of the mid-19th century campus. Such a retreat could not be effec-
tuated short of a politiCal dictatorship that would be at least as evil .510the

disease of environmental degradation. Given the growing insights of enVirenmental
scientists and engineers, such a retreat should not be necessary. But those

same seientikts and engineers will be hard pressed to achieve a sanative develop-

ment of available world resources in the absence of a change of pace in resource

husbandry and. consumption.

Until now we. have done only what was easy, or what government could do, or-both.

We have not really confronted the profound changes in interdisciplinary Aience

and individual life style the environmental imperative may demand. Ihe'greateat

successes of the federal Environmental Protection Agency so far, for example,

have cont from applying existing technology to specific sources of emissions arid

effluent; atill,to be introducedand-far more difficult--are pollution centroln
.measures that involve real changes in Americanlife stylesand land-oisp"patterns.

It Could be we will be -saved only by profound research applied to environmental -

needs, coupled with a hippy-type culture with a haircut, as it were,'a culture
Composed of,fewer additive consumers and compulsive wasters, yet one retaining

the luxury of ''indoor plumbing.14 We must believe it inconceivable that a country

which has passed from Depression and global war to putting men on the moon cannot

eomehowdiscover'the technological an&philosophical insights that will preserve

the Kumar animal in some state of reasonable harmony with his fellow, assengers,

great and small,:on their' mutual spaceship. A reasoned optimism is a require-,

ment for progrss. To take undue counsel of our fears is to court defeat.

'Unquestionably we need continued and continual reshaping Of education at.all

levels if'llumankind is to survive in the sort of yorld.,that is fast evolving,

what Eric Ashby calls "education for insecurity" in a global society "wired -

together so, tightly that a shor't-c'ircuit can fry vs all."15

The continued success the environmental effort in,thej.rnited States will'

depend on,three things, says Train:16 our ability and willingness to find ways of

J.J
-.Train, Russell E. 1977. "The Beginning of Wisdom." The Wils=on _Quar

1(4): 9S-104.

Y.

14Arnsdorf, Val. 1975. "A Report of the Nature and Statusjdf Environmental

. Education." In C ent sues n Env or:mental Educationr_1975, Columbus,, Ohio

-ERIC/SMEAC.

15
Ashby, Eric. 1974. AlLarechnolo ical Society. San

Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

16-- Train 92. cit.
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kehang costs inequities, and inefficiencies to,a minimum and of encouraging
constructive reconciliation of environmental, social, and economic goals; second,
the effective redirection of the environmental. effort to ensure a steady shift
from the control of pollutions to their 'prevention; and third, the strength of the
general public's commitment to environmental protectionwhich leads us back to
.environmental education and its effectiveness or non-effectiveness.

Several skillsare _rneeded by professors and students in environmental stud
Robert Good says:17

1. Skill in the analysis of cbmplex interactive systems, long -term effects,
linkages of factors, and the worldwide consequences of local decisions
and actions.

2. Skill in the historical analysis of the human perceptions, attitudes,
and idealogies that can complicate the application of scientific knowledge
to the solution of environmental problems in differing economic and
political systems and in differing cultures.

Skill in the analysis of values and in rendering moral judgements; in'
recognizing, for example, that growth and progress are not necessarily,
synonymous.

4. Skill in personal invovnment in problem-and pol _y-oriented'inter,
disCiplinary action befitting a literate citizen of a beleaguered planet.

Selected environmental studies programs suggest a variety of ways and means by
41gbiCh university teaching, research, and outreach can help meet a national need
"tor environmental data,:doctrines, and action.

enty -First Century is Now." Utica



-COORDINATION. Of..LARGE NTERDISCIPLINARY EARCIT! PROJECTS

,Jondrow and James L. Clapp'

Large' interdisciplinary research projects within a university require major
efforts-ino0ordination-if their full value as education is to be-obtained'
and their objectives are to be achieved. _Work on research emerging from
cemmOnitYornatienal-:needs aids the graduate student by providing a stimulus
'ferlocus-tlrelevant problems, by introducing the student to some of the reali-
tiesmUnonicedemid-work, and by offering the opportunity to.receive pay for
Oreparatory,wOrk, in tWfield of specialization. It may also provide an inte-
gratingexperience-encompassing the separate disciplines in a wider framework.

-Bet..this,latter-valpe may be lost if the interdisciplinary research is not
- carefully,coordinated.

.The specific goals of coordination are: 1) To match the capabilities of
researelvteam -te the necessary tasks, 2) to establish and maintain project
momentum consistent with the urgency of the research objectives, 3) to

achieyeresearch objectives.

The projects,-with which we have had experience in the Institutelor Environmental
Studies at -the- University of Wisconsin-Madison are,-for the most part, inter-

im.efivironmental questions, everything seems tied to'eVerything
else. Sincetheseprojects are interdisciplinary, they tend to be large.- A
ypical-project costs $2 million for three years, and ,haa.25 faculty members
from. 18 different University departments. Thirty graduate Students, ten full7
time tedhnicians, and about 40 other students complete the research team.:::
$3eaUse this resear.:_b is funded primarily by state or federal gOvernment-with the
purpose ofaiding the Work of regulatory or planning agencies, the objectives
are Usually:practical and the results urgently needed. :Typically, -potential
Users anxiously await snecessful results.

Because the-projects are interdisciplinary and the users need the results
urgently,the tendency to fragmentation is strong, with individualsoondentratin
on the limited areas familiar to traditional disciplines. Project participants
feel:preasureto settle for more immediate goals that do not require the time it
takes to develop genuine interdisciplinary results.. Changes in sponsoring or
'user agencies may obscure objectives or even switch them in mid-stream, If
_these threats to the integrity of the-approach and the mission of the:project
become too strong, the educational experience of the student may betinet&frag7
mentatien and extreme frustratioh. Although these may be a valuableleerning
eXPerience7becaese they represent real-werld conditions, they may distort what
!progress the student makes toward-environmental education.

The investigators in the projects with which we have had experience intend to
make the research an integral part Of a- graduate (and undergraduate) educational
experitnce in environmental or related studies. Although at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison there' ire many variations, in a graduate student's academic
program leading to a Master's or Doctor's degree, a typical program will-include
two major components: -ficademic course work and research.

The length and intensity of a graduate student's participation in-are arch pro-
ject depends on the student's goals. Typically.a candidate for a Doctor vdegree
will devote-three or more years to research on a topic that will be:the. subject
far-his-or her thesis. The research must include an original contributior to ,

scholarly work in thie area and must be reported in a dissertation, formed:and ,

written aedordingto the standards of the Graduate School of the,Univeraity'and.
the facility' members of theindividual'idegree committee. When the reileerch

. ,
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reqeireienks are met, the committee must approve the thee

examination.

by means an,o

ally graduate students will be advised in the research work by their pre-

re,who will be participating Investigators on the interdisciplinary

research project. In same casea,-,however, if graduate'studtnts undertake
research is part of a large project in which their major professor-has little or
'-no participation, a research advisor provides guidance. GradUate students

working as research assistants on a project are paid as half-time'workers foft a

period WappreiximateWthree years. The intensity o,f the relationship between

a'graduate student and the research advisor during this period will vary, but

almost daily contact is maintained. -

Weywisktospeak about some of the forces coming to bear on the education

experionaeof graduate students as a result of the character of the large'

interdisciplinary project, the projecestendency toward fragmentation or
shifting Objectives, the nature of the student's academic exnerience, t e focus

ontherdquirements of the student's discipline-oriented comittee.: have

observed several kinds of mismatches producing_ problems we wuld like to be

able to Alleviate. ,

I. 'Mismatch of Funding Agencies

The experience of a graduate student on any research project. 'nay be:iter-
rnetedbecause of .a mismatch between the objectives of ihe ,-.geney and

thoseA2f the Student. This is particularly true of those saAdtntswhose
earch objectives include examination of broad environmestai andipolicyaspeettv

of aprobrem. Mismatches. occur more frequently'in large inttediseiplinary envir-

onmental research because the missions of funding agencies typically are limited.,

portions of the total problem. Rarely is the mise'i of a Single agency

broad enough to encompass all the components of a realWorld environmental prohlemA,

The effect of this mismatch on the graduate experience may bedomenriticaltr-it

is not recognized before students have committed significant-portions of their

graduate'experience.

For.exampla, a student is working on part of a project funded to determine the

optimum procedure for siting electric generating stations. In the view of the

student and his advisors, the problem must be seen as an investigation of all the

passible mixes of demand with type of generating station whic

1?

would meet the

need.. As the research develops, the funding agency discovers it had assumed

that the primary relevant question in the siting of_generating_stations was

-the establishment of air and water standards. Its own bureaucray questions

fnndina of-research that moves outside theobjectives of thelagency.yThe move is

made to cut off the funds for the research when the studentpes: already committed

,a substantial portion of his research time. Successful progress in the degree
,PrograM.is.dependent upon the student's seeing the research through to the end.'

Tbe University, makes every effort to assure that the research work)of:graduate

studifiti is not prematurely interrupted, but heavy dePendeOce-on -federal, funds

or thei support of graduate student research makes this difficult. Ireour;exper-

Gee@ some federal agencievhave recently become Much conitrained bylbeir,,
:particular objectives as organizations, and much'mori int so Intheirattempt,
Amascribe,the:exact limits within which research will tak place.- %

it' emerges, may be difficult to recognizesinc'kpre surer,fro!lu

_the fundi4aienny in a large,interdisciplinary project gmei to=the Orinc10

-InvestigatorOrlroject Leader who must be sensitive to emmunicatit0,7

funding;sgenCy: On -the other-hand, the graduate studen,, tiny .'ueually;,tt

profisterdei:the:situation from the perspective of ttie-icadeMi&-reSeirch',0

student. Their tendency it to see this as an intrusion into acadair 'edoian
to resist4xternWpressure to modify the research directions.

If this problem -is encountered after the research is w/11-under

1 6J
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solutions seem to be either great patience on the part _g the funding agency,

great versatility on the part of the student, or willingness of the University to

use:t,ther funds to complete the research.

There.appear to..be two methods of reducing or eliminating the effects of the

mismatch. First, it is better and more realistic to try to -eliminate the Troblem

through steps aimed at prevention before the project is under way rather than to

try-treatment oncethe problem hawshown itself.

petiod. of -careful, discussion and the study of research objectives before firm

commitments establishing the components of the'project have been made may go far_

toward elleviatingthis problem. Discussions should includereprosentatives of

boththe_.fundirig agency and the research team. They, should take place before

'the.final:reeeirchteam has been formed and over a iong enough period to allow

tion and-reaction between theresearchers and the funding agency. Usually. at
the:beginning:of-queatione about- the objectives, parties will he so clearly
guided bytheir,own'presuppositions that they will not realize that the same

rds may-have an entirely different meaning to-others.

ecifyingthe` objectives of research it is important thatthose writing pro-
posals and forMulating work plans do not assume that objectives are merely a
,bureaueratie exercise having.no "real world" significance.= Conflicts between
Idifferentunderstandings of what research should be are better fought out in
preliminary discussions than in attempts to revise the course of research after
mgch his been invested in its progress.

../

A second _approach to this problem is for the University to seek funding from a

-variety-Of agencies whose composite mission is broad enough to encompass the

stopeof- the environmental problems. Although this appioaeh seems-attractive,_

the day-to-day realities of generating and operating multiple projeetsyith-
mUltinle funding agencies in an integrated fashion tend to be overwhelming. It

is somewhat naive to attempt to organize-government bureaucracies 'froi the_campui:

2Niiertheless upon occasion funding from several agencies'can.be combinedto
achieve a broader focus of research. The. opportunity of the graduate student to-

'exPlere the broad scope of real world environmental problems and their solutions.

may dais be provided and protected.

Since both methods, of reducing the impact of mismatch of funding..agencies require-,

significant periods of time, the solutions may lead to a second type of m !match,'

the mismatch of time frames.

tch of Time Frames

The urgency of environmental questions and the need to buildrelationship.s among

different parts'of a project may cause a serious mismatch with the time frame in

which 'graduate students normally accomplish their research work. Typically,

doctoral students take three or more years completing their research: During an

pariod,, they familiarize themselves with their specific subjects, search

the literature to gain breadth in the field and develop some necessary. skills for

the work. (Often the Skills are not those natural to a student's discipline.

Finally,:they begin the actual research. Tf the data-collection phase Of ,the

research takes about a year and the analysis sand interpretation ofrepUlti another

year,-three years may be a minimum time for such an endeavor.

,A reading of Commerce Daily seems to indicate that most "Reques posala"

for research dollars. coming from federal sources specify a completion time of

froM 9 months to 18 months. This is only part of the problem. In many cases,

research projected and approved on a three-year time table becomes so urgent that

the funding agency and users are anxious for results, after only eight or nine

months.

For an example at i isconsin, a group met for-eight months developing their

understanding of research shouldbe structured to study the question ,of

powei-plantsitin About a year after these discussions began, a three-year

16G
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project was funded withceMpletion predicted by 1978. That is, four years would

elapse from the beginning of discussions until the first projected,conclusions.

Atithe,same tiMe,public utilities were feeling pressure to bcgin the construction

'of-electric generating stations to meet anticipatecl peak demands and to speed the

conversion,froaell fuel to coal. In the State'ofilisconsin an additional elec-
,-

-tric.generatingAstation,eapacity'of'7,8Q0 megawatts has.been proposed formse by

1990. Of thistotal, the siting of 6,100 megawatts capacity, could not be affect-

ed by the conclusions of the study because the actual decisions would have been

lide prior tn'completiOn of the research.

Wthe. jtimeram Jeor the research could have been shortened by one year, a

Urger potential impact on the problems in siting power plants might be antici-

,pated..-Bet several kinds of factors limit the extent to which the time frame can

tie collapsed_. First, in many, cases one portion of the total problem must be

atudieUand some results reached before it is possible to proceed in a related:

area. 'Thesepieces cannot be run concurrently. Second, the building of a team

for interdisciplinary research requires a period of time. Usually investigators:

who.have notworked togeeher'beto will-require frOm six to 18 months of mutual

experience before they are ahle t) function efficiently in interdisciplinary

projects. Third, the natural Alm of the academic year, to which the'graduate

student is tied by the dema,tU for satisfaction of academic requirements,
frequently restricts the t...#1 'ality of design of a major piece of research.

The'urgent need for results tempts the project leadership to promise quick
conclusionwand' puts irresistible pressures on the research advisor and the

graduate student to meet'impossible deadlines. While in many' cases this may

represent a "real world" condition to which it is good to expose a graduate

student, the dilemma raised by this aituaticn should not be left unexamined nor

should, it be assumed that everyone draws the oar, 1:lusione from the tensions

that exist.

kgreatlipal can be done about tensions resulting from differing time fra

the problems are anticipated early enough. Matching time frames must be a

subject of:Careful investigation before the project begins.. If however, it is

encountered only after the project begins, the understandings of the time frame,

for different parte of the research must be realigtically clarified among both

esearchets and sponsors of the.research.

The attempt to examine in advance the expectations of sponsors and the time

table of components of the:research may involve us in another time frame problem.

It'is a desirable educational goal to include participation by the,graduate

student, especially the Ph.D. student, in the design-of the research. But an

investigation before the project begins can require periods ,of time which signif-,
icantly extend the graduate student's tenure on campus. This is particularly
true ily.large interdisciplinary projects in which relations among coiponints are

coiOlex. -Further, it may happen that after this careful examination of:time
frames isMade,:the work may hot be funded. The student must then-search for ah

Oterestive research topic, or obtain funding from another aource. ObviouslF 2

ii will-also result'in costly delay._

tch f Expectations for Non-Research Services

RequesLc'for proposals for research in the environmental area often call forcwo

which is.::Onixtute of Original research and repetitive serviges.% Forexamplev1,
in reeeatCh.on'a,coil-fired generating station it was.-necessary io secure on -site

or'nearVicinitY meteorological data These data would, e used by ii4eral,other
. . _

comPooents of-thereeearch in models for diffusion of plumes in the:air.and'the

reaultini delOsitien-of pollutanta. Initially; original research was necessary:
_

necessary:

to determine the best methods for securing the needed matootalogical'Aati; at a,'

scalsAppropriate to these uses. Once this initial phase_uma completed0OWAVer
the meteorological activity needed was the continual monitoring Of the, area 'or

resiarch'teptoduciseireral uninterrupted years of data of wind direition and

velocity,- precipitation, and temperature.



While the continual monitoring of an area was recognized as vital to the re-
search, this is not the kind. of work to which A graduate student can be appointed
an partaf his academic program. Graduate students who find themselves facing
amly_e:monitoringahore iee.their academic needs being neglected. If this prob-1
'ism -Canticipated:at the outset, it is possible to set up a monitoring programpossible

waYthatit does not involve graduate-students, or involves them-in
Ways edirectly. related to their research Work.- However, often it is not clear

tset,,OUtheproject whether a, particular function will produce original
search or reeelve itself into a continual monitoring function. Further,when

gradukte.staihts.are employed to perform vitarservice functions,, xperience
--indititee.that when faced with choices involving their own research end their

commitments to. project., they must choose in favor of their own educational
expetience. 'Although this is as it should be in view of the overall mission of
-the Univeraity, it can createsignificant problems for the'project.

Ithes,been our experience that, in general, our UniVersity research teams,
facilities, and institutional arrangements are'not well designed for long-term,
continual-monitoring operations. Our first line of defense against this problem
is to 44oid projects that have .as their core continual monitoring or production
of large amounts of repetitive data. On the other hand, a certain amount of this
ctivity is necessary for any environmental research. We would try to reduce the
problem&for graduate students by using permanent employees, technicians or
specialists, to meet this need.

The existence of long-tert monitoring services may be of great interest to
graduate:students. The understanding of how they function could well be apart
of their education experience.' However, in our opinion, this is not the kind of
aetivity'that properlydshould be the central focus of work bygraduate students.

etch of Breadth and Depth

The education of students in the environmental area is a balancing act between .

the demands.for breadth and the demands for depth. While students Mustaumb
deep enough in their stu,lies to be masters of their particular'disciplines0 they
must be broad enough to see their fields in eropercontext. Environmental_prob-.
lems tend not to match customaty academic boundaries, as understood by-Many uni
varsities. Environmental problems are usually much broader._ In additioni-the-
dileMmas faced by many potential usin asoncies rdd other dimensions that may
require even broader views of the problems.

For example, consider a graduate student who delves into a current problem of
land-records systems. He produces a masterful dissertation as a result of his
study. But it includes, in addition to work in his home disciplineengineering
much that is a study of histpry and of political institutions, His researchtopie,
bad' been devel -ed with remarkable depth. But it required him.to'stePloutside the"
boundaries of nome discipline and venture into other fields. This makes it dif-
ficult to define clearly his academic task. A traditional academic committee
might well ask whether a graduate "student should reach out so fat beyond his pri-7
mary-discipline in graduate work. Strong arguments can be made on both sides.

In the past, student§ser the University of Wisconsin-Madison who wanted-to study
environmental monitoring found themselves at odds with icademic'committees. The
breadth of 'the education required by the subjectresulted in preparation dif-
ferent from what would have been dictated by thn customary depth required_in each
academic discipline.,

Recently, however, a graduate degree program in this area has evolved, based on
newrequirements for the graduate student. 711-,,le new requirements*dif from
tholle of.the related disciplines; they involve several diaciplines in an indite-d-
ual program. Further, the student's academic committee is made up offaCulty'
embers from each of-the relevant disciplines.- The structure of this_Seademl--
program AS intended to match the requirements made on researchers undertaking
study of questions on environmental impacts,_since-this kind of research regularly
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nvolves participation in several, disciplines at tie time.

We believe that the solution to this tension between deptbana breadth should
,-not be found in completely.emphasizing either alternative. The tension between
these two dimensions should- -and will--continue. AHowever, as a result of pres-
sures created by questions about environmental impacts, which require an -oproach
te;vhole ecosystems rather than to-small discrete parts, the balance will prob--
ably. shift toward greater breadth, at least for some students. More time may be
vitiated, however, for the preparation of students in this area, since it is
probable that a reduced emphasis on depth will tot be appropriate. ,.Depth will
be required as well'aa breadth. ,

Mismatch With Audience

If one were to engage in pure esearch, pursuing "knowledge for its own sake,"
the audience or user of the results of the study would not be important.
Environmental research, however, is usually focused on the application of human
knowledge to the solution of "real world" problems. The problems tend to be
urgent and potential users waiting for results are clearly identified. This is

not a 'familiar context for university research, which has been guided by the
image of free pursuit of knowledge in order to understand reality, without the

nstraints imposed by attention to the audience.

The graduate student involved in environmental research will face tensions
generated by the anticipated user of the results of the research. Consider the

case of a student who is expected,-under the terms of the project, to produce
a manual to enable a state agency to use the study's results. The manual pro-
duced hasecbolarly elegance. It contains derivations of.the equations used
and explains most of the technical details involved. But the state agency
receiving the manual actually expects one that will explain in clear,. practical
'language how to use the result. Under.the conditions,the manual will not seem
to provide the information the agency wants.

in this case, the work of the student is good and-probably the material prepared
will be of use at a different- level in the state agency. However, this pcirson

cannot help being affected by the obvious mismatch between the expectations.of
thi agency and his expectations in this project.

e'cOuld question whether it is-appropriate for the graduate student who is
supposed to be demonstrating the capability for original research to be writing
manual that is expected to have practical application. For *lost graduate

students, to produce a good, workinglevel manual would require the develoOment
of an extra communications skill, although some could do.an excellent jobat:this-
:through natural ability.. It is not unrealistic to considel ,that - the develoOment
of skill to communicate-the results in a way that will make them useful to
technicians Mould b6 an Integral part of environmental education. It has ,been

found An many cases that solutions to problems cannot be immediately applied
because they are structure4 in formats or terminology that the appropriate agency

-cannet.use. .."The truth" sometimes does not make an impact without somehelp,

Itithe real world, environmental questions-may involve not only regu*y
agencies but citizens' environmental groups. The graduate Atudebrlibo would'
expect-from his'acedemic eXperience that his moat-impOriant,task.lato prepare an
article that will meet the'standards-of-a-echolarly journal, may need:te:.knowalso,
thiit communication of his-re-bats at a different level, for different purposes--'
depending_on-theiudience--may be equally asimportant4

A mismatth'of-audiences-is more easily prevented than it is cured, once is

enCountereCButencethe problem is clearly recognited-i can be solved.: At
the outset of 'research,' especially where federal agencies, state.,agenciesieriviron-
mental groups, or-- industries involved in environmental questions-axetonceineti, ,

attempts to understand the relationship Of-the results to the user shoUld be
made. A part of the subject matter with which the graduate. student shoul8 beecim0,
,familiar is the relationship of the results of this research to various potentiel
users.

.',
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Potential Users

As an alternative approach on large projects, specialists in manuscript prepara-
tion may. be hired to "translate" the scholarly journal product into a format
more compatible with an identified audience. If this approach is used, the
.manuscript specialist must achieve and maintain close working relationships with
bath the researcher and the audience.

Conclusion ,

Tha4ive types of mismatches detailed above are variations on one theme: a

mismatch of objectives. It is important in environmental research conducted in
a university to achieve the best possible match between the objectives of the
research as perceived by the'funding agency and'the user'agencies and as per-
ceived by the university. Early anticipation of-the problems that'may come from
a mismatch of objectives will often lead to solutions. But this requires atten-
tion.te many details before a research project actually exists; attention to
some broad details which may be larger than the confines of the project,. while

in_p_rogress; and attention to follow-on activities after the'project is
finished. The coordination and management of these relationships will aid in
relating the "real world" field of environmental research to the academic
climate of the graduate student.

Some of the activities necessary for the solutions of these problems are putside
the normal confines of any one project. They require that a separate - -and
usually separately funded--core organization be, available to carry out certain
important tasks:

Develop teams., Teams need to be built carefully to conduct interdisciplinary
research. The 6 to 18 months usually required to bring several researchers
together to work efficiently in an interdisciplinary mode may be a time when
they need stimulation and help in working out'communications. While some of
this development of skills needs to be done,in the context of the project,
part may be done before a project is under way. Help may be needed also'to
replace a team member who leaves the work, since a break in the team may be
critical.

Plan approaches and proposals. The suggested solutions to Many of the
problems we have seen require a period of planning before proposals can be
finished. The task of keeping momentum in these initial phases of discussion

.

and planning can be aided by a more permanent organization.

Link projects. The goals of some environmental -- projects are to broad to be
'funded by any one agency. In recent-years, state and'federal agencies appear'
to be under increased -presaUreto-confine their work to clearly limited
missions- - -This means that any one agency can fund only piecesof an investi-

For a broad view of the solution to such a problem, someone needs to
bring together the results of several projects, or bring the research teams
into close proximity. A permanent core group could, serve this function.

Collect and make reaearchresults available. 'Long after a project is cow-
.pleted, the results, and sometimes the data, need o be available, for
communication to other research teams or users,. this is generally outside
the control of a particular project team. A longer-term group is needed.
Forexample, it could structure and maintain a data bank in such away that
it can be effectively. used by other researchers. It could'also explore the
channels of communication to potential user groups not yet aware of the
research.

While these coordination functions are focu.ed to make the research more
effective and useful, they will also provide those conditions within inter-
disciplinary projects that will improve the experience of the student who has a
part in the work.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION RESEARCH

Papers in this section represent learning research in K -12 envi-

ronmental education. They ask, What sorts' of instructional pro-

,grsms or specific teaching-learning strategies produce whet sorts,

of learner outcomes, and why? They constitute-a variety of
Approaches, from "pute" to "applied" to "informal," Two-papete-

use rather tightly controlled, experimentel_designi-to examine the

effectiveness of specificteachig-Strategies. Lei BurruS-BaMmel

and Marlene Hanson-use-one brief experimentil treatment while

Mary- Hepburn uses three different treatments over a somewhat

longer time frame. Two papers deal with innovative school dis-

trict programs. Fred DeLuca, et al. examine many,variables In
evaluating,a program which has been in place fot several years.
:Karen Hollweg's paper is primarily a program description, but she
`includes encouraging results of informal program evaluation. (It

should be noted that the issues examined by students in this pro-
gram are not all environmental or ecological issues.)

gesearch results preiented by Louis Iozzi are particularly stimu-

lating, He develops, validates, uses, and describes new work-
which will use an Environmental Issues Test based upon Kohlberg's
stages of moral development.



PUPPETRY AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION: A RETENTION STUDY

Lei Lane BUrrus4ammel1 and Marlene Hansonl

Twenty seven-(27 ) fourth grade students were subjects n a study that was designed
to determine whether o't not puppetry would be an effective means of communicating.

an:environmental message.

A pre -test post-test control group, design with a retention test three Weeks later

represented the experimental procedure. The independent variable was the teaching

method, puppetry for the experimental group and traditional lecture for the con-

ol group. Knowledge and attitude were dependent variables.

u 0j1knowledge data were analyzed by a paired "t," attitude scales by chin

square be puppetry group was significantly (.05) higher on the knowledge post-
test,- adMieinistered immediately after the treatment. However, no significant
difference was found on the retention test administered three weeks later, although
bath groups still varied significantly from the pre-test.

.

--
INTRODUCTION

The evolution of environmental-education methodology has paralleled-the stages- of
Ocienee'teachinil_identilication, collection, experimentation, exploration, and

obsermattnft-Ti6:7-8). This; however, does not seem to be the'moist-propitious
_ _strategy for establishing needed innovative instructional ideas. A Presidential

advisory group for` environmental education (13) as well as GelUshin and

Doreiewami.(5),indicated a need for new and interesting methods. Puppetry, one

the oldest art forms, has been said to constitute an international language

Therefore, a study was designed to determine whether or not environmental
educationprograms could be taught through puppet presentations.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

One common denominator to life is the universality of play (12:3). Play has also

been recognized as the major medium of learning for children (7)'.- As early as

'1915, John Dewey was concerned that few people had experimented with natural play

activities in a classroom situation. That same year, the use of puppetry in

education was considered. Lee commented that "a true, educational experience is
possessed by play and, to the full extent,. by play alone... Play is thus the

essential part of education"'(8).

The 1968 report of the Commission for Economic. Development expressed concern that

too much instruction utilized the lecture method and recommended greater experi-

mentation with alternatives. Reported investigations, however, have failed to

indicate that alterntfAve methods such as simulation, gaming, creative dramatics
or storytelling were ylgnificantly different from conventional or traditiOnal

method's of instruction (1, 4).

A resource manual to aid elementary teachers.. in using puppetry inthe classro m

was developed 1952 (17), representing the first graduate study at Penn State

conducted en puppetry. The specific needs of children-which could be met by

-puppetry are the following:

A friendly atmosphere
.L Improves childrenrs coordination
3. Improves creative expression '

4. May meet:both,student and teacher's need to reach educational goals with

greater:ease
Can motivate for the activities:

1 Dr. Lei Lane Burrus- Bammel and-Marlene Hanson, Division of Forestry, West
Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia, 26505. Support by the West
Virginia University Foundation made the presentation of this paper possible.
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A. Reading
B. Writing
C. j.istening
D. Speaking
E.. Historical research
F. Muaic-appreciation

A. Develops ability to understand group dynamics
- 7. Develops pnsitive attitudes

8. Provides,a means of expressing feelings, yet__a = means of remaining anonymous

91 Creates a need for clear pronunciation-end enunciation
010. Enables child to.become-invoIVed in dramatics
11. Puppets meet =the-heed for fun and 'serve as a worthy use of leisure.

n 1975, Bennett pointed out that very little hard chta had been gathered to

'
termine the resulting effects of various environment ,, education prograMs. Not

one di- the.117 abstracted studies in Research in OutdcorEducation correlated
knowledge and,attitude nor' reported attitude or knowledge change over various'
-time periods. .1n her opdning remarks on "The Dynamics of Research" for the Na-
tional Research Workshop,'van der Smissen commented that ':there need to be more
studies concerning retention; how long,does A !peak' experience have impact?

(15:14).

PROCEDURE

A pre-test Post-test control group design with a retention test three weeks later ,

represented the experimental procedure. 'The teaching method, puppetry for the
experimental group, traditional lecture method for the control group, was th6

independent variable. Knowledge and attitude were dependent variables. Both
instructional presentations were based on the same lesson plan, which illustrated
the interrelatedness of people and nature. The term environment was discussed
as well as the niched' that ants, bees, earthworms, and people occupy and share.
Each presentation included the use of a poster board with the words: Environment,

Head, Thorax, Abdomen and a large drawing of an ant. Mb hypothesis was that
puppetry would be as effective as traditional teaching methods for environmental
education instruction.

Subjects consisted of 27 fourth grade student male and female, from two cla

atSuncrest Elementary School, Morgantown, West Virginia. A toss of a coin cle-

at:led which class was to receive which method. The control group (N713) received
a 15-minute traditional verbal presentatidn at 9:15 a.m. and 30 minutes ldter,

that same day, the experimentargroup (N=14) received a'15-minute puppet presen-
tation. Extraneous variables of teaching personality, novelty of having a dif-
ferent person in the classroom, etc. was controlled by having the same individual
present both methods: The advantages of controlling these factors seemed to
utweigh the slight disadvantage of different presentation times.

The total test consisted of 10 questions; the first 7 wer9 directed at knowledge,
while the remaining three were attitude indicators (attitude being defined as the
favorable or unfavorable response toward a statement, event,Tor class of objects).
Knowledge questions 'were both of d true-false and multiple-choice nature with
pictorial options f':r the attitude questions (Figure 1). Lewis demonstrated that
pictorial attitude scales were successful with primary age dhildrcn (9).

9.. Haw would you feel about killinva-honeyhee?

Figure 1. Pictorial Attitude Scale.
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RESULTS AND-DIStUSSION

A paired "t" test was utilized to analyze questions,1-1(knowledge), and chi-squar

for the remaining three attitude scales. The two groups did not vary signifi-

cantly on either part of the pre-test which allowed the null hypothesis of no

significant difference between the groups to be accepted. 'Knowledge scores did

improve_significantly (.01) lor both groups on the post test with the experimen-

tal giour(puppetry) being significantly (.05) higher than the control (Figure 2.,

Tables1 and II) There were no significant differences within or between the

.groups for the attitude questions. Knowledge retention data, gathered three weeks

after post - testing, indicated that both groups still varied significantly (.05

experimental* .01:control) from their pre-test scores and that the previous po

'teat between'group difference no longer existed (Figure 2.), This. would suggest

that each method had the same relative effect on the students and might be bene-

ficial for conveying environmental information-to fourth grade studeats.

t-2.938*

4
Experimental Pre7T Post-T

Tv=7.375 4 t=4:157**-- 2-(=i2.875

t0.440

Control Pre PoSt-T

t=24.073** 1-10.875 C

tai.987**

t-70.242

**Significant at .01 level, 7df 3.499

* Significant at .05 level, 7df 2.365

Figure 2, Between and Within Group Knowledge Scores

Retention

Tr-410.750

t0.000

Retention
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TABLE. I

GtITHXN GROUP PAIRED "t" TEST KNOWLEDGE SCORES

SD SD Mean "t" df Si:

Experimental
Group.

Control
Group

Pre -cast Post-rest
5.500

4.000°

4.157

4.073

77.375 4.657

'6.875 3.440

12.875 1..457

10.875 1.642

Experimental
Group

Control'
Group

Post -t - Retention
2.125

0.125

3.067

0.242,

7

7

12.875 1.457

10.875 1.642'

10.750 2.866

10.750 1.669

Experimental
Group

Control
Group

Pte -test Retention
3,375

3.875

2,938

3.987

77.375 4.657

6.875 3.440

10.750 2.866

10.750 1,669

Significant at .01 level. 7df 3.499

*-Significant at .05 level, 7df 2.365

TABLE II

BETWEEN GROUP "t" KNOWLEDGE SCORES-

Prt-test

Post-te t

Re -0
*Signif

Experimental (N=13

7.375 4.657

12.875 1.457

10.750 2.866

10.875 1.642

4 14

2.576_ 14

10.750 1.669

cant at .05 level, 14 df 2.14

Several factors could ac -ount for the insignifidant or non-functioning value of

the attitude questions, Rokeach postulated that attitudes arei"a relatively en-

during organization of beliefs about an object or situation_predispoting one to

respond in some preferential manner" (14:134). Therefqi, a short, 15-minute pce-
sentation absent of fear messageS might not be powerful enough to alter the

organ.Lzation process that determinpsattitudes. Research indicates a poSitive
relationship between intensity of fear arousal and amount of attitude-change
(10:204). .Mader concluded that "the most effective approach-the conservationist

can take is 4 negative, punishment - oriented approach" (11:52-53). Another possi-

bility'is that the questions might have been ambiguous, either in content or form.

Some students were baffled by_receiving'a pre-test, an identical one for the post-

test, and being requested not to sign their name to either. This was obviously

not a "normal" classroom procedure.

1 75
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There .however, certain limitations.

dom sample and their degree of cooperation
fact that,the test .was not - standardized wi

cie.11ts might be a 4eakness.

The subjects did not represent a,ran-
was not strictly controllable. The

h reliability and validity coeffi-

commendations for further study would include-involving greater nuMbers

ng.the age or grade levels,.determining the relationship between intelligence
level and various instructional methods, extending the retention time, increas-

ing the presentation duration, and including more.than one puppet session for a

unit Of environmental material.
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orwoRp WANTAI, KNOWii14.:DGE AND ArliTUM CHANCES IN A
801100i, PROGRAM Or INITEROIScIPLINAkii SOCIAI,

STUDIES AND SCIENCE EDUCATION

Mary A. Mopborni

EnvironMantel Eduoatdou for Secondary Schools (EESS)
2, a curriculum project at

the University of Georgia in 1975-76, sought to produce competencies in cu./Iron-
- mental iarsblantOcrivifig and positive changes in environmental attitudes by i,/tegra-
tiing cokiraell of the ninth and tenth grades. The program was based on an asualp-
tion thst to effecti-.kly make informed decisions about environmental. issues,

andiersts require upocific knowledge and skills from both the social studies and
soieneeta, Such inteldisciplinary education for environmental problem-Solving

has had narnerots adipocetos in the environmental education literature (Wean, 1970;
Tanner, 1970, 1971; Stapp, 1972; McInnis, 1972; Altman, 1972, Hepburn, 1973;

Chaleckl, 1974 ; tourer, 1974; Hepburn and Simpson, 1975; and Kirman and Nay, 1975):

E SS sought to develop and pilot test a workable model for cross-departmental
interditieivartary environmental instruction in the high school.

The prolectts intruction.,1 approach was co combine solid groundings in scientific
knowledge with skills in sum issue analysis to produce cognitive gains and

aotituds olange, rt,R curri.uLuai niodul. involved mostly cognitive learning acti-
vities sda some val-ue anal' -its Anterspersecl-pifough them. Local environmental
tissues IA/ere highl.igt-r-terto arouse student interest and increase involvearnt, but
broader, urivarel application was also encouraged.

A numbek of environmental educational researchers have postulated that intreesed
environmental knoNleege and skill will produce r 't ive. attitude changes (Steiner,
1973; Hizve11 and Wermbrod, 1974; Moyer, 1.975; Q , 1976). However, the results
of the research are generally inconclusive or negative. One facet of the EESS
Project was to irives tigate the effects on attitude of social studies and science

.mdules with tbei_t s trong local focus.

The Gwitmeit Cvur*ty School District, located in a rapidly growing suburban area

of metrio.Atlante, was cooperator to the project. Its largest high school served

as the wot t eat site for the curriculum modules, Information and viewpoints
Were drswn iroln t= hroughout the county-wide school district to provide for local
aipplicatior of erivir onmental concepts,

DESCRIPTION OF MATERT/5.7',S AND TREATMENT

The pro ject p. edilced a coordinated set of modules (one for science and one for

social stu _ or both' ninth and tenth grades. Each module stressed the content

of Its eiubject area, but was interdisciplinary in application. The four modules

each cotnained t student book, teacher's guide, slide set, audio tapes and supple-

mental reaps ared hieuk lets. Readings and activities in the modules were mostly aim/

at teacIling knowl-ede and skills, but some value analysis activities were contained

isLeach module. Each nodule was designed for approximately 15, class days,

The 000tdinated instructional modules for ninth grade we,..e prepared for use in

geograptiy and biology courses taught to the great majority of ninth grade students

(1.e., those considered to be in the low-average to high-avorage range). The ma-

terials focused on rapid population growth and the attendant issue/ of land use

planning, weave cecy-eling and pollution. Their readability level by the- Dale-Chall

oreaula was as ni-nat grade.

The tenth grate rnoduiles were prepared, at request of teachers in the school
district, to 'fileaC a need for materials for "slow learners"- who were the' low per-

forming stvelersts for whom special courses were offered. The written materials-

my A, Hepburn,. Associate Professor of Social Science Education, University- of
Athens, GA.

in1-EgurE:twiointhfosurppSoercotndfarainry Schools -curriculum development project
J. grant from the U.S. Office of. Education,

Plojece- staff were dtrawu from the. Departments of Social Science Education rid Seiaa
.EglUentitin at the Universicy of Georgia. Dr. Hepburn served as Project Director -.
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were the seventh grade level on h Da Chall readibilicy test. these modules
were prepared for integration into the action chemistry'course and the "A-level"
American history course taught fo slower students. Ths topical focuston the
tenth grade materials was water problems including sow!'s, usage, pollution,
treatment methods and flood problems.

The iinplementatfin plan was based on the assumption chat it would be m- effective
to v.:ask within the existing curricular framework than to attempt to cl) :he
departmental al structure or expand the program of studies With several nsi nurses.
The prois t sought to initiate interdisciplinary instruction by joint planning
and coordinated teaching in the science and social studies departments. The mo7
doles were taught by teachers in the social studies and, science departments as a
pert of their regular courses. The'same environmental issues were studied in
science and social studies at each grade level, but each module highlighted the
information, skills and perspectives of the specific subject area in which it was
taught. (See Figure 1.)

IRE PILOT TEST DESIGN

in the spring of 1976 the newly developed instructional modules were taught to
irtaet`-ninth and tenth grade social studies and science classes in four test groups
ag follows: 0 a group which studied the science module only, 2) a group which
studied the sisial studies mod(le only, 3) a group which studied both the social
studies and science modules, and 4% the control group or a group of students who
reeisfecl no environmental instruction. Instruction with each module ranged from
5-17 class days.

Table 1

TEST DESIGN

NINTH GRADE
T1 Is T3 T4

Eli t400U SCIENCE SOCIAL 'DIES BOTH NEITHER
USED ONLY

,Class Biology Ceogi ay Biology and World
Geography History

141u ber
of Classes 1 1 1

Number of Students 26 17

TENTH GRADE

EE ?NODULE SCIENCE SOCIAL STUDIES EOTF: NEITHER
USED ONLY -. ONLY

Class Action American American Action
Chemistry History Chemistry

and History
Chemistry

Number of
ClasSee

Number of
Students 28 36 21 21

''wo general research questions were addressed: Following treatment Is there
significant difference In the environmental knowledge of the four treatment group
2) Is there A slignificant difference in the environmental attitudes of the four
treatment groups?
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INSTR 'NTS

For cognitiveevaluation, a posttest and a shorter pretest, each with different
items, were prepared for-each grade level an the modules were being developed.
These tests were based on the objectives an0 concee'Le of the modules. The post-
tests were more -subjecP.specifin in that they callee for more detailed applica-
tion of the skills and knowledge taught in the modules. Each test was inter-
disciplinary in that it drew from both science are social studies, and'each test
Contained a balance of higher level and lower level cognitive items.

.Likert-type instrument was designed to measure student environmental attitudes.
Item on the attitude instrument were drawn from earlier research conducted by
Simpson, Rent? and Shrum (1976). Some items were modified to improve validity,
end the instrument was reviewed by a (qualified five-member panel. The 28-Item
attitude test was comprised of two subtests. Fourteen items were designed to
measure attitudes related toward growth (-Including cetimunity population and family
,planning) and !4 items were designed to measure attitudes toward pollution-related
factors (such as energy consumption, environmental regulation and conservation).
Halt of the items were written as positive statements to elicit agree-type respon-
se-. Positive items were awarded 5 Points for a "strongly agree," 4 far "agree,"
and 3 for "undecided," 2 for "disagree," and 1 for "strongly disagree" Scoring
, was reversed for the negative statements.

DATA ANALYSIS

When the test data were all collected, coded and punched an computer cards, the
following analyses were run:

1. Reliability coefficients of the cognitive tests and attitud tests w 'e dee

termined by calculating Cronbach's coefficient alpha.

The eegnitive test data were analyzed he Analysis of Covariance (ANCOVA).
(Since stddentsvere not randomly assigned to treatment groups, the pretest
scores-were used in covariate analesis to adjust the posttests for effects of
differences in reading ability and environmental knowledge that existee
cedieg the treatment (Br !, and Gen, 1971, p. 394). Means, standard e5e e14

and adjusted means were calculated for cognitive scores of the four tceecea
groups in each grade.

3. The attitude data were analyzed by an Analysis of Covariance of- the pc:street
scores each of the subtests for pollution and growth attitudes using the
pretest score as covariate. standard-deviations and adjusted means
werc calculated for theefour treatment groups each grade.

Post hoc tests e carried out on both cognitive and att!.tude trearmen
group means where a significant difference between groups was found in

RESULTS

COVA.

Reliability estimates for the instruments used in evaluation evealed that the
attitude test we more -eliable, especially in the posttests, than either of
cogni.C.ve tests. (Cognitive test reliability was probably decreased by the use
of a shorter preteeL and the fznt that the test had not been piloted.)
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COGNITIVE TEST

Ninth Grade

Tenth Grade

ATTITUDE TEST

Ninth Grade

Tenth Grade

NITIVE CHANGE

Table 2

RELIABILITY ESTIMATE:; (Cronbach Alpha)

Pretest .66
Posttest .76
Pretest .65
Posttest .65

Pretest .75
Posttest .82
Pretest .69
Posttest .76

Analysis of Covariance or the ninth grade posttest scores using the pretest as
to"ariate showed a significant difference (at the .001 level) among the four
treatment groups. Adjusted mean scores were highest for the treatment group
Studying both social studies and science modules as might be expected.
Second highest was the treatment group studying. social studies only, third highest
was' the group studying the science module only,..and the lowest adjusted mean was
that of the control group.

Table 3

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF NINTH GRADE COGNITIVE POSTTEST
SCORES WITH PRETEST A:3 COVARIATE

Souree SS DF MS

Within Cells 1871.844 88 21.271
Covariate 496.822 1 496.822 23.357*
Treatment . 1161.017 .006 18.194*

Source

*p <.001

ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE OF TENTH GRADE COGNITIVE
POSTTEST SCORES WITH 7-RErEST AE COVARIATE

SS DF MS

Within Cello 1787.977 101 17.703
Covatiate 613.924 1 613.924
Treatment 181.223 3 60.708

.680*

.412**

<.001
**p <.020

ANCOVA -f the cognitive tests of the tenth grade slow learner classes produced:an
F-vilne significant at less than the .05 level. When posttest means were adjusted
for the pretest, once again, the highest mean score was-found in the group which
studied both modules. _However, in this grade very close,second wae the group__
-which studied the science module only. SurprisiLgly, the control r..olp had the

third - highest mean score, and the group- that studied only the social. studtt..
module had the lowest adjusted mean scorl.
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Table 4

COGNITIVE TESTS
MEAN SCARES

PRETEST POSTTEST
N MEAN MEAN ADJUSTED POSTTEST

(30 ITEMS) (46 ITEMS) S.D. MEAN

SC001 Only 23 13.91 0 21.39 4.77.

`Soc$44 Studies
Only 26 12.58 3.99 23.27 4,99

Sasso and So-
OA Studies 17 15.12 4.26' 79.00 5.65

COntrn (NO

10st on) 27 13.33 4.55 17,82 5.32

DE

only
udies

78 17.21 3.94 25.47 4,62

36 13.61 3.89 70.61 5,27

and So-

udies 21 17.00 3.96 25.81 4.63

(No

rrs ruction) 21 16.29 2.65 22.43 4.60

analysis of adjusted c..4.ni ive score
st, 61arified the sources of the aigni
ans:

21.20

23.86

28.11

17.97

24.55

21.97

25.02

22.09

using the Newmaw-Keulrs multiple
cant difference in the treatufert

In the ninth grade the.group which studied both modules had a
significantly higher mean than all other groups. In addition,
the groups which studied either the science'or the social =. vdtk

nodule were significantly diffcent from the control group.

With 'the below-average tenth grade students, the group which
studied both modules was significantly higher than the control
group, and it was very close to the criticeL, level which make
it significantly different from the group which studied only
the social studies moduL. The group that studied only the
science module was significantly hig'_r than the control

group..
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Table 5

COGNITIVE

NEWMAA-KEULS' MULTIPLE
ADJUSTLIM PCSTTEST MEANS .FOR FCVJR .UPq

Ninth Grade

T-
-4

T1 T2 T
3

T4

T1

T2

17.97 21.20

3.23*

23.86 28.11

5.89* 10.14* 4

2.66 6.91*

4.25*

3.28

2.73

T-
-2

T4

Tenth Grade

r
T
1

T3

21.97 22.09 24.55 25.03

T2 .12 2.55 3.06 4

T4

T1 ,48 2

q.95r

(r,96)

3.10

2.83

2.36

ms_ /n

tn.

Significant at p <.05

ATTITUDE CHANGE

Analysis of covnriance of the posttests for the ninth gn:-'a 'using -the pretest as
covariate,revealed a significant difference (at the .01 level) among the four.
treatment groups on the growth subtest, but not on the pollution subtcA,;. The
highest adjusted posttest mean for the pollution_ oubtest in the ninth grade was
scored-by the group studying both modules,_, but on the growth subtest the :out,

studying only the science n.oule scored a little higherathan the joint treatment
gronr.

ANCOVA of the tenth grade attitude t.2_ scores again showed no
,cliffelence among groups for the pollution snbtest.

leant

Similar to the ninth grade results on the growth subtest there was a significant
difference (tit the-.01 levc1):aalong the four treatment groups. Adjusted pbattest
means indicated that the group whi!h studied both todules scored highest on the
growth. subtest and the group which studied only the science module stored highest
on the pollution subtest.
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Treatment

Group 6 Total Test Pores

Ninth Grade (N-92)

Toble 6

MAN SCORES

ATTITUDE TES%

ellution Subtest Growth Subtest

Adjusted Adjusted Adjusted

pretest Posttest Posttest bete t Posttest Posttest ?West Posttest Posttest'

1, kience

only 23 101.34 107 44 105.16 54,34 55.83 55.09 48.03 51,61' 50.34

2, Social

Studies

only 26 99,21 103.23 51,96 54,11 55,01 41.66 45.15 47.63

3, 'Science

any

Social

Studies 16 100.88 101.06 105.84 53,73 57.25 56.94 47.13 49,81 49.06

4. Control 27 100.11 99.89 98.74 53,44 33.63 53.5 47.33 46.76 45.39

Tenth Grade (Ne104)

1. Science

only 27 96.11 98.00 , 96, 56 51,33 52.33 5165 44.78 45.61 45,10

2, Social

Studies

only 36 91.13 90.33 92.58 48.94 48, 94 49.73 41.19 41.T) 42.57

3, Science

_and

Social

Studies 21 95,19 91,99 91.19 50,81 51.28 50.93 438 46.67 46.37

4. Contiol 20 95,90 96.20 94.91 5b.45. 10.80 50.66 45.45 45.40 44.38



Adjusted posttest scores on the growth st {which showed 11,A t,ont aiffererces

among groups) mere subjected to post hoc analysis by the Duncan 11ult4,1e Range Test,

These tests revealed that:

1) In the ninth grade average classes, students who studied both the social studies

and science modules and the students who studied only the science module scored

sfL ificantly higher on the attitude test than the students in the control

gt up.

2) 7-, - It tenth grade below-average classes, students who studied only the science
and the group which studied both modules were significantly higher than

.Ac guilT, which studied only the social studies module, but they wet.:0- not signi-

ficantly 'Afferent from the control group.

T3

45.39

Table 7

ATTITUDE TESTS

DUNCAN MULTIPLE RANCE TESTS ON
ADJUSTED POSTTEST MEANS FOR GROWTH ITEMS

47.63

2.24

Ninth Grade

49.06

3.67*

1.43

50.34

4.95*

2.71

1.28

4

2

3.53

3.42

3.24

2

T-
-4

42.57

.05

44.38 45.10 46,37

3.60*

1.9'

1.27 2 2.24

DISCUSSION

2.44

2.36

On 0 e cognitive tests and attitude tests for each grade the groups which studied the
`t science and :social studies modules.produced the highest adjusted sttest means and
thus showed lte best performance. Thesa resUlts support the generalization that
-coordinated modular interdisciplinary environmental instruction otfered iototh
social studies.and science courses is more effective than tho same Lype'of instrue-,

tion offered only in a science Or social studies course. This, is not,too surprising
since students who studied both the science and social studies module studied the
subject ditring two-class periods of the day. This "double.dlserrappearb to_havev-
been particularly effective in promoting cognitive learning /ith avurage students,
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because the ninth grade group which studied both modules scored signifie
(.05) higher than the other treatment groups.

On,lhe attitude test however, the ninth graders in the group who studied both
modu,-bs scored significantly higher than the control group only.

For the average binth grade classes the social studies and science dules

appeal2d to be nearly equal contributors to their cognitive env iron
learning, with social studies showing a little higher posttest mean th--
The r.ience module, however, appears to exertmore influence ontheir e-
tal.attitude formation.

For the tenth grade students, who were below-average academically, it uppred
that the science module contributed considerably more to both their knowledge

and their attitudes than did the social studies module. The adjusted .cogilitive

posttest means show that the group studying science only was but .5 lower than
the group studying both modules.

, 0

When attitude test scores were broken down into subtests for' attitudes to d,

pollution and attitudes toward growth, interesting differences "fr the total
test results were found. The analysis of variance of pollution p ttests'

both grades iddicatei that none of three groups receiving some in,-rhetiOn
treat,oent was significantly different from the control group. tioaverk it should
be noted that the pretest scores on pollution attitudes were cobiderably higher
than those on growth. This suggesEs that students had previous_ f developed
positive environmental attitudes toward pollution abatement. 1". be,par
tially attributable to the effect of county newspapers which ly pubes
lisped numerous stories on air and water pollution problems in ear

The weaker influence of the social studies modules on the Akvt. pment_of att1N-

tudes may b, attributable to the multi - viewpoints analysis 'of Jocal issues which
the materfats contained. Pro'and con opinions voiced'by community leaders were
quoted side side for the students to consider. Students dere-cOnfronted.with
questions tit trade-offs in regard to_ecologicai and economic or social, factors in
several dsoisionmaking activities. It appears that the open-ended weighing-of
alterna' I 1 social stt lu had. less direct, ,positive influence en valves
than did .:Le 't !atific e;).:Iliments and discuf,siops which emphasized ecolo0C41/

I-Hcovdge elle natural sciences which, underscores the physical:

effects on 1 vo,ritunt-lt of man's activities probably help, tonarr/w value,
options, whereas ..:.:usideration's of social- political - economic alternatiges may
broaden value, options and possibly' redUc't environmental commitment. Navatthe
less,, that is the world we live in. lt,is both' social and. physical.;, and if w
are to promOte increased knowledge (and informed decision-making along wtth it)
and morel-Positive, attitudes toward the environment, coordinated interdiscipli-
nary instruction. in science and social s-tudiesiMay-be the *ay. Obviousty,, mor,t.

research should be n,.cted on the contributions and theeineettelationships Of
these two subject a...as in environmental vdvcation.

Fnrrthp. Project the treatment groups which studied both the s
and sceace modules at the same time were "the" expetimental groups a
main kipothesic were generated. Their overall cognitive And attitude test.
performance does indicate thatenviroamentni eder,ational. Material, which La
`mainly cognitive In its instructional approach, can be integrated into.regu4or
courses in science.and social studies to generate botF, kncreased.knowIedge and
positive attitude qhanges.
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INVIIZONMENTatI, EOL1Cat'I'1

Frederick P.

INTpODUCTION

NI) 'HIE INTI:1Il1E1
11...v1,111'NT, AND PIA( , naa

, Luther L. Kiser'?, Kenneth P. CTA

In 1971 the Mies Community School System, Ames, Iowa
grant for the development and implementation of a K-9 env
gram entitled, "Environme ntal Curriculum Opportunity" (EC

ject ECO was to hroadan and enrich the base of activities

standing and,wise use of the environment. (A detailed dose

was reported by Kiser and Frazier, 1977.),

ved r as )S

1 odor I

warpose of Pro-
the under-
)roject ECO

The purpose of this study was to evaluate Project EGO
perience. This was a:7complished by assessing students: grewt
attitude across grades 4-r, 7-9, and 10-12 and by comPartn
attitude scores of Project FC0 studentS with those of'fitudents
system which had similar socioeconomic levels and curricula 110
environmental education program. Related objectives were: 1) to

fects of gender on knowledge and attitude; 2) to determine
knowledge, attitude, standard achievement scores and Piagetton
investigate the idea that mental transfer from outdoor to indoor ac'
creases sharply at about age 13. years.

.1,
I LEVEL

le Iii

rs of ex
lodge and

and
nearby school
h lackey' a K49

assess OP
ionskips

and 3) tc

ivicl.es in-

The dependent variables in the study wete knowledge of the en

tude toward the environment. The independent variables we
scores, Piagetian levels and gender. Multiple analysis
tecialiqueS and t-test analysis for matched pairs were used to anal

RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

Sly1QEtE

The subjects for this study consisted of a stratified random saMpl,ai
grade, of 3,406 stud.lets from grades 4 through 12 in two school sycift
average sample size was 100 malcq and 100 females at each grade love

4-9, and about' 75 males and 75 females at each grade level from 4;rnOos

n , and atti-
d achieve 7lent

elation
data,

by gender and
The
grades

.0-12.

Instrtmentatien llection

A teat of knowledge of the environment .,nd a test
me. t were developed for each of the levels studied;
(7-9), and high school (10-12). The tests of knowled
mentary and junior Nigh levels were developed by the Proj
staff, and consisted of items that were specific to
KR-20 coefficients of reliability were 0.66 for the attitude
knowledge test at the elementary level, and 0.79 for the att
the knowledge test at the junior high level. At the high sch
the knowledge and,attitude tests were taken from Hulleman (197n, who ltad selected

them from a study by Roth and colleagues (1970). The items were :tot specific

Project ECO but were more general and global in nature. KR-20 eoef 1cients of 1'c:-

liability were 0.79 for the attiude test and 0.78 for the knowledge test at
high school level.

the environ-
jLniL,' hign

the

A battery of six Piagetian tasks were administered
in the school system withthe ECO program. The six tasks `Were conso
weight, aneGolume (clay and cylinders), separation and control or vas
described by Lawson, Norland and Kahle (1975), and combinatorial vealson
described by DeLuca (1977). A possible total Piagetian battery soOre

based on the sun ion of the six tasks.

n grades 4 -12

n (IC alea,
' as

1Frederick P. DeLuca, Department of Farth Sciences, Iowa StatX UraWorsIty, Ames,

Iowa 50011.

2Luther L. Kiser, Kenneth F. Frazier, Project ECO, Ames Community G hcols,
Kellogg Avenue, Ames, Iowa 50010.
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fOrd Achievement test scores were available for grades 4-8 in the Project ECO
h 1 'system, but not in the comparison school system. Scores from the Iowa Test

0 Educational Development were available for grades 9-12 in both school systems.'

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Data analysis and results are reported in three sections based on grade levels:
grades 4-6, grades 7-9, and grades 10-12. The relationships between grade levels
are discussed subsequently.

Grades 4, 5 and 6

The data for the ,ECO school system indicated continuous growth in knowledge and
attitude for both males and females across grades 4, 5, and 6. Analysis of variance
of the knowledge.end attitude scores indicated that the amount of growth was signi-
ficant (0.000l and 0.001). The data also indicated that males scored slgnificantly
(0.001) higher than females on the knbwledge test. The gender effect on attitude
was not significant (0.05).

Correlations between'knowledge; attitude, Stanford Achievement scores and Piagetian
scares for students in Project ECO :.re shown in Table 1. The data indicate that

_ABLE.'
Correlations for Grades 4; 5, and 6 in the Project ECO Program.

Grade

Attitude
Knowledge
Social
Science

Science.
Total

Math,

Total

44ttery

Knowledge
- Social
Science* cience

5 6

Total
Math*-:

Total
Sattervot

6

Total
Piagm

4 54 5' 6 4 5 6 4 4 -5 6

1

4 5

.29 .36 .55 .28 .38
.47.50

.35

.54

.31

.50

.82

.33

.47

.83

.37

.54

.85

.25 NS .34

.42 NS .43

75 i39 .71

.73 .37 .75

.29 .36

.50.46

.88 ,87

.88.89

.8 .43

.38

.53

.88

.90

.86

NS .33 .41

NS NS .44

N8.41 .47,
NS .34 .41

NS .32 .40

NS .34 .39

-Number of 'students for Piagetian correlations range from 41.to 47. p <0.05'

Nndker Of students for all other correlations ranged,from 198 to-202. p <0.0001

*Scores-from.the Stanford AchieveMent Test.

'the:torrelations between knowledge and attitude increase as grade increases. The
corrcietlenbetween knowledge and attitude for tombined grades 4, 5, and 6 is 0.42
(df75920?0,0001).. No other variable correlated as high With attitude. Know-
-ledge correlated'..rather consistently at about 0.50 with all other variables except
total math and total Piagetian scores:_,

The data for-ihe-comparison schobl system indicated significant (0401) Irowth in
.

AltneWledgeand attitude across grades 4, 5, and A-, without significant differences
between:Side and feMalesiudents. Correlation between knowledge:and attitude was-
;0.39-,(df1592,. p_94001):. Although a multiple analysis?, of variance of ditabe-
tween:schOol systems; indicated significant (0.0001) differentesitrlavor of 'the
Project ECOosystemobaseline data were available to Imam* and'Ontrol,for ini-
tial,differene'es'thiCiahave'exibted between the two poptilatidna.'
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Analysis
tem ind'
8 and 9 a
student,

gar

ed.

for etude ts it

mcc of the knowledge and atti,tUde scores for the ECO school syd-
- jicant (0.0001 and 0.01,Tespectively) growth acrods grades 7,

ic,--it(0.001) gender effect on knowledge in favor of the male
loam gender effects were found on attitude scored!'

:nowledso, attitude, standard test scores and Piage ian scored
programeare shown in Table II. The dataf indicate that the

TABLE II.
Co relati, ur Grades 7, 8, and 9 in the Project ECO Program

Knowl'

Grade 7 8 9

tude 27/.,45

Knowledge
Total
Math

Science
Total
Read

Compost

T"tnl
Moth'

7 8 9

Total Total
Science* Read* : COmpOsitstv____ Piaget_

7 8 9 7 8 9 7' 8 9 7 .8 9

44 .33 ,43 .37

.45.49 .4S
.40=44 .36 .36.45 .40 .42..51 .42 NS NS .41

.52 =69.50 .50 .52 .45 .52.56 .52 .41.37 .39

.79 .78 .70 .68.65 .71 .89.89 .80 .31.38 .62
.75.74 .88 '.89 .91 .89 NS .31.64

85 .82 .94 NS NS .62

NS NS ..64

Number students for Piaget orrelatiuns range from 35 to 40. p < 0.05

Number -of students for all other correlations range from 128 to 170. p<0.001

° ',.,Grade 7 and 8 scored from Stanford Achie c_ t Test; grade 9 scores from Iowa
Test of Educational,Develupment.

correlations between knowledge and attitude increase from grade 7 to grade 8, and
- then decrease slightly at grade 9. The same trend is true for correlationd of the
standard test scores with knowledge and attitude.

Analysis of variance of the data for the comparison school indicated significant
(0.0001) growth in knowledge and attitude across grades 7, 8, and,9, and sigei-
cant (0.001) gender effects in favor of males on knowledge, and in favor of females
on attitude. Analysis of variance of the data between school systems indicated
significant differences in favor of the ECO system on knowledge (0.0001) ann
attitude (0.05).

111e availability of the same standard test scores at grade 9 made it possible to
control for differences in academic ability between the two school sydvms. Ninth
grade students from both school systems were matched on their compositd7scores of
the ITED and compared on their scores On knowledge and attitude. The.t-values for
comparison between grade 9 at the two school systems indicated a significant,
(0.0001) difference in favor of the ECO system'on knowledge and no significant
(0.05) differentes on attitude.

Grades.10, llt and 12

The results of analysis of variance of the knowledge and attitude scores indicated
significant.(0.02) growth on both measures across grades 10, 11 and 12, and signi-
4icant (0.0001) gender effects in favor of females on both knowledge and attitude.



oCerre ationi between knowledge, attitude, standard test scores and Piagetian scores
for grades 10, 11,-and 12.are Shown in Table III. The data indicate moderately
strong correlations (1?.74 to 0.79) between knowledge and attitude.

TABLE III
Correlations for Grades 10, 11, and 12 in t7,Ie Project ECO School System

Total Total Total
Knowledge Math* science* Read* Composite* Piaget

Grade 10 11 12 lo .11 12 1031 12 10 11 12 10 11 12 10 11, 12

Attitude .79 .74,.75 .38 .0 .54 .3V .44 .61 ,43 .44 .60 .46 .47 NS NS NS
Knowledge .37 .27 .37 .52.41 .44 .62 .43 .44 .58 .45 .45 NS NS NS
Total
Math .69 .72 .69 .66 .69 .69 .81 .82 .83 NS .52 .37

Science .85.88 .90 .89 .87 .88 NS .49 NS
Total

Read .95 .93 .94 'NS NS NS
Composite Iin .40 NS

Number of students for Piagetian correlatiohs range from 32 to 39 per grads p <0.05

Number of students for all other'correlations ranee frov 129 to 170 per grade
'p <0.001

*Standard scores from Iowa Test of Educational Development.
---

I Analysis of variance of knoWledge and attitude scores of the comparison school
system indicated no significant growth on either measure across grades 10, llp and
12. No significant gender effect or interactions were detected. Analysis of
variance of the data between school systems produced significant (0.0001) effects
in'favor.or the ECO school system on knowledge and attitude. In order to compare
the two schools while controlling for academic ability, students at grades 10,
11, and 12 in both school systems were matched On the composite scores on t1e TEU
and compared ran- knowledge and attitude scored. The results of the comparison in-
dicated no signficant differences between school systems.

FINDINGS-, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Project ECO Evaluation

The finding of significant growth in knowledge and attitude scores across g ace'.'
4 -6 and 7-9 in the K-9 ECO schoolsysteth was as expected. If significant growth
had not occurred, the effectiveness .of the ECO program would have been in question.
It was interesting to note that significant growth in knowledge and attitude ex-
tended beyond the K-9 ECO program and continued Across grades 10-12 Although
these findings were supportive of Project ECO, such findings per Be did not confirm
the effectiveness of the program because there were other curriculum factors that
contributed to the growth. Moreover, the comparison school system also showed
significant growth in knowledge and attitude scores acrosS.grades 4-6 and 7 -9, but

gnat across grades 10-12.

Analysis of variance orknowledge and attitude scores between the two school stems
indicated significant differences in favor of the ECO school system across al

.grades. But this finding,ealthoughAnteresting, should/be viewed loosely because
analysis of variance ceuld 'not adjust for initial differences in academic abilities

. between the two school systems. At the ninth grade, however, control for academic
+Ability by matching students on composite scores of the: ITED, and- comparison on
knowledge and attitude scores, indicated significant differences in knowledge in
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favor of the ECO echool system and no significant differences in attitude. Thib

finding at the end of the K-9 Projert ECO provide: 1 strong support for Project

ECO in terms of its effectiveness in promoting knowledge of the environment.

The lack of significant differences in attitude at grade nine between the two
school systems indicated that Project ECO teas more effective in promoting know-

,ledge than in promoting attitude. Thin finding appeared to result from the fact

that the ECO program empi !sizes knowledge of the environment. The costrest in

correlations between knowledge and attitude at grades 4-9 and 10-12 suggested that

there was a need for more attention to attitude at the lower grades than at the

upper grades. it seems reasonable, however, to assume that attention to both

knowledge and attitude would be beneficial at all grade levels (Tanner, 1974).
AA

TheeEffeets of Lender

The effects of gender on attitude scores indicated that females scored higher than

males at all grade levelS and signkficantiy higher at grades 7 - -) and 10-12. On

the tests of knowledge the effects of gnder were equivocal at grades 4-6, signi-
ficantly in favor of males at grades 7-9. and consistentle.in favor of females at

grades 10-12. These findings suggest a need for more concern and research con-
cerning the effects of gender on knowledge and attitude scores.

Relation of Scores to School Curricula

It was interesting to note that plotb of the mans for knowiedge And attitude

.scores -for the three grades at each of tee three levels (elementary, junior high

and senior high) in the ECO school system tended to parallel similar plots for the

comparison school system. This Phenomenon was believed to hare reeulted from the

similarities of the curricula in the two eehool systems. For example, both school

systems teach life sciance at the seventh grade, physical r.cienee at the eighth

grade and earth science at the ninth grade. net/re I shows :he curves for

(a) kb

Knowledge Attit

ECO

Comparison

9

Figure. Plots of a) mean knowledge scores, and b) mean attitude scores for the

ECO school system and the comparison school system across grades 7, 8, and 9.

the means of the knowledge and attitude scores for both school systems. The att

tude curves are strikingly similar. The mewledge curves indicate a decrease in

knowledge scores from grade seven to eight for the comparison school system and: a

slight increase for the ECO school system. Both school systems show increanes in
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knowledge between gradee eight and nine. It appears that physical science had .

a retarding effect on both knowledge and attitude at the eighth grade, relative
to life'scienee it the seventh grade and earth science at the ninth srade, Stu-
dents:in the K-9 ECO school System had uniformly scheduled outdoor ECO activities
at grades 7 and 9,,and only sporadic activities at grade eight. This could help
to explain why the ECO knowledge scores did not decrease at grade eight, and why
the'ECO knowledge scorefi were eignifieantly higher than those of the comparison
school system when compared under matched conditions. This also helps to point
out that' outdoor environmental programs in general are inherently, linked to
classroom Cuyri%;ula and one should expect that paper and pencil tests of outdoor
activities and concepts will be infltlerfced highly by classroom instruction.'

The Correlation of d-e and Attitude Scores

The correlations between knowledge and attitude, and attitude and standard test
scores, provide support for the existence of 3 significant relationship between
knowledge and attitude. Although the use of different knowledge and attitude
tests at the elementary, junior high. and high school levels require caution in
extrapolating across graue levels, the trend of increasedcorrelations with in
creased grade levels appear to bu much more than mere coincideoce. *one accepts
the trend as more than an artifact of the tests used, how can the trend be ex-
plained?

One possible Tine of reasoning is as follows. Young students are inconsistent in
applying their newly foUnd knowledge so that correlations between' knowledge and
attitude (or between knowledge in different subjects) tend to be low. As stu
.dents mature intellectually, they become more consistent in their thinking and ap-
plication of. their knowledge. Thus correlations betweendifferenttypes,of know-
ledge as well as between knowl.edge of environment and attitude toward the environ-
ment increases. This explanation is predicated on the assumption that the popula-
tloneof students. is not ad.ersely biased by their hope or community life. For
example, if students come frog a clmmelity which is highlydependent on mining or
forestry for iti livelihood, then it is doubtful that knowledge of the environment
will influence attitude totiard'the negative aspects of.mining or deforestation.
Seih,a:situation could very well lead to a low correlation between knowledge and
attitude. .It is conceivable that bias may be a significant factor in reducing
correlation between knowledge and attitude. The greater the bias (or potential
for loss of livelihood) the lower the correlation. This hypothesis is certainly
worthy of future testing.

Correlation With Piagetian See

According to Piageee (Infielder and Piaget, 1958) theory of ntellictualAe slop-
meat, students are not able to handle abstract concepts before age 12 years old,'
on an average. Lovell (1951) reports that the majerity of students can not transl-
les thinking Iron one learning situation to another before age 13 years old.
These findings suggest that a somewhat sharp rise in test scores should occur at
the seventh or eighth grade level, with increased correlations between piagetian,
scores and knowledge and attitude. The data in this study indicated a sharp rise
In knowledge and attitude scores occur at the ninth grade level, and although
moderately strong correlations were found between Piagetian and standard test
scores, the expected high 'correlationd between Piagetian scores and knowledge and
'attitude were not found. The question of increase in ability,to transfer thinking
from outdoors to the classroom and vice versa at about age 13 years old has
neither been confirmed nor rejected by this study.
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CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN ISSUE: 9TH (MADE SOCIAL SWIM COURSE
THAT INCLUDES AN URBAN FIELD EXPERIENCE

Karen S. Hollwegl

"Issues" or "problems" courses are offered in many secondary schools. Typically

they are taught (1) as survey courses, reviewing the variety of issues that face

our nation, or(2) At courses in inductive analysis in which students are pre-

,

sented with an abundance of primary source material represen'Eing opposing sides

of issues and are then asked to analyze the information and propose the best

solutions, or (3) as a combination of these.

In 1976, Jefferson County Schools began a revision of its ConremarAahrrieriCan

Issues curriculum. became involved itf this revision hyping that the course

could br. more than just a survey course or a class emphasizing analysis of pre-

sented material.

Citizens are rarelY, if ever, presented with pros and cans of an issue neatly

spelled out for them. They have to rely on information presented by the media,

printed reports from :governinent ageneiep, businesses, or special interest groups,

and their own sieutting to get beneath the surface and begin, to underStand the

different sides of an issue.

My hopes were that,Cailtemporary American Issues could be redesigned to expand

thestudents' experiences beyond their suburban school environment and to arm

them with the social skills and cognitive abilities necessary to find out about

and deal intelligently with current issues. Now, after two years, of work,:we

have gone through several drafts, identified resource materials, piloted our

ideas in classrooms, and finally produced a curriculum guide2 which is currently

in use in 13 schools. I would like to share the result of the revision with you.

COURSE GOALS

Contemporary American Issues, a 9-week social studies course for ninth graders,

began with two main goals: (1) to increase students' awareness of current is-

' sues, and (2) to enable students to develop investigative and analytical skills

by finding out about anditaking stands on issuessof interest, to them in the

Denver metropolitan area. From the outset, we assumed that these goals could ,\

*best be achieved by providing students with experiences that would require them

actively to explore and investigate issueain the Deliver metropolitan area.

In general, the students of suburban Jefferson. County (and, I believe, the .

population in general) perceive Denver as the city "over there." 10 addition,

many feel that most, if not all, "evils" exist in or emanata from Denver (e.g.,

crime; poverty, air pollution). The fact.that we, as suburbanites, depend on.

the urban center for goods, services, recreation, and the like and that'we are

part of the metropolitan area (both its positive aspects and Its problems) is

not perceived by many. 'Because of this situation, we decided a third goal was

necessary if we were to achieve the first two. The course would have to (3)

acquaint students with the urban environment, if they were to be able to identify.

issues of a metropolitan nature and draw on resources throughout the metro area

it their investigations.

Although each teacher adapts the course slightly to fit his/her particular clisies,

all of the Classes contain common elements. The following description of, the

course isAveomposite, drawing from the experiences of teachers throughout-,the'

-WHAT ARE SOHE-CURRENT ISSUES?

This AWestionAithe
theansWer,br;r4din
viewing theit30**S
in an Urban'ExPleret

focUs.of the first two weeks of the course_ . StudenOtfind,y
newspapers and periodicals, listening to the newsy

nd neighbors, doing telephone surveys and partiei

n County Public chools, takeFood,--C°140

;Contem_orer American Iisnes, Jeffers°
es-ibeen'eubmitted to ERIC SHEAC, Ohio,Ste

.

the ERIC system.
4 4.1



The Urban Exploration is a 4- to 5 -hour field experience in which small groups o(

4-5 ninth raiders, accerpanied by trained Senior Leaders, travel to downtown

Denver using public transportation, experience the city on a work day, contact

many different people there', ind from their observations and conversations

learn about many current issues. This activity, based on a list of scavenger-

hunt-like items, requlres students to observe and talk to people involved in day-

to-dqy life in the city, recreational activities, and the city's businesses.

Each group must also complete one item that requires extended observations

and/ r an indepth interview. Sample items are listed in Appendix 1. The curri-

um guide contains over.75 items, and teachers and students are continually

adding-new ones.,

Witt up to three or four classes going downtown on one dr,,logistics and advance

planning are most important. To avoid over - loading any one office,individual,

or area of the city with student inquiries, one of two strategies is used.

Either small groups choose and sign up for different items (so that no two groups

are doing the same item) or each small group's movement is restricted to a

designated section of the downtown area '(so that no two groups are covering

the same ground).

Parent permission slips, class release forms, and communication.with the admini-

stration and faculty are a must, as with any field trip arrangements. Senior

Legders must be recruited from neighboring senior highs and trained. (District-

approved procedures and suggestions for handling all these details are provided

ip the curriculum guide.)

By the time students have completed an Urban Exploration, they have begun to

acquire and develop skills for getting around downtown, asking questions and,

interviewing adults outside of school, and finding out about current issues

'appendix ;). Each group will have become familiar with only one segment of the

urban environment, but follow-un'class discussions present each class with a

kaleidoscopic view of the many different aspects of the city that students ex-

perience and enable the students to perceive more vividly a ,variety of issues.

110W DO WE INVESTIGATE AND EVALUATE ISSUES?

In,the third week, the class begins an in-depth invbs _gation and evaluation'of

one current issue. Ideally, the issue is'thosen collectively by the students' and

teacher based on their previous experiences and discussions. Issues chosen in

this way will obviously reflect subjects in which the studentu are host interest-

'ed and find Worthy of their efforts and topics that are in the: tore -front of

public opinion (e.g., thedrought of 1977; how we will be affected and what we

can do about it; or air quality: what are the causes of pollution, how bad is

it really, and what can be done about it?).

It is Also possible for the teacher to choose unilaterally an issue for class

investigation. This alternative is usually taken by the teacher who,does not

feel comfortable with investigating current issues due. to lack of classroom -

experience with this approach and/or lack of familiarity with community resources.:

To aid such a teacher, the curriculum guide contains background information,

suggested teaching strategies, and lists of possible resources for land use and

old age issues. Class investigations of these issues are most successful if ,

the teacher, in introducing the issue, relates it to specifics that.de students

have uncovered intheir initial activities and explorations (e.g.,' the increasing

number of housing developments which are using up the open land in the foothills,

the difference between the high7rise buildings downtown and the single- level.

structures in the - suburbs, the senior citizens whom students met in the city,

the new old-age home adjacent to the school)..



Regardless of the issue chosen, the class investigation involves identifying

specific questions that need to be answered, collecting as much information as

possible about the issue, and finding out the opinions of different factions

and the reasons for differences in viewpoints. Small groups of students are

formed to investigate different aspects of.the issue. Class-time is spent plan-

ning and organizing, drafting surveys and in.terviewoprotocols, and identifying

sources of information. Periodically the small groups share their findings with

each other, and the class discusses its progress.

Primary student reference books age the telephone book and Invest/ Sting Year_

Environment (Addison-Wesley). This book, the closest thing to a textbook for.

the course,eontains suggestions for planning,investigations, survey-ing, doihg

interviews, and collecting some kinds of technical data, such as air and water

quality measurements,noise-level, population and land use statistics. Students

may use any section of the book that is useful t them.
.)

"Homework" consists of doing small group work _ cannot-be done during class

and may. include making phone calls, collecting data, or-visiCing govern-

mental agencies.

The teacher serves as an ad hoc memb6r of each small group. she asks questions,

makes suggestions (which the group mayor may not choose to follow), and.monitors

the progress of each group. In addition to helping resolve problems that mg Arise,

the teacher's most critical role is, to make sure that the information colleted is

appropriate and will answer the questions the class has posed, that all Viewpoints

of:the issue are being sought and considered, and that the email groupg have oppor-.

lanitie&to share their findings so that the class doesn't lose sight of the who,e

.issue.
. -

When the class investigation is complete, the students ari'responsibTetfor iden-

tifying and presenting their findingi to an interested audience. This may be the

general public (via a newspaper article or letter to the editor),'the student

body (via the school paper), or h specific group within the community. Recently,

, three classes that chose to investigate the recommendations of a school district

task force concerning redistricting to alleviate school overcrowding' in areas of

rapid growth- collectively'preSented their findings to the school board seits

monthly meeting.

In the end, each student- -has access to everything learned during the investigation

by all the other class members. Despite this common base of information, differ-

ent students reach different conclusions because they weight the'findings and sift

the information through different sets of valaes. Generally a culminating class

discussion is followed by an ectivityrequiringoach student to state.his/her own

stand on the issues' investigated and his/her, reasons for taking that stand.

INDIVIDUAL INVESTIGATIONS

The final 3-4 weeks of the course arespent with class membersinvestigeting-a va-

riety eUissues. Working as individuals or in small groups, students:chooselasues

of special'interest and import t6 them. Using the Allis learned 'rpm the class

investigation, they each plan and carry out an investigation, communiczite their

findings, and take a stand on their chosen issue. The topicsthosen by,student

for their individual Investigations '(Appendix 3) indicate the variety of issues

Age physical and social environment that may be investigated in'any,one class.

r

'OUTCOBENDP TIE COURSE

The outcomes. if this
'Claes:es- -When-asked
students 'wrote:

.that there
I thoUght."'

eau_ e-are best summarized by student feedback from the pilot

what the most important things were that thly had learned,

a lot more going on in our community, than'

.1
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11^ o get in touch With people to find out

.thdi down own'is not a slum area.
%

how to work with people and find where, to find answers."

"I learned that anybo4 can investigate and, learn somkthing about
alh issue."

Such feedbgek and the quality. of students' investigations indicate to us that
ContempararyAMericah Issues does indeed achibme the goals'it is intended to.

in format

77-'s

Another mmasOre.used in judging courses of this kind is sommun40eedback.
Principals and teachers have received phone calls and comments: from parents
and community members which have been complimentary bf the manner in which the
.students have el:inducted themselves and which have commended the teachers for
educational experiences they have provided students.

.

Can;em-aretv American Issues enables pupils to develop Wills that will be usefu
to them in learning about and evaluating issues throughout their lives. Bath
students and teachers float this an exciting waYftia learn.

.,!
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APPENDIX 1. SAMPLE ITEMS FOR THE URBAN EXPLORATION'

1. Find a songbird singihg and bring back proof that'you did.

Co io the Oldest churCh that's still in use and prove-you were there.

Bring back a container. that held food served by a restaurant that has meals
cesting$14 and more.

4. Find an apartment for rent and find rkut how much t costs.

5. Bring back a used Greyhound bus ticket.
z

Find some senior citizens playirfg checkers, chess, shuffleboard' or engaging
in a similar pastime and bring. back something to"prove it.

7. Find gWexemple of extreme poverty. Bring back something representative
of it or proof. of it.

Find out how many trains arrive in Denver each day and what they bring,

l96
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Look out of th°e top o on of,the tallest buildings and bring,

bac,k proof that ini-d it.
.

ing back a tentacle of a squid or octopus.

bring back a strip of.ticker tape.

Find a factory' and bring back a product sample.

FIL% an °Mee ti.dilding, describe it, and find out what kinds of businee
A

occupy most of the offices in the boliding.

rind out what conventions are in town.

'You haven't eaten for Shree days and you have no money. Find a place-to

eat regally. Describe the food that was served.

16. You are gban'4 president. You would'like to live downtewq, within a mile or

two of your bdtk. You can spend about $1,000 to $1,500/month on housing.

Describe the place you would chooseep live.,

17. Find a small business (NOT a chain store or restaurant) that appears tp have

quite a few customers. Interview the owner or manager to find out What

the advantages and disadvantages' of a downtown location'nre. (You may need

to make an appointment.to return at a more convenient time.)

18. Interview 3 people who work in Denver'and live in Denver. What du they see-

as the advantages.and disadvantages of working and living in the city?

14. Interview 3-people who commute into Denver. Find out how they commute and

what they like andadislike about it. Have they_ considered moving closer Co

work?

20., Find out what the Denver Urban Redevelopment Authority is and, what projects

arecUirently underronstruction. Interview'the people living in the

construction area to learn how they fehf about it.

21. Interview a Denver Policeman.. Find out how he feels about worki.zlg in the

Inner city.
. P N..'

4
Visit the office of a government official. Find out what he/she believes

a the most important contemporary issue.

. 23. Talk to a cab driver and find out his views of downtown traffic conditions.

.24. Talk to a priest or minister of a nearby church to find out what he believes

is the number one environmental issue.

197 ,
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APPENDIX 2

RESPONSES Ott STUDENTS TO URBAN EXPLORATION
IN THREE PILOT CLASSES

t

r the
rnt

PERCENT
got experience 1

so that I can
do it better now

I went downtown, .

4.)

83

55I rode on RTD buses

I used a map to find my way around Denver 52 38

50 17

----

talked to a politiclad or public figure

I talkpd to an important person downtown 50
/

17

. -

I

- _
talked to an average person who lives in Denver 28 45

I

0--

talked to an average person who works in Denver 47 48

I went into a government office or building 37 40

I went into the office of a big business or bank 3H 52

I ent in o a,church or religious building downtown 18 18

went nto a place that takes care of needy people 18 10

2 o 194



Y- STUDENTS FOR, NDIVIDDAi INVESilGATIONS

or Sources of Informat

Findings Communica-
ted to:

tors, nurses, a judge, social Child-Ca

orkers, a local TV reporter who

event had,done a special on child

:abuse.

.Measurements of pollutant levels
in water, county health depart-
manti

quality_
reek good
support,

ttli;' WO* a
Mbe-ablM,tphandie
4,traf4dT:TrOacted,
0 ,tberlear 2000?

Row o bUMveurvive
`dowit and what is

bine: about

am?

-being done
teenage.alco-
in,this. area?,

11!tbe noise ordi
te -restricting

00torcycle use re-

',Ore plan 1, for
teenake'recrea-
lrfacilities in
area?

voice a major
of'people mo,v-

:oftenT6

a differe 4e
ii "organic"

Arid''!au'per

;Enke 11 !foods? t

Local chapter
Trout Unlimite&

Denver newspaper, airport plan-
ning office,'Colorado Department
of Transportation:

ar
The bons, soup kitchens, social
service agenqies, city planning
department, businesses in the

skid-row area.

'Alahon, Alateen, school counselors,
Colorado Department of Motor

Vehicles.

Measurements of noise levels from
various sources, motorcycle deal-

, ers,.neighboring city government

with a noise ordinance.

City pianning department, existing
'owners.of recreatiohaIlacilitiea,
teenagers,

Real estate offices, moving com-
panies, social service workers,
neighborhood surveys.

Hialth food stare and super mar-

ket managers,'nutrittonistO%

a -

Contemporary Ameri
can,Issues

Contemporary Amer
can Issues class.

School Newspape

City Council.

City
ment

A family living class.

Letter' to the editor
of local, Paper.
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DESIEST(EAT): A. NEW ASSESSMENT MST UMENT
'_1,011 `,ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Louis A. Iozzip
1

RODUCTIONAWRATIONALE

vironaental Values Crisis

.

0

Not towlong-ago we celebrated the 200th birthday of our nation. These past two

centurice,c-an be characterized as a period of phenomenal growth--a period probably
tthedWany civilization in the history of humankind.. Our 200:yearsOfpro-

,

ess",6 howeyer, were not accoMplished without expense. The old maxim that "you get

'hineforsnothing or as Berry Commoner has labeled as his "fourth law

ology"7"The)ze's no such thing as a free lunch"--was never more appropriate.:.:

oner, 1972).' Simply, in the process of achieving a phenomenal rate of growth

plaCed excessive demands on nearly all of our environmental support systems.

ter, more than 200 years we are finally beginning to realize that responsible

viroimental decision-making is no simple matter. if.deCisions related toenvir,

onmentalquality;were solely questions of a scientific/technologiealJlaturethe
task dfdiCiding.what is "right" might,perhaps be easier. One could,-,:ia-an

example,.uee' cost /benefit'analysis and make a relatively objective.-decision based

,on:,the faCtUal-data at hand. It is my opinion, however,,that any environment-
..,

totally on scientific/technological considerations, whiler-
igndringaocial.'6oneerns and sodietal values-, is extremely shortsighted, naive, and

deatified:forlailure. No plan for environmental action can be iMPlemented.effec-

tiVely',Withouti the sacrifices and full cooperation of society. On:the other

no-intelligentrfree society will--Or should for that matter--cooperate. aindlyaUd:
withOutanAinderstanding of whythey are being asked to make those sacrifices,'

EnVironiental quality is, in my opinion,.at least as much a social issue as it

a scientific /technological issue. Accordingly, environmental decisibt making at

'1211JOVela.must include what Harvey 'Brooks has-roferred to as the "fragile," .

"hUmeee,". "intangible'," or "soft" values (Tribe et 1976).

That,thezo7called "environmental Crisis" is a values crisis can hardly be dis-

puted.' This Tio mot to say that Americans do not value their surroundingl arm they

resources which they contain. A survey conducted in 1975 by Opinion Research Cor
_porationin Princeton, New Jersey, found that even during a time ofrecession, high

unemployment and rising fuel costs, a majority of the public did not want to:,see'

leductions.in.environmental standards in order to solve our economic and energy.-

-Ameticans4---concern_ahout a_quality environment persists it seems--butso

'do, unfortunately, the powerful consumption drives that antedliwitt-rthe--ednaumption

drives which even a recession have not dampened. These.values--Our cherished life

style which,=for the most part, is based on a growth concept and our desire to do.

something about our deteriorating life support systems--ere in conflict.-

e tal Values Crisis

Clearly different values have dominated society at different.times'in history. -

During the earliest period a.personal survival ethic was dominant. At'another.time

in the history of our nation a work othic prevailed. At'present a growth ethic.

dominates. In my opinion and that of many othAs in the field of environmental.

education; it,is time for a newothic to prevail-an environmental ethic.

The development of an environmentally ethical citizenry-is a qualitatively signifi-

cant step beyendenvironmental literacy--a major goal prior to this-time. I believe

that one who is environmentally ethical is at least as knowledgeable as the environ-

mentally literate person but in addition exhibits a reverence and respect.for all

environments -- natural and manmade. In addition, the environmentally ethical person,

I believe, is motivated to change his or her life style to ensure the survival of a:

cidality environment = .for all living things.

Louis A. 'oast, Cook College and Institute for Science, Technology, and Sotial

Science Education',,,Autgers -- The State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick,

New Jersey.i. 00903.



Mfle1W47
u liWInCreepondible-decision-makin. are values issues 'Of apar-

-pr. -Theterm,"valuee" can,- depending on whose definition you

bi,oadisPectrumeVobjects,"ideas, conceptaandso-on,i'that,;:,

POP submit that,when:confronted with values decisions regarding ,

Onerproduction, _._deonsumptioni population stabilization,.nuclearpower,:energY

redbitianand consumption, utilization and depletion of natural resources of all

nda,4011btion, and indeed nearly al/ envirenOent-related deciSions, we are in

t, 'dealing ,with moral values.

and Environmental Values

_How do we approach environment-related ethical value considerations in edupation?

If weLapproach values as absolutes as in "character education,".or7"socializition

edueatitidewe'teach that nuclear energy is too dangerous and that nuclear power

must not be used:under any circumstances or, do we teach that DDT is too harmful

and:thereforembstln banned not only in America but throughout_the world? :Do we,

tiach thiOledieioneare relative to an individual's value system, every value,

havinUeenalmerit,so that one cannot make judgments of another's action? If this

"valuesrie",elirification,approach becomes the-student's future decision-making.

.''mode,'doeS he or.ahe condone a policy that states "everyone'is free:td use- or

-ebase-the environment in his or her on way?"
,

The-cognitive developmental approach of Lawrence Kohlberg, I believe, provides the

basic frameWorkfor developing a highly effective education model for preparing

Eituaenti-to Aeal both with our urgent environmental concerns and, to instill an

environmental ethic,.which should result in more effective and environmentally,

sound deeision making. The basic idea of Kohlberg's theory,is that .people--ae,

they; ature,physically and cognitively--also mature in their ability to make moral

jUdgments. That is, from infancy the child develops from a totally egocentric

-04dritition to more Maturestages in adolescence and potentially piincipled levels

in adulthoodi At the principled stages reasoning is based on a primary concern

.for" universal justice and equity .for all. Although cognitively capable, develop-

Mint In 'much of society is arrestedand limited to
reasoning based on respect:for

'authority and conforming to or following social rules and oraer.

Resolving Environmental Conflict

' Not only, in my opinion, are environmental issues moral/ethical issues,' but in

addition, I suggest that thebulkof our environmental problems stem:Irani:the fa

that 'wejhavebeen making environment- related decisions and exhibiting*behavior

tYpical'.of Kohlberg's,lower,
self-serving/self-interest stages at the-.expense o

oursurroundings and,our resources.,

The basic-idea and a fundamental goal of education programs based on Kohlberg'

nd-upward_progressive development of cognitive structures. throtigh'

ndividUalls learning experiences and interattrl-ritir-her-anuironm
"environmental, education, this meaps that if we.can provide'experiencesto help.

-titudineOivence through the stages more quickly and to their _highest° pbtential,--

then I.maintain- that: environmental conflicts can be.resolved moreequitObly;

That deeision'makers at all levels will make more environmentally sound ,deciiiionsv

that since'reasoning level is related to,actual behavior,.society will begin. to

behave inyamore environmentally responsible manner.

colleegue,,Janey Cheu, presented a paper earlier which described a-curricillum

del-haded:in part on Kohlberg's theory which we developed and are4resently

Uaingjn-a curriculum developMent project at Rutgers University. (That pnperA.a

eldejncluded'in this volumei- Editor).

If, as'I contend,- Kohlberg's basic philosophy and methodology are appropriate for

environmental'education, where-do we begin? How-can we determine the maturity

ilevel of-our students--for that matter anyonewhen it comes' to moral/ethical,

reasoning related-to environmental decision-making? How can we determine hoW

,floccispful bur_efforts and programs are to promote more environmentally and

ethically sound .decisions?
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E° ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES TEST

As a part of a major study conducted in 1975 and 1976 (Iozzi, 1976), I developed

an-instrument called the Environmental Issues Test. The Environmental Issues
Teat, or EIT, is based on a similar instrument developed by James Rest and his
;coll'ea'gues at the University of Minnesota. While Rest's Defining Issues Test was

developed to determine moral/ethical reasoning development related to general
social issues, the Environmental Issues Test was designed to determine a similar

kind of-development but in an environmental context.

The TIT consists ofdive moral dilemma stories dealing with the environment and
thireSpondents decide what the Central character or characters should do in each
of,the stories; a condensed version of one dilemma is attached. In addition, far
each'offthestoriesi the respondent is requested to evaluate a set, of 12 issues by
indieiting how important each issue is in deciding what the main, character or -

"CherSeterSsheuld de. That is, the respondent rates each of the 12 issues.as
being "of-_igreatimPortance," "of much importance," "some importance," "little

itnortancei,"or-"ef_no importance." For example, in one dilemma story based on
thi:Four:lCorners Eneriy Complek in the Southwest, a group of American Indians is
faced With*decision aboUt whether they should sabotage a power station for the

sake of environmental quality. In this dilemma, the respondent must:

1. Decide-whether the power station-should be sabotaged' by 'responding either

"yes",',"can'tdecide," or "no."
Indicate how important each of 12 issues is in making that decision.
For example:
a. Whether laws are going to be-upheld.
4, Are the Indians willing to risk getting shot or going to jail for the'

chance that blowing up the poWer station might help?
.Whether the power company's rights ownership must be respected?

.and so on through 12 issue statements.
Rank the 4 most important issue statements in priority order.
For example: issue statement 3 might be most' important; issue 8 second
most important; issue 12 third, and issue 4 leSst important.

Each of 'the issue statements for each moral dilemma was developed to exemplify
some distinctive characteristic of a Kohlberg stage and-are keyed to stages 2,

4,.5a, 54, and 6. For each of the stories the series of issue statements also
:includes an'"M" statement or nonsense statement and an "A" or anti-establishment-4'

statement. The "M" statements are medningless and are used to-determine if the
respondent is guessing or if the response is based merely on what. appears to be .

impressive or intelligent-sounding phrases. The anti - establishment. statements,.

considered to be at stage 41/2.

Because the EIT deals ulth moral issues cast in an environmental context and be-

cause of its similarity to Rest's Defining Issues Test, the EIT can be considered

to havS "face validity." Nevertheless, it was cosdidered.important to establish

----wha-t-Cronbact. (1955) and Rest (1976) refer to as construct validity.
'The validstion.of constructs is basin indi-Lccevi-denee-or.ctmist valida-

tion" in which the, theoretical implications ofthe constructs are tested. In this

case, moral judgement is a pSychological construct which, according to theory, re-

presents different organizations of thinking., The purpose of the EIT, then, is to

gather information which is indicative of the inner thoUght patterns and processes

of,the respondent.

Following the procedures-established by Rest (1976), the validating` criteria for

the Environmental Issues Test were:
A. Test-retest stability.
2; Age trends.
3. Correlation with attitudes on current environmental issues.

4. Correlation with comprehension of moral concepts.
5. Correlation with existing moral judgement measures,(Rest's)..

6. Increases in Moral judgment test scores after experiences which theoreti-
cally should accelerate the development of higher stage judgement.
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al ' groups:of Tsubjecta (Ss), participated in lengthy process of val. dat n

rirenmental:.Iseues Test. -Made groups of Ss included
nnier;bliOchooletudents in grade 9 a

senier:.high:sehool students in grade 12
6.colligiAufidergraduate stUdents--juniors and seniors

y!;nfi:tbe edllegeetudents were majoring in a field considered e- be part of

onmentWatudies whereas 56 were majoring in emarea best descr bed as the

piuiganitie ,kmord detafled description can be found elsewhere (see octoral'dis-

-sertation, ioszi, 1976).

Scoring'the Environmental Issuesiest

ThescOre one achieves on the EIT is'called a "P" score. The "P" score can be
Linterpreeed,40the relative importance a S gives to morally principled cons dere-

tions in making moral judgments, This score is expressed as a percentage. Simply:'moral. judgments.,,
+ 5b + 6

P m -50 x 100.

whe-_ the numerator represents subtotal' scores from stages 5a, 5b, and 6Which are
the three highest stages in Kohlberg's schema, i.C,the "principled" stages.

Test-ReteerStability

,'To determine the test-retest stability of the EIT, the instrument was Administered

to A group of 40 n. th grade students. Although it would have been helpful to
include senior high and college Students also, these groups of Ss were not avail-

two separate testing periods.

Theelapsed time between the initial administration of the test and'the:retest-was
7.itlays. That is, the was first administeredeon Monday and, again the following

Monday at the same time, in the same classroom, by the\same classroom teacher.
The'tekt-retest Pearson product moment correlation for\the LIT was .84.

I -\

Age Trends

If EIT'is valid it should, among other things, effectively distinguish among.
groupsgroups who because of different levels of development shoUld also be atAifferene
levels of moral maturity. Simply, if chronological age is\atleast a roughAndi-
4ator of overall development,-then older, moreeducated children should achieve

'higher scorea,en the EIT than younger children.

'The EIT was administered to three groups of Ss: college studen -high school

students (twelfth grade)-and junior high school students (ninth rade).'Table 1
shows how the LIT differentiated among the three groups,(Nn103).

TABU 1: STUDENT GROUP DIFFERENCE ON tIT

S X. 9.75 45.17

N -39 SD 5.57 13.66

S H 8 le 9.78 19.70

1.1.38 SD 3.94 10.52

0.11 15.10

SD 4.38' 10.29.`

10.21
29.19
14.98

27.11
15.67

zsAcl
13.16
37.47
16.70

50.43
17.06

7.33 13.21 27.61

. 4.41 6.44 16.21-

Table 1 clearly shows age trends of increased:use of higher stages by mox*deVeloped
and: dueationally advanced students. The highest "P" scores were achieved by:the,

0cell itudents::-(bm.50.43), the second highest by the.tweifth graders (107.47 \\

and the lowest scores were achieved by the.Junior high sample (M028.30).
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_eway.,analysie of- variance domputed to determine if the.- differences among,

fleareeJor the three-groups were .significant. This analysis yielded_an F

value of 17. 173:whiCh is Significantrwell beyond the .001 level.

,The scores schieVed by each subgrOpp were subjected to further-statistical anely-

>sis;_ usingth-Xtremely conservative Scheffe method for multiple contrasts. That

analysis aide,dOnfirMed-.that'the differences among means were significant beyond

the :001

A separate mean score was calculated for the Environmental Science majors. This

group achieved a mean of 53,23,' the highest mean score achieved on the EIT

Correlation with Attitudes :on Current Environmental Issue

.

. Since' moral reasoning as defined by Kohlberg is very strongly .related to both
-moral development and.cognitive development, one might question whether the EIT is
,acOallymeaSuring just a value-neutral intellectualizing skill only.and not one
that relates also to morat value commitments. -I; the EIT is also - tapping the Ss'
generelenvitontental value pystem, the EIT scores achieved should correlate eig-
nifidentty with scores achieved using other testa that purport to measure attitudes
'and vildes in an environmental context- Since general environmental values tuna
covereWide range of values and since the EIT is concerned with a speelfic set of
values -- namely, moral valuesone would expect to obtain a correlation of only
moderate magnitude between, EIT scores and scores achieved-on more general environ-

,

mental attitude or value inventories.

An instrument' designed to measure general environmental attAtudeie the Maloney

andlard% Ecology Attitude Inventory (1973). It contains a knowledge subscale

and-aa.effective subacute. To determile the relationship between EIT scores and
'eMotionality about environmental:issues, the Maloney and Ward Affective Caseate.
consisting of 36 items was administered to ecollegeeemple of 115 Ss. (The:

reliability of the Affective Subscale IA reported to he 0.90 using Eronbich's

Alpha. Internal consistency using Scott's Homogeneity, Ratio is 0.201.). Compari-

son of EIT - scores with those scores achieved on the Affective Subecale\revealed a

-elation ratio of 0.36. ,While this correlation ratio is of a moderatemagnitude,
iseignificant at the D.001 level..

',Correlation with Moral Comprehension

One might question whether subjetts.select higher stage issue etatcmente on the

EIT.hedausethe statements "sound, good',; or because preference for those stete-
ments does indeed reflect an understanding and appreciation of the greater ads-

quacy of that stage response. Our approaph to answer this question is to test
the EIT with an independent measure of comprehension to see, if understanding,. in
fatt, accompanies preference. for particular stage. issue. statements.

in validating the Defining Issues Test, James Rest showed that preference for a

,Particular issue statement reflects understanding. of the moral concepts inherent

in the statement. Since all the issue statements utilized in the EIT are the same
77-in--03Efeln-the--DeFinlngIssues2reEtt_,J.t_was deemed unnecessary to duplicate. that

aamelextensive validation process. in essence, the -6-frgaiiir-vartdationi-demon-,--

atrating that item selection does in fact tap eomprehension,,can be considered

applicable and valid for the EXT.-

Correlation merit Measu

The Environmental lashes Test was correlated with Kea is Defininutesuee Test
This coiparison produced a correlation of 0.73 based on 189 ,Ss.' This highly sign

ficant Correlation supports the premise that both tests do in fact measure moral

reasoning. The difference in scores achieved in the two tests demonstrate, how-
eVer, my contention that people apply different levels of moral reasoning in dif-

ferent situations. The major difference between tile two tests is that in the EIT

moral issues are addressedin an environmental context while Rest's test considers

more general social issues.
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vent n'Which Should Accelerate Higher -Stage

o erfor,$Ctence, Technology, and Social Science Education which I direct
,Miiversity'has produced 10 curriculum modules dealing with conflict
theinterfaces of science, technology, andaociety. These modules are
t(7throuh 12 and are based in part on.Kohlberg's theories. They are

ignidrilteohelp,Accelerate and increase the moral maturity levels ol students.
iare*reiently engaged in an extensive field test of these materials.-

the-EIT is in fact,'able to detect gains in moral reasoning,, then it would be
riespriable'to expfct significantly higher scores after a group cif Ss has been
_xiosed=to_curricblum materials designed to do just that.- On the other hand, w,

,,weuld,notexpeetr-tojind any gains in scores among $s who were not exposed to such
-7materiala-. ;Whili:filonot have any conclusive data to report at this early stage
otlield-teet40g,:preliminary-analysis'of a small amount of data indicates that
poet -test scores Are significantly-higher than pre-test scores for groupa exposed

to our curriculum Materials. Control groups, on the other hand, have shown no
differences between pre= and post-teat scores.

The' Environmental Issues Test (EIT) seems to be a valid -and useful instrument _
determining,levels of moral/ethical,judgment for more'. issues dealing with the

enviroptent. The development of the EIT, feel,'is particularly important in
view of the fact that few environmental education assessment instruments dealing
with affective considerations are available and none of those, to my knowledge; eon-
eider environmental concerns as moral/ethical issues.

The format of the EIT is,such that aside from being useful for,obtaining baseline:
data quickly and easily on So from grade nine through adulthood, it should also

prove to be particularly useful in intervention studies. More specifically, the

EIT should prove to be helpfullor determining the extent of moral/ethical change='-

'D

in peogises a result of using various types of environmental education.programs
techniques,- methods, media, and simulations dealing with the environment.

Finally, the EIT should prove to be useful for environmental education programs
and for any other projects or purposes where a valid overall measure,of environ-
,mental:Valtiei and attitudes is required. Combining, the EIT or parts of it with
other:eNieting affective -measuring -instruments_willi_l feel, result in a more

accuratearid.toiTlete assessment of environmental values,:
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ELECTRICITY --A SAMPLE DILEMMA STORY (CONDENSED)

klerge pie e of .land in the Southwest was bought from an Indian tribe by the

Southerni%lectric CoMpany. The land was bought so.that-six large coal burning

-generators could be built. The electricity produced by these stations was to,be

sent to several large cities in southern California. This land was chosen because

'it contained great amounts of coal that would be burned to produce power. It was

,alsooloae enough to California so that power could be transmitted easily and

cheeply=0

Two ,genarating stations were built. After they were put into operation, a group

of young Indians met with the power company and the government. They complained-

about the great amount of smoke produceby the generators. They said:the smoke

was'blickening the skies and endangering the lives'of everyone for hundredd of

Theywere also angered because mining the coal was scarring the landscape

and destroying sacred Indian grounds. They said that the older Indian leaders did

-not really understand whet the land was to be used for when they sold it to the

,powek:tompany. They also felt-that they were forced into an unfair agreement.,
The Indiana--demanded that the power stations be closed and the land returned.

The power company refused.__ The. company said:it was their and and that they could

do what they wanted' with it. -The-government said the sale wad legal and that

,nothing 'could be done about it. ThelUdiana became desperate and began to make

pans to blow up the power station. They felt that- -this would force the "company

to close.

.Should the Indians-blow up the power stations?

_Yes, they should blow up the stations,

_ decideCan't deci
Nei-they should not blow up the stations

IF YOU WERE ONE OF THE INDIANS, HOW IMPORTANT womn EACH OF THESE QUESTIONS BE N

DECIDING WHETHER OR NOT THE POWER STATIONS SHOULD BE BLOWN UP?

G M L
1. WIther' laws are going to be upheld?

2. Arethelndians willing to risk getting shot or going to
am,EL

Jill for the chance that blowing up the poWet'atations
might help?
Whether the essence of living is more` encompassing than the

termination of dying, socially and individually?
Imat valUes are going to be the basis for governing how

people act towards each other?
e

S.= .d.MMEINE
Whether the power company deserves to bablOWn up for beint

so greedy and cruel?
Would blowing up the powqrcompany in,suCh a casebring
about more-total good for the whole society or not?

From the lilt of questions above,select the four most important:'

Most Important , Second Most Important_

Third Most Important :Fourth Most Important

W.mme Emrs..
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ONMENTAL -EDUCATION PROGRAMS

vie ntaLEducation lrograms section presents descriptions
4ii'innovativaand successfel-p#ogramm which have introduced

,

defitsy,edUcators, communities, and the nation at large to ways

`u erntanding environmental` problems, methods of developing
.soliiena:Tio:them, and approaches foecommunicating,knowledge about
Lour environment to ,others.

-:C.'Borgerding, et al.,proVide a detailed,description.of the
initialThese of the Minnesota Department of Education's highly

iffeetive,gress roots, district-based plin to enhance environ
mental education curriculum planning for the public school,
A. ,_Cirry_land R. Williams describe the usefulness of wild foods
workshops and activities to inform urban students about theit
-natural environment, and tp educate teachers about thayotential
of usizg.iild foods, as a tool for developing. nvironmental

mareneas. L.Iozzi and J. Cheu generate ,a socio- scientific
easohintimodel for developini environmental educatLin curricula

from an holistic approach,to' the environment., emphasize the
imemise:_that understandintg.environmental problems involves more

_

thanknowledge of science and technology, that a dociety's etti'
tudea, velues, and cultural standards must be understood it the
causes of.environmental:problems are to be fully,comprehended
and solUtiOns to theraintelligently.songht. T. Teich, et 'al.
atresatheyalue of community based environmental education for
adult target audiences, and cite several efforts in Western
Pennsylvania ga illustrations of successful environmental Oducat
tiewprograms. H.-Morris examines the role conserVation-dis-
tricts currently play in environmental mduCation, and argues for
developing closer ties balween higher educational institutions

and conservation districts. Final*, H. MooreAescribes the
cotmitinent of the Department of'Interior to environmental educe--;
lonfend.its program to work wtth higher education at both the
national and regional level, Moore underscores the fact:that
Ole:hUOpott for this effort stems from President Carter'aretog-
nition of the systems nature of environmental problems,. and the

'need to:educate the nation about this reality.

Though the articles range from the theoretical to the ptactical,
in general they deal with'the broad area of developing effective
"deliyery systems" for instructing students about environmental!
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_ AR' INITIAL PHASE; OF. THE; ENN..71iCINYNYit;41N
_ af-M-P547:

RRICULUNI PLANNING PROJECT L
I

erding2 John Comstock3, Arlyn Klinj%
,1Dopglai O'Brien5, And Donald Wagnerb,

EnVironmental Education-Curriculum Planning Project:ended a
_Ty4111,-phasa. The Curriculum Planning Project was the major environ-

Ata ,/0%04Onthrust of the Minnesota State Department of Education over the
thi subject of this report. It came'to'beilled The

CA' T.!."
et,bythogie participating_ in it, and it will be identified by that term
ghOut,thia4eport.

hiareport deals only with-the initial two-year, phase of the Project,
ten in the past tense. That doei not mean that it is inished;the
continuing and evolving.

HISTORICM. BACKGROUND

nnescita'Legislature enacted Environmental ConservetienYEducation
ute' _ apter 126:All for the purpose of preparing an interdisciplinary - program

'41nstruction:forelementary, and secondary schools in the area,ofEnVironmental
ucitiow., -The resPOnsibilityfor developing the instructional,prOgram,SCime

thajointendeavozof the State Department of Education and `the ,Department of Nas-
tural Resources. Initially, the two departments developed thirteen experimental
tiinits an environmental education. fore grade levels K through 12. Mese:Unita,

,

-;wed 411,m9ive school: districts throughout the-State-during thej970-71
-academic_year, became the basis for forty interdisciplinary - mini -units Vhich be-,
'came available torny school district without cost.if the school district agreed
to have their teachers in-serviced in the philosophy and crisk7oomUsethe
materials. Beginning in the summer-of 1972, a state -wide effortJleganbetWeen,the
Departments of Education and Natural Resources and instituttonaof'higher'aduca-
tion to in-service interested school districts. Between 1972 and 19754_several,
,hundred districts and thousands of teachers were in- serviced it) thiaprogrea.

During the 1974-75 school year, a study was made by the State Department of Educa-,'
tion'inan effort to ascertain the relative effectiveness of the wini-units as any.
instructional aid forteaching,environmental education. The results of the '%

indicated -that although the mini-units did'enhance the curriculum and provide-a:
baap-asan,instructional tooll several limitations existed, resulting in iffrag-,
minted,anvironmintareducation program. The limitations found included: g)use
of only-.those mini-units in which the teacher-was in-serviced, b) lack of
understanding by the teacher in how to incorporate the mini-unit.contentinto
the existing curriculum, c) the inability of the teacher to develop curriculum
materials that went beyond the scope of theMini-units.

It became obvious at the conclusion of the study that-there was an immediate need;
to provide teachers with assistance in the process-of planning a more total and
comprehensive environmental education curriculum.

Inquiries about the Project and about the availability of materials developed
during the:initial two years may be directed to John Miller,EE Coordinator;
StPte,Department of Education, 550 Cedar Str 'St. Paul, MN 55101.;

a Environmental Education Board.

a Department of Education.

-MankataState 'University..

ayasta, Minnewta, Public Schools.

1JennYfUbliihing.



Stae ePartment of Education contracted with the Minnesota 'Environmental

Scienceir.loundation,Jncorporatetk(MESFI) to produce a guide for planning

m-more-oomplete,environmentaledpcationprogram. The guide attempted to,de-empha-
'44,the ,role-tif,scienc*Tin'Onvironmental education by asking teachers to examine

-10kjhthaeic -Content areas and incorporate environmentally related activities

into,:then; 7:AS_a lmeans of helping teachers in this examination four contexts were

defined and-asimplimatti704as developed for their use.

The guide defined the four contexts as follows:

la 'Natural,Context: That learning which Is most related to non-human-do
natetlorimmunities and their physical habitats including, e.g.,'soils,
atmospheric and hydrologic systems, animals, plants, distribution and
abutidantenforganisMs, decomposers and decomposition processes, nutrient
andMdheral cycles and energy systems.

Social Context :, That learning which is most related to human social;

lc, political, cultural, ethical and psychological systems.

,Valuing Context) That learning which is most related to choosing _ y.

from a thoughtful consideration of alternatives, becoming aware 6f what

'we cherish and affirming these choices by connec=ting them to onr,own

behavior. it is important to recognize that values shoUld always be open

to change with new information and understanding. Values clarifying

questions are "you" questions. What did you learn that was important too

a? What does it mean to you? What difference has this made in your

life? How do you live differentlY as a'result of what /22havejearned
ar'experienced?

Lon Context. That general realm of learning experience which relates

7 tht processes through which alternative responses to concerns are
weighed before solutions are developed and tested. Action, or the de-

cision for no action, should result from individual choice.

ix illustrated here serve

CONTEXTS

as a guide for integrating contexts and content

CONTENT AREAS

Math Science

Language
Arts

Social
Studies

Other'
Disciplines

atura

Social

Valuin

Action

In piloting these Program planning ideas, it soon became obvious that planning an
interdisdiplinary.curriculum was not totally understood by the average teacher;

thus, it was necessary to provide additional assistance to school districts to

accomplish this task. After consultation and the formation of a Project Team,

webegarrthe EnVfronmental Education ,Curriculum Planning Project.
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W schmall were selected
reaps curriculum planning projec
the 13 atate'iegional development
schools4ere disPeraed throughout

applications, to develop a qariety af "graAs

At leait-one school was chased from each of

areas, thus assuring that the.participating

Minnesota.

Requdrements'for.participation were kept to a minimum. The schools only had to

agree to a steering committee which would include an administrator and as

wide a range ofrepresentation from subject and grade areas as workable, to

begin Sameet and' plan; to make a long-range commitment to environmental educe-

tion beyond-the life of the Project, and to demonstrate school board support in

the 6tm'of $500 of district funds to match the $500 provided by the MDE plannfng

grant.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

,

initial phase of the Project had as its primary gOal the initiation or im-

pr`oveaent,of_environmental education programs in school districts. - The best

meansaaf accomplishing this goal was judged to be helping individual districts

and implement their own programs.
0

Some assumptions are implied in the organizational structure of the Project dis-

cusseebelow: That local_planning will be most likely to cause long-term con-

mdtumnt to environmental education; that local self-reliance is more likely to

'happpn if there are fewer directiyes imposed; that local self-reliance and few

directives will mean great diversity in program plans and, equally great diversity

in needs and prOblems; that the greater the diversity in needs and"problems the

ore efficient and effective the Communications between parts of the organization

will need to be.

E PROJECT- ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The organizational structure donsisted of a state-level group of sia environmental

educators called the Project Team, a Facilitator Team made up of ten people assist

Leg the participating school districts in an advisory capacity, and 19 local steer-

ing committees charged with the actual environmental educatioh planning in their

individual seboo1 districts

The Project Teem, all of whom were also facilitators or members of local steering

committees, met once a month to provide coordination and guidance. The Faaalitator

Team became the major communication link between parts of the - organization. The

local steering committees were the work teams who planned and began to implement

environmental education programs in their districts:. They produced 19 unique

projects.

THE PROJECT p.ROteSS

The central and pivotal feature of the Project process WAS facilitation. When the

decision was made to aim for variety and diversity in project results, it was as-

sumed that there would be great diversity ie the resource needs of the participa-

ting districts and great unpredictability, The Facilitation mode was chosen as

the blest means taachieve the results hoped for, because the spirit of facilitation

is cooperation and assistance: The Unpredictability and variety of resource

needs call for good communication skills, resourcefuliess_and flexibility in the

Facilitator, and great predictability and responsivenesa in the support system

standihg behind thefaeilitator.

The support system which backed up the Project facilitators included a variety'of

resources, both resource people and resource materials, and a feedback system that

'included monthly, mid-year and year-end reports and semi-annual conferences.-
,

As part of the proces
developing local pro
(Orgerazation/Assessm
scribed here:

a model was developed to suggest a logical sequence,for

am, pliins. This framework was called the,O,A,P.I,E, awdel
nt/Planning/Implementation/Evaluatio ), The parts are de-



Organization: Organizing usually involved forMIng adistrict steering committee

which met regularly -and assumettl;e major responsibility for 'curriculum planning.

The committee was to consist of both administrators and teachers representing

diVerse grade:levels and subject areas. A shared decision-making process was

strongly recommended with a free and open atmosphere that promoted trust and

sharing.

'Assessment: In order to begin planning, the steering committee often needed to

survey district staff to identify individuals with specific EE interest and

skills, and. existing EE instruction and resource needs, This information was

crncialjor effective curriculum planning and o ften encovered the need for spe.

cial efforts such as in-service experience through higher education, workshops:

or courses.

Planning: Discussions led to decisions about what, how and where EE would be

taught in the school district., 'The facilitator helped us demonstrating planning

techniques to help assess-EE curriculum materials and match or integral6 them'

pith instructional programs in the district. The curriculum plans had to be

understandable and capable of being implemented with students.

Im lementatioe An implementation plan was determineby the curriculum plans.

EE programs vary from district to district for many reasons: difference tn--

resoureea, teaching environments,' staff interests and-skills are just a few,

Evaluationt What was identified as useful and valid evaluation alsp varied, from

district-to district.' However, beyond the variations, it was important to assess

the effectiveness or EE experiences in terms of student outcomes and to identify

how EE programs could be'improved.

Figure .1 provides a visual way to view how the 0.A.P.I.E, model functioned with

the Project facilitation process. The diagram indicates that the parts of the

model overlap, and that evaluation is a part of each of the steps,.

The facilitators provided the link between the Project Team and the local steering~

committees which keptgooperative assistance flowing in both directions, Iden0,-.

fication of resource needs was relayed to the Project Team, pnd project resources

were relayed back to the local steering committees. The.localsteering committees,

in turn, became Project resources,for the Project Team and for one another.

Figure 2 illustrates the Project process discussed above. It shows ceopera-

'tive assistance process'uSed in facilitation to unite efforts and resources in

order to effect the Project goa_ of initiating and/or improving environmental

education programs in school districts.

SUMMING UP PHASE I

Th-a material which follows describes some of the specific events and vital spec

of the:, Project which have been only alluded to earlier. It refers again to the .

organizationalstructure and process aspects, each deseriOtion is followed by

mmary statements evaluating the results ofthe Project. 'Some things worked

well, some things not $o well, and some things better than anyone had hoped for.

In general, the Project's success was outstanding. Much environmental education

planning resulted; valuable print materials were developed in great variety and

abundance; long-term commitment to environmental education has been made in

almost every Participating district; environmental
education-leadership was iden-

tified in some instances;and developed in others, and will be a resource for

MInnesota schools to'draw upolt in years to come; many districts put many more a

than the required matching dollars into their projects. The great variety of

Programa which resulted is evidence that participating, districts were well-served

and successful in being helped to rely on their own creativity and their own'

priorities.
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CeMilii1ENCes'.

Mideyear And year -end leadership conferences were held in both Yen (1975-1976)
And Year,It (1976 -1977) of the Proj6et. Mid-year conferences were located regime-
elly, bee in the.herth and one in the south, so that participating districts did
not have so far to travel; At the year-end conference, all participating dia-
trietnOet At one central location. Agendas for all conferences were prepared by,
the Project Team and mailee to districts in advance of the conferences. In

general, aid -year conferences were planned toprovide a forum for ieterim,pro-
ereela reports, while the year-end conference was planned for shoring summary
reports;

The first pair of,mid-year conferences were held in February, 1976: the northern
onferesee ot.Bald Eagle Outdoor Learning Center, Bemidji, and the southern
conference at Cam-Courage, Maple Lake. Since these were the Project's instating
'conference:-, ntroductory material was the conference content -- an overview of
the Project*origins, goals, and potential products; An explanation of the
Pacilitation Model and, its rationale; and a description oeprocess items such
0 time limes, and dollar requirements. An evaluation form accompanied each
p of the conferences in order to provide the:Project Team with the partici-

pantatecretiques.

The yeap4od conference for Year I was held at Leng Lake Conservation Center in
June 1976. One or two persons-attended from each participating district. In
Addition to sharing end-of-year summary reports with one another, partiipants
Also chose Among eeni-aessions. Session topics had been selected to Match and
support the character and variety of the developing'individual district programs.
Choices-isoluded: outdoor site planning and' development, the Environmental
ConserveteweLibraty of Minnesota's (ECOL) bibliography of environmental eeuca-

. tiers materiels, and environmental education curriculum planning approacees and
Problems:

IfearlI began with a special, once-only conference fet facilitators, d at
the porthWoods Audubon Center near Sandstone. The facilitators revie
written material from Year, and shared strategies for Year It.

Mid -year conferences for Year II took place at Bald Eagle Centet and Courage -

:in Hay 1977; Districts reported, reviewed and evaluated together.

The eear-end conference was the final one for the project. It was held at Camp
Courage in ri4r 1977. Because this was the. last gathering for many of the die-
tricts, the'igeede was planned to offer a range of resources which districts
eight drew upon in the future after the support of the Project was withdrawn.
Special seoeions were offered on Minnesota's Planning, Evaluation, Reporting
(P.E.R.) legislation; Minnesota Pollution Control Agency; conducting a euccess u
teaeber-environmeneel education eorkshope environmental education for urban
eeboaq.dietrier-wkle site planning; and others. .

Resolta: Gathering people together to'share with one Snottler their
Pates oeea joint` undertaking assurds a spirit, warmth, and caring that
reading reports cannot accomplish. Face -to -face it is possible to
share enthusiasm, ideas, frustrations and solutions. Theeethinge
happened over and over.` Settings were chosen for:their physical 1o:
Isaac' 60 that participants would be encouraged to socialtrevith one
arzother.i Iteereation opportunities were provided such as swimming,
hiking, and cross-coentry skiing to make it additionally attractive
to remain together after hours. Very effective, informal comnumica
resulted.
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sonferencea offered a reporting forum where dialogue could also occur,
'monthly reports -were the means of documenting step-by-step progress or lack of

RXtenaive form were developed which were linked to the 0.A.P.I;S. model
Ogeolibed earlier. A separate color was chosen for each part of the model;` - -,
nebling:readara to locate information quickly. The intent was to make reporting
00 easy and fast as possible for the districts and at the same. time pre-
:organize information for the Project Team,

Some districts were dissatisfied with the reporting system, and, in the style of
the Froject,,they were allowed to choose an alternate means of reporting.
phone in, minutes of meetings, reports, etc.

rA

Results: The colorcoded reporting system had mixed results. Many
districts used the forms with good success. However, unforeseen things
seemed to necessitate certain changes. First, some districts complained
that what they wanted to report did not always match what the forms
asked fork -Then, many districts found that they did not progress
along the model,as fast as predicted, e.g., organization
may have taken three months instead of one, but only one form dealt
with the subject of organization., Finally, the model itself raised
questions of interpretation in several districts.

TATORS

of the most successful aspects of the project was the facilitator concept.
participating district had en environmental educator as a resource person

alp the distriet' in a variety of ways.

Facilitators were se:ected to help local steering committees to identify the
objectives and meet them. They had wide knowledge of resource materials and
resource people. They offered suggestions and support when rLettarand they
foLloped a "hands -off" approach when it seemed better for the cal steering
'committee to rely on its own problem-solving resources.

SoIe of the ways in which facilitators served their districts were teaching
Courses-for college credit, helping to write proposals, helping to inventory
tfarriculum-for environmental content, conducting curriculum writing efforts,
4Oct:helping find and plan for outdoor sites.

Results. verall, the .reaction to the Facilitation Model was enthusi-
astically positive, Most districts felt that their individual and
uniqUe situations had been understood and supported by their facilitator.

A few less positive situations existed. In some cases facilitators
had as many as three districts and found themselves spread too thin.
,For those facilitators, some difficulty arose in attending all
steering committee meetings. In other cases there were missed
expectations when the facilitator did not or could not provide
the help a planning team wished, e.g., when a local steering committee
wished their facilitator to be their clerical component. In most in-
stances, such misunderstandings -were resolved.

STEERING OOMMITTEES ,

1 steering committees were the heart, strength, end work force of each
t!e-projeCt effort , Great care was taken at -the outset to assure that a

ix of, people was represented on these committees, i.e., someone from
nistration,:representatives of several subject areas, and representatives_
everal-grede:leuels. In practice, districts actually did adhere to_ _

aUggestione; 'and-added community members in some cases. Of course, the
Atf;facilitator became it: member of -the committee. The number of members on

. .
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mecti:.committaa'Varied from AO few as four to as many as seventeen.

the-primary function of =icing environmental education planning happen,
steering committees had the responsibility of communicating their

,eetivitioe to the:State Planning Committee and other participating districts
ly reports, mid-year progress reports, end-of-year'summaty reports, and

orml,reports at conferences; in addition they budgeted and billed,

Results: These- committees were the sine qua non of the Project, Where
committees were strong and committed, much activity went on. The hunch
turned out to be correct that committees should include administrators.
Active administration involvement made for more effective activity.

Perhaptithe-mostpositive result of the committee structure and the
factor holding ,the most promise for the future of environmental educa-
tion WAS the spirit developed within the groups. Close, spirited,

,tough, committed groups resulted from the shared. struggle with their
projects.

aleEVIJECT' TEAM

The Project Team was organised to function both as an advisory:body to the State
DepartMent ofEdecatiein -- Environmental Education Unit, and as a task force foie
the Project. The Project Team met monthly to plan agendas for the variety of
Meetings and conferences, to respond to reports and evaluations, to supply the
back-up'resource staff for district problems as identified by their facilitators,
and to provide other resources.

T11E FUTURE ,

Project will continue much as described here for at least the current school
year, 1977-7S. The only major change is that the planning grants to school dis-
Mote will come from the Regional environmental Education Councils rather than
MDE. In the fall of 1973, the ma's have had much to do with the selection of
participating districts. The Project Team will continue to offer the coordination
and the.process will be much thesame, including conferences And,a-reporking-
SYsten. The future beyond mid-1978 is uncertain for the individual school pro-
jects.

Seven of the original nineteen schools have agreed to be contact schools.
These seven were chosen because they are exemplars of the various kinds of pro-

Armes that emerged from the Project, The.contact schools have agreed to answer
requeeta for information about their programs, and will make some printed,ma-
eterials,eveilable. The seven schools and their programs are: WAYZATA: Develop-
ment of_ K-12 teacher in-service psgam; WYKOFF: Elementary summer awareness
program; GRAND RAPIDS: raualLrlyariar-_term; ALBERT LEAK A-
/hrele_pronged program which (1) explores a small town from an-environmental view-
point 2) a`wildernese experience (thy nflinc Trail),_(3) a problem - solving
esperience,i.e.ten information collecting experience as_ part of the.spolVing_of
environmental problems; MONTEVIDEO: K-12 curriculum development; SLAYTON: K=-12

1_1-ailin_.andcaley4emerctarei,oulutilt; and CENTENNIAL CIRCLE PINES: Development
-of sim environmental education sites K-12 environmental education am,

The dePeriptions of the seven contact Trograms-deacriBed above- were entered, into
the SYSVAIL informationrsharing computer program Available to Minnesets -schools
through the Minnesota Educational Computer Consortium (MECC).

The ProjeCt, fter mid-1978, will probably change,a greet deal, The Department
of ethidation!a EE1Unit and MECC have written a proposal to attract funding for
a computer- based program which would have the potential for meeting more of
the nerds of the 437.Aschool districts in Minnesota. The abatract'or7their pro-
posal is reprinted here:
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Proposal Titles The Application of. Computer /Telecommunication Technology te
vironmental Education Program Planning

Deicription; The basic goal of this project'in to utilizecomputer and related
telecommunication technology to support and enhance the development and imple-
Mentation of environmental education programs at the local school district
level. Specifically this project will '(1) increase communication between local
environmental education program planners and Minnesota Department of Education
curriculum coordinators using Minnesota's state-wide telecommunications network,
(2) provide-access to on-line, computer information storage and retrieval con-.

taining information which computer-based curriculum planning assistance can be
provided to local level environmental education curriculum planners.



LIMN QFFTEIE LAND AN URtit N FORAGING '1

A. Dudley Curry and Robert A. Williams'

This paper has the dual purpose of 1) explaining one important role of wild foods
activities in connection with what we call environmental value education, and 2)
describing a wild food teacher workshop that we have found through practice to
be fruitful for teachers to use with their students or in training other teachers.
The idea of "living off the land" is more symbolic of our thrust than expressive
of our real hope. We do not expect teachers or students to literally live off
the land as our ancestors did. We do believe, however, that wild food activities
can have a very important role,for the urban student in providing for the develop-
ment of environmental awareness and,values.

WILD FOOD EXPERIENCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL VALUE EDUCATION

Value education, generally speaking, can center in three broadly conceived rola-
tionships: 1) man-man, 2) man-nature, and 3) man -Cod. Environmental value edu-
cation has its center in the man-nature relationship.:. It encompasses at least
both esthetic and ethical experiences and subjectMatters. The ethical aspect
requires bath cognitive and sensory activity, and we believe that the sensory
side has been underemphasized in contemporary environmental value education theo-
ries and strategies. We further believe that the perceptual/esthetic-type ex-
perience is prerequisite to the meaningful environmental ethical development of
youth. In particular,. the group which will benefit from the wild fops] ex-
perience mill-be urban children whose experiencesa.TIL,. ,e wild might by limited.
These natural contacts, which can he conducted in the urban setting, can provide
direct sensory experiences which will help furnish an adequate grounding for con-
ceptual and judgmental development in man-nature relationships.

The present concern of many'naturalistic thinkers seems to center, as it should,
on new man-nature relationships made prominent by recent environmental crises
such as pollution and over-population. The newly-recognized importance' of non-
humaniorganic life as iris being seen through the science of ecology has focused
concern on these man-nature relationships. This recognition has taken positive
ethic'al thought full circle from the theorizing of ethical naturalists like Herbe t
Spencer,2 who advocated, in accord with the Darwinian theory, "survival Of the
fittest" as the basic natural law of morality, to the thinking of many contemporary
conservationists and naturalists who are now concerned with preserving weak and
threatened species. Survival of the most unfit may have taken the een age.
The new direction is more in keeping with the thinking of Albert Schweitcr3 and
his "reverence for life" position.

In our view, the history of Western theorizing about the man-nature relationship
may be reaching a crucial crossroad. Ethical theorizing in Western civilization
has been centered in the man-man and man-God relationships. The man - nature rela-
tionship is now assuming a new importance in the realm of ethical and metal con-

fcerns.

OUr major point in this part el the paper is that sensory experience is an essential
element for eliciting meaningful man-nature values development. This recognition
of a need for a sensory experience is simply a reassertion of the connection be-
tween experience and conceptual development that John Dewey4 and others,Made evi-
dent in educational theory decades ago.

1
Dudley Curry and Robert A. Williams, Southern Illinois Univ. Edwardsv

2
Herbet -Spencer, Principles of Ethics, Vol, 1, New York: D. Appleton and

Company, 1892.

3Albert Schweitzer, Ou
4
John Dewey. Human Nature and,Conduct: An Introduction to Social Psychology,

0

New York: Modern. ibrary,

and Thought, New York: Mentor Book61 1955.
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Environmental Value Education Modelai Because Value education centering in
the man - nature relationship has been a growing Concern of environmental educe-
torsfor several years, numerous strategies and models have been proposed and
utilized at all levels of education. John C. M1les5 described three major
kinds of value eddcotion: 1) the "Values Clarification Approach" of Baths,
Harmin end_Simon:. 2) the "Banks Values Inquiry Model" of James A. Banks: and
3) the "Morel Reasoning Model" of Lawrence Kohlberg. Miles believes these
three major value education approaches applied in the environmental problems
area have been effectively used and are not mutually exclusive, He suggests
using the three approaches in the "preparation, implementation, and evaluation
of environmental, education materials," We find the underemphasis on percepr
tual experiences to be a common shortcoming in all three approaches, and also
in a fourth approach that we believe should he added to the list of major
environmental value education approaches.

This fourth approach is the "games or simulations approach." All manner of
games centering on environmental problems, situations, and conditions have
been devised, published, and used. Many of them contain elements of the ap..
proaches described. by Miles, but those relationships are not always deliberate-,
ly or consciously achieved by the game inventors,

The purposes of the games vary widely. Some set out to teach ecological con-
cepts, others involve the students in making group decisions concerning environ-
mental problems. The imagined decision-making groups vary from the family group

- to civic, social, government, business, conservation, and naturalist groups.
The decision-making processes vary greatly in their forms,, although the general
trend is for- the games not to be grounded in 4 theory of decision- making, It
would seem that there is a widespread faith by game makers that group decision-
making automatically leads to good consequences,

A fairly comprehensive annotated bibliography called Games for the Science
Classroom has been authored by Paul B. Hounshell and Ira R. Trollinger6 and pub-
.lisped by the National Science Teachers Association. Some of the titles of the
games in that work are indicative of the subjjecta they address: "Make Your Own
World," "The Dead River," "The - Planet Management Game," "The Redwood Controversy,"
"GoMston--a Tolluted City," and "Balance." The game "Balance," for example,
ideally takes fifteen one-hour sessions, and owes complete with objectives
booklet, sequence chart, description of major issues, rules, essay evaluation
instrument, and an attitude survey instrument. It is described in part as

Balance is a simulation of four families that live in the imaginary
town of Ecopolis. Each family faces a major ecological dilemma:
air pollution, water and power, land use, and population. Each
student plays a member of each family during the game and the
issues are considered during the role-play. A "Family Decision
Form" is filled out after each group playa a particular family'.
'Decisions are made from the facts presented during the rolerplay
and students are awarded poiats at the end lor their decisions,
An essay evaluation concerning the four dilemmas is given at the
end.7 (p. 35).

Hbunshell and Trollinger also summarize the many rationales that Bre usually'
given for. gaming. Briefly, gamea are held to have the values of'1),teaching
factual knowledge, 2) increasing student's critical-thinking and decision-
making'skille, 3) enabling the making of "realoaife" decisions without suffer-
ing severe consequences,: 4) possible better knowledge retention,- 3) moti-
vationrbroagh fun, 6) switching teacher role from source tb facilitator of
knowledge, 7) .causing understanding of relevance of information,464:8): possible

0-e\

-John C. Miles. -"TheStudy of Valees in Environmental Education,"
Of Environmental Education, 9, 2 (Winter1978), pp. $.16.

Paul B. Hounehell and /ra R. Trollinger, Games for the 'Science Clasaroo 9 ,

National:Science TeaChers Associatian, Washington, D. 1
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positive attitude changes in students, This last point -- attitude change --

clearly puts such games in the value education nr

Games, then, have to be counted a major approach to environmental value educe-

tion Games, however, since they are grounded in n mulations and vicarious
experience,- have the same shortcoming- we see in the three major approaches

identified by Miles. They do not make explicit provision for an immediate

or sense experience base which will make the analytic or evaluative experienAe

meaningful. Without a' sensory experience base, much significance will be lost
from, attempts to engage the student in any of the major approaches. We believe

that the urban child has usually had insufficient man-nature sensory experience
to develop real and lasting onvironmentalvaldes, and it. is to-this.experience.

base that we believe wild food activities can contribute.

Thinking, deciding, reflecting, relating --these are cognitive Activities which
arenomoted by the four major approaches, but we believe these cognitive o-
perations must have perceptual value-data to make them useful in making mean-

ingful value judgements. We suggest that urban wild food activities can help
furnish the experience base essential to the fruitful use of current value

education approaches. (For the full range of uses we see for wild food ex-

periences see references 6 and 7.)

II, WILD FOOD WORKSHOPS

Our purPosis in this part of the-paper are twofold: First, to provide a step-by-

step view of hceuto organize a workshop yourself; and second, to provide a list

of equipment and, supplies needed for accomplishing al wild _food project in lhe

school setting.

Urban gathering sites are our sp cial target. In the inner city, supplies of
different varieties of.edible.plants grow in backyards, alley ways, vacant lots,
curbing-right-of-ways, and untended parks (or even tended parks, for that matter).
Searching theoearth at such Bites and handling, smelling, tasting, digging, plant
ing,- cooking, and eating are all activities that suit the iMpulse6 of the young,
no matter if they are city dwellers or from the countryside.

The workshop format has five-stages: 1) There-is the introductory phase in which
the workshop participants are presented with (a) the philosophy which stateu our
purposes and values, (b) an overview of the educational uses of wild food activi-
ties, (c) cautions concerning the use of wild food, (d) handouts, including a ,

bibliography, recipes, equipment and supply lists, and (e) a descriptive preview

of the collecting field trip. 2) The collecting field trip is then undertaken.
This should. be done in suitable Area close to the meeting sites.- 3) Upon return-
ing to the meeting room from the collecting field trip, clean and prepare the
plants for eating; You will need the proper utensils and access to a sink and

water. 4).When the food is prepared, the workshop participants sample all the

foods. 5) Finally, the workshop direptors summarize the activities and preeenta-,
tions that have occurred, and enlist participants in the eleanup which puts
the meeting site back in shape.

Some special cautions should be exercised by urban food gatherers.
8

Briefly
stated as rules, they are 1) wash your plants with ectra care; 2) in dirty areas
use only_plants that will be cooked; 3);avoid gathering in areas where insecticides

have inen used; 4) avoid gathering in heavily industrialized areasr5) where
heavy automobile use leapparent, gather oily youbg and fresh plants. '

An outline of the workshop format And a list of material needed are provided in

Appendix A and B respectively Accomplishing a wild food workshop entails a
healthy amount of preparation of both hardware and software. There is prepare..

tion that must take place before you leave for the workshop, and there is prepare-
to be made at the site.

T8Curry, A. _Dudlen and Robert A. Williams. "Special Caution
"Gathering," The Journal of InVienmentalgdueation 9, 2 (Winter 1978), pp. 18.49,
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A

Presentation Fermat

A. Introduction
1. Philosophy
2. Overview of uses
3. Cautions
4. Handouts
5. Preview of collecting 4414 trip

B. ColleCting Field Trip
C. Food Preparation
D.' Eating
E. ,Summary and Clean Up

II. Preparation Before You Go.

A. Collect food to be taken
1. Greens - Precook and !tee
2. Mushrooms` - Pick and freexn or dry
3. Teas - Collect and prepare and dry
4. Salad mix - Collect and waah and xhill
5. Fruit or nuts e Collect and store
6. Bake bread or desserts

B.. Collect cooking paraphernal ia
C. , Collect cooking and serving supplies
D. Prepare library of Cooking'and gathering
E. Prepare bibliography, recipes and other handouts

III. Preparation when you get to workshop site

A. Survey area for collecting spots
B. Locate water supply, electriCal outlets, garbage facilities and

kitchen area
C. Move and set up equipment prier to workahop time

1. Start teas
2. Thaw and heat greens
3. Heat water for newly;-colletted greens
4. Arrange,display and serving tables
5. Set up display materials and handouts



APPENDIX B

MATERIALS

Cooking EqUipmeSt

A. Five (5) {wives - cleaning and cutting greens
B. Three (3) MOOons - stirring and serving
D. Two (2) too kettles - two kinds of tea

D. Three (3) SAWce pans - heating frozen greens
E. Large cooklog pot - cooking greens
F.- Pie tine 4. Serving various foods
G. Salad 110 0.4 salad cleaning and mixing

H. Two (2).1,0410-- collection and cleaning food
I. Electric frying pan - mushroom and green cooking
J. Three (3) it plates and/or Coleman stove

. Plastic osOk0 collecting and garbage

Serving Estoril:114

Paper plates
B. Paper cups
C. Plastic forks and spoons
D. Paper napkL(ne

tit Cooking Suppli.04 (Basics)

A. Salt and pepper
B. Sugar
C. Vinegar
D. Oil
E. Butter or mama

IV. Food Used

tine

A. Greens
B. Teas-- ass044ras - mint - sumac
C. Mushrooms
D. Salad mix
E, Jerusalem artichokes
F. Pie or bread
G. Wild fruits or nuts
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INT 1111 ACING SCIENCE, TI CHNOLOG AN .TILE SOCIAL SC IENCES4 A I OLISTIC

.APPROACH TO EN VIR writ', EDucATIoN

Louis A, Ioz aney Cheu
1

Introduction

On the news the other day it well arinotneec that,a major car menuia Curer was

ordered to recall a particular blue of catus because of inadequate pollution

control devices. Following this kepori tiie scene shifted to a dealer a shover

where a customer was in the proc of purchasing the car in question. When

asked why he was buying the car despite It0 violation of pollution control stand-

ards, the ,reply .was, "I tappento like the style and the power, 1' buy 4 car for

my comfort and enjoyment. I w tacer that will perform. Ait pollution is not

my concern."

This type of egocentric thinking and a lag behavior illuat n't a vividly

one of the, overriding factors contributing our increasing environm tea deter-

'iotation and dislocatione. EnVir0Amen problems, ,as we knew are not merely

scientific and technological in nature, bUt are inextricably intertwined with

value priorities and value decisiona. Therefore, environmental education must

address these issues.

We all recognize that environmental problemsprobl,ec s tare not only those eavi rnnbing us

todaythose of existing pollution land use Management, and energy concerns,
but potential problems that may very well threaten human survival,- The effects

of increasing environmental degradation and increasing demands on limited natural

resources pose problems of immense proportions and intricate comelexitY for our

future citizenry. It appears,:- then, that the challenge to envirpmentel education

is to assist our students in becoming more effective and wAse, responsible deci-,

sion makers, individuals who will address prob'lems from a perspective beyond

limited self-interest. Unlike our "hunting and gathering" aneeatore, the kinds

of decisions we make today in a highly Interdependent world'have far *wider im-.

pacts and are capable of producing dangerous consequences ten$ of thousands of

years hence. :

EnvironWental2awareness and knowledge axe only two aspects of this educe nal

goal. Equally important, we feel, are morel and ethical considerations.- As

Barry Commoner (1972, p. 198) pointed out

..no scientific principle can guide the choice between scone number

of kilowatt hours of electric power and sore number of cans of

thyroid- cancer, or between some number' of bushels of corn and some

number of cases of infant methemoglobinemia- These are value lodg-

ments; ihey.are determined not by scientific prinCiples burl)? the

values We place on economic advantage and human life...
These are matters of morality, or soeial and political judgment.

In a demo6racy they belong not in the. hands of experts but in the

hands of the people and their elected representatives.'

Theoretical Rationale

We at the Institute for Science, Tec
view environmental education as the,dev
complex environmental problem solving,
such aigntficant ramifications, envirenme
issues in a scientific, technological and SO
technological society, and as a result, ei

'ttht orientation.

al Science
those skit

or, because the value
ssues are in essence
1 context. We 40 live
ental education ahead
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-The goals oaf development, we believe, 1 n the following compaaeatal

1. Increaaed skilla in dealing with problems contraining multiple interacting

variables.

2. Increased decision making skills ir

3. Increased critical, thinking in the

implications.

The questien is how to best approach t
hensive problem solving 'capabilities,
in the area of values?

wider social ONO,

iatt of consequences and

velopment of more compleX end eomPre-
is the best approach, pertioUlarly

Let us firat examine some of the values education, strategies commomly eaapleyad.

The values inculcation or indoctrination approach, such as in "cheese " or

"soeSlieation" education, is limited to the valuer l we can agree upon. o

valb7e conservation and thus campaign for 'turning off unnecessary lights or atop

dripping faucets. But in areas of conflict, such as choosing betWs04 preserve
tion of pristine natural lands and strip Mining to meet our energy needav hOW

should the dilemma be resolved?, Whose values)abOuld prevail? Alternatively, we

could .employ a values clarification approach `in which values are eeemined'atel

clarified So that each individual gains a better understanding of hiedhat V41044

system that gUides the selection proceseq Again, we believe, this approach to

limited because its strategy does not anew for evaluating particulsr Jedgmenta.

The view is that value judgments are neither "right" nor "wrong," (or riem 404 .

wrofig are relative to an individual's two value 'system. In effect'l, each vale e

system "has equal merit. If a value system that basses priority on personal cow-

forts and luxuries predominates; how can we begin to address issues Of resource

depletion, land mismanagement, and equit/ in distribution of scarce reeeereee?

For us, the more appealing approach is that offered by Lawrence Kohiberel avhOse

iddhs etem.from the philosophic traditioe of SocrOtes, Plato, Dewey fled rtegetq

The emphasis here'is on.education to help individuals grow both intalleet411/

and morally. This, we believe,_ic perhaps more functional than arbitreryledet

trinstion of values or taking a valuer relativity Stance.

Development of reasoning from childhood to eduithOOd is viewed as progression

through diStrete stepwise stages. At each successive stage one's concerns take'

on a broader perspective. Stages are not skipped or does regression. OCOUr.

That is each stage is characterized by as veryWferent. way of expertencing end

interpreting those experiences, At Kohlberg's "Stage "2", for example-, "right"

and "wrong" is judged in terms of satisfying °nee own needs and sometimes the

needs of others If it is convenient to do so, Stage 3 reasoning, enter AV0404

maintenance `of approval in one's owu social group. The orientation tO rte' 000

conformity,.-to group expectation. At the higher principled stages, reasaptng

takes into account concerns for welfare of others in a brohder context, and toei

eludes coneerns for human dignity, liberty, justice and equality-^'thresap

principles on which our. .Constitution is based.
,

-Kohlberg's Cognitive moral/ethical development theory is closely
Piaget's intellectual developmental theory. DeVolopment is viewed sot 40 Mere
accumulatien of information but changes in *inking capabilities,.the itru4tur

of thought processes. In the course of development, higher level thought totr%e-

are attained, exeending sotto/ perspective end reasoning capatalities.

plying.higher levels of thinking to irOblems. r;eaults "in' problem aolutdona that

have greater consistency and generalleabilltY.

TypicallY, this developmental approaeh hes been ioyed suc.-esefal,

studiesiedeeatimi context. (Fenton, 197'5,b but caws he readily adapted to
. ,

mental edueetion in whiefesecill issues ere an xeRortant.concern.
'



The Socio-Seientific
Reanoning Model Environmental F.ducntiot

Combining our bwn philodophy,14eaa,
and'research with the theories 0 Pint

and.Kohiberg, we have deveeped what we'call anciorscicntine reasoning

modal. "" Socio-scientific
reasoning is the incerporat on of the hypotheticoe

dedective mode of scientific problem solving with the social and moral/ethiCei

conberns of environmental decision! making. This model has served as our gold*

in the development of those appropriate
educational materials to.help studeStO

advance.to higher levels of thinking and reasoning capabilities. It is highly

flexible and readily adaptable to oth6r curriculum development efforts.

The baffle assumption of this model is that effective problem solving in envit

mental issues ,requires simultaneoua development in the realm of logical redee

and, Social moral/ethical reasoning. The pure objective scientific thinking`

not be applied in resolution'of environmental conflict without regard to Impart

of those deelsions on human needs and human goals and how they relate to our

natural support system, the environment. A technological solution may ver,4 Wel

'be feasiblefendliegieally
consistent, but the questiorf is whether or not it

should be /*polled in light of the consequences on society or the environment

How to bestpr__ ritizeour needs and evaluate tradeoffs lies within the renle

Social moral/e:qhical reasoning.

e
This.'model responds to the need to stimulate upward progression. Research 4

ing development through Piaget's cognitive and Kohlberg's moral/ethical 9E4800

reveals that people do not advance at a consistent rate. More often than net.

particularly at the upper levels, we find low rates of advancementi or fixetiea'

at a given stage. For example, research
findings indicate that about 50% Of 10t,0

adolescents and adults are formal logical thinkerseihile only about 10% of the

formal thinkers reason et Kohlberg'n principled moral/ethical level. (Koh /berg,

1.975); These findings further suggedt that although reasoning in the mere/lethl

cal resit is dependent on cognitive development,
it does not necessarily develop

alSng in a synchronous manner
(Tomlinson-Keasey. el AL., 1974).

If indeed more, people tend to reason at conventional levels, which is charecter

. ized by reasoning, dictated by peer group interests or rigid adherence to mule* Y

without understanding their basic tenets, or at preconventional levels, which /0

characterized by "what is best for me is right" reasoning, then environment4/

problem solving may well be limited tp localized self-interest solutions. Se0h

limited perspective in decision making may create further problems and incr0000

environmental conflict.

Curriculum Strategies

The applfeation of our socio-scientific reasoning curriculum model which cOnbtnh*

the ideas of Piaget and Kohlberg centers on identifying those learning experle

ences'important in assisting studepts' advancement through the stages. Is Wdm

ition, this model will also help curriculum developers determine what kinds of

activities are appropriate for different students at different grade levels w411.

different needs. Implicit in the stage theory is that at each stage there :Am 4

unique form of thinking capability which determines how experiences and infereq'

tion are interpreted and acted upon. An example of these strategies and ACtiW4es

ties which we consider
appropriate for secondary school students is found IA the

Appendix.'
1

The strategy underlying all of these activities IS that of creating diseq

um. ,According to Piaget (Piaget, 1970), it,is only when disequiltbrium leers

that fictive restructuring of thought processes takes place, leading to move'net

into the next hi her stage. Restructuring occurs when internal disequilihrte0:,

is felt by the iridfOidual. That is, new experiences and input comprehen401V CO

the individual challenge
his/her existing mode of thought by revealing in040e4Ae

create conflict or dissonance, thereby placing
the individual in a pos 00 i4 410 +

7411'cies or inconsistencies in that problem solving strategy.

is explained by the developmental theorist as the lack of opportunities

he/she needs to reassess, his/her particular node of thinking. As pointed OVA by

Clive Beck (1972), perhaps the reason people do not develop morally is-bee44$0
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ernativee
I

e ccalehenaible.tn,th
Whi o -can 13 gin-to.underatand

rt'e's trat, he ,adjecraint'bifir those at levels'
Nme ildfk`releliancy, -,because 'the e.icisting,,conceptual

o leVels of_ abstraction or complexity.'
under and 'a Statement such,e3, "We are winning out of

understanding of what this veins in terms of life style
.iiiallbcation of scarce resources, or:economic and volitical-

_ ni& the following as some of the basic elenenta needed .to,protft e

ent*al, opportunities chat would expose,'Eudents to higher 'Level-

-,,-n

ci: alternative vie

perspective of

and clarifying one's otari deas,

M striation

cling on

consequences and implications of decisions.

position.

ivity incorporating these e ant a the ulassrnow dilemma

casedeie;' hrn activity emploed by 1Cohlberg and his colleagues. Isle have, ,how-1

arid, extended this approach to include more critical Arid

ivat 9n of,"information and data,
and we have,adapted it in othexIormate such

laying, simulation games and futures forecasting.

b baste- lip3pronch is,-to present a hypothetical,- heightened moist-:dilarrona

trigger
.

'd 'cession. Students choose a 'course of action Aber the mainiterae-. ,.,
,

,--.

e,-,enci they, defend thatlOsition with-supperrinI orSumem;afamd

focus'is on dynamic student-to-a tudent interaction with
the -idea

ri a classroom there is a' diversity of stage ii460iing vociels', Ill,- clia-.
ante are thin: exposed to divergences of 'vieljpoint and-, diffeting; ',

reasoning. Stu tents taking diff erent position's will qUestiCa_ and' chal-_. 'At ' :

="

, , a . 1

. a particular etnoce is
held.. In the Course of discus on, 'students

tact pri chair own thinking, clarify their arguments and ev leStm,the,ader

..-
n:otnar reasons. The emphasis is not on

the:deeiraloilitylva : ,4*,:df :snit _

liver, the other, but in the process of :reesoning'Snd how
con4taingtY- an

-7 1-.., .
_ _

* it i 1 ; constructed. In a heterogeneous group, 'the :Students thus encounter'

_

er,°- ever or 41 reasoning.

}iltserr typical diletamee are set. in an isolated coriite tt and involve cconflien,',

,:qor more moral isaues, 11.a., the :value of li =fe And the necessity,_ to - ,,

ti iim or to respect authority. The eleaeic, I is one ,41 whieli a bps-

tho idilermis of deciding whether or not to. ditag'_,t6saik the 'life.'

':if:Ile'llao no other ,,way to obtain that drugt.,_ per 64;XlculPin:::, .:
_-:-

tli eiturse set the dilemmas in an environmental c0
_xtlutiich ,addta,eno h

heAllerine, that-which elicits acientifimi..1.0 1\cal=iissOninS,`1'

E n l ie, thica-la reasOning . Cur environental:di lea rtaa' roquire: thin{ ing

t'a I p:mnateohnological Issues, the eunflictS-at tHat1.1val;#&,hd

all,)
pate, or impact on the social and netiiral'enViconMerti, ,V-iditile4.':

m i.e.,. socio-scientific reasoning. In-this way VS= havii'?iiii eFl

e$ ft
e ,-nren;Meintar-Istiica at the scientific level l'anid?tho social zoorayit*Cai

It it alma: fetal: is a more inclusive and comprehensive appreeelt(ar,
.,4reiSnaiitia Oroblems,

- , ,

ietuaei.orf cannot take place in a vacuum,' Needed ,afoo le _
_

m

a

elfRoM ).yllich ,students can begin to gather. irt4lyage Iiiid- wiaiti001-

ii- information which they hnie extracted a,nci synthesized. add-

d'0610-- rational arguments can be developed for dlacuesitn). Again. 4e',

4,14:T
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11'4404 ty of -formats, ranging from readingsidrema c di-49 0e;

'chat aricv704140 and student research activities to filta8COP-

ntzttions. FOrthe lower secondary school grades, information fie pre-

more .tativi.tyier'iented format, whild.ie the upper grades readings*

00itly:originaL articles, are the more common format. The data base also,

-s.to,,bridge the gip- between the real world-andthelteightened hypothetical:

aLtuation., The:dilemmo therefore, will not be construed by students

a story; last as e.reflection of real environmental Issues and lbauing

at personal, community, national and international levels.

Bather than attempt to present theinformation/datn in a purelY object

the'leasibility of which we seriously question, rra have _instead elected

oiat it from several points of view; and to demonstrate how similar information

differentielly interpreted.. In this way, students can also begin to make.

tical judgments as well as gain wider insights ,op what appears as SLimited'

hnicsl question. ,

venal instances we have also used the dilemma:a themselves to build, tpthe

nfo=Ration base. _That is, implications from certain kinds of -decisions ate

extended to produce other, dilemmas, or another aspect of the problem is hroUght

oWitea subsequent dilemma. This allows in-depth exploration of an envirommen
aljasUi/prOblm and consideration of several of the many impinging variables.

11140c0- the coimplexity in resolving environmental conflict becomes readily

ePtiarent. a

active discussion in small:student groups may not be. he more cot man

activity, we have also included alternative positions. and

(keyed to different reasoning levels), as well as a series of probe

sestiotrs. which may be used fn a variety of ways to engage students in, the

course. Depending on the level or interest of.the class, probe questions fre-

cleently lead to development,of -additional dilemmas by the students themselves.

Following' dilOmMa dAteuasion, everal types of extension activities are eaggested.-

These servdas a mechanism fo 'students to put some of the, ideas and judgments

that have emanated from the discussion into a larger. structural framework, They

also provide students with an opportunity to project into the future, Woking'

beyond their own immediate experience and considering implication o different'

cleeieions on future sooi4tY.

The curriculum Materials produced by our Institute exemplify the flexibility and

adoptability of the sacio-scientific reasoning model in curriculum development

efforts. Our materials are "free standing" modules that can be used in a number

of different courses in a variety of ways. This circumvents the problemm'en-

ceuntered, in implememting new courses of study in the existing highly structured

school programs. Mreover, it illustrates the transdisciplinery nature of envi-

ronmental education in that'its issues impinge on nearly every subject area of

study. For exapple, out-modules are currently being field'tested in social

atudies,15ivies,, world affairs, health, biology,.chemistry and scienee

courses. This ALSO represents our belief that-the concepts and doncerm6 of the

inter subject area should be extended to interface with the wider scope-of
environmental education, and that environmental education not be limited Co a

single course given at the secondary school, level. addition, our.moduleo ai

designed for different grade levels, ranging from grades 7-12,50 that exposure

environmental, cOncetpa may be a continuous and integral part of the existing.

school. progiev. .

The internalflexibility_ of each module allows teachers to conduct them azs mini-

courses, to intersperse activities, throughout a given course of study ar4yreemch it

es a discrete topic of atndy. Typically, each module cap be conducted within ia

4 to 6 week period.` Several of the modules are designed so that they may b

used in 'part crt in their entirety.

At present,. we a produced ten modules, and four additional odule are

23
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A

Por"the junior high athonl, they are
Future Scenarioaln:Communications,
Encounter; and Values in Conflict.

he- Plft modules for the senior high school include:
n City, A Land Use Simulation, Environmental Dilem-

Critical Decision fo Socipty, and Perspectives on Transportation..

Energy: Decisions for. Today. and Tomorrow,
ecision Making in the Coastal Zone, Space.

odules range from those which are,highly structured sequentially to those
contain discrete, indepeAdent activities. The modules for the lower grades

n_ baba more structured, with subsequent activities building upon skills,
ned in prior activities,

example is Future Scenarios in Communications which examines the impact,of
two technological applications on society using several forecastingtechniques.
Ttie students first develop forecasting skills using a known data base, their '
lusowledgeabout the telephone; and in the second section, they again use the

e techniques to make'forecasta about computer impacts.. Least structured,are .
lamas in Bioethics,and Environmental Dilemmas which contain'twelve separate-..-

a discussion activities that may be used selectively in any order Energy.:

Dscisiolorrow presents three energy topics developed in self-
contained sections'which may be studied sequentially or selectively'. Within each
Section the broad spectrum of problems and concerns associated'with an energy
source are examined in several contexts.'

thnimodules, however, are related by a Common thread. That is, each provides
meaningful experiences for students which stimulate a personal sense of conflict
and expose them to a higher level of reasoning. As we :have indicated, this pro-
eves can te'effected using a variety of educational techniques, provided that
they are appropriate for the unique thought structures'of different Cognitive,
levels and present opportunities for students to reflect upon the adequacy of
their own thinking.

_

Assessment

Pielininary results of our field tests have indicated that exposure to our cu
riculum material produces increases in knowledge, critical thinking skills
(Cornell Critical Thinking Test) and moral/ethical reasoning (Defining Issues

al Issu Test, lozzi_1976).Tarr, Rest 1976,and Envir

Conclusion

The socio- scientific ,ressoning model which has guided. our curriculum developme
efforts is, we believe, an effective and relevant model four environmental educa-
tion. The developmental perspective offers several important dimensions in
curriculon development.' Addressing both_the Intellectual and Moral/ethical
ealtsof development, we can better prepare students for knowledgeable and Wise,
virchmental decision making. Understanding the ways students deal with infor-

mation at their different thinking levels, we can then develop those instruc-
tional materials that will help advance their thinking.

confident that application of this model is most appropriate for promoting
&Oils of environmental education--creating.an environmentally ethical titi-

that has a broadened conceptual view of the interdependent world in which
live.

234
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OMMUNITY-BASED ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION Kit WESTERN PENNPENNSYLVANIA

Introduction

Thee Teich
1
, Woodward SI Bousquet

2 Ly Fleming
3

)

Suzanne Rliniman4, Denise OlosakJ

Environmental education is not kid stuff We hem, 44 -heard countless timee'the:

fact that the environmental decisions we make today will affect several success.
Give generations. ',We'have_all seen the ects.on our landscape caused by the

decision or refusals to make decisions) of our grandparent?. However, despite
:thit-obVious need to` educate the voting 'public todayi whenever environmentaledu-
cetion IS-mentioned, people think immediately and only of, the formal nublic school

eyetem::

unity7baecCenvironmental edutation aimed primartly at adult audience more ,

d icultIta:netablish,than ongoing formal school:system programs. One reason is

the-lack of_Scaptive audience. Another is the diversity of comMunity-based in-
stitutions that ;might sponsor environmental education, diversity4eauses.

problima of:Otandardization. What'might work in Pittsburgh, for example, probably_
ieUld'not be successful in a rural community. 'A thtrd'enneern in. developing commu-
nity-based environmental education, is motivation. The progrmm Oust either interesf '1

participantsYthrough enjoyment or entertainment values or be extremely relevant to ;,;?,

-sir everyday lives. An informational meeting. about. land usein"-tha,abstract_
.

il attract far fewer participants than would a public-Aessionnn,the sewage-
__t plant or energy-generating facility to be builtoluatdown the,

j
Thus, community environmental education requires different sets of goals, mbjec,'
ayes, and strategies from those used in formal edutation. The program developer.

cannot assume eagerness to learn. More often than net, the audience would rAther,
avoid the topic entirely. On the other hand, once the audience is motivatedAli
either enjoyment or the relevance of the topic, there is often a good,chance-that,
the-developer can expect the signs of a successful pOgram; behavior change and

action.

Pennsylvania; is a "keystone state, bridging the coo n eaboard and the Great
k a. II I-4

0 States. Western Pennsylvania is part of a ttoliKa a region, wm.ch

ClUdea West Virginia and eastern Ohio. Rivers and troche are numerous,. and

end and heavily mined for coal. Heavy indUetry is preuent,and berg
traffic- predominates along' the larger rivers. There ore alio many sma11,1rur

Ytowna and mainifieenv state parks. The Western PanntOlvania Conservancy is one'
of the nation's most successful organizations in preeerving biologically,aigniti--
cant tracts of land,

arei:of thia,size and diversity has a.numbar of 5iVironnental problems :It'also
.a numberet-resources, both in public agencies and privete'org*nizations,06'

ierk,on thoee4roblems. The Group for riecyclinf-in Phnneylvenia -1014alormad,,
-a of the first recycling centers. in the,unitedlitntes..!-As-sresillt,,,ofrne

efforts of GA$13.-(Group Against Smog and Pollution), A4nghe Connty!s,air,Pnllu-
tion otAinances are more stringent than those of the.reac?of't state. -Hal*,,O

the,goas 0ASP, are, now institutionalized as part Tlf the progr_ of the'Allaghen-

',County-DepartMent of Health.
,

education at:410:10Vels is omnipresent. This nead hie led to the;deveOp

However, as' re., ere:all' aware, fewer resources are 4rvglable to organisations- 'End

thanibere*relm.GASP's heyday.. Because of this, sad because of-the'gr
compliiity.SnirjarVasiyenies of enviKonmental,proble014 the need for,, env

of several community -based environmental education prOgrans in weetern,Penns
funded and sponOraUthrough a variety ok resourceaA

Idarnegia tiuseum of-Natural History, 4400 Forbes ANfo,

Ver Environmental Learning Center, box'121, AV3

iirateM ge4501E. 38th St., Erie,1A 1450X,

Pittsburg P.A 152

Sandy Lake PA 1614

;enter, 4614 Liberty,Avenue ttahUrgh PA

ia;;Act Box. 173, RD1, Stonebor ?A 16153.



lEfivirMilheal _ _ enter.

drOn -a,20 acre tract 404Ceet to Goddard State Park, McKeever' Environ-

al,Learninenter is a4publitally funded "living textbook" and resident
nortlWPittsburgh. The site is within 50 miles of

1.andDusercatagory in Penneylvahia: forests,'cities, towns, farms, parks,
a nek,'-7---Xiran McKeever, rannaylvenials Soil. Conservationist for 20 years
_Jetiredtin 1968, originated the idea, and in 1974, McKeever began

atiOnClipdar'the auspices of a consortium of eight institutions: Clarion
ate College,- Edinbaro State College, Indiana University of Pennsylvania,

CelifOrnia;,(PA);.State'College, Slippery,Rock State College, the Pennsylvania
parteent of Education, thq PentleylvaniaDepartment,of Environmental Resources,

0d_tha'Sandy Creek Conseancy, Most of the funding comes from the Pennsylvania
Department_ of:- Education, and the Clarion State, College tolds administrative
responsibility for McKeever. MeKeever's three lodges can accommodate 150 resi,

plliettere are auditorium, classroom, and dining facilities. .

,

The'McKeeVerEnvitonmental Learning Center's approach to community edueation is to
encourage people to take action to improve the environmental quality of, their
'hime.ceminnities.!To this end; community investigation is a component of many
resident programs. The "How to be an garthkeeper" programs designed for`-middle
school students,, takes them from, the abstractions of the "web of life" concept.,
to.the aPplicationbf environments) principles to identifying and solVing4pro-
blame iwtheir homeecommunities,

EnvironmentaLworkshops for adults also center around the improvement of home-
immunity environmentp. McKeever staff utilize U.S. Forest Service environmental
education materials, InvestigatinsYour Environment. Participants "invade" the
nearby 'town of Greenville, Pennsylvania, to do,a community survey and learn.
techniquei:they can later use to determine the good points about their own:
communities and-whit_ items could, be improved.. Concerns include recreational
resources, fire and police. protection, Schools, transportation, social Activities,
all the; ingredients that go into what is called "q6ality

Lakeview School Did---111-et elatrjaBlvard

Less than five mile! from McKeever is the main office of the Lakeview School
'District, which in 1977 received federal funds through4it1e,ZIPt for the'deve--,
lopment:of-an energy-program. The three-yeavgrent is supeiVised by the
sylvanii,Departmentof Education, and., the overall goal is to obtain state4yilidal
*tion'for:the program which would make it available to all- school districta40,
state. Project ESP is a grassroOts attempt to educate-the-Lakeview youth,and
adult community to the satisfactory adjustmenta in lifestyle-aconomies,',aduca-
tion and government which responaible energy stewardship, require$;

ESP, takee',-advantage of the releVence of energy usagwa nd.itieffeets 4Oe
iseolner'i poeketbook,in motivating people to take action indionserve--An
44qt* on home weatherizatien,4nergy conservationj aliteinative'in#0.
IiitilieenergYtave-been well. attended. .A'winter'CaruiveljencoUtigea4iiii

petio4cin:energY-conserving rather than energy-consuming WinteripeitWqhW
nter4ernivel participantelayeeed`sleigh rides to snowmobile., 4000
ilia r 6!.cbair When the snow melted, a community,orianieetiiWto

a Oahin-roxe.in,developin0 a bicycle path throughout the area;
-conserving .mode of tteneportation-to be ,utilieeCsafeW.
ergymaterials have been develiid,and'already-okisti

teachers end students in the districe:'''

view! JIlxpo,.1.14 20, 1978, wet: the dayeacheirm,,s
:munity groups' Norted-on progrese made in energy conservation:

pllnsia on4-ela education, and :feeilitieW

.01 auaq Project Ese,

burshotanother cc= nity-ba8,01
nd 4-4tOrefront

.2



419r a ve' sc cliri s enter :ta a no

OrpiaW.:44nse atIdi-thrOugh the:
iscardaSUPPori'Mas,A0*elfrOM'a vax'iet

.meital-Educatton,,Ptttaburgh family foal%
burgh:, In -kind serViCes'haVCeome freM

leghenyleounty:EnVirrinmental Coalition
orlapeciarprojetta:from the- Pennsylvania
CobSer4ancy playgroupd Foundation, and,.

`.derived from theialiof waste,- Workah0,
acts.

t educational organizat estiblishe

-use of industrial byproducts.and
urces: HEW's Office o
and the Junior League,of Pitts-

sponsors: Goodwill,Industries.and
-he Center has also received. funding.

Arts CouncilWestern.Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh Foundation. /moms also
special events, memberships, and dona7

To achieve its goal of-giving waste a velA the Creative Recycling Center collects

and distributes indUstrial by-products, deigns substantial items. frOm the -dis-
cards,- and provides environmental information about,the sources of raw materials
used in manufacturing and the implicatiena of our "throw away" society.

The process starts with a call to a 10eal'industry to find out whether they-have

potentially're-useable scrap. Despite thair surprise at being asked this clues-.

tion,A.ndustrial leaders have usually been cooperative, once they learn that the
materials,will be-used in programs for teachers, community centers, artists, re-
habilitation centers, etc. Even more important, the industrialists have sOmetimes

bean stimulated to ask their own question,, "Is anything we are throwingawaypeten-,--

tially.ri-usable7" Some 350 contacts With local industry have been made .this way

since the Center opened in early 1977. The dideards collected are s'ld for a

nominal fee at the Center's store.

t people learn about the Center because of the variety of items ava.ilable.in

_ store. They are usually very.surpriaa0,,to learn that the items Would have
ound their way to a landfill had they Apt Toeenicollected by the Center. The

point of origin. of many of the by-prodocta'iselso often a mysery. Some :visitors

db not know that cork-comes.from the bark Of trees, or that many Synthetic fiberw:

are made from petroleum-and coal-tar. The Center's goal is to make people rem-
lize that paper and.plastie, for example, ere not scraps to throw away, but.ar

partsof` trees and barrels of oil and therefore, worthy of .recycling and

Just a few zip codes away from the-Creattve Recycling Center is Carnegie

which houses the Carnegie Museumof Natural. History, the Museum of Art, Ci

Music Hall, and the main branch of the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh;

In early,,1976, the Section of Education of Carnegie' Museum of Natural History was

awarded an ongoing gift in memary of a former museum trustee, Leonard S. Mudge.

The gift was earmarked for an outreach environmental education program aimed

' mainly'at Adult-audiences. The overall gaal was to make museum resoureba avai
to organizations and agencies involved in environmental education thrOugh--

cooperative programs, projects, and aervioes. The Mudge Program. ie aimed at

providing information and education serviate that present the ramifications-of an

issue from variety of viewpoints, so that the participants can Make a decision

and know that is an- intelligent Oft.

Projects included in the Mudge Environments]. Education Programcincl 4

-Out of Doors Days, a series of wor and-field trips cospon40

the Western Pennsylvanta.Conservaney.

Environmental Issues of the PittpbKWIegien, a conferenee series developed

-in cooperation With an advisory comMittee of representatives from Pittsburgh

environmental organizations and aeendes.

Interactions, a bimonthly newsletterA

People,, Places, and prclanno,?anentAl Learning, an inV

Pittaburgh,region environmental edeeatton Idaources.

Field Photographi,Ain adult education abort course.
'

hoto annual field photograph
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Conservation districts carry. out a wide verietyr of educational projects.

conservation district personalizes its protaA adapting it to the noeths of tea

particular district. About half of tkle prjeca are associated with ech,aois and

the:other hall are fairly evenly divided be'wveen activities with youth organize-

putlicity'and promotional activities, and district-oriented EE: projects. L

it cite a few so that you can sot an idea of the range of, A %Nation district,

vironmental education activities

p achobls establish outdoor ola srodms,
rovide.teacher,scholarships to RE workshy

ssist in establishing -in RE advisory coencil in each school. district.

Arrange to discuss EE .at teachers' means;
Provide teachers with a list of cormentty conservation activities

.which classes could.undertake,
Provide schools with EE curriculum guides or packets of ER

Find land that can be used forsch 1 door classrooms,

*rovide mini- grants to schoolki.for
Conduct _conservation tours' forltea

Publish a conservation eduestiOn newsle

youth leaders.
Work with the media to get pub

activities in the district
Sponsor high school or youth Gonserv=
Assist with scout'conservatioo merit
Sponsor public forumson local. oOnaervar
Sponsor recognitiOn programs for Up 4CCOM

And the list goes on arid on.

Typ lly, a conservation district W11 have an education

either one of its Board members °ran interested citizen as

commmittees will usually include one Or mote teachers, youth

people.
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RO -T[* IN THE D.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE ,I

Hope T el

am here today with a specific assignment e- to describeInterior Secretary

drus'wcommitment. to environmental education. But I would like to startpt 00

tiny' and remind you of what President Carter said in his Environmental Masasp te

,the Congress last May That message may very well survive, historically, 140 op,

'-firpt,timeajrqs1dent of the United States specifically articulated the systWee

natureof.:our environmental. dilemma, and prescribed a systems approach to solvtog,

iWproblems.

First, he acknowledged the "great Variety" of, programs that are necessary in 00.0K4

te:deal with eeeh things -- and he spelled them out e- as "preserving wilder0***1
andtnatiotal historic resources," andthen he called for measures tip

"stem 'the torrent of pollution" -- to halt the environmentalAamage caused by tor

`fradtio.search for more energy. He- saw the,need_for new sourees of energy tO W

our human-beilt systems humming, but he also saw the threat to ire natural sY

on wiv. human-bUilt superstructure is built and on which it consistenaY
.

riswe or all kinds' of unpaid work.'

In essence, these two stated consideritions tie our two major crises together OV

the first time at the Presidential level and recognize them as ONE!
. 0

-The primary challenge to environmental understanding today is to fi7nd every

popsible way to sayto as many people as we can reach -- the same thing the

President was saying to the Congress. Energy and Environment are two sides Of ooe.

increasingly slippery 'coin, and "coin" is an apt metaphor, since economics #04rw

Oes1DOthsides,

Secretary Andrus has tarn the President's theme- andrephrased it as it appUele

most specifically to interior "We will develop," he has said, 'but we win

develop within the cons n s of eservin the environment:"

ain, the wisdom of systems is observed! You don't kill the goose that lay* Cho

geldin eggs! The circular nature of the biosphere is recognized -- the claim Ot ,

unborn generetions- to life and breath and sustenance -- none of which can be

uaranteed much longer unless we bend our linear style of thinking and plinetn0

nto someoehing that resembles more nearly the reel world we'sre working with/0r

ick a.flower,-move a star," the poet sang. John Muir, put it differently;

/try_io,move one thing and you find it's hitched to everything else in the u

verse." - .

.,

)

No matter how you say. is, it adds up to systems,' and the fact that we a

1

the.systeM e- not outside pulling strings.

Assistant Secretary of the Interior Robert Herbst and his deputy, Dick Myshak 410

ne JOhnnies-come-lately to this view of the world, or the environmental eduork

tien Approach for tackling Its problems. Myshek is President of the Conservet$04

Education AesoCiation and was chairman of the committee that put together tee

Alliance for Environmental Education, a group that now,' as you know, repres4A

powerful organizations, from professional teacher groups to such non-gevern0000

o'ganizations as the- National Wildlife Federation and-the IZaak Walton_LeagMC

a recent Mating of the.State of Ohio's newly formed chapter of the AlliWOA

cretary Herbst told,the group something of his own roots in the EE movemene;

joined fotces with other-concerned environmentalists back in 1968 to preparo 4

vironmental.Education Acr, which passed the Minnesota legislature in 1969 *00

became i.model for many other States: A

It also set me 'firmly on the road to greater understeed ng of man's

relationship to.Earth as a whole, he told the Alliance, and he led

me define My,Tife's commitment.

ope T. Meere,U.S, Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240.
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basis of this kind of backing, I think i.t is fair to assume that interio

in the Environtriental Education movement in earnest'. As I told a group of Fish

and Wildlife interpreters in Tucson last month, "Don't expect this cup to pass

from your lips. You have Oedicated bunch of leaders who are going to make su

this movement goes forward," and I reminded them that each and every one of-the

is an integral part of the movement.

Herbst's message to the Ohio meeting was, "it can be done:" He described the

effort in Minnesota to "add a concept of management to the synthesis of existing

sciences which we now consider as 'ecology'," and this is the route he has asked

his agencies to take. In parks and refuges, Carter, Andrus, Herbst all'understand

''the need for systems management, based on the soundest scientific_ research and

information available. Thdy further expect that management be reflected in public

exposure to the workings of . management -- how we interface the human_and natural

systems for the greatest "free ride" with the least impact we can make.

This is the way we are going, and as we develop materials, programs, and activi7

ties in support of this kind of interpretation, it will be done from a systems

point of view. "Where does this information fit into the environmental process,

and how am I. involved? What effect do my actions have on the overall system?

How does the effect I have on the system affect me in return? Where are the net-

works through which these effects travel and what choices and points.of'inter-

vention are there to make a difference?"

These are not just questions for visitors. These are questions for interpreters,

-for rangers, for maintenance personnel, for concessionaires, and especially for

-

the so-called "managers" of our areas. The more_we-ask such questions, the more

we realize that the systems manage us at least -as much as we manage them.

As educators, you may find that this approach suggeses some ways you can become

'involved,-either from a general systems standpoint (providing overall frameworks

for on-site interpretation), or from a specific application standpoint (adapting

the specifics of a certain site to the general systems format).-

We Intend shortly to employ certain temporary hiring procedures (Schedule A

appointments or WAE While Actually Employed) to bring to Washington some

uniquely qualified university people for intensive input into our EE programs. We

want to tie in to higher education at the national level and also at the regional

level. We envisage regional conferences that will include representatives from

business and industry, as well as park and refuge personnel and university people,

with the idea of findihg all the common ground that environmentaleducatien can

help us identifyancl explore. The nature of our environmental/economic dilemma

dictates an end to polarization and a beginning of synthesis,

An-understanding of systems is a basic intellectual tool, and we welcome
your critical attention to what we do. People-need to'understand that wh n

we change the system, we also change our options. If we begin to think
through the processes we set in motion, we can start trying to create new
choices '(rather than closing them off). Every act of manipulation administers
a "twang" to the web of process, and more often than not, a reverse vibration

tomes back and catches us in unanticipated ways. The challenge to,interpreters
is to tie the original action to the delayed reaction, to help people stretch
their minds- beyond a single event and become aware of the chains of linked
events that constitute process.

Presidents and Cabinet members and their deputies can speak with the tonguea
of Solomon, but unless their-listeners have some inkling of process, their

wisdom withers. It is the sense of process-that we seek to kindle through
environmental education, and process depends on connections.
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f we can use'our parks and refuges establish the iden of linked actions, ofdb
.impact and reaction, of process and We inevitable participation of people whether

they will it or not, then these set-asicie fragments of Earth will have served

their highest purpose yet.

The incredible thing about he energy/environmental dilemma was its absolute

predictability. Given what we KNOW about our world and the natural laws that

underlie it, the moment of truth was always there In the future, coming closer

with every tick of the biosphere clock.

And yet it caught us by surprise. Not only that, but an enormous. number of us

still don't buy the truth. The short-term "fix" psychology is still the prevail-

ing-posture. The only way we can continue to be so blind is by keeping a double

set of books, one called ecology, which is the bookkeeping of the biosphere, and

one called economy, which is the bookkeeping of human society.

Meanwhile, we have a President he-can read the columns of figures in both,sets of

books, and whivstares into the future and tells us to hurry, there isn't much time

left to act.

Another major message liat grows from environmental awareness and serves the en-

vironmental mission the President has laid out is the need to conserve. In our

former waste lies the best hope of finding the energy' to create new ways of doing

things to survive the transition to'better resource management.

The truth is that we have reached the bottom of dur natural pockets, The one

resource we have left that we haven'texploited is our brains, our human ability

tomake connections, to see beyond the moment, to modify our actions and improve

our chances for survival within the energy budget that is still available,

President Carter is moving America purposefully, into the paths of conservation for

survival's:sake. Conservation can buy us a little more time, can choke off waste

and stretch the resources we have left.

Environmental tducation must be undertaken everywhere, in schoolrooms and board

rooms, on the grocery shelf and the Outer Continental Shelf, at the gas pump and

the city dump. The connections must be made, the real world prices will's

What you are being asked to do is to use the resources of your areas to help

America put the two seemingly separate rooms of our one house in order, to open

the ,doors between them and learn; as today's youngsters say, to "go with the flow.

The Interior' Department is a natural to lead this field. Because of the TOpsy-_

like nature of its growth, Interior affords an outstanding arfay of opportunities

for making the 'connections.

But nowhere in.this.department, that has been described as "the dust_bin ofgovern-
Merle, is there a greater challenge than in linking the management and interpreta-

tion of our great natural areas, the parks and refuges that run mostly orpsola
.

.energy but which still must serve a heavy overlay of-fosail-fuel propelled'hum4n,

vieitora.

Secretary Herbst is determined to base all resource management on science, and4he

dieSthis management as-The underpinning for a dynamic, integrated, interpretiVe

program that'containsao embarrassing' between what we are doing with

regOUrces an&-whit we are saying about them. X 4,4

anagement and interpretation begin to mesh .more positively, percaphiin':Orth-4k
natOril'eetisygteMS and 'their interface with the human-built systems ean'become4lar,

most pOtent EE message.' When management and interpretation become kageamlesa',,y%

0016when.pepPlende:.-:stand their plebe in the natural systems-and:*hilf,respOl
sib lity toomakewidCresource :decisions, we will have achieved, ur.obje



The-recent worldwide conference in Tbilisi came up with a definition of
environmental education that Secretary Herbst has picked up as key, not
just 'for its rounded description of the task in physical terms, but for
its moral comppnent. It states that environmental education,-" "properly
UnderStOpc4 should constitute 0 comprehensive lifelong education, one
responsive to changes in a rapidly changing world. It should prepare
the individual (you...me...viaitera..4VERYONE) for life through an,und -

standing of the major problems of the contemporary world, and the provision
of !kills and attributes needed to play a productive role towards improving
'life-and protecting the environment with due regard given to ethical values.

By adoptin a holistic approach, rooted in a broad interdisciplinary base,
it recreat s an overall perspective which acknowledges the fact that natural

and man7mi e environments are profoundly interdependent. It helps reveal
the enduri g continuity which links the acts of today to the consequences
of tomorrow.

o I like the nod to ethics in that Tbilisi Declaration. I think it is a signal

that we are ready as a species to balance our competitive way of coping with a
Cooperative mode. Both 'are needed for survival, but competition has had the
best of it most of the timeo in apite.of that fact, there have been numerous,
points along the evolutionary way where cooperation has spelled the vital
difference between continued survival and extinction. If we at Interior do

out job well in the parks and refuges, we may help you educators open up a
growing awareness of the need to cooperate fer.e.better

The November:7th issue of Time magazine featured as its cover story "Hold Man

Became Man." It speaks of the dim, misty gulf of time,'some lk millionYears
ago; Atn."circUmstances placed a premium on cooperation,,etrengthening the bond
between members of the group and starting man onthe road toward developing
language."

Said Richard Leakey, "The hominoids that thrived best Were those able to restrains

their1 amMediate impulses and manipulate the impulses,of others into coopers ive

efforts. They were the vanguard of theuma? race."

Once again, the human species is being presented with a set of circumstances that
placed a premium on cooperation, paying off for strengthening the,bond between
members -of the group, rewarding those who are able to restrnln their immediate

impulses.

People need all'the ielp, all the reminders, all the examples, they can get, to
,turn them into the paths of cooperating and conserving. Nowhere if the Federal
'Government equipped to do better its.part of this Job than on the refuges and in

the parks WE ARE WHERE IT'S AT, where the pieces of environment have been orga-.
nized by the natural systems'in such appealing ways and where they are running'
with such demonstrable quality and efficiency.-

The mechanice of implementation, for the Interior environmental education thrust,
centered in a new Division of Environmental Education Situated under the

Scientist in the National Park-Service.

The mission of this Division, which has been designated as the lead environmental
education sector for the Department of the Interior, 'will be to provide services
to the National Park Service master planning proceis and to NPS field personnel,'

, and to coordinate the various EE efforts within all three bureaus under Secretari,
Andrus and Herbst.. We do not plan to re-invent the wheel; we don't need to view ,
it as a new discipline. It just needs incorporation.
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The Envirenmcnta,l Education Division
'Chief will be the main staff person for the

Ihree-bureau steering committee, of'which I have been appointed Chairperson by

Secretary Herbst. I in also Secretary Herbat's representative of the FICE Sub-

committee for Environmental Education and,.Energy Action. The recent National

Leadership Conference in Washington gave Stkb-FICE some interesting assignments

that may sharpen our focus and show us new4ways to mesh our knowledge, opportunij,

ties and efforts.

By filling the position of Environmental Education Director at Interior, Secretary

Herbst will be taking,the first step in his commitment to environmental education

'that grows naturally out of the interpretation and the management of the two

pystems, parks and refuges.

This is a MUST, the mainspring of all we do, that we base out management and our

maintenance on the best science available and that our environ-ental education

activities not be at odds with our management and our maintenan practices.

There is no better way to teach EE than to demonstrate through ou own actions

the "better fit of man and nature" that spells quality of life..

One next-to-final thought: The President has told us to do just what the environ-

ment is also telling us to do. The beauty of having both science and pOlitics on

the same track is that everything you do toward environmentally sound management

and' interpretation is also a positive response to the President and to the goals

of the administration. In effect, it is no longer politics, but policy.

I want to quote from the 1973 North American Wildlife Policy Report which seems to

express the ultimate goal of environmental education. It was written by Dr.

Durward Allen's committee, charged with up-dating the 1939-Aldo Leopold Game Polite=

ey Report, and it was inserted by Dr. Allen's committee as an appropriate,culmina-

tion of the report, statement of hope and belief in the future. The Committee

wrote: .

Mankind emerged from the natural order; we must continue to live as

part of it. We have but one earth, our home., our keep, our borrowed

. estate, We must accept the charge, at whatever cost, to maintain

its abundance and guard its quality.

We seek understanding of other living things as the way-to an

enlightened husbandry of man himself.

We seea future that threatens the idle, the ignorant, the

:improvident.: But we also see, in times ahead, the promise

of.a good life, if men with wisdom and humility will work

for it.

I would like to make that "men and women," and express my confidence that together

.14e can measure up o,the task. It is not a.small One, but few others are.more

-heavily freighted with implications for the future of mankind.
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GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS.

Manuscripts to be considered for publication in Current Issues in Environmental du-

cation must be accepted for presentation at the annual conference of the Nations

Association for Environmental Education. Such acceptance is function of the Pro-

gram Committee for the Conference.

Selection of manuecripterfor Current Issues will be based on the basis of: 1) scho-

larehip, 2) originality., 3) documentation, and 4) adjudged interest to the member-

ship of the Association.

Manuscript Preparation

Manuscripts must not exceed 3500 words in lehgth. . They must be submitted

in duplicate, typed, double-spaced, with standard margins, approximately

250 words per page. No single-spaced, bulletin typewriter type, or all

capitals will be accepted.

Figures (drawings and graphs) must be :sequentially numbered rabic and,

must be cited in the text. Provide camera -ready copy in black (preferably

India) ink, on heavy white paper or blue-lined coordinate paper, on sepa-

rate sheets. Place labela parallel to the axes, using initial capital and

lower case letters. Plan your figures for the smallest possible printed

size consistent with clarity. Care should be taken to make lettering

large enough to be readable after reduction to the 5 x 7 inch print format

of Current Issues.

Tables must be sequentially numbered (Arabic), titled and cited in then.

text.

4. No photographs can be printed.

The title of the manuscript should'be typed on separate sheet (page 1),

with the names of the authors, their affiliations, and complete mailing

addresses. Do not use abbreviations. The title may be a-conventional

one (composed primarily of nouns and adjectives), a sentence (containing

a verb), or a structure with a colon.

6. Provide an abstect of 45 to 55 words on page 2. The abstract should

;amplify the title, but should not repeat it or phrases in it.

7. .Begin the text on page 3. Place the name of the senior author and the

page number- in the upper right.corner of each page of the text.

8. inbert subheads-at appropriate places in the text to mark your main ideas.

The set of subheads should show that your ideas are presented in a logical:

order. ,Keep subheads short..

9. Provide a summary at the end.

:10. All ireferenues, sequentially numbered, should be placed at the end of the

,text. Oa superscripts at appropriate locations within the text. Do not

abbreviate journal' names. Underline book and journal titles. Use a

standard style for reference Citations.

Deadline for submission

Manuscripts must be received by the editors not later than 30 days prior to the

annual Conference.' Send to De. Craig B. Davis, 141 Bessey Hall, Iowa stem

University, Ames, IA 50011.

If you wish confirmation that Your manuscript has been received, plea enclose

Self-addressed stamped postcard.
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NAEE PUOLICATIONS

Selected volumes of papers from conferencen of the National'Aasociation

for Environmental Education have been published by the ERIC Clearinghouae

for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education annually since 1975.

Copies of each,are still available, as follows:.

Robert Marlctt (editor), Current IMSUCS in Environmental

Education ,1975: Selected Pnpersfrom 0_0. Fourth Annual

_Conference of the National Assocjation rar Environmental

lEducation (New Orleans, AprIl 1975).. 129 pages, $3

ED 119 982.

Robert Merlett (editor), Current Issues in Enviroranental

Educe_tionII: Selected Papers from the F_

Conference of the National. Associatien fo
Education (Atlanta, April 1976). 200 pages, $4.2

ED 135 6h5.

Robert H. McCabe (editor), C u
Education III: Selected

Conference o
Education (Estee Park, Apri
ED 150 018.

Orders may be placed with

SMEAC Information Reference Center
1200 Chambers Road, 3rd Floor
Columbus, Ohio 43212

rent Issues in Env Tental
m the Sixth Ai

elation for Environmental

77). 280 pages, ,$5.00.

Also available from SMEAC Information Reference Cente

Teaching Alternatives, by. Robert H. McCabe, J. Terene

(1977, 336 pages, $6.00). ED 144 826.

is Man and Environment
Kelly, and Doris Lyons

Each of the above volumes is also available, in microfiche and

through the. ERIC system, at prices based on page counts, from:

Educational Document Reproduction Service (EDRS)

P. O. Box 190
Arlington, Virginia 22210

paper copy,

A number ofother publicatinns sponsored by, or associated with, National

Aspociati.= of Environmental Educatiokareeowout of print, but may be .

located in ERIC microfiche:collections or ordered from,EDRS. Included area

ED 056 930' Man and Envi ent,_Rev d Cur iculu 103 Pages,

November 970.

Man and Environment, A 811iliogrphy. 113 pages,ED'056 931

ED 071 855

ED 071 856

ED 086 473

097 233ED

1970. - .

Man an4§214I21.1P22LtAAlEAXWILL191EMR1222.
106 pages, 1972-,
Alternatives for Mah and Environment Revised Cu lum.

186 pages, 1972..
Man and Environment for Seconda

in Environmental_Studies'
vember 1972.

Man and Environment for
C rriculum Guide for
4-8. 146 pages, 1974.
Additional Selected Pa

Env

Schools: A Curriculum
or High Sphoo16. 96 papa,.

ermediate Grades ,
onmen 1 Studies for Grades

the n

ED 20 009 e- from the Annual Confe-,:ence

of the National Association or Environmental Education

(New Orleans, April 1975). 64 pages, 1975.,

ED 1 666 Additional Selected Pa era from the Annual C -enc_

Uthe National Association for Envi
Atlanta, April 1976).. .74 pages,, 1976.

on mental Ed cars` is


